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Foreword

There are two main groups of articles in my written

production dealing with various aspects of technical art

history: the history of materials, especially the rigid

supports chosen by artists in the early seventeenth century

including conservation reports and guidelines for the

safekeeping of paintings, and observations of studio

practices of important Dutch artists such as Rembrandt van

Rijn, Gerrit Dou and Johannes Vermeer. All considerations

spring from the same wish to understand the material and

cultural aspects of the objects - documenting these

findings for professionals and a broader public - prior to

setting up a strategy for the care or treatment of our cultural

heritage objects.

Immediately after obtaining my master thesis diploma on

the examination of seventy-five Flemish panel paintings

situated in the wainscoting of the Winter Room (ca. 1620)

at Rosenborg Castle, Copenhagen, I was asked by the

external examiner, Prof. Dr. Bo Ossian Lindberg, University

of Lund, to continue my work on the project and present it

to him as a dissertation. This was in 1987 and although I

continued collecting and documenting evidence of the

genesis of the ensemble as well as of the single paintings

- and still am doing so up until this day - and although also

Prof. Dr. Ernst van de Wetering in the nineteen-nineties

suggested to me to present my dissertation at the

Amsterdam University, the inclination to find time and the

impetus to carry it through were still not ripe.

It was at a break during a meeting of the ICOM Committee

for Conservation at the sunny and fertile grounds of The

Getty Villa, Malibu in 2006, during the always stimulating

talks with Anne van Grevenstein-Kruse, director of the

Stichting Restauratie Atelier Limburg and since 2008

professor in the Praktijk van conservering en restauratie at

the University of Amsterdam that the idea was finally

matured. Shortly after, I met with Professor Dr. Jan Piet

Filedt Kok during a visit to Amsterdam, and he stimulated

me to present the current volume of articles. I am thus

extremely grateful to first Ernst and later Anne and Jan Piet

for encouraging me to prepare a selection of articles and

an all embracing introduction, Discoursing Artworks - The

Multiple Faces of Conservation Documentation, on the

importance of conservation documentation, all presented

together as my dissertation. The writing was undertaken

concurrently with a highly demanding job which I fulfill

since 2005 as the manager of the Conservation

Department, Art Handlers, Photographical Service and

Registrar's Office at Statens Museum for Kunst.

The awakening of my interest in documentation and

technical art history goes back to my training in the late

nineteen-seventies and early eighties under Steen

Bjarnhof, conservator and head of the paintings

department, and Ulla Haastrup, art historian, both at the

Royal Academy of Fine Arts, the School of Conservation,

Copenhagen, as well as discussions with Mogens

Bencard, former director of The Royal Collections at

Rosenborg Castle. The Novo Foundation supported my

initial research into the 'making & meaning' of the Winter

Room (c. 1620), the studiolo of the Danish King Christian

4, and continued doing so almost a decade later, which I

am most grateful to them for. Further studies in art history,

combined with a critical scrutiny of the artworks themselves

in search of their inherent values, were inspired by Dr.

Thomas Bullinger, Svein Wiik and Emst van de Wetering,

all versatile individuals with an energizing degree of

passion, curiosity and with a holistic approach in their view

on artistic creativity.

I have been privileged in my working environments, and

especially so at the Mauritshuis in The Hague, where I

worked from 1990 through 2004, under the directorship of

Frits J. Duparc and his deputy director Rik van Koetsveld,

with the head of communication Lieke Vervoorn and a

variety of colleagues at the Conservation Department,

Carol Pottasch, Luuk Struick van der Loeff, Sabrina Meloni,

Petria Noble, and numerous temporary employees and

interns, and the Curatorial Department with colleagues

such as Ariane van Suchtelen, Peter van der Ploeg, Epco

Runia, Quentin Buvelot, Ben Broos. Here I was offered

ample opportunities for collaborative work with

professionals seeking to advance the understanding and

keeping of old master paintings in - and related to - the

exquisite collection of Dutch and Flemish 17th century

artists in the custody of the Mauritshuis.

The combinations of the documentation of the restoration

history of the works with an intimae account of Vermeer's

considerations during the painting of the images prompted

public interest and naturally lead to a thorough examination

of all the other works in the artist's oeuvre. This resulted in

a number of new discoveries about Vermeer's painting

techniques which were published alongside the catalogue

iii



of the Vermeer exhibition. 1 During the preparation of the

catalogue, interdisciplinary research between art

historians, conservators and conservation scientists was

intense, something that strongly supported my preparation

of a technical essay on Vermeer's technique for creating

the spatial illusions in his paintings.

The thorough research of an artist's entire production was

only possible thanks to the limited extent of the oeuvre and

the continued support of the Mauritshuis staff. The

research led to a series of spin-off articles in different

media, geared towards a variety of audiences from

scholars to the general public and colleagues within the

field. My final contribution to the Vermeer literature was an

essay based on a paper given at a scholarly symposium at

the University of Maryland in 1995.

In 1994 I had the privilege to be invited to contribute with

two papers, one on the making of panel paintings and the

other on the history of microclimate boxes for panel

paintings, for The J. Paul Getty Museum symposium on

The Structural Conservation of Panel Paintings. The

papers, which were later published in the proceedings of

the meeting, buil ton research gathered during my work

with unravelling the problems of the Winter Room at

Rosenborg Castle in Copenhagen, as well as new

research on microclimates and microclimate boxes as an

environmental protection for sensitive panel paintings in

transit. This latter research was carried out in a fruitful

multidisciplinary collaboration between the Centraal

Laboratorium voor Kunst en Voorwerpen (currently the

Dutch Institute for Cultural Heritage/lnstituut Collectie

Nederland (ICN» and the Mauritshuis. The research

results from laboratory tests as well as data gathered while

monitoring artworks on travelling exhibitions were later

shared with a larger professional audience. The keeping of

our cultural heritage has remained a strong backbone in all

the technical art history studies and also today, in my

capacity of Keeper of Conservation at Statens Museum for

Kunst, Copenhagen, I am participating in an inter

institutional research consortium, PROPAINT, funded

within the 6th EU Framework programme.

My cooperation as a practising conservator with Petria

Noble, current Head Conservator of the Mauritshuis, on the

treatment of Rembrandt's large Anatomy lesson of Dr.

Nicolaes Tulp from 1632 not only offered the revelation of

new and fresh insights into the splendour of the painting

1 See separate bibliography, p. 233

and the artist's technique, but also meant the start to an

intense and later formalised scientific collaboration with Dr.

Jaap Boon and his research team at the FOM-Amolf

Institute in Amsterdam.

As with the phenomenological documentation of paint

defects, which saw its first beginnings in the publications

mentioned above, also the issue of observations of the

reverse of panel paintings and copper plates used as rigid

support for paintings continued to gain momentum within

my research area. From the initial articles on panel makers'

marks, this grew into becoming an expertise that was

drawn upon by numerous art historians and conservators

in museums around the world as well as by auction houses

and art dealers. Nuances in the interpretation of the

Antwerp Brand and individual panel makers' house marks,

as first published in Dresden in 1990, continued to appear,

and resulted in a larger essay on the phenomena

presented in Looking through Paintings from 1998.

Simultaneously the preparation for the interdisciplinary

exhibition Copper as Canvas. Two centuries of

Masterpiece Paintings on Copper 1525-1775, initiated by

the then chief curator of westem art Michael Komanecky at

the Phoenix Art Museum (AZ), resulted in a durable

friendship with my research colleague Isabelle Horovicz.

Already then, our interest in painting on copper linked us,

and the Mauritshuis was convinced to take on the show

after the second venue, The Nelson Atkins Museum,

Kansas City (MO). At conferences and in the catalogue our

essays complement each other, a collaboration that has

continued until today, where we in tandem write and edit

multi-author contributions on paintings on rigid supports for

a forthcoming 600-page Butterworth-Heinemann book on

The Conservation of Easel Paintings, edited by Joyce Hill

Stoner and Rebecca Rushfield, to be published in 2011.

In 1995 the Mauritshuis in collaboration with the National

Gallery in London started preparing a large exhibition on

Rembrandt's Self-Portraits. Prior to this and during the

writing of the essays an underdrawing alien to Rembrandt's

technique materialised itself on the monitor during a routine

IRR-examination of the Young Self-Portrait. This prompted

a thorough re-examination of the painting and the so-called

copy in Nuremberg. In the catalogue Emst van de

Wetering and Edwin Buijsen, in understanding with the

Mauritshuis. questioned the authenticity of the painting.

This further led to travelling to examine tronies by
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Rembrandt and his contemporaries in the USA, Europe

and Japan, and at a symposium organised by the RKD in

The Hague I had the opportunity to present my

observations, later published in Oud Holland together with

articles of other observations. Apart from the continued

examination of the collection of old masters with the aid of

IRR, the results of which were presented in catalogues and

at colloquia, this led to extensive examinations with IIR and

CCD-imaging of Dutch and Flemish 1t h century paintings

which revealed a huge amount of new information on the

continued use of underdrawing, but also undermodelling in

carbon containing paint recordable with infrared imaging.

As a direct result of the IR-imaging of the early Rembrandt

pupil Gerrit Dou, characteristics of his technique were

presented in a new periodical, ARTMA TTERS - Netherlands

Technical Studies in Art, in the launching of which in 2002 I

was instrumental as well as being one of the founding

editors.

In connection with a new collaboration between

Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen, and the Mauritshuis, eight

majestic Albert Eckhout (1610-1666) paintings and 12 still

lifes, which in 1654 were offered by Maurits to the Danish

King Frederik III, could be shown to the Dutch public. Prior

to this, research into the genesis of the paintings - to

answer the question whether Eckhout painted the images

in Brazil during his stay there or after his return to The

Netherlands - was conducted in Copenhagen. The same

question was brought up regarding Frans Post (1612

1680), who resided in Brazil during the same period as

Eckhout, and the results, documented with the aid of IR

imaging, were presented at an International Experts

Symposium in Recife. The findings on Eckhout were

likewise presented in Recife, and again one week later in

Rio de Janeiro at the ICOM Committee for Conservation

(lCOM CC) Triennial Meeting, 2002.

It is my hope that the following introduction, Discoursing

Artworks or Professional Conciliation. The Multiple Faces

of Conservation Documentation, together with the fourteen

subsequent articles. will provide the reader with some

understanding of how critical observations, documentation

and the study of art works and related archives can assist

in reaching new and significant insights into a multitude of

aspects of past and present art works and the

considerations and choices -deliberate or random - that

were made by their makers and subsequent keepers.

Countless are the people that must be acknowledged for

having supported me - knowingly or not - in reaching the

insights and conclusions presented in this compilation of

articles. Many have encouraged me during the many other

publications and achievements in my professional life as a

conservator, art historian, manager of departments and

during external assignments and in international

professional bodies such as the ICOM Committee for

Conservation. I am extremely grateful to them all and

especially to the late Caroline Villers, with whom I had

close professional and private conversations, and to Mikkel

Scharff for his continued enthusiasm, collaboration and

friendship.
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Introduction: Discoursing Artworks. The Multiple

Faces ofConservation Documentation

Preamble

A conservator-restorer1 is constantly facing new and

unique complex challenges, when confronted with

condition assessments and eventually a treatment of

cultural objects which are open to numerous interpretations

and possibilities for their keeping. Success in caring for

and keeping our multifaceted cultural heritage requires an

academically trained professional who is able to perceive

what the object to be cared for is, where it originates from,

the context in which it was made, and the materials which

were employed. Furthermore, this perception should be

fused with a similarly sound knowledge and understanding

of the deterioration and decay mechanisms of the materials

and a variety of measures which could be implemented to

preserve the object. By contextualising these qualities

gleaned from each object or group of objects by means of

close scrutiny, with the naked eye, through the

stereomicroscope or by means of various photographic

techniques or advanced (preferably non-destructive)

scientific analyses, , placing the results in the broader

context of the material and technical development of the

artist or craftsman, the documentation reaches a level

where the information is sufficient to serve all purposes of

understanding and caring for the physical materials which

constitute each object.

Preface

Artists have always made, and will continuously be making,

material choices in order to reach their artistic expression.

This is done on the basis of the very real and tangible

qualities of the matter they want to utilize, such as wood

panels, copper plates, canvas, the type of ground,

imprimatura and pigment composition, binding media etc.

but also out of a deeper wish to express an idea that needs

these physical materials to materialize and reflect precisely

1 The document "The Conservator-Restorer: a Definition of the
Profession", adopted in 1984 by ICOM-CC and successively
by ICOM, uses the term 'conservator-restorer' as a
compromise, as the same professional is called 'conservator'
in English-speaking countries and 'restorer' in those where
Romanic and Germanic languages are spoken. In this text, for
the sake of simplicity, the word 'conservator' comprises both
terms and will be used throughout.

the thoughts perceived in the mind of the artist.2 An artist is

a perceiver who pays special attention to the points of view,

from which the world can be seen, and one who catches and

records for the rest of us the most revealing perspectives on

things.3 By trying to understand these views and choices,

which for other artists in the same milieu would have been

different because of their idiosyncratic wishes to reach a

different expression or to experiment with the materials

available, we aim to strive for sufficient understanding of

their choices to enable us to make appropriate

conservation decisions that do not compromise the

integrity of the object.

These considerations are even more relevant and complex

when we are confronted by the preservation, installation,

documentation and exhibition of art works by contemporary

artists who use all imaginable materials and techniques,

the significance of which is often meaningless without

information about the artist's intentions. Here crucial issues

such as authenticity, permanencelimpermanence, artistic

intent, reproducibility, and longevity of artworks are

demanding new forms of documentation and often in an

interdisciplinary methodology.4 Such an approach may

include interviews with artists, documentation of artists'

materials, the recording of the images, words or sound of

performances, the documentation of installations,

temporary and 'permanent' visual art. Scientific research

into the identification, composition, ageing and

preservation of modern materials is especially challenging

to conservators and the curatorial staff in museums with

contemporary treasures. An important support and

reference resource is the International Network for the

2 Painting uit den geest, literally "from the mind", meaning
creating a composition based on images of things seen and
mirrored in the imagination, was regarded as the highest level
within the visual arts. S. van Hoogstraeten literally compares
the painter's mind with a stage on which he should pull back
the curtain and paint the imagined scene. S. van
Hoogstraeten, In/eyding tot de hooge schoole der
schilderkonst (Rotterdam, 1678; ed. Utrecht, 1969), p. 178.
3 J.J. Gibson, "Pictures, Perspective, and Perception", in
Journal of the American Academy of Arts and Science I
~1955), p. 220.

Y. Hummelen & D. Sille (eds.), Modern Art: Who Cares?,
1997; Jackie Heuman (ed.) From Marble to Chocolate: the
Conservation of Modern Sculpture, London 1995.



Conservation of Contemporary Art (INCCA) formed by

professionals occupied worldwide with the conservation of

modem and contemporary art.s

The way we care for a work of art is significant for the way

the object appears and is perceived by the public.

Conservation is also about the necessity of keeping the

many-layered documentary evidence that every old or

recent artistic object holds. In the future, enquiries will

continue to be posed in connection with new attempts of

interpreting the work, and much too often essential clues

have been made incomprehensible or even removed or

destroyed during treatment because their meaning and

relevance went unrecognised.6

Examples of this are the many 16th and 17th century panel

paintings that in the 19th and 20th century were dramatically

thinned from the reverse and cradled. Apart from making

the panels even more vulnerable to environmental impacf

our predecessors often also removed significant

information about the production and the maker of these

oak boards.8 My research into the panel makers and their

practice in producing panels and of the impact of guild

regulations on branding and marking these with their

individual house marks is but one example of how

significant this information may be for understanding the

genesis of a panel painting. 9

It is often true that when a conservator is considering

carrying out treatment of a work of art, the first question

that springs to mind is how to do it. The greater part of

conservation research still focuses on the challenges of the

physical condition of the object, the deterioration of

materials and possible interventions. This question is the

key issue for the conservator, arising out of the need to

keep an object. Questions such as what we should

preserve; why we choose to preserve particular objects;

and for whom we treat the objects are challenging

concepts with which a conservator may not often trouble

himself.

While concentrating on the treatment of an object the

conservators ought to address also the context in which

5 INNCA, see http://www.incca.org/
6 E. van de Wetering, "Die Oberflache der Dinge und der
museale Stil", in Maltechnik Restauro II (1982), pp. 98-102'
7 See pp. 85-94.
8 J. Wadum, "17th c Flemish Panel Makers' Red Chalk Master
Marks", in ICOM-CC 9th Triennial Meeting Dresden Preprints
vol. II. Los Angeles 1990, pp. 663-666.
g See pp. 29-52.

the object was created, how it was passed on through

history, and its current function as a bearer of culturally

significant messages. The intangible values can be equally

important to observe and respect. W. Richard West, former

founding director of the NMAI told this story a couple of

years ago:

"A Song Made Visible"

A northern California basket maker named Mrs.
Matt was hired to teach basket making at a local
university. After three weeks, her students
complained that all they had done was sing songs.
When, they asked, were they going to learn to make
baskets? Mrs. Matt, somewhat taken aback, replied
that they were learning to make baskets. She
explained that the process starts with songs that are
sung so as not to insult the plants when the
materials for the baskets are picked. So her
students learned the songs and went to pick the
grasses and plants to make their baskets.

Upon their return to the classroom, however, the
students again were dismayed when Mrs. Matt
began to teach them yet more songs. This time she
wanted them to learn the songs that must be sung
as you soften the materials in your mouth before
you start to weave. Exasperated, the students
protested having to learn songs instead of learning
to make baskets. Mrs. Matt, perhaps a bit
exasperated herself at this point, thereupon
patiently explained the obvious to them: ''You're
missing the point, " she said, "a basket is a song
made visible."

'I do not know whether Mrs. Matt's students went on to

become exemplary basket makers. What I do know is that

her wonderfully poetic remark - which suggests the

interconnectedness of everything, the symbiosis of who we

are and what we do - embodies a whole philosophy of

Native life and culture and speaks volumes about the

nature of Native objects to Native peoples themselves'. 10

I believe we need to be aware that our work is more than

just a matter of preserving material and structure.

Conservation also encompasses the preservation of non

tangible cultural qualities and a vast array of information.

Exhibiting objects is not just a matter of putting them on

10 W. Richard West, Jr., Director National Museum of the
American Indian (NMAI), Washington, D.C. & Marian A.
Kaminitz, Head of Conservation NMAI: "Making a Song Visible:
NMAI and Community Consultations", lecture at the ICOM-CC
seminar, PRESERVING THE INTANGIBLE: SUSTAINING
THE MATERIAL AND THE SYMBOLIC, ICOM Committee for
Conservation (ICOM-CC) Seoul 5 October 2004. The text here
printed is an excerpt from W. Richard West, "A Song Made
Visible," Museum News, SeptemberlOctober (2004), , pp. 35
36.
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display. We should be guided by an obligation and

responsibility to consider what the object was, how it may

have changed - and may further change. The attempt to

answer these questions will naturally be influenced by the

culture in which the conservator is immersed and may not

be entirely appropriate, given that cultural objects are

increasingly seen as elements within an intemational

context rooted in cultural diversity. l'

Some cultures appraise authenticity, but this notion may

vary from culture to culture and the word simply does not

exist in many Asian languages. The Nara Document states

in preamble 2 that the 'essential contribution made by the

consideration of authenticity in conservation practice is to

clarify and illuminate the collective memory of humanity'. 12

Although the word documentation is not mentioned in the

Nara Document it lies embedded in the definition of

conservation, which is described as 'all operations

designed to understand a property, know its history and

meaning, ensure its material safeguard, and, if requested,

its restoration and enhancement'.'3

We must realise that we only have the objects in our

temporary care and will hand them over to new

generations whose care-taking will be guided by their

changing values. Our clients, the museum visitors and

scholars alike, come increasingly from cultural

backgrounds different from those in which the objects were

created. Visitors may not be able to interpret objects that

are more than a hundred years old, and the lack of

historical knowledge amongst younger generations

therefore places the effort and the role of the conservator

in a crucial new context.'4 We are approaching a situation

in which conservators do not only treat and care for the

objects but also serve as an important link between the

objects and the public.

The crossroad between treatment (how and with what) and

the visual aesthetic impact (why and for whom) is the spot

11 J. Wadum, "Ravished images restored", in M. Leonard (ed.),
Personal Viewpoints - Thoughts about Paintings
Conservation. Los Angeles 2001, pp. 59-72.
12The Nara Document on Authenticity (1994)
http://whc.unesco.org/archive/nara94.htm
13 See note 12.
14 See also B.K. Federspiel, "The definition of the conservation
profession and its field of operation: issues in the 21 st
century", in A. Oddy & S. Smith (eds.) Past practice: future
concepts, British Museum Occasional Paper CXXXXV (2001),
pp.75-79.

where we find the conservator. Apart from dwelling on how

to conserve or restore an object he must consistently

include a consideration of the impact of a treatment on the

recipients of the object, the viewers. An alteration of a

painting's well-known or long-appreciated message may

reshape our understanding of the past. A growing degree

of professionalism, coupled with our collaboration with art

historians and highly specialised conservation scientists, is

forcing us to realise that our impact on objects, and the

various consequences, are indeed our responsibility.

It is also here that we find a new and unique and crucial

role of the conservator as bridging the gap between people

and objects. Documenting and sharing our unique and

intimate relationship with historic material and transmitting

it to a wider auditorium of humanity are imperative.

Conservators at large will have a much more visible

function than ever before in both today's and tomorrow's

museums and cultural sectors. Their methodology is no

longer hidden behind a veil of mysticism and alchemy, due

to the gradual changes in attitude, especially in the last half

of the 20th century.

Research into materials, their utilisation and artists'

techniques have given the modem multidisciplinary-minded

conservator new insight into past methodology and artistic

technology. The further we are from the moment when

objects were created, the more we must devote ourselves

to analysing them in an attempt to understand them - and

we believe we have a better foundation for our choices

than our predecessors had. The art historian Anthony Blunt

(1907-1983) once described himself as an archaeologist of

paintings, a reminder to the historians who derided style as

a key to chronology that in principle it was not different

from the method used by archaeologists dealing with the

medium of potsherds, who, in the days before Carbon-14,

had no other way of dating the strata of their excavations.'s

Conservators are a part of a global society which is

focusing on the sustainability of our multi-cultural heritage.

Boundaries between previously well-defined approaches

are slowly breaking down as information becomes more

abundant and more accessible. Consensus of

methodology is influenced by the numerous conservation

1S From "About us. A short history of the Courtauld" on
http://www.courtauld.ac.uklabouUhistory.shtml
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publications, greater participation at professional

conferences and our ability to communicate our ideas

instantly across the world. 16

Conservation Documentation

A present-day understanding of the matter described in

conservation documentation is dependent on awareness

that one must acquire or have adequate knowledge of the

context.

The lack of ability to interpret a history painting depicting a

swan making love to a woman may be caused by either the

viewer being alien to the images of a culture different from

his own, or simply being the child of a civilization that has

lost interest in and forgotten its understanding of ancient

literature. Similarly conservation documentation may often

lose its meaning for a new non-professional reader in

various ways: by being too brief, too stuffed with jargon or

simply formatted without any consistency in vocabulary, so

that the text does not transfer the meaning to the reader

that was intended when the information was originally put

on paper or into a computer. To a reader from outside the

conservation profession the information may often carry no

meaning at all - comparable to the unfamiliar image of The

rape of Leda hinted at above. 17

The art historian Alois Riegl (1858-1905) exercised the

scholastic view that works of art possess certain 'values'

that foster interplay between the beholder and the

beheld. '6, He further argued that historical value

emphasises the importance of original condition and is

dependent upon it for the degree of its significance. This

reciprocity affects our perceptions, which in tum can have

important consequences with regard to conservation and

restoration.

'"ICOM Code of Ethics (2006) #6.1 "Co-operation. Museums
should promote the sharing of knowledge, documentation and
collections with museums and cultural organisations in the
countries and communities of origin. The possibility of
developing partnerships with museums in countries or areas
that have lost a significant part of their heritage should be
explored".
17 The metamorphoses of Ovid / translated and with an
introduction by Mary M. Innes. Harmondsworth 1971, sixths
song, verse 109.
18 M. Kirby Talley, 'Introduction to part I - The Eye's Caress:
Looking, Appreciation, and Connoisseurship', in N. Stanley
Price, M. Kirby Talley Jr., A. Malacca Vicar (eds.), Historical
and Philosophical Issues in the Conservation of Cultural
Heritage. Los Angeles 1996, pp. 18-19.

Our standards reflect how we see, and want to see, works

of art in the context of here and now. This could be called

'contemporary value' and it is opposed to historical value. 19

Or as the art critic Heinrich W61fflin (1864-1945) expressed

it, "Every epoch perceives with its own eyes, and nobody

will contest its right to do so, but the historian must ask in

each case how a thing demands to be seen in itself.'o2O

However, again the views on the values carried forward by

an object are dictated by those held by a conservator.

Appreciating that other disciplines may glean new and

surprising information from artworks that are appreciated

by some as purely aesthetic expressions, led the former

head of the training of conservator-restorers in Amsterdam,

Kirby Talley Jr., in the early nineteen eighties, to describe

the emerging emancipation of the conservation discipline

and conservation science as 'The Emperor's New

Clothes,.2l Quoting the art historian Bemard Berenson's

(1865-1959) assertion that 'every work of art has to be first

and foremost a permanent joy and inspiration, and cannot

be degraded to serve as document in the history of

technique and taste or of civilization in general', written

more than 30 years earlier,22 Kirby Talley argued that

scientific research into degradation phenomena and the

techniques of the makers should be kept to a minimum 

conservators were 'doers' and other scholarly disciplines

would perform the 'thinking'. Fortunately history proved this

approach wrong and conservation science and technical

art history is currently flourishing more than ever, and for

the benefit not only of related academic disciplines but also

of those who should benefit the most from our joint efforts 

the public.

Viewed in the context of history, the preservation of our

cultural past, tangible as well as intangible, has been

depending rather on accident than decision. Whether the

objects in the future survive by accident or design, the

survival of documentation about our culture is likely to

'0 Ibid., p. 21.
20 N. Stanley Price, M. Kirby Talley Jr., A. Melucco Vaccaro
(eds.), Historical and Philosophical Issues in the Conservation
of Cultural Heritage. Los Angeles 1996, p. 94.
21 M. Kirby Talley Jr., "Bemerkungen zu zeitgenossischen
Tendenzen in der Kunstgesichte und in der
Restaurierungspraxis: Des Kaisers neue Kleider", in
Maltechnik Restaura II (1982), pp. 103-111.
22 B. Berenson, Aesthetics and History in the Visual Arts, New
York 1948 (reprinted 1979), p. 100.
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become increasingly important to a growing segment of the

population.23

Definitions of the terms documentation and
conservation

Although documentation of heritage objects is an

interdisciplinary exercise applied to the description of the

objects in our care, the primary focus in this paper

concerns the contributions offered by conservators. A clear

definition of both the terms conservation and conservation

research is desirable in order to place this discipline within

the interdisciplinary context. A common and accepted

definition of the terms does not currently exist, though

attempts are constantly being made to outline a common

understanding of the profession.24 The conservation of our

cultural heritage is a multifaceted task and involves a huge

number of actions, which makes a common terminology

shared by the varied groups of disciplines within our

profession essential. 25

Under the auspices of the European Commission a

number of attempts to create a common terminology have

been supported. Currently the European Committee for

Standardization (CEN) for the Conservation of Cultural

Property is aiming at defining standards for preservation

related fields by creating general guidelines & terminology,

considering the materials constituting cultural property, the

evaluation of methods and products for conservation

works, of environment, and transportation and packaging

methods.26 The question remains how many initiatives we

will need to reach this common terminology. The Art &

Architecture Thesaurus ® (AAT), which began in the late

23S. Ross, "Changing Trains at Wigan: Digital Preservation
and the Future of Scholarship", in National Preservation Office,
Occasional Papers, University of Glasgow, 2000. See also:
www.leeds.ac.uk/cedars/OTHERISRoss.htm
24 The Conservator-Restorer: a Definition of the Profession.
Copenhagen, September 1984© ICOM Committee for
Conservation (http://icom
cc.icom.museum/AbouUDefinitionOfProfession/)
25 1COM Code of Ethics (2006) #2.20 "Documentation of
Collections. Museum collections should be documented
according to accepted professional standards. Such
documentation should include a full identification and
description of each item, its associations, provenance,
condition, treatment and present location. Such data should be
kept in a secure environment and be supported by retrieval
systems providing access to the information by the museum
~ersonnel and other legitimate users".
6 European Committee for Standardisation (CEN) aims at

setting standards for Conservation of Cultural Property through
it Technical Committee (TC) 346.

1970s, is a structured vocabulary that can be used to

improve access to information about art, architecture, and

material culture, and it has been in place for several years.

It has already been translated from English into Dutch and

part of the AAT will soon be available in French'>7 Another

ambitious Conservation Dictionary was completed in 2001,

financed by the European Commission, and contains

around 3000 terms and definitions in English, Dutch,

French, Italian, German, Greek, and Hungarian.28 This

multilingual dictionary of conservation/restoration

terminology is supposed to exist in print and on a CD-rom;

however, at the time of writing this essay it was not

traceable via the Internet.

It is in this respect of paramount importance to remember

that a common terminology within the conservation

community may not have the required impact on the

understanding of the context for other disciplines outside

the profession. If the conservation terminology is not widely

understood within the museum and heritage sector at

large, we may end up in an even greater Babylonian

turmoil.

Documentation

In general terms, documentation is any communicable

material (such as text, video, audio, etc., or combinations

thereof) that is used to describe, explain or instruct

regarding some attributes of an object, system or

procedure, such as its parts, materials, assembly,

installation, preservation and use. Documentation can

mean different things in different contexts. For example,

there are major differences in documentation for a legal

case, a scientific study, an art collection, or computer

software. And documentation can take many different

forms even in a single context.29

27 Currently a Spanish version is being initiated in collaboration
between the Getty Research Institute and the Centro de
Documentaci6n de Bienes Patrimoniales in Chile.
28 Project No. CONNECT99/A2I83. The coordinating body was,
Technological Educational Institution of Athens (T.E.1. Athens),
Greece; The University of Manchester, United Kingdom;
Fachhochschule fur Technik und Wirtschaft Berlin (FHTW),
Germany; lnstituut Collectie Nederland (ICN), The
Netherlands; EVTEK Institute of Art and Design, Vantaa,
Finland; P.K. Net Informatics ltd., Greece.
29 The word 'documentation' is often used to mean engineering
or software documentation, which is usually paper books or
computer readable files (such as HTML pages) that describe
the structure and components, or operation of a
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In some European countries, documentation in an

academic context is an obsolete term for the field of study

that is now known as library science30 or information

science, which studies the application and usage of

knowledge in organizations, and the interaction between

people, organizations and information systems.

The vast array of information that we would/could add to

our documentation requires, however, a well-planned

information management of the data. It is essential to get

the right information to the right person at the right place at

the right time. As information management does not

address the question of what constitutes the 'right

information' we have to look at the requirements of the

stakeholders in conservation documentation. However, as

the heritage community and conservation in particular, is

only on the verge of automation we need to address this

issue separately.31

Within information science attention is given to human

computer interaction, groupware, the semantic web, value

sensitive design, iterative design processes and to the

ways people generate, use and find information.32

The Intemational Documentation Committee (CIDOC) of

the Intemational Council of Museums (ICOM) has created

a Conceptual Reference Model (CRM), which provides

definitions and a formal structure for describing the implicit

and explicit concepts and relationships used in cultural

heritage documentation.33

system/product. See also The Linux Information Project at
http://www.linfo.org/documentation.html
30 Library science is an interdisciplinary science incorporating
the humanities, law and applied science to study topics related
to libraries, the collection, organization, preservation and
dissemination of information resources, and the political
economy of information. Library science is constantly eVOlving,
incorporating new topics like Database Management,
Information Architecture and Knowledge Management, for
example.
31 See Issues in Conservation Documentation: Digital formats,
institutional priorities, and public access. May 25, 2007. Edited
transcripts of the meeting. British Museum, London.
32The ICOM Code of Ethics (2006) states "Museums have the
duty to acquire, preserve and promote their collections as a
contribution to safeguarding the natural, cultural and scientific
heritage. Their collections are a significant public inheritance,
have a special position in law and are protected by
international legislation. Inherent in this public trust is the
notion of stewardship that includes rightful ownership,
permanence, documentation, accessibility and responsible
disposal".
33 1COM Code of Ethics (2006) #1.1 "Enabling documentation.
The governing body should ensure that the museum has a
written and published constitution, statute or other public

The CIDOC CRM is "intended to promote a shared

understanding of cultural heritage information by providing

a common and extensible semantic framework that any

cultural heritage information can be mapped to. It is

intended to be a common language for domain experts and

implementers to formulate requirements for information

systems and to serve as a guide for good practice of

conceptual modelling. In this way, it can provide the

"semantic glue" needed to mediate between different

sources of cultural heritage information, such as that

published by museums, libraries and archives." 34

However, reaching a level where the documentation is

presented and provided in an adequate manner requires a

shared approach to what is called Informational

management. This implies that we must determine what

information it is necessary to gather, what to do with the

information and how to pass it on.35 It is therefore

necessary to indicate accurately the information

requirements that an intended system must deliver and

who the clients are, intemally in a specialized conservation

department but also beyond, within the entire heritage

sector - and in society at large.

With the aid of information science studying the application

and usage of knowledge in organizations and the

interaction between people, organisations and information

systems, we might reach a common understanding of what

conservation documentation should cover. Regarding

conservation documentation as part of information studies

within the heritage sector, it could be defined as an

interdisciplinary science concerned with the collection,

classification, manipulation, storage, preservation, retrieval

and dissemination of information of the objects in our care.

Conservation

Conservation can be described as a discipline involving

examination, documentation, preventive care, and

document, in accordance with national laws which clearly
states the museum's legal status, mission, permanence, and
non-profit nature".
34CIDOC CRM Home page
35 Paraphrasing Kahn and Swanborough, 'Knowing what
information to gather, knowing what to do with information
when you get it, knowing what information to pass on, and
knowing how to value the result'. M. Kahn, R. Swanborough,
"Information Systems for Public Sector Management". Working
Paper Series Paper No. /IX: Information Management, IT and
Government Transformation: Innovative Approaches in the
New South Africa. University of Manchester, United Kingdom,
1999.
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research directed toward the long-term safekeeping of

cultural and natural heritage objects. Conservation further

embraces preventive conservation, remedial conservation

and restoration.36 As in all cases conservation consists of

indirect and direct actions aiming at retarding deterioration

and preventing damage by creating conditions optimal for

the preservation of cultural heritage, as far as is compatible

with its social use. Especially acknowledging that

preventive conservation also encompasses correct

handling, transport, use, storage and display, all aspects

that require guidelines and procedures based on the

physical behaviour and condition of the objects in

question.37

Restoration is strongly related to both preventive and

remedial conservation and covers processes of performing

changes to an object or structure with the aim of facilitating

its perception, appreciation and understanding so that it will

closely approximate its state at a specific time in its history,

while respecting as far as possible its aesthetic, historical

and physical properties.38 We hardly need to explain that

also these actions require a significant amount of

documentation in order to warrant any such crucial

intervention on any cultural heritage object. Also decisions

about actions taken would ideally need to be reached in a

common understanding with other heritage disciplines such

as the curatorial staff, and the treatment proposals should

describe the impact on the objects. Further, the

educational departments and exhibition departments would

need information and documentation from the conservation

3<l An ICOM-CC Task Force on Termin%gyon 7-8 March
2008 produced a document, accepted by a large majority of
the members attending the ICOM-CC 15th Triennial
Conference, New Delhi, 22-26 September 2008, in which the
terminology characterising conservation of tangible cultural
heritage is described. The Task Force Members were C.
Antomarchi, M. Berducou, G. de Guichen, F. Hansen-Bauer,
D. Leigh, J.L. Pedersoli Jr., M. te Marvelde, K. Sibul, R. Varoli
Piazza, and J. Wadum.
37 1COM Code of Ethics (2006) #2.23 "Preventive
Conservation. Preventive conservation is an important element
of museum policy and collections care. It is an essential
responsibility of members of the museum profession to create
and maintain a protective environment for the collections in
their care, whether in store, on display, or in transit".
38 ICOM Code of Ethics (2006) #2.24 "Collection Conservation
and Restoration. The museum should carefully monitor the
condition of collections to determine when an object or
specimen may require conservation-restoration work and the
services of a qualified conservator-restorer. The principal goal
should be the stabilisation of the object or specimen. All
conservation procedures should be documented and as
reversible as possible, and all alterations should be clearly
distinguishable from the original object or specimen".

records in order to present and explain the objects to a

varied group of stakeholders, our visitors from junior

schools to senior citizens.39

Conservation therefore appears to be much more than

examination, analysis, treatment and physical care of

objects but rather a profession that is becoming an

increasingly active player in museum policy programming

and facilities development. This leads to a function that

could well be regarded as collections care, regardless of

professional delimitation. Thus the act of conservation, in

whatever context of collections care it takes place, appears

as a matter of shared responsibility amongst many

disciplines such as conservation and conservation science,

curatorial work, registration, collections management,

education, building and maintenance, security, in-house

and external exhibition, etc.40 All these potential roles for

the conservator within the heritage institutions each offers

a potential for contributions to information and

documentation about the objects in custody. Public

conservation projects have been launched in several

countries and prompted increasing community interest in

the complexity of understanding and keeping our past for

the future. 41

Seen in this light, and given the wider understanding of

conservation and how it is interconnected with many other

areas of information-recording disciplines and

requirements in a heritage institute, conservation

documentation plays a major part, not only within the

physical managing and caring, but also for the

understanding of our cultural heritage.

Acknowledging that documentation and conservation both

are words that have been given a multitude of definitions

and that offer extensive overlapping with related

39 1COM Code of Ethics (2006) #4.1 "Displays, Exhibitions and
Special Activities. Displays and temporary exhibitions, physical
or electronic, should be in accordance with the stated mission,
policy and purpose of the museum. They should not
compromise either the quality or the proper care and
conservation of the collections".
40 J. Douglas, Conservation Documentation Research Project,
Ottawa 1995.
41 Public outreach in conservation has been advocated and
honoured by ICOM, ICOM-CC, ICCROM, IIC, AIC and many
more. My own experience has been the two Johannes
Vermeer treatments (1994), Carel Fabritius (2003) both in the
Mauritshuis, and Jacob Jordaens (2007-08) at Statens
Museum for Kunst.
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disciplines, from information science and management to

education and research in (art) history and the natural

sciences, it is important to understand that all stakeholders

within the cultural sector, institutional or private, must

expand their current definition of and need for conservation

documentation. This definition covers photographic

documentation (analogue, on x-ray films, digital etc.),

drawings, schematic recordings, scientific samples and

analytical charts, written texts with a narrative summary

and much more.

Conservation documentation and its importance

Conservation treatments could result in falsifying objects

for future scholars if the original is not recognised and

described prior to treatments that by their nature may alter

the presentation or part of the presentation of the object.

Therefore it is essential to document the objects based on

a sound historical and scientific knowledge of the period in

which the object was created, before any intervention is

proposed.

Current conservation training emphasise documentation 

but the museums and private customers have been

reluctant to invest in and stimulate this time-consuming

aspect, demanding a large turnover in the studio - quantity

has weighed more than quality. Further, the increasing

number of exhibition programmes takes precious time off

from actually caring for, reflecting on and studying

thoroughly the objects in a collection, based on a long-term

program for its preservation.

With the academically trained masters in conservation,

museums and private customers are offered a most

spectacular academic orchestration, conservators being

able to assess the objects in a scholarly manner as well as

mastering the complicated craft of treating them. The most

challenging (art) historical and scientific developments in

the understanding of our cultural heritage are taking place

at interdisciplinary interfaces combining the research of

curators, conservators and conservation scientists. In a

growing number of museums this staff partnership has

taught us to appreciate the mass of information gleaned

from pooling the resources of this variety of disciplines.

Collaborative interdisciplinary projects with participants

from both the humanities and the natural sciences (art

historians, historians, conservators and conservation

scientists) can repair the misconception that these

disciplines counteract each other, and actually function as

a torch of light for others.

Throughout the last century the advance of the scientific

examination of works of art has completely transformed the

way in which we evaluate objects. Employing an

increasingly wide range of analytical tools, researchers

from the fields of art history, conservation, and

conservation science have in many instances

demonstrated the significance of working together in an

interdisciplinary manner. Originally simply called "technical

studies" (a reference to the early Fogg Art Museum

publications from the 1930's), these collaborative efforts

now compose a rapidly increasing field of study described

as Technical Art History.42. 43

The creation and permanent preservation of conservation

documentation, both textual, graphic and by means of a

variety of photographic techniques are hallmarks for the

current conservation profession - both in museums and

private practice.

However, "... like reversibility, documentation is primarily

discussed by conservators with conservators, because it is

of a relatively minor interest to other people involved in

treatments or dealing with treated objects".44 The author of

this quote continues by stating that among conservators it

is a constant frustration that other museum professionals

are not more interested in these issues and in the

conservation reports. However, if written in a language only

intelligible to conservators, the museum professionals not

accustomed to the specific jargon of the conservation

department naturally may not be willing to embark on

lengthy recordings of a treatment. A survey at the Tate

Museum revealed that the statistics of activity-types have

42 M.W. Ainsworth, "From Connoisseurship to Technical Art
History: The Evolution of the Interdisciplinary Study of Art", in
GCI Newsletter XX, no. 1 (Spring 2005), pp. 4-10.
43 The term 'Technical art history' was possibly for the first time
the focus of J. Beckmann (1739-1811) in his book Einleitung
zur Technologie oder zur Kenntnif3 der Handwerke, Fabriken
und Manufakturen........nebst Beitragen zur Kunstgeschichte,
Giittingen 1777. See M. Koller, 'Technische Kunstgeschichte'
in Forschung, Lehre und Praxis', in Kunstgeschichte aktuell,
Der Verband 6sterreichischer Kunsthistorikerinnen und
Kunsthistoriker, vol. XXII (2005) web-publication:
http://kunsthistoriker.atiartikel.php?itemid=323&menuid=5&rub
rikid=1 &pubid=38#top.
44 B. Appelbaum, Conservation Treatment Methodology.
Oxford: Butterworth-Heinemann 2007.
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changed significantly from 1984 to 1999. In 198475% was

spent on interventive conservation, 15% on preventive

conservation measures and 10% on documentation. In

1999 the figures are 30% for interventive and 40% for

preventive conservation and 30% of the conservators'

activities go into documentation.45

Nancy Hushion, a private museums consultant in Canada.

once stated that the reason why conservators often were

not involved together with other museum professionals and

stakeholders in discussing the effectiveness of cultural

programmes and their funding is a simple one:

conservators only talk to conservators.46 She continues by

explaining this rather introvert approach to the outside

world by noting the focussed nature of conservation work

as well as the fact that the conservation studios are often

remote from other museum staff premises, which often is

the case.

Hushion also recalls how the roles of the director and

curator have changed during the past decades. The

director as scholar has now become a full-time fund raiser

and the curators are blockbuster-exhibition-managers

together with new staff types such as educators etc. There

is less time for research into the objects of the collection 

and contrary to the conservators, the research that

curators are often trained to carry out is often of a

theoretical character. Conservation, therefore, is the

primary museum or heritage discipline with the unique

focus on the objects themselves, their behaviour,

preservation and construction and their character as

carriers of a vast array of information on the artistic

creation of a tangible object, depending on numerous

choices of materials and resources of knowledge.

It is desirable that conservation documentation also

describes the composition and condition of the object, how

it may have changed over time, and if necessary presents

a treatment strategy. The outcome of the observations and

the eventual treatment should be put into narrative form in

order to form the basis for an understanding of the

45 J. Ridge, "The Tate brand: Its consequences for the care and
presentation of Tate collections", in The Object in Context:
Crossing Conservation Boundries. Contributions to the IIC
Munich Congress 28 August-1 September 2006, pp. 23-29.
46 N. Hushion, "Conservators: Relevant or Redundant?", in
ICOM news, LVI, no. 2 (2003), pp. 5, 8.

documentation accessible to others than the strict

professionals in the conservation studio. Documentation is

not only done for future conservators so that they will know

as precisely as possible what was done and perhaps how

to reverse the actions if necessary. Different heritage

disciplines, historians and art historians are to be seen as

important recipients of the information.

There are still protests from some quarters that paying for

conservation documentation, especially in relation to low

profile treatments, is irrelevant. However, I believe that it is

not the importance of the artist or craftsman that defines

the importance of the information within the object.

Numerous are the lesser artworks that have stayed clear of

major conservation/restoration treatments in the past.

These still fairly pristine works may contain better

preserved information about our past - information that can

assist in the interpretation of greater masters' often more

frequently treated works.

It is genuinely important for each individual conservator

and institution to decide upon the format for conservation

documentation. Its accessibility is equally an issue to be

carefully considered. Retrieval comes next to permanency

in regard to the documentation in its analogue form and in

databases with sufficient back-up.

But how can we make our conservation documentation

relevant if it is either in-bred techno-language or invisible to

others both within and without the heritage world? With no

computerised databases to assist in spreading the meta

data of what has been achieved, the invisibility may

continue - with the one exception of the INCCA network.47

Collaborative projects between smaller regional museums

could facilitate a better documentation practice by

instigating shared databases or documentation programs.

Such constructions may assist the museums in answering

questions like how we keep funding the conservation

documentation in its broadest sense when museums are

constantly being put under economical pressure from

governments. Collaboration between different institutions,

museums and universities and the industries, often offers

opportunities for new results and innovation. Fundraising in

collaboration and for interdisciplinary projects has a much

better chance of success.

47 See note 5.
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If the day-to-day duties of conservators do not permit them

to devote much time to in-depth research on the object in

the studio, the conservation documentation will not evolve

above basic information in shorthand about the choices of

materials during treatments. However, if conservators,

curators and conservation scientists would overcome their

traditional profession-orientated communication in favour of

an interdisciplinary approach and collaboration, when

examining and working with museum objects, they would

gain significantly in understanding the objects they all work

and care for. In this way the documentation records

gathered at the conservation department will also become

a new challenging resource for all.

Conclusion

In 1999 a professional survey of the composition and

interest of the ICOM-CC membership was conducted.48 It

showed with all clarity that Preventive Conservation was

the overall number one priority of the members. Almost at

the other end of the scale we find Documentation. The

survey did not offer an explanation of this, and many

factors may have pushed this issue so far back in the

interest of the membership. The activity level of the

Working Group on Documentation at that time could be an

explanation, but also the fact that conservation

documentation is still so relatively unstructured in the way it

is performed, described, viewed and appreciated in general

within the museum world.

Documentation is, however, an integral part of the

conservation process; therefore, it must be encouraged

and the recordings preserved so that the information will be

available to all heritage disciplines. In addition, it expands

our appreciation and understanding of the object even if it

is lost, destroyed, or otherwise made inaccessible. More

generally, the documentation may be used to evaluate

treatment methods and materials, support scholarly

research, the study of the history of the conservation

profession and the thought processes and rationales

applied to the care of cultural property. Documentation

reduces the need for direct intervention (e.g. sampling,

48 D. Grattan, "Professional survey of ICOM-CC members
1999", in Conservation at the End of the 2dh Century. Plenary
Sessions from the 1i h Triennial Meeting of ICOM-CC, Lyon,
France. Rome 1999, pp. 3-6.

handling, re-excavation, pre-treatment testing). It can serve

as an important educational tool for owners/custodians,

students, scholars, and the general public. Further, it

serves as a record that can help avoid misunderstanding

and unnecessary litigation, and conservation

documentation enhances the credibility of the conservation

profession by setting a positive example for allied

professionals and the public.49

In many museums research-curators conduct research on

a high level of sophistication. The same could be said

about research-conservators - a job description until now

not often encountered in the museum world. Conservation

scientist, found only in few museums, will be expected to

carry out research in order to understand the how of

objects and in order to come up with solutions to their

safekeeping. Conservators may have a more nuanced

view on the material complexities, surface peculiarities etc.

of an object, and are therefore in a unique position to

describe it, compared to anyone else in the museum. So

when establishing the research qualifications of a museum

the conservation staff should naturally be involved in its

estimation. Obviously the physical care of collections

should not be jeopardised by conservators only carrying

out documentation. The balance between a continued

focus on developing and exercising hands-on treatments

and the academically generated documentation should be

seen as the single integrated aim of the conservator. The

employer - private or public - will benefit from having the

results of both when treatments are undertaken.

The influx of educators and exhibition managers, relatively

new disciplines in the museum environment, not

traditionally accustomed to search for information in the

conservation documentation files may, however, generate

a whole new array of possibilities for the use of

conservation documentation. With the increasingly

important web-dissemination of information on museum

objects, also the conservation documentation records will

with time prove of immense value, and more and more

museums will aim at making this vast resource of

knowledge accessible. However, even if many museums in

the past three decades have established digital collections

40 This paragraph is based on the "Commentaries to the
Guidelines for Practice of the AIC", see
http://aic.slanford.edu/pubs/commenI28.html
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management systems facilitating the day-to-day tracking

and management of institutional holdings, these automated

systems typically do not yet incorporate conservation

information - either because it has not been digitized at all,

or because it is held in isolated databases or files which

therefore are likely to become increasingly isolated and

unavailable for study.50

Perhaps it is too early to suggest that conservators should

take on hermeneutic responsibilities in terms of interpreting

the meaning of culture and objects of culture in a wider

sense as reflections of the human experience.51 It is,

however, important that we realise that by having the

conservation profession document not only their actions on

objects but also all observations made in solitude or in

collaboration with scholars in the sciences and/or

humanities, with museums and private practitioners, it will

be possible to offer great and challenging insights in

fascinating aspects of the making and meaning of our past.

50 A.Z. Rudenstine and T.P. Whalen, 'Conservation
Documentation in Digital Form: A Dialogue about the Issues',
in the Gel Newsletter XXI, no. 2 (Summer 2006), pp. 26-28.
51 See note 14.

This will greatly assist in shaping the future understanding

between the cultures of the Earth. Even in times of strong

political impetus to isolate people from others by borders,

physical or psychological, these have for artists and

artisans to some degree been permeable for the sharing of

knowledge and craftsmanship. Therefore each object in

our museums is the fruit of the evolving sophistication of

man. While combining and shaping materials to reflect his

ideas of varied complexity based on his intellectual

considerations, the objects remain carriers of the results of

these intricate choices of resources and craftsmanship.

With Berenson we shall continue to acknowledge that

works of art should be viewed first and foremost for the joy

and inspiration they offer and that they simultaneously and

without precluding pleasure and reflection will also remain

extraordinary resources for a broader understanding of

civilization.
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The Winter Room at Rosenborg Castle
A Unique Survival of Antwerp Mass-Production

J0RGEN WADUM

A conservator examines this exceptional panelled room with a
scientific eye and discovers some secrets of the mass-production

of art in early seventeenth-century Antwerp

I
n 1606, having purchased a sizeable area
outside the eastern ramparts of Copenha
gen, Christian IV ordered the erection of

a 'country house', which was completed in
1607. It was a two-storey house of modest
size, now the nucleus of the southern half of
the present Rosenborg Castle (Fig. 1). From
1613 to 1615, the country house was
extended to its present length, and from
1616 to 1624, a third floor was added, as
were 'The Long Hall' and three tall, slim
towers with spires. By now, Christian IV
had given the name of Rosenborg-Castle
of Roses-to his 'large house in the garden'.
The building was finally completed in 1633
when an octagonal staircase turret was
erected at the centre of the eastern fa<;ade in
connexion with a large, external double
staircase leading to the first floor. Regret
tably, in 1758 this staircase was demolished
as part of an external 'restoration' by Lauritz
de Thurah (1706-59).
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Figs 2-5 and 7 were photographed by the author

1 The east facade of Rosenborg Castle. En
graving by Lauritz de Thurah, 1748

Christian IV chose the ground floor of
the northern wing for his private apartments.
Today, two of his rooms are exactly as they
were when brought into use in 1620 and
they are the first that visitors to. the castle
see. The king's study is in the north-eastern
tower. Its dado is painted with mythologi
cal and landscape subjects. The central dec
oration of the richly carved panelled ceiling
is a scene from Ariosto's Orlando Furioso,
showing Angelica and Medoro carving their
initials on a tree. l In this room, Christian IV
composed many of the 3,000 and more auto-

graph letters still in existence. The large
room next to the study, on the northern side,
was the king's living room, known as the
Winter Room (Plate I). Christian IV's mono
gram and the year 1615 are on the large,
marbled sandstone mantelpiece. The ceiling
paintings date from 1619 and were painted
by Pieter Isaacsz for the room directly
above. During alterations in the early
eighteenth century, the paintings were
moved to the Winter Room. The walls are
decorated with seventy-five panel paintings
set in richly carved oak panelling. In three
rows, they are inserted between twenty-two
fluted columns with Ionic capitals, strap
work, and impressive bases. The bases are
carved with masks, each grimacing more
astonishingly than the next.

Even though the living room contains a
unique collection of Flemish paintings from a
single period, few historians have studied
and described them, and only' in appendices

11



ferent processes used in the framing, have
confirmed my hypothesis that the room is
the result of a single commission, the paint
ings and their frames having been produced
in Antwerp, while the fitting of the many
framed paintings into the fine panelling was
carried out in Copenhagen. The main
stages of the creation of the Winter Room
were therefore as follows.

The joinery work of the panelling was
begun in 1614 by Gregers Greus (active
before 1598-1616). Valentin Dresler (active
before 1613-19) gave the ceiling its stucco
which was picked out by the painter, Samuel
Clausen (active before 1615-21). The man
telpiece was built in 1615, as shown by the
date. It has so far been assumed that with
this, the Winter Room was completed.

More than 100 years ago, F. R. Friis,
one of the first historians to write about the
building of the castle, found a document
according to which a Copenhagen master
joiner, Willum Moor (active before 1616
19) in 1616 and 1617 completed the work
left by the death of Greus. He drew the
conclusion that the work on the Winter
Room, as one continuous project, was only
completed then. 2 Much later, another his
torian, Bering Liisberg, thought that the first
decorations of the Winter Room were
finished in 1615 and that Willum Moor and,
later, Hans }0rgen Dill (active between 1619
and 1624) redecorated the room in the years
between 1615 and 1620 to give it its present
appearance. 3 The most recent description
of the history of Rosenborg's construction, is
by Vilhelm Wanscher, in 1930. In it he
claims that 1615 must have been the year of
completion, primarily basing this on the in-

to the building history of the castle. It has
been assumed hitherto that these seventy
five panel pictures were already in the king's
large collection of paintings before the
Winter Room was completed. This assump
tion was supported by the fact that some of
the paintings have been cut and it seemed
natural to conclude that this was done to
achieve a uniform size for' this decorative
project.

However, extensive examination of the
paintings, the painting techniques used, the
panels' construction and formats, and the dif-

2 Back of the panel and its frames illustrated in
Fig. 6. Photographed under raking light. The
raised burr recurs at the same intervals on a
number of boards showing that they were manu
factured in a Single process
3 The city arms of Antwerp burnt into the back
of the panel illustrated in Fig. 5. To the right, the
stamped clover leaf mark of the carpenter and
frame-maker, Michael Claessens II (before 1590
after 1637)
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These irregularities are parallel with the
direction of planing and have been caused
by large or small notches in the cutting edge
of the plane iron. These notches produced
raised burrs, and careful measurements in

scription on the fireplace.' He connects
documents about later considerable panel
ling work in the castle to an unspecified
room on the first floor.

My research, however,s proves that
these descriptions are misleading in one or
more points. The Winter Room in its orig
inal form was indeed completed in 1615.
Shortly afterwards, however, the king
ordered a complete, carefully planned, trans
formation, and that is the room we see
today. At one stage, work was speeded up,
but this was typical of this Danish Renais
sance king, who was prone to making sud
den and quick changes in his building
projects.

The seventy-five paintings are mostly
of landscapes or of hunting scenes, though
some have religious or mythological motifs.
None of the many paintings is signed,
though one is dated 1613, and the Danish
archives have so far not been able to provide
irrefutable evidence of their origins.

During my studies, many of the paint
ings were taken out from the panelling, in
most cases for the first time since they were
mounted. This has made it possible to
study the craftsmanship applied to the indi
vidual panels and their frames. Further
more, the brickwork behind could be scruti
nized for evidence of possible structural
alterations.

All seventy-five pictures are painted
directly onto oak panels, mostly on two or
three planks glued together. These joints
are visible on the back, and so is the bevel-
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4 Photo by V-V fluorescence of the back of
painting and frames, south wall no. 10, Forest
Scene with For Hunt, Antwerp, 1618/19. Oil on
paneL 53·8 x 68·8 em. The lower panel bears the
mark of Guilliam Aertssens (before 1612-after
1627)
4a Drawing of Guilliam Aertssens's mark

ling of the panels, necessary to make it pos
sible to nail the frames to them.

Each painting has three frames: the
innermost frame is gilded, with a black dec
orative pattern painted on it; the second
frame is painted black and this too, is embel
lished, but with gilded designs. Outside
these two frames is a third of plain oak which
keeps the other two, and the painting, in
place in the oak panelling.

The laterally reversed, wavy pattern,
typical of oak, is repeated on the back of the
boards, which shows that each board section
has been sawn radially from the trunk. This
means that warping through drying-out is
almost avoided. As a result, the condition
of the paintings in general is excellent
though they have been in the same place for
more than 360 years. On several planks,
traces of the saw's cutting are clearly evident,
while others have been given a final planing
(Fig. 2). This process has been of immense
importance to the understanding of the way
in which the room was decorated. Analysis
of the plane traces on the back of the pictures
show that there are many irregularities in the
otherwise smoothly planed surfaces.

many instances show equal distance
between them. This proves that the same
plane must have been used in the treatment
of the backs of the boards concerned.

The inescapable conclusion is that
several boards were manufactured in one
single work process. Had this not been the
case, the plane marks would not have been
uniform, since a carpenter's plane would have
been sharpened after a certain period of use.

This characteristic was found also in an
analysis of the two inner frames-those
adorned with gold and black. Like the pic
ture panels, these frames were produced
within a brief span of time, a fact which
clearly indicates that the entire work had
been commissioned as one.

The city arms of Antwerp have .been
stamped or burnt into the back of several
panels and some also show the makers'
marks of a number of Antwerp carpenters.
Four panels have been stamped with a small
clover mark (Fig. 3). This was used by the

Plate I The south wall of the Winter Room at
Rosenborg Castle, with eighteen Flemish paint
ings set in oak panelling. This unique survival has
recently been restored. Photo Naesby
Plate II Fridlev, Son ofKing Frode II, slays a Dragon
by Gerrit van Honthorst (1590--1656), after 1639.
Oil on canvas. Diameter 3·1 m. Private collection,
Sweden. This subject is taken from Saxo and
belongs to the sequence dealing with legendary
Danish kings. Fridlev is seen slaying a dragon
with a sword, spears having proved useless. In the
background, the king's men are unearthing the
dragon's treasure .
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carpenter and frame maker, Michael Claes
sens II (before 1590- after 1637). He lived
in Korte Gasthuisstraat in Antwerp in a
house named 'Het Gulden Klaverblad'.6 In
1617, Michael Claessens was master of the
carpenters' craft which, together with other
crafts, was organized in the painters' Guild
of St Luke.'

Another panel maker's mark is found
several times over. Unfortunately, the car
penter's identity cannot be established with
any certainty. It is possible that he was
Guilliam Aertssens (before 1612- after 1627)
though his mark was slightly different.
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5 Attack on a Convoy by Pieter Snaijers (1592
1666), 1618/19. Oil on panel, original format
approx 87·5 x 105 ern. South wall no. 2 and north
wall no. 12
6 Forest Scene with Falconers returning Home,
Antwerp, 1618/19. Oil on panel, 51·5 x 66 em.
South wall no. 12. Photo Rosenborg Castle

The mark is seen on the back of eight of the
pictures (Figs 4 and 4a). Even more signifi
cantly, the mark was also found on the outer,
black frames of thirteen of the twenty-seven

paintings. This clearly shows that, while
several carpenters were engaged in the
manufacture of the panels at the same time, it
is probable that only one panel maker
framed most of them. If this man was Guil
liam Aertssens, it is possible that he had been
commissioned to supply all the panel paint
ings. If that is the case, the paintings should
be described as Antwerp works and not
broadly as Netherlandish.

Comparative analysis of drawings,
prints and paintings by Antwerp artists of
the period has so far produced direct or
related prototypes for about sixty of the
paintings in the Winter Room. Among
these are landscape paintings by Joos de
Momper II (1564-1635), in which Jan Brueg
hel I (1568-1625) painted the figures. Such
collaboration is found in three of the finest
panel paintings, comparable with works found
in major European museums. Furthermore,
in one instance, Hendrik van Balen I (1575
1632) assisted as easel painter." Sixteen
other paintings are so closely related to
Momper's methods and style that they must
be attributed to his studio.9 Four other
paintings can be attributed to Momper but
with Sebastiaen Vrancx (1573-1647) as
collaborator. 10

A Vrancx apprentice, Pieter Snaijers
(1592-1666) produced one painting, now
divided into two (Fig. 5). The greater part is
a painting on the south wall of the Winter
Ro~m, a battle scene, showing a convoy
being attacked by soldiers. The cut-off sec
tion is on the north wall, and was originally
the right-hand third of the picture. This
divided painting contributed to the earlier
assumption that the paintings were in Chris
tian IV's collection prior to the fitting-out of
the Winter Room. However, the frame
around the painting on the south wall carries
the five-pointed star mark of an Antwerp
frame maker.

Fifteen hunting scenes are in the style
of David Vinckboon (1576-c. 1630) who
lived in Amsterdam at the time (Fig. 6).
However, the artist who painted them must
have been from Antwerp, as shown by
marks on the back, and he probably came
from the circle of Vrancx.

Three mythological paintings can be
attributed to Louis de Caullery (before
1580-1621/22). They show Ceres, Bacchus
and Venus (Fig. 7) respectively, hailed by
enthusiastic crowds of people. The pictures
of the three deities are placed next to each
other in the centre of the south wall and
illustrate a proverb in common use at the
time: 'Without Ceres and Bacchus Venus
freezes.'" Their position may have been
chosen as a symbolic indication that behind
the south wall was the apartment of Chris
tian IV's beloved Kirsten Munk (1598-1658)
(see Figs. 5 and 6, p.114), whom he married
in December 1615 after a persistent court
ship, having finally won his mother's consent.12
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The year 1615 is inscribed over the
fireplace. It is tempting, then, to lend sym
bolic meaning to the Winter Room in re
lation to the marriage with Kirsten Munk.
Indeed it is particularly apt to interpret the
entire Rosenborg as a castle of love. After
all, the very division of the castle into a
female and a male section would be symbolic
of this. The southern, female wing is
adorned with a Venus figure on the gable.
The gable of Christian IV's northern, male
wing is embellished with a figure of Mars, its
execution inspired by a print of Hendrik
Goltzius. 13 Furthermore, although the
exterior is like a fortified castle with bastions
and moats, this is purely ornamental and of
no defensive use, and merely reflects the
romanticized ideas of the builder. It is true
to say that, in type, Rosenborg is related to
contemporary Netherlandish interpretations
of romantic palaces."4

However, this interpretation cannot be
applied specifically to the Winter Room. To
begin with, in its first version it was ready in
May 1615. In the brickwork behind the
panelling one can see that the door into the
study in the tower was moved one foot
further north. The original door opening,
behind the panelling, has a grey-painted
frame and its existence confirms that the
Winter Room had two periods of
decoration."s

Then, the Antwerp archives reveal im
portant information: in November of 1617,
the carpenters' craft, of which Michael C1aes
sens was a master, decided that in future, all
panel and frame makers were to put their
personal mark on their work. A month
later, this decision was sanctioned by the
Guild of St Luke."6 Out of thirty-one panel
paintings and frames investigated, twenty
five have such marks. The decision of the
carpenters' craft was clearly put into practice
immediately.

It follows that the panels, not to men
tion the paintings, cannot have been pro
duced until after December 1617; in other
words, in the spring of 1618 at the earliest.
The many registered, identical plane marks
on panels and frames bear witness to quick
and simultaneous work. Presumably, the
few paintings without a maker's mark, and
the painting dated 1613, had been in the
stock of an art dealer or board maker in
Antwerp. In order to honour the huge com
mission from Christian IV for seventy-five
paintings, he probably took what he had in
stock, besides commissioning various
painters to produce a given number of paint
ings as soon as possible. Perhaps he himself
supplied the boards, and on receipt of the
paintings, he gave them prefabricated
frames. In fact, many of the paintings show
marks in the paint which were made acciden
tally after the framing, showing that the
paint of the pictures was not quite dry at the
time. This, too, is proof of the speed with

7 The Acclamation of Venus by Louis de Caullery
(before 1580-1621/22) or his studio. Oil on
panel. 51·2 x 66·1 em. South wall no. 8

which the Antwerp carpenters and painters
worked to produce decorative material, even
for other countries as well.

Thus, the Winter Room which was
ready by May 1615 was not that which we
see today. In 1616, Christian IV decided to
demolish the interior of the 'old' room and to
commission the making of a new one, for
which careful directives were given.
Among these was the order for seventy-five
paintings from Antwerp. They were pro
duced in Antwerp standard format,"7 includ
ing two frames for insertion in the oak wall
panels. In order to fit in paintings and
frames it was necessary to alter the oak pan
elling. This part of the work was executed
with such haste that the altered parts were
not given the same finish as that of the sur
face of the other parts. The work was
carried out in the period between 1618 and
1620. In the latter year, a Danish joiner,
Hans J0rgen Dill, received his payment for
the final stages of the work on 'the large
panel works' in the king's palatial country
house outside Copenhagen."8

Earlier theories that the main wall dec
orations of the Winter Room resulted from a
random selection of paintings from the
king's collection can therefore be discounted;
furthermore, it is highly unlikely that the

room was ready by 1615. It was only in 1620
that the Winter Room appeared in all its
splendour. Nowhere else has anything
similar survived intact, and as it has recently
been restored it can be enjoyed now largely
in its original form.

I Meir Stein. Cllrisfian IV's Billtdvmitn, 1987, 73 ff. In the!: opinion of ~he

au~hor. the paintings were by Danish artists.
1 F. R. Friis. Sam/iflltr til Dal1sk Bygnings- og KWI..<fhisforit, J872-78.
J H. C. Bering Liisberg, Rosmborg og LysthHStllt i Kongtns HlIt.t, 1914.
• Vilhelm Wanscher. R~llborgs Hisforit 1606-1634. 1930.
) This research project was carried out for the final examinations by the
Conserviltion School of the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts.
• The information was kindly giv~n to me by Jan Vom Damme, Antwerp.
My discussions wHh him about the panel makers' marks were most fruitful.
7 Ph. Rombouts and Th. van Lenus, De Liggeren. en JH1dm hislorischr. Archit.
tlen der Anlwe'rpse Sint Lucasgildt, 1864-76.
~ Klaus Ertz.Josst de Momptr der JUllgere. Oft Gtmii/de, 19M, pp. 312-20.
, Ibid.
10 Jorgen Wadum, 'Sebastiaen Vrana' v~rksted og Rosenborg Slot', 1cotlO·
gmphisk Pasl, 1987, no. 4, pp. 24-42 (English summary).
H 'Sine emu et &cc1lo Frigit Vema'.
I ~ C. Molbech, 'Uddrag af K. Christian den Fi~rdes Skrivecalendere: Ny!
hislorisk Tidsskrift, no. 4, 1852, p. 354, note 183.
u Hugo Johanns~n, 'The Graphic Art of Hendrick Goltzius as Prototype
for Danish Art During the reign of Christian IV', Leids Kunsthisforisclce Jaar·
be" 1983. 1984. p. 85fl.
H Henrik Bramsen, Arkittkfsfudier Wegnel H. H. Engkvisf; Rosen borg MIl<,
1979, pp. 139-49. In these 'architedur.tl studies', the author says that
ChrisHan IV may have seen a small gouache (23'5 x 33 em) by Hans Bol
(1534-93) which was in a private Danish collection prior to 1690. A tour
nament is going on in th~ foreground, ge~se are being driven and couples
ar~ courting by canals around a small palac~ which is slightly reminiscent
of Ros~nborg. Knights are fighting for the favour of the ladi~s who defend
th~mselv~s with roses.
IS B~ring Liisberg, and only he, is correct in his int~rpretation of archive
material about a first and a second Wint~r Room, pp. 50-55. My results of
res~arch demonstra/e this.
I. Jan Van Damme, 'Oe Antwerpse "tafereelmakers" en hun merken: De
Ltiegollw, Drijmallndelijks tijdsdlrifl can de leiegollw ueftnigiPlg uoor geschied.,
f(l(l/. en 1lO/hkulldig onderzook in hr.t Korfrijkse. Jg. XXIX, af\. 1·2, March 1987,
pp.259--64.
" Fifty·six paintings in the Winter Room are of approx. 49 x 65 cm which
are the measurements of a 'sa/uafors' or '8 stuijuers' format pain/ing. Four
paintings originally measured about 75 x 104 em, which is the '27 stt/ijvers'
format. This is seen against the background of Dr J. Bruijn's results in Dud
HoI/lind 93 (1979). 'Een onderzoek naar 17de·eeuwse schilderijformaten.
voornam~lijk in Nord·Nederland', pp. 96-115.
1& Han~ Jorgen Dill, Danish joiner, took over William Moors's work on the
panelling in 'the western end of the big new house' in August 1619, and
finished the job in March 1620. Dill was paid his final fee in July 1620.
Lii~berg, op. cit., p.52f.
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The Antwerp Brand on Paintings on Panel

]0rgen Wadum

Introduction

In a painting of a studio scene by David Rijckaert II (r586-r642.) we see the
master engaged in painting a pipe-smoking peasant (fig. r). To the right an
assistant is grinding pigments in oil, and in the left background another
artist is working on his painting. At this man's feet, next to his easel, we
see the back of a panel which is standing against the wall. Looking at this
panel carefully we observe that it is issued with the Antwerp brand. I

Rijckaert signals in this way, that he is buying the best, approved panels
from his fellow guild members, the panel-makers. The branding iron with
the Antwerp Coat of Arms would have been carried by the dean to the
panel-maker's workshop where, if the panels were approved, it would be
heated enough to burn its image in the oak. The Antwerp brand is often
present on panel paintings produced in Antwerp in the seventeenth cen
tury, many times in combination with a panel-maker's mark.
Hitherto no comprehensive list of the diverse designs of the Antwerp
brand, two open hands above a castle with three towers, has been pub
lished.
This article is a first attempt to list the different Antwerp brands as found on
early rlh century panels, their design, size, and other characteristics, in
chronological order.:>' The information is presented in conjunction with
the frequently recurring panel-makers' marks, as well as the dates of the
painters who actually used the recorded panels. The original marking of
the suppOrt is a documentary source that was largely neglected in the past
bur which provides new evidence on art production in the seventeenth cen
tury in a broader, informative framework. Therefore it will be of assistance
to the {art)historian in placing a specific painting in time and context.}

The Antwerp Brand

To date the only published list of brands is that of H.]. De Smedt, concern
ing Antwerp retables dated between 1493-r525.4 De Smedt informs us that
the presence of an Antwerp brand is often not even mentioned in the litera
ture describing these retables. He also states that knowledge of these marks
could add more information than just the provenance or the quality con
trol of the object. J. Van Der Straelen's publication of the guild rules of St.
Luke in Antwerp is a rich source of information concerning the examining
and branding of retables, sculptures, and altarpieces. 5 The practice of
marking retables and sculptures is described for the first time in Antwerp
in the St. Luke Guild's regulations of November 9th, 1470. Two years later,
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Fig. r David Ryckaert
If, The Painrers
Atelier. Oil on panel.
(Musee des Beaux
Arts, Dijon).

in the ordonantie from July 30th, 1472, the regulations are stressed, saying
that' ...one is not allowed to paint the pieces, neither to sell them in their
raw version, nor to take them out of Antwerp, before they have been
checked and marked by the masters or deans of the guild'.6 Further in
1493, on the 20th of March, one in # 12. reads, that' ... the representatives
of the sculptors should visit each sculptor's house .. .' in order to check that
their accepted works were properly branded.7 In 1990 Van Oer Stock made
an evaluation of the extent to which these regulations from the first quarter
of the sixteenth century should be taken literally, and concluded that many
questions remain as to the exact procedure in evaluating artefacts. 'The
enigma of the Hand and the Castle will remain,' he writes, 'maybe because
of the inconsistent application of the regulations and the ineffective control
by the guild and their keurmeesters'.s We concur with this, however, by
compilation of a large amount of empirical data a certain pattern has be
come apparent when it comes to the early seventeenth century, as the fol
lowing will show.

The branding of Antwerp panels for easel paintings was not described until
1617, where it was carefully laid Ollt in the Joiners' Guild regulations, first
published by Van Damme in 1987.9 The first paragraph declares, that no
joiner was allowed to let' ...any joined panel, large or small, leave their
house before they have had it checked and branded by the dean of the
Guild in order to be sure that the aforementioned panels have neither resi-
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Fig. 1. Hands of the
Antwerp Brand mId
G. Gabroll's
monogram. The
monogram was made
with Gabron's {irst
punch (r6q-r6r9).
On Lucas Vall Uden
(atierj, Shepherds
with Sheep in a valley.
(Photo courtesy of
Christie's, Amster
dam).
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nous areas or are damaged by fire, and that neither white or red worms are
present, on the penalcy of twelve guilders for each panel. ,TO This paragraph
is very strict about the quality that panels would have to conform to in or
der to be branded. However, reality seems to have been different. We have
encountered numerous panels with weak, worm-eaten sapwood in the join
(dating from before the panel was sold to the painter); panels with partly
charred planks, all of them nevertheless branded by the dean and thus ac
cepted as a painters' support. The regulations for panel making were ini
tiated at a time when about twenty or more: panel makers' workshops were
trying to supply the demand for panels. A better organisation of the profes
sion was necessary, with restrictions about schooling and proof of mas
tery, which had earlier not been put on paper.

As a consequence, when examining Antwerp panel paintings, one often
finds an individual panel-maker's mark stamped on the back in combina
tion with the Antwerp brand." With Van Damme's discovery of the set of
rules for the Joiners' Guild in Antwerp from 1617, mentioned earlier, our
knowledge of the practice of marking panels, by branding them and stamp
ing them with individual panel-maker's marks, has increased.
In his later article, which contains a list of paintings with individual panel
makers' marks, the scale of this practice was demonstrated. '2 Individual pa
nel-makers' marks were mentioned in # 4 of the regulation of 1617, which
reads: ' .. .Item is from now on every joiner obliged to impress his mark on
frames and panels made by him, against a penalty of three guilders. '13

However, as we published in Technologia Artis'4, having 1617 as a very
convenient terminus post quem for marked panels did not prove complete
ly accurate. A number of individuals had alIeady started marking panels in
1612. Nevertheless, empirically we can state that these can be considered
exceptions due to the scant amount recorded, and that marking on a larger
scale took place after r617.
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In this context it is interesting to note that often paintings which stylisti
cally would be dated to the sixteenth century are painted on panels bearing
marks on the back from well known 17th century panel-makers. For exam
ple a painting attributed to the circle of Ambrosius Benson (d. 1550) bore
two marks between the battens of a cradle: that of the Antwerp Guild and
that of the panel-maker Guilliam Aerrssen (1612-162.6 +). This demon
strates the interest in Antwerp in copies after 'old masters'. Many were
produced in the early 17th century.'s

Standardisation of panel formats

While compiling a list ofpanels with marks it became obvious thatthe majority
of the panels apparently consisted of standard sizes. The standardisation of
elements in art production in Antwerp goes back to the large retable produc
tion in previous centuries.16 Therefore, at the end of the sixteenth century, we
already find panels with measurements that are similar, and thus standardised.
Furthermore, the joiners' regulations of 1617, # 7, explicitly state, that panels
from now on should be made in sizes based on the models kept at the guild
office. 17 Here one speaks about dosijn wercken [works in the dozen1, and the
sizes had the following names: sessentwintich stuivers [twenty-six stuivers],
guldens [guilders], acht stuivers [eight stuivers], stooters [= 2. V. stuiver],
and halven swoter. 1n# II of the 1617-regulations it states, that the panel-ma
kers should call the dean or keurmeester only when they had a dozen or more
panels to be checked. If they only had a few ready which they wanted to be
delivered to his studio, they could in fact all have identical marks, although
of differing size. However, the painters may not have required such a large
number of panels at one moment, so the newly branded panels may easily
have been distributed to a number of studios.
The term dosijn wercken does therefore not necessarily relate to a me
diocre quality of paintings as suggested by Floerke in 190518, but to the
standard sizes of the joiners or panel-makers' panels. It should be men
tioned that frames were also made to fit these standard sizes, and in some
cases were even marked with the maker's house-mark. 19

The size we have most frequently found, which also showed brands, is a
size not mentioned in the above-mentioned list, and is called a salvators
[name of a coin with the image of the Saviour] size, which measures 50 x
60 cm.""o The twenty-six stuivers size, 75 x IIO cm, is frequently recorded
with brands and personal maker's marks. Panels which clearly diverge
from a standard size, but which have a brand, have either been cut down
on one or more edges, or been furnished with additions. This is often the
case with panels used by Peter Paul Rubens, and most interestingly, al
most exclusively for his 'private', not commissioned, paintings such as
landscapes or family portraits.lo1 A portrait of Helena Fourment in the
Mauritshuis offers a good example. The panel was extended at three
sides, left, right, and bottom edge (here the grain runs perpendicular to
the rest of the panel). On the back of the pane!, partly over the bevelled
edge at the very top, we find the Antwerp brand and the makers' mono
gram of Michie! Vrient.2.2. The position of the brand clearly indicates that
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the panel was originally longer at the top when it was approved by the
keurmeester. Whatever accident caused the trimming of the top we can
not know, however it resulted in the addition at the bottom, before Ru
bens began his portrait. From archival sources we know of at least one
case where Rubens's panel was modified by his favourite panel maker,
Michiel Vrient. On the lIth of May 1626 Vrient was paid 38 guilders
for enlarging the panel, which for the High Altar in the Antwerp Cathe
dral was found too smal!.'3

Chronology

The brands show a large variety of shapes of the towers and hands indi
cating the many different irons used. The Guild papers of the Panel and
Frame Makers in 1663 mention' ... the old container with the painted shield
of St. Luke, in which the branding irons (plural!) are kept with which the
works of the producers are to be signed and branded.. .'.'4 How many
branding irons the Guild would actually have in circulation at one time is
not known, but to date we have recorded 18 different brands used on pa
nels dating from c. 1600 to 1650.
De Smedt found that the brands on late fifteenth and early sixteenth cen
tury retables changed from concrete forms towards a more abstract design
over time'S, which also seems to be the pattern of our findings concerning
branded panels used by painters during the first half of the seventeenth cen
tury. From very detailed renderings of the castle and the hands they be
come more conceptual. The exact form and dimension of these marks, so
far often ignored, are for example important additional information for
dating the objects and should therefore be taken into account.

More than a hundred different rubbings'/> and more than five hundred re
corded panels with the Antwerp guild marks either alone or in conjunction
with the personal marks of panel-makers whose dates are known'], make it
possible to organise the brands. The shape of the hands and the castle have
sometimes only undergone slight changes from one branding iron to another.
In other cases there are very significant differences. The position of the hands
may vary, they may be parallel or at an angle; the thumbs may point inwards
or outwards. The castle may have a detailed architecture with windows,
archways and gun slits, or may be just stylised or simply seen as a silhouette.
With a few exceptions it seems that after c. 1615 a single iron, rather than
two or three, was used for the Antwerp brand. This means that the original
idea of first branding with the hands for the quality of the wood and sub
sequently with the castle to approve the polychromy and gilding, ,8 had been
dropped, something common when branding e.g. copper, silver and gold.'9
However, in a few instances, one finds in combination with a panelmaker's
mark, only one hand, or the same hand burned in twice side by side. In
some cases one might find the castle not necessarily directly under the
hands. The panels showing these phenomena may be from the transition
period before the new guild rules of 1617, when the old branding irons
for the separate approval for the carving and polychromy were still in use.

s



The panel-makers' personal marks found in combination with the Ant
werp brand may indicate when a particular iron was in use.
Often the same iron was used to brand many of the panels of an individual
panel-maker, which would be logical when considering that the panel
maker would normally have at least a dozen panels ready for evaluation
at a time. Out of a rotal of 10 recorded brands from iron no. 12, four appear
in combination with Franchois De Bout's personal mark, F/DB. Iron no. 4
is found in combination with Lambrecht Steens's mark, LS (interlaced), se
ven times out of 25 panels with this brand. Yet more significant is the pre
sence of Guilliam Aertssen's mark on six out of the eighteen known panels
branded with iron no. 3. Furthermore the brand from this iron is the only
one found in conjunction with Aertssen's mark, with one exception. This
could be explained by suggesting that the keurmeester, the guild represen
tative making the evaluation, was always the same person, visiting this spe
cific panel-maker, and using the same (his preferred) iron. If so it could sug
gest that this individual was favoured by the panel-maker for approving his
work. Or was the keurmeester, elected by the members of the Guild, in fact
the panel-maker Guilliam Aertssen himself?
Panels from panel-makers such as Guilliam Gabron (GG) and Michiel
Vrient (MV), were branded with the largest variety of branding irons,
which in Gabron's case could be explained by his very long career, from
1609-1662. Vrient's career, on the other hand, was not long, 1615-1637.

It has not as yet been possible to make any firm terminus ante or post quem
for the branding irons. However, there seem to be certain periods when
they were in use. These can be discerned by comparing the active period
of the panel-maker and the dates of the artist who painted on the panel
bearing his mark.
Panels 'signed' by a panel-maker which are also branded with the Antwerp
mark indicate, if the craftsman's dates are known, the period a specific
branding iron was in use. However, knowing which years the painter
who used the panel was active, also helps us to date the branding irons.

Branding iron number 130, was used for branding panels made by the pa
nel-makers G. Aertssen (1612-1626 +), Guilliam Gabron (1609-1662 +),
Hans Claessen (1615-1622.123) and Lambrecht Steens (1608-1638 +). It
must have been in use before Hans Claessen died. This early dating is also
confirmed by the fact that the painter Pieter van der Hulst I (1573-1628)
used a panel branded with this iron together with Gabron's early personal
mark3\ which thus would have been painted before 1628. Branding iron
number loA has only been found once in conjunction with a pane!-maker's
mark, namely that of Michie! Vrient (active 1615-1637)3\ on a panel
painted by David Teniers II (1610-90). Teniers became a member of the
Guild of St. Luke in 1633, after which date we may expect him to have re
quired his pane!.}} Therefore this particular iron was in use between 1633
and 1637. A panel of Pieter Breughel II (1564-1638) was also branded with
this iron, which tOgether with the other information seems to encircle the
use of this branding iron to the middle of the 1630'S (fig. 3-19).
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Fig. 3 The Alltwerp Brand (not
identifiable) and the monogram of
Cuilliam Cabron. The mOllogram
!(Jas made with Cobran's second
punch (t6r9-r662). On Jail
Breughel r, Landscape with
Animals (Rubbing courtesy of
B. Habolt, Paris/New York).

Fig. 4 Brand no. r (> r6r7-r626 <),
and the letter"A" on the bllck ofa
panel paillting by Pieter Breughel
II, Peasanrs Ourside a Tavern
(Photo courtesy ofChristie's,
Amsterdam).

Fig. 5 Brand no. r (> r6r7-r626 <).
A" Anonymous, The Adoration of
the Shepherds (COt/rles)' of
E. Mosenbacher. The Hague}.

Fig. 6 Brand no. 2 (> r6r7-1637 <),
alld Michiel Vrient's monogram. On
Jan Breughel r rand Hendrik van
Balen, Landscape with Ceres
(Courtesy ofPhillips, London).

I8S

-

Fig. 7 Brand no. 3 (> r6r8-r626 <), Qlld the monogram {as a punch alld
written ill red chalk] ofCuil/iam Aertssens (?). On J. de Momper fl,

Mounrainous Landscape (Courtesy of]. -M. Tassel, Paris).
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Fig. 8 Brand no. 4 (> 1619-16J8 <).
On the back ofa panel by Simon de
Vos, Portrait of a Woman (Courtesy
of Mush du Louvre, Paris, inv. '10.

RF (982).

Fig. 9 Brand no. 6 (> 1619-r6J8 <).
On Fr. de Momper (?), Winter
landscape (Courtesy of Musee de
Beaux-Arts, Lille, inv.no. 1482).

Fig. 10 The Antwerp Brand composed of the hands from
irol/ 6 (> 1620-16J7 <) and the Castle from Brand 110. J

(> 1618-1626 <); branded in two sequences. In between is the early
monogram of G. Gabron (GG-I, r614-1626). On W. van Niewv/andt, The
StOry of Laban (Courtesy of R. Valls, London).

Fig. II Brand no. 7 (> r620-16J8 <),
and the monogram LS, Lambrecht
Steens. On G. Lijtens, Winter
landscape. Institt/llt Collectie
Nederland, Amsterdam, i,lV. NK 1882/
1406.

Fig. 12 Brand no. 8A (> Z626-1642 <),
and the maker's monogram, MV, Michiel Vrient. On A. van Eertveld (signed:
AVEl, Men '0' War engaging in Batrle (Courtesy of Phillips, London).
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Fig. 13 Brand no. 8B (> r630-r658 <),
</lid the monogram of Lambrecht Steens.
all J. van der Lamen, Interior Scene
(Courtesy of]. van Haeften, London).

Fig. 14 Brand 110. 9
(> 1626-1637 <), and the
Michie! Vrient's 1Il0lrogram,
MV. On F. Francken II,

The Crossing of the Red Sea
(Courtesy of Musee d'Allxerre.
inv.no. 838.1.(5).

Fig. 15 Brand no. 10

(> 1620-1625 <). On Anonymous,
Diana and Acteon (Courtesy of R. Valls,
London).

Fig. 16 Brand 110. IIA

(> r6.H-r638 <), and the maker's
11101l0gram 1.5, Ldlllbrecht Steens.
On H. Arldriessell (signed), Vanitas
Still-Life (Courtesy of v. Waterman,
Amsterdam).

Fig. 17 Brmrd no. lIb (> 1638-?), and the maker's
1Il0llogmm BIMD (?). 011 Anon)'molls, Christ Healing [he
Blind (Courtesy of Dorotheum, Vienna).

n _
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Fig. 18a + b: Brand No. rrC ( > [638.?), and the house mark of the
master of the Six-poillted Star (1619'/6.10 <).011 Anonymous,
Wimer·Scene: with lighthouse (Photo cQtlrtesy of Rosenborg Palace,
Copenh.lgell).

Conclusion

Fig. 19: Brand no. 12

(> r637-1650 <), alld the
mOllogram of the maker, FIDB,
Franfois de BOllt. 011 P.
de Crebber (attributioll),
Crucifixion (Courtesy of Phillips,
London).

3+

An exhaustive cataloguing process is necessary in order to date the differ
ent irons more accurately. Only cautious dating of the period of use for a
specific branding iron is possible at the current time. During evaluation of
the information on more than 500 panels and their different marks, either
the Antwerp coat of arms, (Table I; Table 2) the panel·makers' marks and
the branded letter A, some general observations were made.

Based on the data, available from the recording of panels with the Antwerp
brand on the back, we can now presume that several branding irons were
already available in 1617, when the regulations on branding were estab
lished. The irons no. I to 4 seem the earliest, staying in use until into the
1620'S or late 1630'S. Around 1620 three irons were introduced, two of
which, 6 and 7 were in use almost until 1640. Branding irons 8A, 9, loA
& loB all seem to have been introduced in the second half of the 1620'S,
and are used during the following ten years approximately. Irons like 8B,
IIA, 12, IIB & IIe are, we deduce, the latest brands to be issued, between
1630 and 1638, probably as substitutes for the large numbers that are no
longer in use during this period. Three of these brands are found in use well
into the 1650'S, after which date we have no secure records of the practice
of branding panels.
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1615 1625 1630 1635 1640

Years
1645 1650 1655 1660

Branding Irons

~1&l letter A I' ' no 1
,

i n02 n<lr~ ~.:,~·"1 I ?<'" n03 ;;1#.1 004t,., ,""
006 ~t1l ~ffitl

';s"Z;/4 I""'j:-Oil:, n07 no SA n09 no 10(~ ... :~.1 r:-'i;~ :.:.~_.:
I j n08B llA Mt'1 lIB I I no llC I i no 12no (;t,. no, ~'}i..-,: I' I

T.lble c: Graphic illustration of the distribution of time in use for each recorded bmnding
mark. It is notable that there seems to be three distinct periods where a new set of
branding irons were issued, 161711.0, r626, and [637/38. Simulraneously most earlier
issued irons seems to disappear from use.

Table 2: List of the branding irons and their period of lise, A concordance between the
brand nO.'5 used in this article and those used previously is added for com'enience.

1997

no. I

nO.2
no. 3
nO·4
no.6
nO·7
no. SA
no. 9
no. loA
no. loB
no. 8B
nO.IIA
no. IIB
no. IIC

no. 12

in use> r6r7-r626 <
in use >1617-1637<
in use> 1618-1626 <
in use> r6r9-r638 <
in use> r620-1637 <
in use> r620-r638 <
in use> r626-1642 <
in use> r626-r637 <
in use> r626-1637 <
in use> r626-r637 <
in use> r630-r658 <
in use> r634-r638 <
in use> 1637-r658 <
in use> I638-?
in use> r637-r650 <

former 110.'5

nO.2
nO·3
110.6

nO·4A
nO·7A
no.8
nO.loA
nO.IIB
nO.IA
nO.IB
no.roB
110·5D
nO·5 A
nO·5B
nO·9
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Obviously through continually adding to the list of documented brands,
especially on securely dated paintings with marks, it may be possible to re
fine the above mentioned list further.

As has been shown the Antwerp Brand and panel-makers' marks may con
tribute to the correct dating of a painting on panel and to placing it in a
broader context. We therefore appeal to museums and collections to share
information on marks, or reproduce them in catalogues, as has become
common practice with watermarks found in drawings and prints, which
are comparable to panel makers' marks as a source of information. Many
marks are still present on panels, however, it takes a highly trained eye to

discover the more fragmented impressions, just as it requires a trained den
drochronologist to correctly record the year rings on a panel.
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Appendix

When deducing the probable period of use of a given Antwerp branding
iron, several factors play an important role: the active years of the panel
maker and the active years of the painter. However, although we have tried
to eliminate the most ambitious attributions of a painting to a master, sev
eral data may occur which are in fact not fully reliable. Quantifying data
with so many variables will therefore to some extent be based on a subjec
tive interpretation. The dates given below are to be seen as the outside per
iod within which a specific mark occurs. More information on marked pa
nels with exact dates is therefore needed in order to refine the results. The
present results must be regarded as a first attempt to give an overview of
the potential for the registration of branding marks.
In order to give the reader an insight into the deduction of dates presented
in this article representative examples shall be given. All dates written in
italics are the author's estimates given by the present evidence. It will be
obvious that there are many cross-references of exact dates but also of ten
tative dates, which widens the error margin considerably. It should further
be noted, that panel-makers' and artists' dates are based on their active
years as masters of the Guild of St. Luke in Antwerp.34
Before the examples of the probability of distribution of the periods of use
of the recorded branding irons with the Antwerp Coat of Arms are pre
sented, the frequent occurrence of the branded letter A will be examined.
Fifteen panels were recorded with the letter A branded on the back, in sev
eral cases also with a panel-maker's mark and/or with an Antwerp brand.
In the following scheme the panels are listed chronologically according to

active years of the panel-makers.

DBase Dated Branding
id-no. painting iron no.

Probable
period of use

140

214

351
7

43
255
208

1621-22
1622.

mk:?

mk:1

mk:r
mk:?

Panel-maker's
monogram
and active years

VHB, active
1619-1622 <

> 1617-1626 < GA, active 1612.-162.6

> 1617-16,.6 < MC, active 159°-1637
MC, active 1590-1637

MV, active 1615-1637
MV, active 1615-1637
MV, active 1615-1637
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DBase Dated Branding Probable Panel-maker's
id-no. painting Iron no. period of use monogram

and active years

206 mk:1 > 1617-1626 < MV, active 1615-1637

47 1632 mk:4 > 1619-1638 < MV, active 1615-1637
253 mk:? MV, active 1615-1637
180 mk:? MV, active 1615-r637
45 r620 mk:? MV, active 1615-1637

46 1619 mk:? MV, active 1615-1637

273 mk:? "6, active 1619-165° <
276 mk:? "6, active 1619-165° <

[GA = Guilliam Aenssen; MC = Michie! Claessen; MV = Michiel
Vrient; "6 = unknown master with a six-pointed star; VHB = unknown
master monogram]

The figures left are id no.'s in the database, followed by paintings with a
signed date or with relatively secure evidence of dating. The third column
indicates the no. of the Antwerp Brand, if recorded at all, which as the
question marks show, is often not the case. After the brand number the
probable period of its use is noted, based on a deduction of the frequency
of use within specific periods. Examples will follow below. Finally the right
column gives the monogram of the panel-maker whose mark was identified
on this specific panel, followed by an indication of his active years as a sup
plier of wooden supports to the artists in Antwerp.

From the list we can see that the letter A occurs on panels dated between
1619-r622, except in one instance, where a tentative dating was set to 1632.
This could, however, be explained either by an erroneous dating or by the
fact that this particular panel stayed in the painter's studio for a consider
able period before it was actually used.
When the letter A is found with an Antwerp brand (marks: 1 and 4) it is seen
to have been in use during the period between 1619-1622. Panel no. 214 has
the Antwerp brand no. 1 on the back, which was probably in use between
> 1617-162.6 < . This seems to confirm an early date for the letter A. Also
the end of Guilliam Aertssens career in 162.6 supports this conclusion.
One of the most productive Antwerp panel-makers, Michiel Vrient (active
1615-(637), is clearly the one on whose panels the letter A appears most
often: nine times out of a total of fifteen.
The estimated date, 1619-1622., of the use of the branded letter A on Ant
werp panels has been included in the further conclusion below. The same
goes for some calculations relating to active years of unknown panel-
makers or for a specific panel-maker's use of two or more distinctly differ
ent punches for the marking of their monograms. 55

After this introduction a few examples will be given to demonstrate how
we have reached the probable distribution of the periods of use of the
branding irons.
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Example 1:

Branding mark no. I [mk: I]:
12 in total.

3 have the letter A on the back:

214 + GA who died 1626
351 + MC who died 1637
206 + MV who died 1637 bur artist 1597-1625

233 + GG-I
359 + GG-II and artist 1598-1640
443 + GA who died 1626
213 + GA who died 1626
239 + He who died 1622
243 + LS who died 1638 but artist 1597-1625

1619-1622
1619-1622
r6I9-1622

I614-r626
1626-16.)8 <

(A = branded letter A; GA = Guilliam Aertssen; MC = Michiel Claes
sens; MV = Michiel Vrient; GG = Guilliam Gabron; HC = Hans Claes
sens; LS = Lambrecht Steens)

Branding mark no. 1 has been recorded on 12 independent panels. Out of
these, three panels also show the capital letter A branded into the back, the
lise of which has been set to between 1619-1622. A panel with the id-no.
2.06 also carries the maker's monogram, that of Michiel Vrient, who is ac
tive between 1615-1637. However, the artist, Jan Brueghel I, who painted
the panel was active only between 1597-1625, confirming an early use of
the letter A.
Six further panels with branding mark no. 1 also have makers' marks, four
of whom ceased to work between 1622 and 162.6. This would further con
firm the use of branding iron no. 1 to the period before 162.6. This indica
tion is subsequently affirmed by panel no. 233, which bears the early mark
used by Guilliam Gabron, here called GG-I, which was hypothetically used
in r6q-I626.
Conclusion: branding mark no. r is tentatively set to be in use between
> [6[7-1626 <

Example 2:

Branding mark no. 4 [mk:4]:
25 total.

47
152

480
129
3°

193

1637
163°-32
1640
1632

1634

+ MV who diedl'1637 + A
+ MV who died 1637
+ MV who died 1637
+ GG-II
+ GG-II

1626-1658 <
I626- 1658 <
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4II + GG-II
422 + GG-II
292 + GG-II
441 + MV who died 1637
266 + MV who died 1637
28 3 + MC who died 1637
289 + MC who died 1637
280 + MC who died 1637
462 + MC who died 1637
200 + L5 who died 1638
201 + LS who died 1638
204 + 1$ who died 1638
205 + artist 1637-1652 + 1$ who died 1638
242 + L5 who died 1638
361 + LS who died r638
410 + artist 1602-167.4 + LS who died 1638

148 + artist 1620-1676
III + artist 1593-1632

r626-1658 <
1626-r658<
1626-1658 <

(A = branded letter A; GA = Guilliam Aerrssen; MC = Michiel Claes
sens; MV = Michie! Vrient; GG = Guilliam Gabron; LS = Lambrecht
Steens)

Based on the presence of the letter A on no. 47 the date 1619-1622 forms the
earliest date for branding iron no. 4. This is further confirmed by panel no.
410, which was painted by an artist active between 1602 and 167.4. The ter
minus ante quem can be set to 1638 based on the statistical evidence pro
vided by 16 panels our of the 25 definitely being made before this date, as
shown by the death of the respective panel-makers. Seven other panels
have been made by panel-makers' or painted by artists active within a pe
riod of between 1619 and 1638.
Conclusion: Branding iron no. 4 is tentatively set to be in use between
> 1619-1638 <.

Example 3:

Branding iron no. 12 [mk:12]:
10 total.

477
478 + NV active 1638-1676177,

artist 1628/9-1660
124 + GG-II
420 + artist 1620-1683/4+ FIDB active 1637-1643
112 + artist 1620-1643 + F/DB active 1637-1643
303 + FIDB active 1637-1643
304 + artist 1609-1647 + FIDB active 1637-1643

1626-1658 <

(NV = Nicolas Vrient; GG = Guilliam Gabron; FIDB = Franij:ois De Bont)
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Panels issued with branding mark no. 12 have in two cases been art histori
cally dated to between 1642 and 1650. The latter, panel no. 478, also shows
the mark of Nicolas Vrient, the son of Michiel Vrient. Nicolas is active be
tween 1638 and 1676177, however, the artist who used his panel was only
active until 1660.
Out of the ten panels with brand no. 12. four were produced by Franchois
De Bont, active between 1637 and 1643, within this period the three artists
using his panels were also active. Panel no. 124 show Guilliam Gabrons
second punch (GG-II) which he presumably has used between > 1626
1658 <.
Conclusion: Mk: 12. is tentatively set to be in use between> 1637-1650 <
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Notes

I David Rijckaerr II: A Painters' Atelier. Panel, 73,8
x 108 cm. Musee des Beaux-Arts, inv. J.12.6, Dijon.
2 This survey is to be seen as the result of what until
now has been documented by the author. Furthet ac
cumulation of branding as well as panel-makers'
marks is necessary to refine the results. We are grateful
for any further information on marks, either in the
form of rubbings 01 photographs.
3 U. Hiirting's monograph on Frans Franckell der
jUngere (1581-1642): Die Cernlilde mit kritischem Oeu
/Jrekatalog, Freren 1989, is one of the most excellent
and useful examples of this practice.
4 H.J. De Smedt, 'Merktekens op enkele Antwerpse
retabels', in: Merken Oprnerkell / Typologie en Me
thode, Leuven 1990, pp. 145-183. This article gives a
vcr)' useful introduction to the practice of branding
Antwerp retables, and describes the origin of this pro
cedure (see also the following note).

; jaerboek der /Jermaerde en kOllstri;ke gilde /Jail
Sirlt Lucas billnen de stad Alltwerpen (f4J4- r739),
mitsgaders /Jan de Konillkli;ke Academie sedert hare
afscheydirlg /Jail Sillt Lucasgilde tot bare overvoering
/Zaer het klooster der Minderbroeders; with comments
by J. Van Ocr Srraelen and published by P.TH. Moons
- J. Van Ocr Straden, Antwerpen I8H.
6 ' ...dat men die wercken nyet en sal moghen van
schilderyen stofferen, nnch rouw verkopen oft Icueren,
noch buyten Antwerpen vueren, zy en zyn eerst gewar
deert ende geteyckent by den meesters oft regeerders
van den gulden', J. Van Der Straelen, op.cit. (see note
5), p. 19·
7 'jtem dat de gezwoerne van den beeldsnyders om
megaen sullen rot elex beeldsnyders huyse .. .', J. Van
Der Straelen, op.cit. (see note ;) p. JJ.
8 J. Van Der Stock, 'Antwerps beeldhollwwerk:
over de praktijk van het merkreken', in Merken Op
merken / Typologie en Methode, Leuven 1990, p. 137.
9 J. Van Damme, 'De Anrwerpse "Taferee!makers"
en hun merken', De Leiegouw, XXIX, afl. 1-2, (1987),

PP·259-264·
10 'J. Van Damme, op.cit. (see note 9), ' ...eenige
gelijmde pannee!en tsij groet oft cleijne vut hennen
huijse te mogen laeten gaen ten zij de selve ierst ende
voor al gevisiteert ende gebrandrreeckent sijn bijden
deken vanden selven ambachte op dat men macht ver
sekert wesen dat inde voorschreven pannee!en noch

sepck noch vier noch wirren noeh rooden wormen in
en is op de pene van tweelff guldens voor ieder pan
nee!.
1 I For an overview of panel making in the northern
countries see]. \Vadum, 'Historical Techniques of
Panel Painting in the Northern Countries', in K. Dar
des and A. Rothe, eds., The Structural Conservation of
Panel Paintings: Proceedings of a Symposium held at
the J. Par41 Getty Museum, April 1995. The Getry
Conservation Institute and the J. Paul Gerry Museum
[Forthcoming 1998).
12 J. Van Damme, 'De Anrwerpse tafereelmakers en
hun merken. Identificatie en betekenis', in jaarboek
voor I,et Koninkli;k Museum /Joor SchOlle KIIIlsten
(1990), pp. 193-2.36
r3 J. Van Damme, op.cit. (see note 12), p. 235: 'Item
sal voortaen elek schrijnwercker gehouden wesen opde
lijsten ende panneelen bij hem gemaeckt te slaen sijn
merck opde pene van drie guldens'.
14 J. \XIadum, 'Recent Discoveries on Antwerp Pa
nel-makers' Marks', Techn%gia Artis, 3 (1993), pp.
96-100.

[; Sale Phillips, London 1992. The following exam
ples, from the invenrory of the painter Frans Francken
[, who died in Anrwerp 3 October 1616, confirm this:
'Een Ceucken op panee! olieverve in Iyste ghemact naer
Langen Peeter' = A Kitchen[-piece] on panel in oil,
framed, made after Long Pieter [Aertssen, 1508-1575);
'Een Mariebeelt op paneel in Iyste gemaeet naer Ma
bus' = A Maria sculpture on panel, framed, made
after Mabus [Jan Gossaert, called Mabuse, 1480
15341; 'Een Noodt Goidts op panee! gemaect naer
Mynheer Quinten' = Christ suffering on panel made
after Mister Quinten [Quinten Massys, 1465-153°];
from E. Duverger, Antwerpse kUllstilzventarissen ~tit

de u/Jentiende eeuw. Vo!. I. Fames Historiae Artis
Neerlandicae. Brussel 1985. See also B. Cardon, 'Aan
tekeningen bij de Annunciatie uit het voormalige celle
broedersklooster to Diest ..', in: Area LO/Janiensis Artes
Atque Historiae Reserans Dowmenta, Jaarboek 15-16,
Leuven 1987, pp. 29-67.
16 L.F. Jacobs, 'The Marketing and Standardization
of Somh Netherlandish Carved Altarpieces: Limits on
the Role of the Patron', The Art Blll/etin, 71 (1989) 2,
pp. 208-229.
17 ]. Van Damme, op.cit. (see nore 12), p. 235: '!rem
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anlnle voorder bedroch te schouwen sullen voortaen
sekere maeten van panneelen opde camere vanden
voors. ambachte gebrocht ende bewaerr worden, nae
mentlijck de naervolgende maeten te wetene .. .'.
18 H. Floerke, Studien ZlIr niederliindischen Kunst
lind KlIlturgeschichte: Die Formen des Kunsthandels,
das Atelier und die Sammler hi den Niederlandetl VOIII

r5.-18. Jahrhu"dert, Mi.inchen/Leipzig 1905, pp. 17-18,
where he writes that' ...Was sie feilboten, mochte sci
ten etwas anderes sein als Schlerarbeiten und Kopien,
die bei Malern, welche grosse Ateliers hielten, sehr
haufig im i.iberfluss zu haben waren ...Die biIligsten
Malereien dieser Art kamen aus Brabam und hiessen
dann auch "Brabanter Dutzendware".' [What they of
fered were rarely more than apprentices works and
copies, which were available in large amounts from
artists with large ateliers ...The cheapest paintings of
this kind came from Brabam and were called "Brabam
Works-in-the-Dozen"].
19 J. Wadum, 'The Winter Room at Rosenborg Cast
le: A Unique Survival of Antwerp Mass-Production',
Apollo 318 (1988), p. 82-87.
2.0 See for an interpretation of standard sizes of
Dutch and Flemish paintings J. Bruijn, 'Een onderzoek
naar 17de-eeuwse schilderijformaten, voornamelijk in
Noord-Nederland', Olld Holland, 93 (1979), p. 96-115.
z.l C. Brown, Rubens's Landscapes. Making and
Meaning, Exh. Cat. National Gallery, London 199<'.
2.2 Rubens married Helena Fourment in 16}}, and as
Michie! Vrient died in 1637, we have a period of four
years within which the paiming must have been execu
ted. See the forthcoming catalogue raisonne of the
Portraits in the Mallritshuis [1999].
1.3 Ph. Rombouts, & Th. Van Lerius, De Liggeren en
andere Historische Archiven der Antwerpse Sint-Lu
casgilde. Antwerpen & 's Gravenhage 1864-76, p. 4°3,
" ... Item, betaelt Machiel Vrindt, van het voorschreven
paneel te vermederen, d'welcke te cleyn was, 38 gul
den" [...payd Michie! Vriem ro enlarge the previous
menrioned panel which was tOO small, 38 Guilders].
2.4 [...ouden koker waer oppe staet ge- / schildert de
waepen van S(in)te Lucas, waer inne I waeren berus
tende de marck ijsers waer- I mede de wercken der
aen(legge)ren [= dekens van de S1.-Lucasgilde en
bceldsnijders] plachten geceekent I ende gerant te wor-
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den ... ], from J. Van dec Stock (I99O), op.cit. (see note
8), p. 137, note 26.
25 H.J. De Smedt: op.cit., p. 165.
2.6 When we prepare our documentation, we make a
rubbing of the mack on a piece of non structured paper
using a not-too-soft pencil. This will produce a 1:1
reproduction of the mark. An added scale from a ruler
enables us to later reproduce che mark in all medias,
still enabling us to make comparisons with other
marks. The advanrage of rubbings is that they can
easily be compared with each Other by superimposing
them on a light table. More important, chis kind of
documentation is very simple as it only requires a
minimum of equipment. Black and white photographs
with the main light source from che left at an angle of
40°, is also of importance for the documemation. On
the comrary, drawn reproductions often lead to sub
jective interpretations which conflict with the ideal
documentation, which should have the highest degree
of objectivity.
27 J. van Damme (1990), op.cit.
2.8 H. Nieuwdorp, 'De oorspronkelijke betekenis cn
interpretatie van de Keurmerken op Brabantse retabels
en beeldsnijwerk (15de-begin 16de eeuw)', in Archi
vum Artis Lovaniensis, Leuven 1981, p. 85-98.
2.9 See J. Wadum, 'Antwecp Copper Plates', in cat.
Old Master Paintings 01/ Copper 152.5-1775, Phoenix
Art Museum, Phoenix/Nelson Atkins Museum, Kan
sas City, Miss.lMauritshuis, The Hague; Oxford Uni
versity Press 1998 [forthcoming].
30 The numbering of the irons is based on my classi
fication.
31 A number of panel-makers changed their punch
for a new one, often showing slight differences in de
sign. A forthcoming article will be dealing with this
aspect, which indicates a dating of the panels based on
this alteration.
32 M. Vrient was 1605 recorded as apprentices but did
not become a master until 1615. Due to a lapsus Van
Damme, o.c., records his active years as from 1605.
33 D. Teniers II: Interior of a COlmtry Inn. Panel,
39,4 x 57,2. cm. Sale Christie's, London, 1989.
34 Ph. Rombouts, Th. Van Lerius, op. cit. (see note 2.3).
35 A forthcoming article will present this pUZ7.1e.
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Note

After the dead-line for submitting this article I had the opportunity to ex
amine the Rubens's sketches in the'Alte Pinakothek, Munich, made for the
Medici-Cycle, now in Paris, The contract for the series, which consists of
21 oil sketches, 16 of which are now in Munich, was submitted to Rubens
on February 22, 1622. This commission was, with a few exceptions, com
pleted by the end of that same year. On the reverse of the sketches, exe
cuted on panel (of mainly three standard sizes, 49 x 39 cm, 65 x 50, and
55 x 92 cm), on every single panel one finds identical brands of Antwerp,
Michie! Vrient's monogram, as well as the letter 'A', This discovery adds
considerably weight to the hypothesis that the letter'A' is a year letter (as
first suggested by ]. Van Damme in 1990).

This conclusion is further substantiated by yet another painting by Ru
bens, Portrait of an Old Man, 64.7 x 49.5 cm [5taatlichen Museen Preus
sisches Kulturbezitz, Berlin, inv. 776F], which is dated 1622-25. On its back
is the Antwerp brand, Vrient's monogram and the 'A'. Further this panel
was dendrochronologically examined and its two planks proved to origi
nate from the same tree as was used for planks for some of the Medici
sketches in Munich. The earliest felling date of the Munich and the Berlin
panels was established as ± 1618.

Therefore my -above- proposed dating of 1619-1622 for the branding of
Antwerp panels with the letter 'A' can be narrowed down to 1621-1622.

I am extremely grateful to Dr. Konrad Renger, Alte Pinakothek, Munich,
for giving me and my colleague Anthony Reeve, National Gallery, Lon
don, the opportunity to examine Rubens's paintings in Munich.

!J
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Historical Overview of Panel-Making Techniques
in the Northern Countries

Jorgclt Wadllm

T
HROUGH MANUSCRIPTS, as wen as through documentation and
research in conservation studios, the methods lIsed by old m~ster

panel makers to manufacture panels used as paiming supports have
become much clearer. The guild rules that have been preserved are also an
important source of information to the extent that they mention paints
applicable to the joiners or panel makers (Miedema 1980).'

In Antwerp. the earliest documents from the guild of Saint Luke
date to the last quarter of the fourteenth century. with the first regulations
dated 1442 (Van Der Straelen 1855). The guild comprised not only painters
but many members of the various crafts related to art production. includ
ing lace makers, instrument makers. and panel makers (Miedema 1980;
Rombouts and Van Lerius 1864-76).2Joiners were not members of the
guild of Saint Luke in Antwerp, but panel makers were. Both groups
made panels, bur for different purposes. The sculptors had the specialized
bakmakt'TS (box makers) make boxes and panels for their retables; however,
joiners were also allowed to make panels. When the production of altars
began to slow down in the sixteenth century. the box makers began mak
ing panels on a larger scale. Thus. the box makers actually became the new
generation of panel makers. During the seventeenth century. when canvas
became the preferred s\lpport for paintings and the demand for panels
decreased. panel making again shifted. this time to the frame makers.
During the same time period. frames developed increasingly sophisticated
profiles and elaborate carvings. a development that demanded a separate
association of frame makers (van Thiel and de Bruijn Kops 1995). Aside
from producing frames. these frame makers continued making panels for
painters who preferred this rigid support.

In Germany quality control had already been introduced in the
late Gothic period. In Munich the regulations of 1424 $tated that four
representatives from the guild of cabinetmakers were to control all panels
made by feHow cabinet and panel makers (Hellweg 1924). Any irregulari
ties were to be reported to the head of the guild. and the panel maker was
to be punished accordingly.

However. as the guild rules and the relationships among the
different crafts varied from town to town. a comparison is difficult
(Verougstraete-Marcq and Van Schoute 1989; Dunkerton et al. 1991).
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Species of Wood
The artists would often use wood native to their region. Albrecht DUrer
(1471-1528), for example, painted on poplar when he was in Venice and on
oak when in the Netherlands and southern Germany. Leonardo da Vinci
(1452-1519) used oak for his paintings in France (Nicolaus 1986): Hans
Baldung (1484/5-1545) and Hans Holbein (1497/8-1543) used oak while
working in southern Germany and England, respectively (Fletcher and
Cholmollddey Tapper 1983). In dlt~ MiuUle Ages, spruce and lime were
used in the Upper Rhine and often in Ravaria. Outside of the Rhineland,
softwood (such as pinewood) was mainly used. A group of twenty
Norwegian altar £rontals ftom the Gothic period (1250-1350) were exam
ined, and it was found that fourteen were made of fir, two of oak, and
four of pine (Kaland 1982). Large altars made in Denmark during the
fifteenth century used oak for the figures as well as for the painted wing
panels (Skov and Thomsen 1982).

Lime was popular with Albrecht Altdorfer (ca. 1480-1538), Baldung
Grien, Christoph Amberger (d. 156Z), Durer, and Lucas Cranach the Elder
(1472-1553). Cranach often used beech wood-an unusual choice. In north
ern Europe, poplar is very rarely found, but walnut and chestnut are not
uncommon. In the northeast and south, coniferous trees such as spruce,
fir, and pine have been used (Klein 1989). Fir wood Is shown ro have been
lIsed in the Upper and Middle Rhine. Augsburg, Nuremberg, and Saxony.
Pinewood was used mainly in Tirol and beech wood only in Sachen.

In general, oak was the most common substrate used for panel
making in the Low Countries (Peres 1988), northern Germany, and the
Rhineland around Cologne.

In France, until the seventeenth century, most panels were made
from oak, although a few made of walnut and poplar have been found.

The oak favored as a support by the painters of the northern
school was, however, not always of local origin. In the seventeenth cen·
tury about four thousand full-grown oak trees were needed to build a
medium-sized merchant ship; thus, imported wood was necessary
(Olechnowitz 1960). In recent years dendrochronological studies have
traced the enormous exportation of oak from the Baltic region to the
Hansa towns. This exportation lasted from the Middle Ages until the end

of the Thirty Years War (Klein 1989). Oak coming from Konigsberg (as
well as Gdansk) was, therefore, often referred to as Coninbergh tienvoethout
(10-ft., or 280 em, planks) (Fig. 1) (Sosson 1977; Wazny 1992; Bonde 1992).
The longest plOlnks available on the market (12 ft., or 340 cm) were used by
Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640) for his Elevation of the Cross in the Antwerp
Cathedral (Verougstraete·Marcq and Van Schome 1989; D'Hulst et al.
1992; Verhoeff 1983V Karel van Mander (1548-1606) was aware that oak
was being imported by ship from the North Sea, although he thought it
came from Norway.4 The ships did come to the Netherlands from the
north, after passing the Sound, the strait that now divides Denmark from
Sweden, on their way from the Baltic. However, the Sound-dues records
show that in 1565, 1:15% of the ships carrying wainscots set out from
Gdansk (Wazny and Eckstein 1987).

In the last decade of the seventeenth century, Wilhelmus Beurs, a
Dutch writer on painting techniques, considered oak to be the most useful
wooden substrate on which to paint. Beurs reported that not all wood is
favorable for panels, "and what was used by the old masters who had very
durable panels, then we today can say. so much seems to be known, that
we can use good oak wood" (Beurs 1692). If possible, smaller paintings
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FigUTt I
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should be of only a single plank free from sapwood. The rext of Beurs
implicitly suggests that the use of other wood species would probably have
been experimental in nature.

This recommendation for using oak is in accordance with prac·
tice. However, exceptions arc seen rather eady in the seventeenth centulY
sometimes walnut. pearwood, cedarwood, or Indian wood were used
instead. Mahogany was already in use by a number of painters during
the first decades of the seventeenth century and was used often in the
Netherlands in the nineteenth century. Even so, when canvas or copper
was not used, the main oeuvre of the northern school was painted on
oak panels.

Quality of Wood
The quality of an oak panel can be seen from its grain. If the medullary
rays in an oak panel are visible, the quality should be good. because this
shows that the plank was radially split or cut out of the tree trunk (Fig. 2).

The density of the wood is also important to the quality. Before 1630-40

Lhe year rings (whuse [urmaLiun tkpends un age, physical location, and
climatological factors) arl'. often found to be narrower than those of oak
trees available after this date. S

In the sixteenth century sapwood is rarely seen on panels, but in
the seventeenth century a narrow edge of it is often recognized on one
side-in violation of guild rules that threatened a fine for the use of sap
wood (Van Der Straelen 1855). However, as panels inspected by the guild
kellrmeesters (assay masters I inspectors) also show faults in the wood, this
may well be a consequence of the higher price of wood during the politi·
cally turbulent years in the beginning of the seventeenth century; or
perhaps there was such a high demand for panels that less control was
exercised over their production.
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Figure 2

M~dullary uys 011 :j nlili..ny :.:pliL Olnd CUt

plank. Royal Danish Collection, Rosenberg

Palace. Copenhagen.

Tools

Figure 3

The Mondring. an area of sapwood in the

middle of a plank. Royal Danish Collection,

Rosenborjl; Palace, Copenhal/;en.

Sometimes oak shows the signs of insect attack in a light area in
the middle of a plank. This light part of the wood is called a Mondring, 6

and it consists of sapwood lhal has nut transformed Itself intO hardwood.
This phenomenon is due to an incomplete enzymatic reaction in the wood
tissue, usually caused by strong frost (Fig. 3).

Splitting the timber was the usual method for obtaining radial planks of
good quality, and this procedure was used by Dutch and German artisans
until the sixteenth century, when the sawmill became standard for cutting
large planks (Tangeberg 1986). The saw, which was known in classical
times but forgotten until rediscovery in the fourteenth century, was mainly
used from the fifteenth century onward. Later the wood was further
treated with axes and scraping irons. The wood plane was also known to
the Romans, but planing of panels did not become common until the four
teemh cenlury (Fig. 4).

Tn some cases a wedge-shaped plank would be used directly; in

other cases, it would be planed down. The planing would often be per-

5\
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FigUTt 4

Gillis Mostaert, A Landscape with Ch rise Healing

Ihe Blind Man, ca. 1610. Oil on panel, 35.5 x

53 em. Woodworkers cutting trunks with

different types of saws. To the right, planks

are: stacked for seasoning.

Fig"" j<l-d

Tuolrnark..s un lhe: bilck:> uf panels: (a) Artcr

joining, the panel has been partially thinned

by a roughening plane. The untreated ar~aS in

the lowe. tight allJ UPi-'CI lIlidJ.lt: )1Iuw tlle

surface created when the wood was split into

planks. (b) Three planks, all showing saw

marks [rum a hamlhdu saw, giving lhe: surfillcc::

a slightly (here, horizontally) wavy surface;

thicker parts were planed down with a nar·

rower roughening plane. (c) First a broad

plane, with two dents in the blade dearly

visible on the wood, and later a narrow plane

were used [Q thin the planks down; remaIns

of the saw marks are still visible in the c"nter.

(d) Three planks having been treated trans

vcr~c:ly tU the grain. aftcr having been prcvj.

ously treated as in Fig. 5c.

formed after the gluing of the separate planks (Fig. 5a). Plane marks cross
ing the joins were very common in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
planks. Tools used for this work were planes, scrapers, and, in rare
instances, small axes (Marette 1961).

The toolmarks on the backs of panels constructed of multiple
planks do not always reveal the same treatment. One plank, for instance.
might show saw marks, where other planks on the same panel show either
the use of a plane or an ax (Fig. 5b-d). The plane would often have a dent
in the blade that created a ridge. These ridges have. in some instances,
established that the same plane was used on different panels, which then

a

b c d
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Panel Construction

Fig." 6
The rradition:ll merhod of joining plank~

would be like against like: sapwood against

sapwood, or heartWood against hearrwood.

could be attributed to the same panel maker (Christie and Wadum 1992;
Wadum 1988). Tools for carpentry dating from the seventeenth century
are not particularly rare, but Skokloster Castle in Sweden houses more
than two hundred planes, axes, and gouges produced in Amsterdam
around 1664; they are in excellent condition (Knutsson and Kylsberg 1985).

The guild rules emphasized that the wood used in the construction of
panels should be well seasoned. Seasoning the wood is very important for
its stability. Wood shrinks during drying, and it may warp or show diago
nal distortions if seasoning is nOl compleled befure the lhinner plank.s are
made ready for joining.

Based on dendrochronological studies, we have been able to esti·
mate that the seasoning period in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
was apprOXimately rwo to five years, whereas it was eight to ten years in
the fifteenth century (Fletcher 198~; Klein et a1. 1987). The regulations
of the Antwerp guild of Saint Luke were very specific about manufacture
of panels for altars. wings, and smaller paintings. In 1470 a set of standards
was issued stating that all altar cases and panels should be made of dry
wagcltschot7 and that no painter was allowed to paint on either sculpture
or panel if the wood was not dry (Van Oer Straelen 1855).8

Gothic altar frontals in Norway were, on average, approximately
20 mm thick. The planks were aligned (but not glued) in the join by
wouden dowels· 100-150 mm long and 10-15 rnm thick. The joins of the
planks were secured by parchment or canvas strips before a relatively thick
(1-4 mm) ground was applied (Kaland 1982).

When more oak planks were joined together to form a large
panel, planks could vary in width, although they were usually 1.5-Z9 cm
wide. The panels were usually 8-30 mm thick. Panels from the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries tend to be thicker than those from the seventeenth
century (Nicolaus 1986).

Planks of varying thickness were joined and then planed. In other
cases, the backs were left uneven.

Traditionally. when two or more planks were glued together.
hearrwood was joined with hearrwood, and sapwood with sapwood (Klein
1984). The planks were usually joined in such a way that the heartwood
was on the outer edges. '0 Smaller panels consisting of twO planks glued
together somerimes show rhe rem<lins of the lighter colored sapwood in

the center of the panel (Fig. 6). This arrangement may have created prob·
lems because the remains of the weaker sapwood could cause joins to
break open, and the softer sapwood would anract insects, whose infesta
tion would be further stimulated by the animal glue used for the join.

Planks were joined in various ways (Fig. 7a-h). The majol'ity of
planks were butt·joined (Fig. 7a). Some planks would have the rwo edges
roughened to make a better tooth to receive the animal glue (Fig. 7b),u
Butterfly, or double·dovetail, keys and dowels were commonly applied for
reinforcement. In the Middle Ages. the panels were glued and further rein
forced with bunerfly keys (Fig. 7c). If butterfly keys were used, they were
placed mainly on the front of the panel, and with time they often began to
show through the paint layer (Fig. 8). Bunerfly keys on the backs of panels
were usually later additions. As panels became thinner toward the end of
the sixteenth century, dowels r,eplaced the butterfly keys for stabilizing and
aligning the joins during glUing (Fig. 7d). On X radiographs the dowels
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a b c

and dowel holes can easily be trarr.d, rr.vp~ling the differences in method
between one panel maker and another (Wadum 1987). In small panels
(48 x 63 em) consisting of two planks. two dowels would normally be
placed in the join. whereas larger panels (75 x liD cm) made of three
planks would have three dowels in each join. Smaller panels (50 x 60 cm)
made for portraits were sometimes composed of three planks-the middle
one wide and the two at the edges much narrower-so that there would
be no join down the middle of the panel that might run through the
subject's face.

Lip joins and tongue-and-groove joins do occur in some instances:
the wedge-shaped joins are rarer (Fig. 7e-g). Additions on a panel made by
Michiel Vrient for Peter Paul Rubens show a refined Z-shaped chamfered
join (Figs. 7h. 9). This typt: uf juin was used to make a large overlap for
better adhesion when thr. gr~in of the added plank ran transversely in

d

flgur< 7a-II

Different tYpes of joinery of planks: (a) butt

join, (b) butt join wjth previous roughening of

the surface for better adhesion, (c) butt join

reinforced with butterfly keys on the from.

(d) butt join aligned with dowels, (e) lip join,

(f) tongue-and-groove Join, (g) wedge-shaped

join, (h) Z-shaped chamfered join (mainly

used where planks wirh transverse grain aT!:

assembled).

e

9 h

64-

Figure 8

Maarten van Heemskerck, The Rtsurrcction of

Cllrist, ca. 1550. Detail. Oil on panel, 172 x

131 em. Depa.rtment of Conservation, Statcns

Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen. Original

butterfly keys on the front of a panel (see

rig. 7c) show through rhe pain I layer.
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rigu" 9

Peler Paul Rubens. PortraIt of HeleM Fowrnllmt,

ca. 16H. Oil on panel. 98 X 76 em.

Conservalion Department, Royal PielUlt

Gallery MaUrllShuis, The Hague. AJom

between two planks assembled with a

Z·shaped chamfered overlap (see Fig. 7h)

for better interlocking of the join between

planks with "ansverse grain.

Figwr< 10

Lucas Cranaeh the Younger, Portrait of a

Man wirh a Red Beard, 1543. Reverse. Oil on

panel. 64 X 48 em. Royal Picture Callery

Mauritshuis, The Hague. Two joins reinforced

with horse or cow hair.

relation to the first piece. ll The panel maker was obviously aware that
the joining of boards with the grain running perpendicular to each other
would cause instability-something the conservation history of the panels
confirms only too wellY

The south German Benedictine munk Theuphilus (ca. 1100)

describes the process of making panels for altars and wings (Theophilus
1979). 14 The individual pieces for altar and door panels are first carefully
matched with the shaping tool that is also used by cask and barrel makers.
The pieces are then affixed with casein. Once the joined panels are dry,
Theophilus writes, they adhere together so well that they cannot be sepa
rated by dampness or heat. Afterward the panels should be smoothed with
a planing tool such as a drawknife. 1\ Panels, doors, and shields should be
shaved until they are completely smooth. Then they should be covered
with the hide of a horse, an ass, ar a cow (rig. 10).16 On some altar framals
in Norway, several of the cracks in the wood of the panel were filled with
parchment prior to application of the ground (Wichstt0m 1982).17

If the panel maker lacked hide, panels might be covered with a
new medium-weight cloth, wilh glue maue frum hille amI slaghurns

(Cennini 1971 :chap. 19).18
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The method of applying linen to the panels was also used by
panel makers of the northern countries, as in a large (28 m2) painted fir
wood lectern (1250-1300) in Torpo, Norway, in which lhe joins were
glued and covered with canvas prior to thl' application of size and ground
(Brrenne 1982).

In Germany canvas was also applied to panels. The Adoration of
the Magi by SIefan Lochner (active 1442-51) in the cathedral of Cologne
has two wings and a main panel made of oak wood (Schultze.Senger
1988). The butt ends of the single planks (2.5 cm thick) have been glued
together (Verougstraete-Marcq and Van Schoute 1989). The completed
panels-on what was to become the inside of the wings and the front of
the middle panel-were then completely covered with canvas. In 1568

Vasari described this method in some detail (Berger 1901 :26).19 A rather
thick (1.5 mm or more) ground was used, which became somewhat thin
ner on the outside of the wings. Applying ground and paint on both sides
of the wings nalurally reduced movement in the wood.

The joins, knots, and rl'SinOl1s ;u:eas of softwood panels were con·
tinuously covered with strips of canvas. In the fifteenth century Danish
cabinetmakers used the same procedure-joins and knots were covered
with pieces of coarse canvas before Sizing with a strong glue (Skov and
Thomsen 1982).

The method of securing joins by applying parchment and gluing
horse or cow hair transversely to the join, while used mainly in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, also continued in the first quarter
of the seventeenth century (Sonnenburg and Preusser 1979). The use uf
canvas as a reinforcing material for panels is documented into the sl'ven
teenth century.20

The Last]udgment by Lucas van Leyden (1494-1533) was painted
around 1526-27. The triptych consists of a center panel, ,¥ith an unpainted
back, and two wings, which are painted on both sides. All three panels are
constructed of vertical oak planks glued flush and secured with wooden
dowels placed at regular intervals (Pig. 11). The back of the center panel
shows planks worked rather roughly with a curved spokeshave. The panels

FigUT< 11 '!
CUl1struLliun vf it. lriply~h frum "he firs[

quarter of the sixteemh century. Lucas van

Leyden, Tlu IAstJudgmrllt, 1525-27. Oil on I
panel. 300.5 x 434.5' un (upt:u)~ Muuidpal '

Museum "De Lakenhal," Leiden. I;

t
~1
.,

~ :I
'!l
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Figure 12a (right), b (opposite page)

ConSLrUClion uf the pillle1 used by Peter Paul

Rubens for The Watering Place, ca. 1620. Oil

on panel, 99.4 x 135 em. National Gallery,

London. The sequ<:nce of .u<1eu I'l.uks (a) is

indicated by the numbering, and the direction

of the grain is indicated by the arrows. The

joins art: all bUll juitl~. C.l.ccpt for the join of

plank 10, the only plank with vertically ori·

ented grain. Here the planks are assembled

wI'h the Z-shaped chamfered join (sec Fil;. 711).

The fron' of the painting (b) is also shown.

were not glued but instead were fitted into a groove in the frames. The
center panel has a rabbet around the edge on the back that enhances the
join with the frame. Four horizontal battens, all fastened with wooden

pins, hold the center panel in place in the frame.
Although the altar was made in Leiden, it appears that the

Antwerp regulations were applicable to its construction. The rule for
AntweJ:p altars more than Z m high required the back to be secured by

transverse battens-one at the neck, with more behind the main corpus
(Van Der Straelen 1855).21 The whole construction would have its original
greenish gray paint layer (probably original) on the back. Analysis has
revealed lead white and carbon black in an oleaginous binding medium.
Translucent particles (glue) were also present. It can be seen that frames

and panels were all grounded in one sequence. A burr is visible along the
edges of the panels, where they have been shrinking slightly (Hermesdorf
et al. 1979).

Some of Rubens's panels present a particular problem: that of
enlargement with odd planks on more than one side (Sonnenburg and
Preusser 1979). Sometimes the grain of these additional planks ran per
pendicular to the grain of the other planks, making the composite panels
especially vulm:rable LO flucLuating environmental conditions (Brown,
Reeve, ,md Wyld 19R2). Tn Tile Watoeling Place by Rubens, the grain of ten
out of eleven planks runs horizontally. The construction of the panel
cook place in four successive stages, starting from a standard-sized panel
of 35.9 x 56.7 em (Fig. lza, b). This panel was extended with additions of
oak planks all having the same grain orientation, except for the final plank

on the right side, which has a vertical grain. It was likely not possible to
find a plank with a horizontal grain of the same height as the panels
(approximately 1 m) (Brown 1996). The joins between the planks are butt

9 <t-----1>

6 <f-----1>

~ !
<t-l> <{---t> <l---i>

<l----£>

2 1 4 7 10

5 <t---t> I
8 <f---1>

- -
11

a

57
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b

joins, except for that of the large vertical plank, which has a chamfered
3-5 em overlap.22 Such additions were often done by professionals
(Kombouts and Van Lerius 1864-76)." On X radiographs these additions
appear to have been made after Rubens began his composition (PolI

Fromrne1, Renger, and Schmidt 1993)-toolmarks beneath the latest paint
layer are observed (S~nnenburgand Preusser 1979).

In the northern Netherlands we see that Rembrandt's panels from

the Lciden period are all on oak. The grain always runs parallel to the
length of the panels. and joins are always butt joins (van de Wetering

1986). The panel makers in Leiden belonged to the joiners and cabinet·

makers guild but are not mentioned in the guild regulations until 1627. At
that time the joiners and cabinetmakers requested that the Leiden guild

specify them as the producers of these panels. This request was made

because a certain woodturner-not a guild member-was making and sell
ing panels, and the joiners wanted him stopped (van de Wetering 1986).

The tradition of the Netherlandish school of the seventeenth cen

tury was applied to the Prench methods of the eighteenth century (Berger

1901:416). Studies of English panels show that up to about 1540, many
are of crude workmanship and often have uneven joins (Fletcher 1984).
However, in 1692 Marshall Smith recommended the use of old wainscot
for panels because it was less likdy LO warp (Talky 1981).
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Standard Sizes

Frames

Smaller panels used for easel painting were often made in standard sizes.
By the fifteenth cetltury. altars had already been standardized (Jacobs
1989). and in the late ~iJCteenth century. standardization was then further
applied to panels made for use as painting supports (Bruijn 1979). Natu
rally. this standardization also became the rule for canvases (van de
Wetering 1986).

The use of standard sizes for panels has been questioned
(Miedema 1981); however. it has become clear that this was indeed the
case for dozijn panels-made by the dozen (Van Damme 1990). The term
has erroneously been understood by some as an evaluation of the artistic
quality: it was thought that paintings on dozijn panels were made by

mediocre painters for trade on the year markets (Floerke 1905).
The standard sizes may also have varied between towns rather

than between individual panel makers.~·The inventory made after the
death of Frans Francken I in 1616 records nineteen tronit-sized (portrait)
panels and forry-nine smaller. stooter-sized (a designation referring to a
seventeenth-century coin) panels in one of his rooms (Duverger 1984). The
fact that the standard sizes were also evident in the north is shown in the
inventory of Jan Miense Molenaer (1610-68), which indicates that he had
twenty-six single-plank panels of one size and thirty-two of a slightly larger
size (van de Wetering 1986). Standard sizes are still commonly available for
painters-nowadays they are called landscape. marine. or portrait sizes.

Frans Hals (1589-1666) also used standard-sized panels for many
of his portraits. Hals bought panels made by members uf the joiners guild
in Haarlem; almost all his panels con~ist of a singlp. plank (Groen and
Hendriks 1989).

[n prints or paintings depicting a painter's atelier. frames for temporary
use are often seen on the short sides (perpendicular to the grain) of a
panel (Fig. 13). On panels from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, at
the sides of the panel. one can see a small tongue that would fit inco the
grooves of such a temporary frame.

Panels from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries were con
structed with a fixed frame. The ground was applied at the same time
to the frame and the panel, the two forming an inseparable ensemble
(Dunkerton et al. 1991). If the temporary frame that was originally fixed
at the shorr end of a panel or the full frame were removed, one would find
a small beard of ground indicating the former presence of a fixed frame
(Fig. 14a-d).

Frames in Antwerp were also made of beech wood-but only
inner frames, in accordance with guild regulations. Additionally, for altar
panels or other large works. the panel makers were never to use beech
wood, only oak.25 Original frames from the early seventeenth century are
rare, but in Rosenborg Castle. Copenhagen. more than fifty are still pre
served (Wadum 1988).

Beveling at the edges of a panel. often down to a few mi1limeter~,

makes it thinner and therefore easier to mount in a frame. If a panel has
been reduced in size, part or all of such beveling has been removed. On
small single-plank panels. however, beveling may be visible only on three
sides, because when a plank is split out of a tree trunk, a wedge shape
is automatically formed. so that beveling at the pointed edge is often
unnecessary.
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Fig"" 13

M::t~t't~n V~I"\ H~ems1cerck. Sa;", Lulu P",",i"g
rIte Virgin and Child, ca. I550. Oil on panel,

205.5 x 143.5 em. Musee des Beaux·Arts

(inv. 301), R.t:nn~s. A narrow.grooved fr:am4!!!

mounted at the end grain prevents the small

panel from warping.

Fig"" J4a-d

Differenr methods of framing: (aJ a panel and

frame in one piece, (b) the fram~ is mounted

on fronr of 'he panel wi'h dowels, (c) 'he

panel is inserted as • tongue in the groove of

the frome and is often secured by wcdgc

shaped blocks mounted with glne, (d) the

panel is mounted in the rabbet of 'he fume

and held wi'h n.il>.

Among the hundreds of items found in the inventory made after

the death of the widow of panel and frame maker Hans van Haecht
(1557-1621) are thirty-six eight·stuijvers·sized (another seventeenth
century coin) double frames in a storage room, sixty-eight more of the
same size in the attic, and two dozen small ebony frames (Duverger 1987;

Van Roey 1968).

Members of the various disciplines within the guild of Saint Luke
manufactured articles such as frames that would fit the standard panels
(Wadultt 1988; van Thid am.! ut: Bruijn Kups 1995),>6 Standard framt:s wt:rt:
also construC"tl'd with :t groove in which the beveled edge would fit-a
method that originated with the large altar panels. The beveled edges,
often varying slightly in thickness, were kept tight in the frame by means
of wedges (sometimes secured by glue) placed at regular intervals on the
back (Figs 14c, 15). Frames were also made with a rabbet so panels could

a c d
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Figure I J

... panel framed in Amwerp in 1620, with the

method shown in Fig. 14c. The double frame

consists of a narrOw beech wood frame that

is itself fitted into an oak frame: the tongue·

and-groove pnnClple IS followed throughout.

Royal Danish Collection, Rosenborg Palace.

Copenhagen.

Marks

Figure 17

Maarten de Vas, Mos... Showing the Tabla of

Law {(1 'lit: l.Hudil(~# 1'74-7'. &vel"sc. Oil 011

panel, 153 x 237.5 cm. Conservation Depart

ment, Royal Picrure Gallery Mauritshuis, The

Hague. Gouge monks nuue by Balli,,: lUfnuer

jacks can be seen.

Fill""' /6

A panel framed in Antwerp in 1620, with the

method shown in l'ig. 14d. Beech wood has

been used for the narrow frame; all is

mounted in rabbets and held in place by hand

made iron nails. Royal Danish Collection,

Rosenborg Palace. Copenhagen.

be mounted with iron nails, an easy method of framing, as the frame

itself could be assembled before the panel was fined into it (Figs. 14d, 16)
(Wadum 1988; Verougstraete-Marcq and Van Schoute 1989).

Mainly on the back of Brabant panels, one can sometimes see lines cut
with a gouge that cross one another, creating a pattern of complicated
marks. It is interesting to note that these marks do not continue across
joins between two planks. It has been suggested that the marks may have

been made by timber tradesmen or made as a sort of quality mark for
wood in stock (Marijnissen and Michalski 1960). It was also most convinc
ingly suggested that the large planks may have been marked by the lum
berjacks in the Baltic area (Glatigny 1993)_ The planks with such marks
never have saw marks-a phenomenon showing that the planks were all

split from tree trunks.
All the panels with longitudinal cut marks, found in ahars or on

panel paintings, seem to have been made between the end of the fifteenth
cenmry and the last quarter of the sixteenth century (Fig. 17). Most of
the panels with these marks were used by painters in Brabant. Antwerp,
Bruges, Brussels, or Louvain; however, a number of north German altars
also have these cut marks (Tangeberg 1986). Such cut marks are to be
expected on panels useu in utllt:r rt=giuns in nurthern Europe, if the wood
originated in the Haiti. area whf>rf' it was marked before shipment to the

Hansa towns for further manufacturing.
In the early seventeenth century, when an Antwerp panel or frame

maker had a large number of panels ready in his workshop, he would call
for the dean, who would then pay a visit to the panel maker and check the

quality of his panels (Fig. 18). If, however, the panel maker had only a few

~(
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Figure 18

David Ryckaert 11 (I )~b-164:l),A Painter's

A«/itT. Oil on pand, 74 x 108 em. Mu~e des

Beaux·ArtS, Oijon. The Antwetp branding

mark (upside down) appears on the reverse of

th e small panelleaninR aRainst the back wall.

Fig"T< 19a-b

The nnlC: pand boilCk photographed ill 1I01llUl

(a) and in UV·fluorescent (b) light. The UV·

fluorescent light r.eveals the panel maket·.

check mi1rk,~ the number of lhc panel and

frame (no. 68), and the personal mark (GA in

ligature), just below the join and as a frag.

ment On the !C'ft $ide of the: frame. The

identification of the panel maket, Guilliam

Aertsse n, and his different inscriptions are

made: vi.sible: only by UV·f1uo(cs(cm:e phOLOS'

raphy. Royal Danish Collection, Rosenberg

Palace, Copenhagen.

panels he wanted to have branded, he would take them to the dean him
self for approval (Van Damme 1990). This procedure was required before
the pallds wt:re gruundt:d.

If rhp. p~np.ls had no worms, rot, or sapwood, they were accepted

and branded with the hands and castle, the Antwerp coat of arms (Van
Damme 1990; Wadum 1997). If, however, any faults in the wood were
observed, it was the dean's duty to break the defective panel without any
intervention from the p:mel maker or assistant (Van Damme 1990). (There
are, nevertheless, numerous examples of approved panels that did have
faults.) After approval and branding of the panels, the panel maker would
stamp his own personal mark into the wood (Van Damme 1990). It
appears that not all panel makers' marks were stamped into the wood;
some were also written in red chalk directly on the board. These inscrip
tions are often overlooked. Yet they can be seen when the backs of panels
are viewed in ultraviolet light (Fig. 19a, b) (Wadum 1990).

a b
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FigwTt 10

X radiograph of frans Francken 11. Salo""

with th, H,ad of Saint]ohn tn. Baptist, ca. 1625.

Detail. Oil on panel. 50_5 X 65 em.

Department of Conservation. Statens

Museum for Kunst (inv. 4457). CopenhaRen.

Two hands from the Antwerp branding iron

show up whi teo as their impression is tilled

with a ground containing lead wh ite.

Bl'allding of panels generally rook place before the ground was
applied. This can be illustrated in two particular incidents, where in both
cases the ground for one reason or another was applied on the same side
of the panel that had just been branded. In the first example, an X radio
graph of a Rubens panel in Munich shows a white letter A, indicating that
the impression of the mark had filled with ground (Sonnenburg and
Preusser 1979). In a similar example, a pair of hands from the Antwerp
brand shows up on an X radiograph of a panel in Copenhagen (Fig. 20).27

Panel marks existed a few years before 1617 (a panel with the
maker's monogram, RB, has been found dated 1612) (Wadum 1993),28 but
were not standardized and regulated until a guild rule was designed to that
effect the same year (Van Damme 1990). Twenty-two panel makers, as
well as their respective marks, were recorded in a list.29 The year 1617 has
tlll:n:fon: in the past been regarded as the terminus pUSI yuem in lhe

manufacture of panels with a maker's mark, and in gener;!l this still seems

to be the case today (Figs. 21, 22). Only three other panels show the same
grain and panel mark as the aforementioned panel dated to 1612, and all
originate from the same large tree. The planks have been separated only
by the panel maker's saw cut (Broos and Wadum 1993).JO As none of the
four panels show any sign of the Antwerp branding mark, one could
speculate that this panel maker was a joiner, rather than a registered panel

Figure 21, right

The Antwerp castle. one of the two hands,

and the personal mark of the panel maker.

Guillia.m Acrt"cn (GA in ligature), wc.rc

pardy hidden under a strip of canv.. reinforc

ing ajoin.

Figure 21. far right
The Antwerp branding mark and the personal

",a,1I. uf Lambledn Stc.u.s (LS in ligarure)

very thoughrfully left intact on the back of a

shaved and cradled pmel.
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~4

Fig"T~ 13
GUllham Gabron's personal mark (l;(j around

a floral motif) pressed into the ground

applied on the back of a pane!. from Ca. 1619.

Conservation Department, Roy.l P,cture

Gallery Mauricshuis, The Hague.

Ready-Made Grounds

maker. Joiners were not members of the guild of Saint Luke at this time
and, therefore, were not monitOred until 1617 by the IUlIrmeester (assay
master/inspectOr) who approved panels (Van Damme 1990).

Both the panel makers and the joiners received a new set of regu
lations in 1617, but the marking decree was, in fact, based on an already
existing practice." The panel maker GuiIliam Gabron was already using
his own mark in 1614, this mark being identical to the one we find in his
early period (Fig. 23).32 These exceptions only prove the rule: marking on :I

larger scale took place mainly after 1617.
Although ready-made panels were exported from Antwerp to

other countries (Duverger 1972; Fletcher 19!!4), the archives mention a
number of works by panel makers who were active in Holland during this

period. In 1607 Evert Gerritsz of Amsterdam charged the painter Gilles
van Coninxloo sixteen guilders for frames and panels. In Rotterdam in
1631 the panel and frame maker Comelis was owed money by an art
dealer, and in 1648 Dirck WilIems:z: received twenty-five guilders for frames
delivered to an art dealer (van Thiel and de Bruijn Kops 1995).

Because panels with ready-made grounds were available in the painters'
materials shops from the late sixteenTh Cl"ntllry onward. a short survey of
the way the ground is described in the guild regulations, manuscripts. and
painters' manuals is included here.

The application of the ground is a natural step after the panel's
production; even the back of some panels may still have their original

ground. This ground is generally of the same material as that used on the
front, and it is often covered by a single layer of brown and I or green pig
ment in an oily binding medium. There are even examples of an almost
black layer that is bound in thick glue. Hans van Haecht, who also oper'
ated as a dealer in pa~tings. had large quantities of ready-ground panels
available for his customers. From an inventory we know that he had eleven
gulden-sized, eighteen long eight-stuijvers-sized, and one large sixteen
stuijvers-sizeu pand gt:primlll:Tt (primed) on both sides ready in his shop
(Duverger 19R7)B

A perusal of the panel makers' rules from the end of 1617 makes
it clear that panel malters were taking over panel preparation as well. The
regulations state that no panel maker may allow a panel to leave his work
shop, or let it be grounded, before inspection by the dean (Van Damme
1990). Interestingly enough, the rule specifically stresses that a fine for
breaking this law would be imposed, regardless of whether the offender is
a man or a woman (tsij man oft VTollwe). Thus it is indicated that a woman,
in the case of her husband's death, could take charge of a panel maker's
workshop and fall subject to guild rules herself. It is also interesting to

consider that women may very well have been grounding the panels pro
duced in the workshops. This would be a fascinating piece of information
regarding the division of work within the social structure of Antwerp art
production, but to current knowledge, no women are titled as witters

(grounders) in the official guild records from the seventeenth century.
It is not completely clear exactly when panel makers in Antwerp

began making ready-to-paint-panels (Wadum 1993). However, when
Philips de Bout (d. 1625) was registered in the LiggCTClt (the archives of the
Antwerp guild of Saint Luke) in 1604, he was the first to have the title of
witter en lijstmaker (grounder and frame maker) (Rombouts and Van Lerius
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Fig." 14

Bal,;k uf iJ. l'iJm:llllal hi:f~ been glounded and

marked by the panel maker Melchior de 80 ut

(MB in ligature). His mark is found twice

iJI1Plt:S~t:U lutu the ground on the reverse:.

Ron~fantt:nmuseum. Maastricht.

1864-76; Rooses 1878).34 The availability of panels fully sized and grounded
would save time and labor for an artist's atelier, so that work on a painting
could start straightaway. Perhaps this is tht: rt:asun why there are only
three recipes in the de Mayerne manuscript (nos. 1. 2. and 4) that record
how to ground panels. but many recipes (nos. 6-20) that describe how to
ground canvases (Berger 1901:92-408). Canvases were also sold ready
made, although the practice was not common in this early period. On the
pregrounded panel, the artist could immediately apply the imprimatura, or
primuersel, a semitransparent colored insulation layer placed directly on the
ground before painting, in whatever tone desired.

What is believed to be the mark of Philips's son Melchior (d. 1658)

has been observed and recorded a number of times. In the year that he suc
ceeded his father (1625 or 1626). Melchior de Bout is referred to as a witter
elt peenelmaecker (a grounder and panel maker); in the same year his late
father is recorded only as a witter (Rombouts and Van Lerius 1864-76).

Panels bearing the MB monogram" have been recorded four times; the
mark is pl:lced close to a corner and pressed into a ground layer also present
on the back of the panels (Fig. 24).36 No Antwerp brands have been found
in conjunction with this monogram. These witters were the initiators of
this special professlOn of preparing panels for the artists' studios (van de
Wetering 1986). In 1627 Hans van Haecht (1557-1621) had six dozen
stooter-sized panels, as well as seventy-five panels of half that size, that
were ready-ground with primuur, several on both sides (Duverger 1987).

In 1643 Leander Hendricx Volmarijn from Rotterdam got permis
sion to sell paintings and painters' materials in a shop in Leiden. Permission
was granted since no such shop existed there at that time. This fact meant
that prior to this time, the painters had bought their panels directly from
the joiner and panel maker (van de Wetering 1986).

In the early years, tht: traditiun of gruumling pands appears tv

be par:lllel to the method llsed somh of the Alps.37 The colorp.d ground.
or imprimatura. originated in Italy and is described by both Filarete and
Vasari. 38 The Italian painter would make his preparatory drawings on top
of the insulating, nonabsorbing, colored ground.
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Figure ZJ

Jan Brueghel 'he Elder and studio of Pe,er

Paul Rubens, Nymphs Filling the Horn of Plenty,

ca. 1615. Detail. Oil on panel (single plank),

67.5 X 107 ern. Cons~rvationDepartment,

Royal ?icture Gallery Maurirshuis (inv. 234),

The Hague. The streaky, transparent

primu~rs.el is seen on an infr~red

rdleetogram.

In the llonh this practice changed during the sixteenth cemul·y.
The underdrawing would be made directly onto the thin white ground,

on top of which a translucent insulating layer, the primuersel, would be
placed. This primuersel would leave the drawing visible for further devel·
opment in the painting process. It is obvious, then, that the primuersel was
applied in the artist's studio, not by the witter.

Karel van Mander wrote in 1605 that his predecessors ground
~

their panels thicker than in his time and that afterward they planed or
scraped the surface as smooth as they could (Miedema 1973:256-57).
The technique of Hieronymus Bosch (ca. 1450-1516) is described by van
Mander as a method used by many other old masters: Bosch drew his
images on the white ground, placing over them a thin translucent, flesh·
colored primuersel that would allow the ground to playa role in the
finished painting. The fact that the old masters did indeed draw directly
on the ground, using a thin, flesh-colored layer in oil as an isolation layer,

has been duly confirmed by intensive studies on this subject (Federspiel
1985).39 It is this pigmented oil layer that van Mander named primuersel
(rig. 25) (Plesters 1983; Coremans and Thissen 1962; ::ionnenburg and
Preusser 1979).40

In 1610 de Mayerne gave advice on priming a panel. If one wants
to paint on wood, he wrote, it is the custom first to size with chalk. One
can mix a little honey in it in order to prevent cracking; but in de Mayerne's
opinion it is better not to size wood too much. Then one should apply a
good and strong ground (imprimeure) in oil, with a knife or horn spatula, in
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Conclusion

order to close the pores of the wood.· 1 An English manuscript from 1622

by Peacham describes a similar method (Talley 1981:61-71)."

In 1692 Wilhelm Beurs wrote that a ground should first be applied
to the panel with a weak glue mixed with chalk. After this, the panel
should be scraped again in order to make it even and plane, so that the
grain stays filled (van de Graaf 1958).

Th~ sam~ yt=ar that Beurs published his manual, the Englishman
Marshall Smith gave the recommendation to apply sa to eight layers
of whiting mixed with a strong size. After drying, the layer should be
smoothed "with a Joyners Palm, then water plain'd with a rag dipt in
water" (Talley 1981:375-96). l"inally, an unspecified priming is applied
before a layer of colored oil imprimatur. In France in 1757, Perteny
gave the advice to apply a layer of Handschuhleim (hide glue) on both
sides of the panels, on top of which the ground should be applied
(Arnold 1826:101).

The recipes are consistent with what um: aLlually s~~s un
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century northern European panels. In the
northern Netherlands, increasingly less ground was used, so that some
times only the holes between the more pronounced parts of the grain in
the oak panels were filled. This minimal grounding caused the grain of
panels painted in the seventeenth century to be partly visible through the
paint film (Gifford 1983). Also, the double ground is found to have been
applied to panels from the Gothic period well into the eighteenth century.

It is necessary to mention that caution must be exercised in draw
ing conclusions about artists practices from the analysis of the ground
layers on paintings dating from the end of the sixteenth century onward.
Indeed, the grounding-be it a single or a double ground layer and an oil,
a glue, or an emulsion ground-may very well show the characteristics of
what was in the pot of ground at the will~r's wurkshup. Th~n:rur~, nu
relation to the tradition of a painter's studio may he dedllced from a sample
of ground. The imprimatura, or primuersel, layer was often the first layer
applied by the artist on the already grounded panel; it, therefore, can be
considered to reflect a specific practice in the painter'S studio.

It becomes clear that, over the years, thick split panels for large altars
evolved into smaller panels for easel painting. This shift was caused by
social, religious, and economic changes. The manufacture of panels by the
panel makers also underwent a development: from rough surfaces with
primarily untreated backs to panels with backs that were either planed or,
in some cases, protected by an isolating layer to prevent warping. The evo
lution of different tOols, from ax to saw to plane, shows a progress In the
finishing of the painter's board that seems to decline toward the end of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This development occurs along with
a drop in the quality of the raw material, the wood; the presence of sap
wood and broader year rings clearly tell a story about a less-consistent
quality check and an apparent scarcity of dense oak.

Information garnered from treatises and manuscripts is consistent
with what can be detected from the analysis of the supports, and guild
rules emphasize the care and concern brought by the art-producing soci
ety to the inspection of its IIleIIlb~rs. This Lar~rul uversight partly dt=rived
from a syndicalistic concept, but it is c1t~ar that its purpose was also to
guarantee a purchaser works of art made of materials of high quality.
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In 1581 ehe paineers guild was founded in London; in 1595 ie was founded in Prague by Rudolf

II. III Leidell, however, it WClS- fuwuJc:u ...Ju::r 1641. In Haarlern the h'Uild of Saint Luk~ had be~n

in existence since 1497 (Miedema 1980).

See Miedema (1980:94) for ehe seructure of ehe guild in Haarlem; see Rombouts and Van

Lerius (1864-76:699[.) for the list of professions in the Antwerp Liggeren.

The size of the foot in sdeceed towns in Europe in the fifteeneh co the seventeenth century

(one d.lln Is ehe distance berween the rip of ehe thumb and the first joint):

Riga (IL dutms; I ell = 54.8 em)

Gdansk/KOnii:sberi: (12. duims; 1 ell = 57.4 em)

(35 Gdansk feet = 32 Rhindand feee)

Rhineland (l.l dUim.)

Rhindand timber fooe

Antwerp (11 duims; 1ell = 69.5 cm)

Brussels (11 dulms; I ell = 69.5 em)

Gent (II Parisian duims; 1 ell = 69.8 em)

Herenehals (10 duims; 1 ell = 68.6 em)

Li~ge (10 duims; 1 ell = 65.6 em)

Amsterdam (11 duims; 1 ell = 68.78 cm)

Copenhagen (12 duims: 1 ell = 62.8 em)

London (ll inches; 1 ell = 114 em)

Paris (12 duims; 1 ell = 111.9 cm)

1.1.41 em
28.69 cm

31.3H em

29.43 em

28.68 em

a.57 em

29.77 em
29.18 em
19.47 em

28.31 em

31.38 em

30.48 em

32.48 em

4 Here. Miedemas study, Kard van Manda: Dm irornit da rdel vry schildrr,colllt (J 973). has been

used. In chapcer 8. verse 3 (fol. 34v). van Mander writes. "Die ons a1 dienen om Landtsehap te

sticheen f Op vlas-waede f ofe Noorweeghsch 'hard' eycke plancken I (.;omc lwhich will serve

us in making a landscape on either canvas or on hard Norwegian oak planks]" (see Miedema

1973:2~5).

Dendrochronological dating of the twO panels in the Mauritshuis, by Dr. P. Klein in 1993. visu

abzed rillS statemene. Un a small panel painted by Han. Memling (inv. 595). measuring 30.1 x

22.3 em. 167 year rings were present on ies narrow edge. whereas a panel approximatdy ehrce

times larger, measuring 62.5 x 101.1 em, by Abraham Govaerts (inv. 45; signed and dated

1612) showed only 158 rings on irs short edge. Boeh oak planks came from the Balrie area; che

feUing dace, arche earli~st. of the former was 1474. of the latter 1608.

6 The Ge rman term Mondring. lieerally "moonring" in English. does not seem to have an

English equivalent when used in this COntext.

7 Long thin oak planks sawn out of the fulliengrh of the split pieces of timber.

8 On 9 November 1470 the rules of the guild of Saint Luke were further specified evan Oer

Seraelen 1855:13-14).

9 The dowels were inserted from ehe front. through the frame and into the panel. On the back,

the ends of the dowels were: split. and wedges wcre hammr..rr..d into rht"m in orne-r to prtvton[

movement of the dowels.

10 For the frontals of Norwegian altars, this was far from the case. As previously mentioned, ehe

planks wece not glued; also the back and frone of the tangentially split fir wood were nor on

t-nr,.d in rh,. ~~me tiittction This arnngement cau$~d :m inward 2nd Outw2 rd w:uping of the:

single planks, resulting in a wavy froneal surface.

11 Lindberg (1990) and Skins (1990) demonstraeed that ancienc glues. such as those recom

mended by Cennino Cennini. coneained from 4.5% to 8% animal fat. They srate that in

fiftt'.t'nrh.cf"nmry Italy. m~n\1f~cturers of ghJt! knew the different working properties: of fat

and lean glues and had ehe capability co eonrrol ehe fat coneene of eheir produces.
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12 Peter Paul Rubens, Portrait of Helma FOl<rm<llt, ca. 1635. Oil on panel, 98 x 76 em. Royal

Picture Gallery Mauritshuis (inv. 251), The Hague.

13 Courtesy of the archi~s of tbe Mauritshui. Conserv3tion Dep3rtment.

14 See chapter 17, "P:Ulels for 31t:lrs 3nd doors; and cheese glue:'

15 A drawknife is curved and sh:lrp on the inside of the blade; it hu two h3ndle.s '0 that it (:in be

drawn with both hands over the panel.

16 The hide was firSt to be soaked in water, then wrung out, and while damp laid on top of the

panels with cheese glue.

17 It is interesting to note that the parchment (ca. before 13(0) had some writing upon it.

App:uendy the p3rchment W;lS scra.p from the royQ.llihro.ry in Bergen. The panel tnaker or tbe

grounder must have been in possession of this scrap parchment for use in filling the uneven·

ness prior to grounding.

18 Cennino Cennini (ca. 1437) advised his fellow Italian painters to take some canvas or white·

threaded old linen cloth, soak nrip" of it in sizing, and spread it over the surface of the panel

or ancona. See chapter 114: "Come si de impannare in tavola [How to pm a cloth on a panel]:'

19 Vasari describes the method of applying canvas or linen to the panels before grounding and

painting them. In his description, the linen not only had the advantage of covering unevenness

and joints in the board but also offered Q good grip for the ground (Berger 1901:Z6).

20 A premuure conclusion regArding this ,hould be avoided before thorough rC:lIcarch hu been

employed, since later paintings on canvas wete glued onto panels-a conservarion measure

already practiced by the sevenreenth century.

21 This requirement was incorporated in a new set of rules received by the Antwerp guild of

Saint luke on 20 March 1<493 (Van Ocr Straclcn 185S'::lO-J.5).

22 Thu is compara.ble to the llddidon perpendicular to the grain on the Helena f'ourmc:nt por

trait in the Mauritshuis (see nn. lZ, 13).

23 On 2Z April 1626 the churchwardens of the Cathedral of Our lady agreed that the panel set

created for Rubens to paint for the high altar was too narrow. The panel maker Michiel Vrienr

wa:s therefore asked to glue another plank onto the existing panel. On t 1 May 162<; Vrient was

paid thirry·eight guilders for enlarging the panel, and a painter named Adriaen Schur was paid

to ground the panel. Drinking money was additionally given to four men who carried the

panel hack to the church. The arti"t', sole payment on 30 September 1626, hQwever. was the

gratirude of the churchwardens.

24 Informarion courtesy of chief conservator Martin Bijl, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, who is cur·

rently preparing an article on this topic. See also Verhoeff(1983).

25 These stipulations were incorporated in the regularions of 11 December 1617 for the joiners'

tude: (Van Damme 1990).

26 Abo nOte the frame maker Reynier ROOYAcrt (from Antwerp). who produced simple square

frames or "dozen frames" ("simpel viercame Iysten oft dosynwerck") and in 1637 became a

master of the kiJw,makersgild, (guild of cabinetmakers).

27 This information was kindly made available by conservator Mimi Bang. Statens Museum for

KUl13t. Copen.bagen.

28 The. panel ill quc::)tiuu is Almlllilull Guvacrt..s. FurC'SI View with Gypsies, 1612. Oil on panel (single:

plank), 62.5 x 106.2 em. Royal Picture Gallery Mauritshuis (inv. 45), The Hague. Signed and

dated: ·AGovaerrs· I ·16·1Z·.

29 The most important conrriburions on panel makers' marks, organized chronologically by pub·

licarion date, are as follows: A. Heppner (1940), G. GeptS (1954-00), H. von Sonnenburg and

F. Preusser (1979), B. Cardon (1987),J. Wadum (1990),J. Van Damme (1990), M. Schuster·

Gawlowska (199Z). and). Wadum (1993).
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30 The panels in question, all of which are single planks. are (I) Jan Brueghelthe Elder and stu

dio of Peter Paul Ruhen., Nymph. FiIIi"1l the "or" of Plmty (see Fig. H); ('-) H.ns Jordae'" tlI

(atlrib.), The Horalii Entering RDm', ca. 1615, oil on panel, 67 x 1105 em. Narional-museum

(inv. NM 6844), Slockholm; (3) Abraham Govaerts, Landscape with Figures, oil on panel,

';4 X 101 em, Klln!tf~mmillng~nder Universit;it. Gtittingen (inv. 39), signed: A.CQVAERTS.

31 Meetings conc~mine[he n!w rt.glJI2tinn~"1II;~lI!m 21r":ldy to h::we t:tk~n p1::lc~ hy rhe summer

of 1616. wheo the panel makers' deans and representatives from the guild of Saint Luke

met at the Robijn (the Ruby). An agreement was not, howevet, reached at this point. See

Rnme.' 1R7R:n-R~.

32 Th~ mark of G:lbrQn can be seen on the back of a pair of l:anc:Ucapes: painted by Abraham

Govaer!S: Woodlanascape with Huntsmen and Panoramic Landscape lvith Fishermen (1614). Both

are oil on panel. 3S.5 x 51 em. The Panoramic Landscape is signed: A. Govaerts 1614. Galerie

De jonclcheen!' (cat. 7; CE'u:yytS de Pin-yt Brut8JuolltJ~"e,nos. 29, 30). Paris. His device of inter

linking the two Gs in the monogram with a small four·leafed flower was already in use before

he regi.nered on the act of 1617, where he used only the rwo Gs. It bears mention rhat neither

of the twO GOV2eru panels has any sign of the cutle and h:lnds of the Antwerp brllnding

mark. Several panel makers used mote than one punch during their career. The author will

a!tempt to detetmine when the punches changed in a forthcoming article.

33 In 1757 Pemny advised applying a layer of Handschuhldm (hide glue) to both sides of rhe

panels. in order to prevent swelling of the wood. ~ soon :ilS the glue is dry, the side to be

painted is scraped, and both sides 5IIbsequently grounded, with a soft brush and a mixture

of chalk and glue. Two or three layers of ground are applied. The surface of the side to be

painted is evened with a damp sponge. Finally. :1 thin. even l;:a.yer of oil pOlint is brushed on.

Feneny refers to rhis layer as the isolating layer. It is srated that oil is normally mixed with

lead white, a bit of "Braunrot" (the precise meaning of this term is nor dear), and carbon

black, in order to obtain a reddish grOlY 100yet. A second layer of this ground is often applied

after the first one dries; this layer transforms the ground into a colored ground (an impri·

matura). The last srep is to smooth the final layer with a pumice or to scrape it wirh a knife.

P3nell prep3red in this wOly, Perteny concludes, have fQr morc value than canvase, and can fur·

thermore be used for small and derailed works.

34 The surname de Bout can be found in Other versions: de BOn!, de Baut. and Debbout. No

panels with the monogram of Philips de Bout (POB). as recorded in 1617, have been found

up to the present. Other witt'cr' besides de Bout lived in Antwerp during this period: one

of his neighbors in St. Antonisstrate, ,\driaen van Lokeren, was also a willer, and a lillIe

farther away, in Hoplant, lived Frederick de Bout. another willer from the de Bout family.

(A Frederieh de Bout i:J mentioned in 1S8 1 as a maner violin maker) (Rombouts mnd Vl:1n

Letius 1864-76).

3S The B is written in reVeISe 00 the inside of the right leg of the M.,
36 The four panels are as follows: Sebastian SlOsskopf (lS9i-1657), A 8<lwl of Fruits, oil on panel,

26 X 34,3 em, Galerie Leegenhoek, Paris; Wouter Gijsaerts (1649-74), Fruirs, oil on panel, ca.

30 x 25 em, Kunsthand.cl Xaver Scheidwimmer. Munich; a pair of pcndanu by Pcctcr Gy~e13:

A Marlta, oil on panel, 40.3 X S2.Z em, and A Mar"et in a ToWII, oil on panel, 40.4 x 52.1 em.

On the second of the pair, rhe monogram of M. Bout has been pressed into the ground of the

back twice:. The pair of pendants ls in the Donnefantemuseum (iny. 526, 525 [RBK-NK.1790,

1863)), Maastricht.

37 At this stage it is wefuilO make a short excursion to the southern European coumries in

order to evaluate their method of applying the ground. Cennino Cennini (ca. 1437) (see

Lindberg 1989) dC.5cribc:.s how to stirt work on a pllnel by fir:n ,"ovednJS ur filliuK hules, lulUUi,

nails, etc., with caution. so as not to smoorh the surface too much. Next the panel is sized

with a glue made from rhe clippings of sheep parchments. Two or thtee coats of glue are rec·

onlmcndcd; the fint CO<ilt u thin itl unler LO gin: Ute:: wuuu an "appetizer," Then the g('sso

grosso and the gesso 'Otil, would be applied succeSSively and. finally, made completely smooth

(chap. 113).

38 Antonio Filarete (ca. 1400-1469). rells us that the colored imprimatura is applied io an opaque

layer. First, the p~nc:1 is made smooth, and then a laye::r uf siz~ is llpplic:d. Following thb, ill li1lyer

of paint ground in oil is applied. (The obvious color choice is lead white. but another color

would also be acceptable.) Finally, the drawing is made on top (Berger 1901:6-9). Vasari (Berger
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1901:27) says the m~stica should first be mixed to an even color out of drying pigments such as

lead white. naples yellow, or terra da C4mpag=. When the ready.sized panel is dry. the mixture

is applied to the entire panel surface with the palm of the hand. Vasari claims that this layer is

called the imprimatura by many: Another earlier Italian recipe by Armenini uses this practice of

mixing different pigment's with a varnish or oil, in order to make a necess:ary color base for the

other colors to be applied during the painting process. See van de Graaf (1958:22).

39 This extensive srudy is devoted ro an explanation of creating a spatial illusion through the use

of a primuersel, the thin colored isolation layer between the ground and the paint layer.

40 This primuersel is noted by some to have been applied in an aqueous medium. but no particu·

lar" of the testing methods are given.

41 Dc Maycrne doe:t: in fact stAte here that the grounding ()f wood does not have to be done

exclusively with chalk and glue·wuer-a weak glue and a strong oil ground on top will suffice

as well. However. earlier in his manuscript the contrary is stated: fim, he advises the applica.

tion of a ground of chalk with glue. with glue in two pots of water. When the glue is diluted.

enough chalk is added to give the mixtu re a good consistency; the mixture is then applied

smoothly and evenly with a knife. After this procedure, cerise and umber ground in oil are

applied, and the: pa-neI is left to dry. Later in his manual, he: rc:comrnend~ first priming the.

panel with calf- or goat-skin glue mixed with chalk. \Vh en dry, the primer should be scraped

and planed with a knife and finally given a thin layer of lead white and umbe r. He adds that

n.w umber spoib [he colors. "ugge.sting in.nead Ilraunrot yellow or red ochre, lead white, and

carbon black (de Mayerne, in fact. got this recipe from Abraham Latombe in Amsterdam). He

later concludes that the ideal ground consists of lead white and a couch of ochre, red lead, or

llBother color.

42 Filst dle pllild is planed quite. evenly. and then three layers of ground (with glue) arc applied.

The last layer should be scraped with a knife in order to create a smooth surface, to which a

final layer of colored priming. con.aining red lead or some other color. can be applied. After

uli:s :$1.t:p the umlt:nlrawing hi IuaUc:.
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Microclimate Boxes for Panel Paintings

Jergen Wadum

Probably there is 110 C(lllStTllction that suffers mou seriously as a rest/It of the
movement of wood than the paint 011 a painted panel.

-R. D. BUCK, 1952

I
NA POORLY CLIMA.TIZI!D MUSEUM or during transit, it is crucial to
control continuously the moisture content of humidity-sensitive
objects such as wood, fabric, and paper.

The use of microclimate boxes to protect vulnerable panel paint
ings is, therefore, nor a new phenomenon of the past two or three decades.
Rather, it has been a concern for conservators and curators to protect
these objects of art at home and in transit since the end of the nineteenth
century. The increased number of traveling exhibitions in recent years has
heightened the need to protect paintings during circulation (Thomson
1961; Mecklenburg 1991).

Dc:.partures from the usual c1imarological surroundings may cause
swelling or shrinkage of a panel, resulting in cracks, splits, and cleavage of

the support or between the support and image layers (Stolow 1967). Early
research in packing has covered some aspects that are used as criteria for
the microclimate boxes'{Stolow 1965, 1966, 1967).' Although there may
not be :In "ideal" relative humidity (RH) for museums, it is evident that

some objects require, or would benefit from, separate microenvironmems,
regardless of the chosen RH set point (Erhard and Mecklenburg 1994).

The use and design of microclimate boxes have been evolving since
1892. These boxes may be divided into three broad groups: those using an
active buffer material to stabilize the internal RH, a more recent box con
taining no added buffer material, and, in recent times, boxes with an altered
gas content. Another concern is the appearance (aesthetics) of the box.

Wood as a Hygroscopic

Material

The cross-grain instability of wood has been a perennial problem to arti
sans as it is in the nature of wood and wooden objects to seek an equilib
rium between internal moisture content and that of the surrounding
atmosphere (Fig. la, b) (Buck 1961).2

Examination of the hygroscopic behavior of various wood species
shows that green as well as old wood responds to changes in humidity
(Buck 1952, 1962).3 The swelling and shrinkage of two panels was
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measured with strain gauges and recorded, The investig~tionshowed that

the movements of a new oak panel and a panel from the seventeenth cen
tury were analogous (Klein and Broker 1990).

Experiments with beech (hardwood) and Scorch pine (softwood)
demonstrated that the hardwood has a slightly higher moisture change

rate than the softwood, and that the movement of beech samples was
therefore larger than that of the Scotch pine samples (Stevens 1961).

The ratio of the area of exposed surface to the volume of the
wood also influt:m:t:~ lht: reacrivity of the wood. Thin pieces of wood
respond more qnirkly than thick ones. while small pieces respond more
quickly than large pieces of equal thickness. When a panel is rhinned, as
is often done during the cradling process, the ratio of exposed surface to

wood is sharply increased; therefore, the diffusion uf muisture throughout
the bulk of the panel and the response to ch~nges in the atmospheric envi
ronment are accordingly accelerated.

It has also been demonstrated that the higher the temperature, the
more rapid the rate of moisture transfer. A piece of wood comes to equi
librium about twice as fast at 24°C as at 12 °C because rhe vapor pressure

of water at 24 °e is twice as great as at 12 °e, if the RH is constant.
Finally, the greater the change in RH, the faster the rate of mois

ture transfer (Buck 1961, 1979).
The preparation of a panel before the painting process must also

be considered (for a discussion of historical techniques. see Wadum,
"Historical Overview of Panel·Making Techniques," herein). The size and
ground may contain hygroscopic materials, such as glue, that also react to

changes In RH and temperature"
The behavior of :;\ number of materials found in traditional paint

ings has been analyzed under the stress of temperature fluctuations and
varying RH (Buck 1972; Mecklenburg and Tumosa 1991). Another impor
tant result of climatological fluctuations is the changing stiffness of paint
iug malerials and mediums in traditional paintings (Michalski 1991).

Changes in RH produce measurable changes in the dimensions of
a panel. Research has also shown that paintings change dimensionally as a
consequence of temperature, independent of a change in RH (Richard
1991). However, bearing in mimi that the thermal expansion of a panel
enclosed in a case is sm~lJ. rhe c:onservator should concentrate on keeping
the moisture content of the wood constant and thus ensure dimensional
stability of the panel. 5 The unanimous advice given by various authors

e.r
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holds that a narrow range of temperature and RH change is advisable tor
the preservation of a panel painting.

Thomson's studies on the different properties related to RH variation
with temperature in cases containing wood set the standards for the field
(Thomson 1964).

Calculations show that equilibrium moisture content (EMC) is
more relevant than RH, since in the microclimate hox, the ratio of wood
to air will exceed I kg of wood per 100 I of air, a ratio that is critical to
controlling the humidity of the wood.6

Stolow, in particular, provided much useful information and experi
mental data on tests on enclosed packing cases (Stolow 1965).7 Stolow,
Thomson, and Padfield were primarily interested in stabilizing RH at a con
stant temperature (Thomson 1964, 1977; Padfield 1966; Hackney 1987).

Apart from Thomson's calculations and experiments showing the RH and
temperature changes within cases, as well as the relationships hetween
them, Padfield's contribution to the understanding of the phenomena inside
small closed areas must be regarded as part of tbe standard literalure.

If much wood is present, its moisture content determines the RH
of the entire volume of the microclimate box. It has been emphasized that
the diffusion of wa ter vapor through the case materials and through stag
nant air in gaps should be kept in mind when a hermetically sealed case is
created (Padfield 1966; Brimblecombe and Ramer 1983). Padfield remarks
that water vapor diffuses through air almost twice as fast as oxygen and
nitrogen and very much faster than dust particles.s

Objections have been raised about the exhibition of objects in
almost closed containers, because of the danger of condensation forming

on the glass or object when the temperature suddenly falls. However,
Padfield's calculations and experiments confirmed that the stabiliZing
effect of absorbent ma terials, such as the wooden panel itself, prevents
condensation. Padfield concludes thal the conservatiun uf wuollen ubjecls
in rooms that are heated but nor air-conditioned often demands an
artifiCially raised RH in individual showcases. To this end, he recommends
using saturated salt or a solution of sodium bromide to stabilize the RH
of a showcase.

Toishi describes the common belief that a closed package contain

ing a large quantity of wood dries out when the temperature is raised,
even though the wood gives out moisture to balance the dryness of the
air. He counters, however, that the quantity of moisture vapor released
from the wood when temperature rises is generally so great that it
increases the RH (Toishi 1961).

Stolow describes the relationship between EMC and RH, as well
as the variations in RH and temperature in sealed cases containing wood.
A cast: at 20 nC with an initial RH of 50% will increase to 53.5% RH when
the temperature is increased to 30°C. If, on the contrary, the temperature
were lowered to 10 °C, the final RH would be 46.5%. If the case were not
sealed or the air volume were very large, however, he recommends that
the mternal RH be stabilized with silica gel (Stolow 1967).

To this end, Weintraub tested five different types of silica gel
(Weintraub 1981; Stolow 1967). The tests showed no direct relationship
between the actual moisture content of a particular sorbent and its relative
ability to control the RH of a showcase!
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Microclimate Boxes:

1892-1994

Miura examined sorbents for their static and dynamic charac
teristics, to estimate their ability to buffer RH changes in a showcase
(Miura 1981).

Wood heated to JO °C lost 2% of its moisture content, which the
silica gel or Art-Sorb could easily absorb in order to maintain the RH at
stable values (I lackney 1987; Kamba 1993; Wadul11 et al. 1994).

"Sealing a show-case to prevent diffusion and convection and to resist, or
deform under, pressure changes up to 0.5 mb would very much reduce the
leakage of air and be a major contribution to the conservation of a wide

variety of art objects," Padfield wrote in 1966. This concept, as shall be
seen, has been a concern since the end of the nineteenth century.

In deciding the ways and means of creating a microclimate, the
conservator should consider the following questions (Cassar 1984, 1985): ll)

What are the requirements of the object, based on its environ
mental history?
What is the climate in the gallery where the micruclimate case

is to be placed?
What are the functions of the microclimate? Is it to act as a
stabilizing, dehumidifying. or humidifying factor to the object?
What will be the materials used for constructmg the
display case?"

The importance of using inorganic materials, such as glass and
metal, in constructing the case cannot be emphasized enough (Padfield,
Erhard, and Hopwood 1981). However, the buffering material can be either
organic (wood, paper, textiles) or synthetic or natural derivatives (Nikka
pellets, Kaken Gel, zeolite clay, silica gel, Art-Sorb) (Weintraub 1982).12

Thomson's recommendation of 20 kg of silica gel per cubic meter
for buffering purposes ill exhibitiun cases has been regarded 'IS a good
starting point (Thomson 1977), hut in rertain circumstances, the same
result may be achieved with less. Recent research, however, questions the
recommendation of using any buffering material at all in microclimate
boxes (Wadum et a1. 1994).

Display materials also influence the buffering ability of a display

case and should therefore be chosen carefully. They should all be condi·
tioned before installation. Conditioning hygroscopic materials may require
up to one month's exposure to the desired RH before the equilibrium
wished in the microclimate environment is achieved (Fig. la-c).

Microclimate boxes with added buffers

Even though most authors thought that wood itself could be used as a
buffer, there was often a tendency to add an extra buffer to stabilize the
internal RH of the microclimate box.

In 1933 a pateIH a.ppeared. fur the use of salt-hydrate pairs as regu
lating substances in cases and picturl' fr~mes The humidity should be con

trolled through a low rate of air exchange, so that all the entering air passes
over certain salt-hydrate pairs. In this way. one salt may absorb moisture
from air that is too humid, while the other salt will conversely release mois
ture if the air is too dry (Wilson and Barridge 1933). Shortly thereafter, in
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Figur~ 2a-c
ThiCC main principlcs behind thc COllstt-uctioll

of a microclimate box: ta) a box containing a

panel painting and buffer material; (b) a box

containing only a panel politlting. .amI (L)" Lux

containing a panel painting and an altered

gaseous content.

1934. MacIntyre published test results to show th~t RH in a poorly sealed
display case is still more stable than the RH in the surrounding room. He
further demonstrated that the hygroscopic panel, frame, and fabric lining
of the case would improve this stability so that even with a 1 mm gap
nound the glass base, a fairly constant RH could be maintained during the
week of monitoring (MacIntyre 1934). The results were applied to an air
conditioning system for Mantegna's cartoons at Hampton Court Palace.

In 1934 Constable proposed an alternative to buffers. The idea was
to feed conditioned air into the frame (or case) by means of pipes, how

ever, this was dismissed at the time on the presumptions of bulk and
inconvenience (Constable 1934). The idea was nevertheless put into prac
tice approximately fifty years later (Lafontaine and Michalski 1984).13

In 1936 Curistel' enclosed a pand painting attributed to Hugo van
der Goes. Salts were kept in trays within the hase of the double-glazed
standing vitrine, which was capable of keeping a stable RH indefinitely,
provided the exchange rate with the exterior was not too great. 14 Small
glazed openings were made at the top of the cases, through which
enclosed hygrometers l'0uld be monitored. Before the construction and
assembly of the microclimate box, the wood used in the construction of
the cases and frames was carefully seasoned and conditioned in an atmos
phere of the agreed moisture content. During the most difficult climato
logical months, the sealed cases showed a stable internal RH of 55%.

More than twenty-five years would pass before a new description
of a microclimate box for a panel painting appeared (Sack 1963-64). Sack
describes how a controlled environment was made for a panel painting
and kept stable duriIl~ a low winter RH of 12-28%. A large sealed wooden
case with a double glass door was constructed that held pans containing a
saturated solution of magnesium nitrate hexahydrate. A small fan distrib
uted the conditioned air to all areas within the case. In this manner, the
RH was held stable between 50% and 52%.

Shortly after, Srolow published his aforementioned studies of the
humidity and thermal properties of a sealed case (Stolow 1967).15

If the elements (case and painting) are in equilibrium with the
environmental RH and temperature when the case is sealed and then
subsequently placed in another environment, a new equilibrium will
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develop within the case after a certain time. to Thus the sealed case
when tightly packed with conditioned wood and similar hygroscopic or
moisture-sensitive components-can maintain reasonable RH control over
temperature changes.

There are two instances to which the above conditions do not
apply and where more complicated formulas must be used. The Hrsl arises
if the case is not tightly packed; the second occurs when the internal air
volume is relatively large compared with that of the humidity-sensitive
materials. If the air volume is very large, the moisture properties of the
internal air dominate the relationship between RH and temperature; in
this case an increase of temperature will cause a decrease of the RH, and
vice versa. Stolow advises that silica ~el be used to stabilize the RH, as the
response of the gel to temperature is negligible.

Based on the studies of Thomson and Stolow, Diamond's 1974
article on a "micro-microclimate" gave the first description of a micro
climate box for a panel painting on display. A sixteenth-century French
portrait from the school of Frans:ois Clouet was placed in a showcase. It
appeared that with a maximum fluctuation of temperature in the galleries
of 11 °e, the RH should vary by less lhan 4%.

Accordingly, a hardwood hox was ronstTllcted and fitted at the
front with glass, which was puttied to make an airtight seal. A chipboard
back was made. This procedure yielded a box of approximately 13.71
volume, containing about zzu g of wood (picture and frame), which,
according to Thomson's figures, should have produced a near-stable envi
ronment. The wood of the case was left uncoated so that it could play its
part in absorbing and giving off moisture. The whole box was conditioned
for two weeks to 55% RH (:!:5%) and 20°C (:!:2 0q.

The fact that the picture showed signs of distress very soon after
being treated suggested either that it was sensitive to changes of RH of
less than 4% or that the design of the box was faulty.

The construction of a completely airtight box was impossible, due
to finances. Therefore, a bulfer was chusen tu reduce the RH fluctuations.
The principles involved were those laid out by Stolow (1966). The box was
fitted with panels of silica gel held in a grid. The grid was crucial, as it
spread the silica gel over the largest area possible within the box. 17 The
open box and all its materials were left for four weeks to reach equilibrium
in a stable environment.

The environment was controlled with a small hygrometer and
was stable around 41% RH (:!:4%) over two months. Variations inside the
box were no greater than 5%, so the box was considered a safe container
for the painting.

The box protected the painting from considerable fluctuations of
approximately 20% during this period. Thus, only minor changes in RH
took place inside.

The same year Toishi and Miura described how the Mona Lisa from
the Louvre was exhibited for fifry days in the Tokyo National Museum
(Toisbi and Miura 1977). Throughout the run of that exhibition, the paint
ing was enclosed in an iron case equipped with a double-panel glass win
dow and lined with a 75 mm layer of glass. To maintain a stable RH of
50%, zeolite was placed in the case. The zeolite was found to be capable of
absorbing various gases such as sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, ammonia,
carbon dioxide, and formaldehyde. The zeolite had been brought to a
humidity equilibrium in air at 60% RH (Kenjo and Toishi 1975).
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Probably the most-cited contribution on controlling microclimates
was written by Thomson in 1977. He derived a formula with experimental
support to predict the RH changes insiue an unsealed exhibition case that
contained a buffer such as silica gel. The formula showed that a well
constructed case (containing about 20 kg silica gel per cubic meter of case
volume) should constrain seasonal humidity variation within reasonable
limit:; and, in some climates, make air-conditioning unnecessary. The prac
tical solution Tp.commended by Thomson was to m::Ike a showcase of non
moisture-permeable materials and snugly fitting closures, possibly gaskets.

For RH conditions above 50%, silica gel offers little advantage
over wood, as its M value is about the same. IH However, at lower RH val
ues silica gel is the best buffer.

In this article Thomson does not take fully into account the
change of temperature; his focus is mainly on the RH changes. Tests of
the half-time of the case were made under constant temperature levels.
Also, the tests were condUCled only with silica gel, not with other buffer
materials, such as wood.

The leak.age rate for the case is important. Thomson refers to
important studies by Padfield on the problem of diffusion through various
materiab (Padfield 1966). I?

Sack and Stolow (1978) reported th::It in a case designed in 1963 to
exhibit a German panel painting in the Brooklyn Museum's main entrance
lobby (an area of the museum with a particularly erratic climate). a satu
rated solution of magnesium nitrate hexahydrate proved to be effective in
controlling the RH at 5(}---52%.

In another situation. a similar box served to cont,ol the micro
climate around a painting on a thin wooden panel. This microclimate box
was constructed to protect a fine Fayum panel on loan to the Brooklyn
Museum. The intention was to deSign a case as airtight as possible to pre
serve the required level of RH, independent of external variations. The
Fayum painting (44.5 x 28.5 x 0.2 em thick) was painted on thin wood.
The wood had been bent to conform to the double convex contours of the
original mummy case.'o

It was decided to enclose the F::Iyum painting in a case kept at a
constant RH of 50%. Preconditioned silica gel would serve as the RH sta
bilizing agent in the dse. The case consisted of an outer display box and
an inner, airtight, metal-and-glass chamber. Inside the case, a wooden
frame was covered with fabric containing the preconditioned (50% RH)
silica gel. with the painting secured 4 mm in front of the silica gel panel.
A section of paper-strip RH indicator was placed in the corner of the case
to allow continuous monitoring of the internal RH. The painting flattened
considerably from its convex warp while sealed inside this case.

Although the case was almost airtight, a very slow moisture
exchange with the exterior could still occur over time. This possibility
made it necessary to recondition the silica gel annually. Since it was time
consuming to remove, recondition. and replace the silica gel, a second
panel was made. Kept under secure airtight condition~, it could be
installed as a replacement to the "worn-out" panel. which would be re
conditioned and readied for the next annual replacement.

Acclimatization of two large (922 1) vitrines of air containing five
icons was carried out to attempt the difficult task uf stabilizing the gallery
environment at 50-60% RH (Schweizer and Rinuy 1980). To keep the envi
ronment stable, the recommended amount (20 kg m-3

) of silica gel was
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placed in a honeycomb tray and covered with a nylon screen. With the
screen facing the interior, the tray formed the back of the case. The results
showed that the temperatures in the gallery and showcase were approxi
mately the same at all times. In contrast, the RH within the cases
remained stable despite changes of 44-74% in the RH outside the show
cases. Evaluation of the amount of silica gel actually required to keep the
RH level stable in the vitrine led to a recommendation of 10-15 kg m- l _

almost half of what Thomson advised. It was also noted that the condi
tioning of the silica gel should be at an RH value 5% higher than what was
actually ue~in:u in the case.

At the Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts at Norwich, Enghmd, the
use of a mechanical system dependent on electricity was considered imprac
tical to assess RH control employed within showcases (Brimblecombe and
Ramer 1983)." The use of a saturated salt solution, which is most effective
when auxiliary support is provided by an electric fan, presented the same
drawbacks as the fully mechanical system. The use of silica gel enabled the
creation of a self-sufficient system without the need for electrical support.

To monitor the mechanism of air exchange between the interior
and the exterior of the case, an experiment was designeu using a tracer-gas
method to monitor the concentration of various gases over timp. within a
standard-sized display case.22 Padfield's indication that the air-exchange
process occurs essentially by diffusion was confirmed (Padfield 1966).
Additionally, Thomson's studies shOWing that the exchange of ait withm a
display case-and hence water-vapor variation-occurs exponentially were
also verified (Ramer 1981, 1985).

The conclusion reached, based on a calculation of the hygro
metric half-time, was that Thomson's recommendation to use 20 kg m- l

of silica gel was valid.
The diffusion of air is the primary cause of RH variation

within showcases; therefore, good construction of cases is essential
(Ramer 1981, 1985)..

Also in 1981, a number of case histories abuut cuntrolled-climate
cases were presented by Stolow (1 9R 1). Ont' such case involved a large
panel painting and its predella by Neri di Bicd. The acrylic case enclosing
the panel was relatively small in air volume compared to the object vol
ume, haVing only slightly larger dimensions than the artwork to allow for
maximum buffering action of the silica gel. The estimated weight of the
panel and the predella was 250 kg. Mter consideration of the panel paint
ing and the supporting materials (i.e., fabrics, wood), it was deemed neces
sary to place inside the case approximately 200 kg of conditioned silica gel,
which was held in place by a screened panel covered with linen fabric.

With the past environment of the panel painting considered. it
was decided to establish a slightly higher-than-average RH (45%) within
the case. The EMC of the silica gel was periodically tested during the con
ditioning proceuun: to verify, via sorption curves (isOtherms), that the 45%

RH operating Ip.vp.l had been reached.
Electronic probes were considered to monitor the interior of the

case, but because they are costly and require frequent calibration, they
were abandoned in favor of paper RH indicators. After one year of opera
tion, it was shown that the internal RH level had been kept at a fairly con
stant 40-43% RH, despite wide variations in the gallery climate.

A further example of a specific microclimate box is to be found in
a description by Knight of the Tate panels in the Church of All Hallows
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Berkyngechirche by the Tower (Knight 1983). A box was made of Perspex
(known in the United States by the trade name Plexiglas), with a sheet uf
aluminum as a backing board. Steel brackets attached the box to the walt,
thus leaving an air gap between the back plate and the wall.

Recommendations by Stolow and by Sack and Stolow provided
the basis for the humidity-control requirt:mt:nts uf the box (Srolow 1977;

Sack and Stolow 1978). Sit ica gel was placed in the- box in small narrow
trays that could be individually removed for reconditioning. After installa
tion, a small hygrometer showed that the interior RH was maintained at a
level of 56-58%.

The variation in RH in an experimental exhibition case that

was intentionally not sealed or airtight was monitored over two years
(Schweizer 1984). The RH of the surrounding room varied considerably
(20-70%), but the RH inside the case, which contained silica gel, maintained
acceptable stability (40-58%). This type of box, therefore, woulu prove Vl:ry
useful in regions with hot summers and cold winters. The amount of silica
gel required was based on Thomson's formula of 20 kg m- J •

Also in 1984, a microclimate box was presented by Ramer for a
seventeenth-cclllury pand painting from the Netherlands (Ramer 1984).

The goal was to create-with a more aesthetic design than previous

microclimate boxes-a humidity-controlled display case for the painting
that covered both the panel and frame. The new microclimate box was to

be fitted into the extended rabbet of the picture frame, making this the
first occurrence of its kind since the late nineteenth century (Simpson
1893) (see the section below entitled "Microclimate boxes that alter the
gaseous content").

Practical requirements demanded a low maintenance level and
easy recharging of the silica gel humidity buffer. The RH requirement
within the case was 55%. The silica gel amount was determined according
to Thomson's formula of 20 kg m -3.

The microclimate box was made of inert materials (e.g., alu
minum), anu lhl: glazing at the from was composed of 5 mm polycarbon
ate sheeting (I_l",,~n). As in previous designs, the tray of silica gel could
easily be remounted and reconditioned. The box was designed by
B. Hartley, A. Southall, and B. L. Ramer.

Thirteen FayLfm mummy portraits and a panel painting of Saint
Luke by Simone Martini, all housed in the J. Paul Getty Museum in
Malibu, California, were placed in special cases that had a higher humidity
than normally maintained in the paintings galleries (Rothe and Metro
1985). An absolutely airtight microclimate box was constructed, with care
taken to make sure that it wasn't too visually overpowering. 23 Thl: case

consisted of three basic sections: a back panel. a front honnet (vitrine). and
a silica gel container. Art-Sorb was selected as the buffer in accordance
with comparative performance statistics published by Weintraub and
Miura (Weintraub 1982; Miura 1981).

For the Simone Martini panel, 4 kg (dry weight) of Art-Sorb was

placed in the gel container and conditioned in a humidity chamber to 66%
RH. This amount is four times greater than recommended by Thomson
(1977) for a case of this size. The showcase had been on display since
March 1983 in a temperature and RH-controllcd gallery. The RI I in the
gallery was always 14-16% lower than the RH inside the case.

The same construction was used for the Fayum portraits, except for
the back panel, which was replaced by a Fo-rmica panel. The silica gel con-
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tainer was made out of birch with a silk-screen fabric stretched over the
front and back. The gallery used for this displ:ly is open to the outside envi
ronment during public hours, a factor that influenced the RH, which ranged
from a low of 37% to a high of 68% during the test period. During the year,
the temperature ranged from 20 cc to 27 cc. The mummy portraits
required cases that were capable of maintaining an ideal environment of
50% RH, with minimal or no fluctuations. After observation of the hygro·
meters in the cases, it was ascertained that the RH never varied more than
2%. Thus, it was not necessary to recondition the Art-Sorb for two years.
Because the cases wen: cunstructed of PleXiglas, the objects were clearly
visible and could he lit from the olltside without any apparent change in
temperature.

Dissatisfaction with the microclimate boxes previously used by
the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, led Ranacher (1988) to present a
slightly different idea.14 In his concept, silica gel could be renewed without
dismantling of the box, and an electronic device enabled convenient exter
nal checking of the internal environment (Mayer 1988). The back and sides
of the box were made of wood to aid in stabilizing the internal moisture
content. The front of the box consisted of a Plexiglas hood, which was
mounted on the frame of the backing board. The frame of the painting on
display would be mounted over a hole in an internal wooden board cover·
ing the backing of silica gel. The amount of buffer material (7 kg m-3) was
uetermined by Ranacher's own experimentation, not chosen according to
previously recommended high values of 10-20 kg m- 3, or recommended
low values of 1-2 kg m-3 as recorded by Miura in his laboratory tests
(Miura 1981). The ratio used in Vienna had previously been proved ade
quate for maintaining a stable RH of 50% within a microclimate box that
hung in a gallery having temperature fluctuations of 14-23 °c. The built-in
electronic device for monitoring RH and temperature levels was invisible
to the public. Personnel could read the electronic data by plugging in a
wire at the bottom edge of the box.

At the United Kingdom Institute for Conservation con[erem:\:,
Cassar and Edmunds individually presented microclimate hoxes designed
to fit within the frame of the painting, similar to those presented by
Ramer in 1984 (Cassar 1988; Edmunds 1988). Cassar enclosed a panel
painring in a buildup of the original frame, which permitted the manufac·
ture of a glazing (Perspex) and backing. The environment of the box was
kept at a stable RH through the presence of an Art·Sorb sheet placed
behind the painting. Edmunds constructed a closed box with low
reflection glass at the front and with Perspex sides and backing. A Perspex
grid containing conditioned silica gel crystals in small sacks could be
stored behind the panel painting. A hair hygrometer and. later. Grant
Squirrel Data Loggers were used to monitor the box interior and sur
rounding environment. The data showed that the inside RH remained
stable for a considerable periuc.l at various ambiem conditions without
recalibration of the silica gl'1. C~ss~r also reached the same conclusion.

Bosshard and Richard also recognized the disadvantages of micro
climate boxes that enclosed both the painting and its frame (Bosshard and
Richard 1989). A box enclosing only the painting was developed and
widely distributed by Johnson and Wight in the beginning of the 1980s in
California.2s This box was further refined, in conjunction with an empirical
trial with the Thyssen·Bornemisza Collection, to become a standard-climate
vitrine. This new microclimate box was flat and could, therefore, be fitted
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into the frame of the painting (Bosshard 1990). With low-reflection glaz
ing, the box could hardly be seen. The rabbet of the frame often had to
be extended to make room for the box, but in situations where this action
was not desirable, the sides of the vitrine could be made of a thinner
metal foil instead.

An-Sorb granules were preferred to Art-Sorb sheets, as the gel is
more reactive in absorbing and desorbing moisture. The inside of the box

was made according to the specifications: one-third panel, one-third silica
gel, and one-third air.

Because RH always drops after the box is closed, the Art-Sorb
W:lS conditioned to a RH of 3% higher than desired. A paper RH meter was

placed in back, making it possible to check the RH inside the box at any
time. Foam rubber on the silica gel frame pressed the painting forward to

the front of the box. At present, more than fifty-eight panel paintings-on
loan or in the Thyssell-Bornembza Collection-are kept in these vitrines.

Simultaneously with the empirical trial in the Thyssen-Bornemisza
Collection, Mervin Richard carried out lab tests at the National Gallery
in Washington (Richard 1993). The results showed that the thicker the
walls of the box, the greater its stability. The interior H.H depends on the
amount of the buffer material, :lnd the greater the difference between

RH outside and inside the case, the quicker the inside will change to a
new equilibrium.

Thomson recommended 20 kg m- l of silica gel. As the Art-Sorb
in this case was deliberately over the requirements of the air vulume,
"overkill" was established. Richard proved with his climate chamber that
a temperature change of 10°C resulted in a change of about 2% RH
inside the box, depending on its size and capacity to absorb the tempera
ture change.>'~

In 1990 a microclimate box to be fitted within a frame was con
structed in the Mauritshuis, The Hague, largely following the concepts of
Ramer, Bosshard, and Edmunds (Wadum 1992).27 The glazing was, how
ever, always a layered safety glass that enabled the box to travel with mini
mum risk. 28 At first the box included silica gel or Art-Sorb sheets to
stabilize its internal RH during display and transit (Wadum 1993).29
Between the glazing and the front of the painting, in the rabbet, a grid
was placed along all fdur sides allowing convection of the air from front
to baek and vice versa.

Small built-in microprocessor loggers monitored the RH and tem
perature from the time of installation until the painting was returned after
loan. 'o The printout showed that the RH stayed stable within 2%, despite
temperature fluctuations of more than 10°C.

Simultaneously with the M:mritshuis, the Rijksmuseum in

Amsterdam was also developing a microclimate box. This box, a low
budget variant, was initiated and constructed by Sozzani, who needed a
simple, easy-to-mount box to fit into the frame (Sozzani 1992). The box was
constructed of safety glass that was mounted and sealed in the rabbet uf
the frame. Behind this, the painting was mounted in the usual way. Thin
wooden battens were built up on the back of the frame, allowing enough
depth in the rabbet for the insertion of a sheet of Art-Sorb behind the
panel. The stainless sted backing sealed off the box with airtight gaskets.

The primary advantage of this type of box is th:lt the r:lbbet never
has to be extended, a requirement that would be undesirable in many situa
tions. The previously used microclimate boxes from California required
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some manipulation of the frame." The Rijksmuseum boxes also proved
effective when monitored with humidity indicator strips or small hygrome
tel's, all of which indicated a stable RH within the boxes in the museum
environment.

Extensive studies undertaken by Richard have confirmed that tem
perature changes affect panel paintings much faster than do RH variations
(Richard 1994). Although he concludes that silica gel has no effect on the
temperature changes, he nevertheless recommends that the gel remain in
use for microclimate boxes. Drawing on the assumption that virtually all
microclimate boxes leak, Richard states that silica gel plays an important
role in stabilizing the RH in display cases used in unsuitable environments
for extended periods.

Microclimate boxes without added buffers

A more recent approach to the construction of microclimate boxes relied
on the hygroscopic behavior of the wood panel itself as a stabilizing factor
within a small volume of air. Such boxes were not kept at a stable RH
through added buffers but instead maintained theu own internal moisture
equilibrium at changing temperatures.

A critical approach to the consistently recommended use of a
moisture buffer in small display cases was presented by Ashley-Smith and
Moncrleff (1984). Their experiences in the Victoria and Albert Museum in
London showed that the silica gel in a showcase neutralizes the short-term
RH fluctuations but does not compensate for seasonal changes. Ashley
Smith and Moncrieff concluded that for wooden showcases, silica gel gives
poor results in relation to the time and expense required to purchase, pre
pare. and handle it, as well as to design and build showcases to accommo
date it. They stated that an ordinary showcase without silica gel fares
nearly as well-or as poorly-in reducing short-range fluctuations. The
same conclusions were drawn in reference to some old-fashioned walnm
l:<lst:s in lht: Ruyal Ontariu Museum. Toronto, thn proved remarkably
effective in slowing moderate fluctuations of RH (Phillimore 1979). For
best results. a well-sealed case made completely of metal and glass or plas
tic is usually essential (Brimblecombe and Ramer 1983). However, for the
Victoria and Albert Museum, wooden case vitrines serve in themselves as
useful, additional buffers (see Cassar and Martin 1994).

Also in the early 1980s a special type of microclimate box was
created by Padfield, Burke, and Erhard (1984). A cool-temperature display
case was made for a vellum document placed in a dose-fitting airtight con
tainer. The document required a stable temperature of ..': 16°C, some six
degrees cooler than the gallery. and an RH of 40-50%. The box maintained
a nearly constant RH after cooling; however, special care was necessary to
minimize temperature gradients. The case performed satisfactorily for one
year with no change in internal moisture content.

The simplest method possible was chosen for displaying this
document. It was sealed inside a thin, airtight container that was cooled
by means of the Peltier effect. 32 The refrigeration system of the box con
sisted of two coolers at the bottom of the aluminum tray holding the
microclimate box.

A close-fitting. airtight enclosure has many advantages for the
temporary exhibition of flat pieces of vellum or paper. It can be designed
to maintain a nearly constant moisture content and a safe RH. At room

1/
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temperature, paper contains thousands of times more water than an
equal volume of air does. In a sealed box full of paper, therefore, it is

the paper that controls the RH of the surrounding air, if both are of the
same temperature.

Based on the psychrometric chart, it was obvious that a container
holding mure than 1 g of paper per liter of air has a reasonably stable RH as
the temperamre varies (a rule of thumb that, incidentally, holds true over

the whole range of ambient temperature). This conclusion applies only to

a slow temperature change imposed uniformly to the paper and box.
It is important to remember that absorbent material such as

paper or silica gel only functions as an RH buffer if it is at the same tcm

perature as the air or object to be buffered. To buffer for eventual air leak
age of the sealed box, extra paper was enclosed in the box to increase the
buffering capaciry.

Apart from using inert material fur the inside uf the bux, a further
precaution against air pollution involved IJsing paper containing calcinm
carbonate to absorb acid gases.

In 1987 Hackney warned against enclosing buffering materials
such as silica gel in small, sealed environments. He underlined, as have
authors before him, that the equilibrium of silica gel or similar buffers is

not dependent on changes in temperature (Stolow 1965, 1967; Thomson
1964, 1977; Weintraub 1982). On the contrary, hygroscopic materials such
as wood were characterized by relative equilibrium, showing a higher RH
at higher temperatures, and vice versa.

Despite these developments, the creation of microclimate boxes
continued with added buffers such as silica gel or Art-Sorb (as discussed
above in the section entitled "Microclimate boxes with added buffers").
The tradition continued, under the influences of guidelines laid out by

the authors mentioned above, to keep the internal RH stable under all
circumstances.

Richard reported in 1991 that in closed cases, falling RH levels
caused by temperature decreases should not cause alarm, noting that
sever:ll publications have emphasized that it is not beneficial to maintain

stable RH levels for hygroscopic works in transport if temperature changes
are anticipated at the new location. If, for example, a painting were moved
from 50% RH and 20 ruC into a very cold gallery, a lower RH must be
maintained if the EMC is to be kept constant within the object.

Users of microclimate boxes seemed fairly reassured by the stable
RH values produced through the use of added buffers such as silica gel or
Art-Sorb. However, considerations regarding the effects of temperature
(luctuatiolls Ull the wuuu uf Lhe endust:d pand ut:vdopt:d into an exten
sive test program set up by the Mauritshuis, The Hague; the Central

Research Laboratory for Objects of Art and Science (CL), Amsterdam;
and the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam (Wadum et al. 1994).

The tests at the CL demonstrated that buffering material should be
avoided in small microclimate boxes. Otherwise, fluctuations in the tern

perature would initiate a breathing process between the non-temperature
reactive silica gel or Art-Sorb and the panel.

Boxes made of inert material proved effective in maintaining
stable environments for the hygroscopic material inside. A box made of an

inert front and back, but placed in the wooden rabbet of the frame. also
prOVided effective maintenance against fluctuations of 10-30 °e. Long
term (i.e., more than eight hours) low or high temperatures were not
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tested. RH fluctuated between 30% and 70% without any influence on
the interior climate. The boxes were well sealed to prevent leakage.

The Mauritshuis microclimate box now uses polycarbonate sheets
as a backing; because buffer material is not used, the reverse of the paint
ing is left visible so that the courier or other museum staff can examine it
without removing it from the microclimate box.!3

Dimensional movement of different types of wood in closed
cases, with and without silica gel. was studied by Kamba (1993). He states
that the dimensional change of the wood inside the box without silica gel
was less pronounced than that of the wood in the silica gel-buffered case.
Kamba's studies thus confirmed the results from the tests at the CL, in
which an equilibrium between wood and the surrounding air at different
temperatures was attained without added buffers.

For these reasons the most recent microclimate boxes for panel
paintings at the Mauritshuis and the Rijksmuseum are now made without
any added sorbent materiaL The buffering role of the panel itself is
regarded as sufficient for the small, enclosed environment of a microcli
mate box. However, care is taken to ensure stable temperatures around the
microclimate box, whether it is on display in the gallery or in transport
(Wadum et aL 1994). To this end, the research at the CL also showed that
maintaining an open air space of 2 em or more between the microclimate
box and the wall increases considerably the stability of temperature within
the box (see also Ranacher 1994). Thermally insulated transit crates may
maintain a relatively stable temperature inside the microclimate box on
long journeys (Fig. 3a-d).

Microclimate boxes that alter the gaseous content

Apart from one very early foray, the use of microclimate boxes with
an altered gaseous content has become popular only in the last decade.
This m:w inten:st arvse fruIII the need tv reJut:e the deleriurating

eff~cts of oxygen.

The first known attempt to make a microclimate box was in 1892 in
England by Simpson, to protect a painting by j. M. W. Turner in the Victoria
and Albert Museum (Simpson 1893). The characteriStics-tailored to fit the
specific painting-of this sealed, airtight box were very similar to a modern
microclimate box. Simpson's box was even intended to be fitted into the
original gilt frame and hung in the usual manner. The front was composed
of glass; the back comprised glass, metal, or other materials. In Simpson's
box, nozzles were placed at the bottom for attachment to an exhauster,
which could extract air from the box to create a vacuum around the picture.

dc

I r
Figure J.-d

Four main typ.s of microdimat. bons: (a) a

box containing a panel and buff« and no

framing. (b) a box encapsulating a fram.d

pan.1 and buffer, (c) a framed box containing

a panel and buff<r. and (d) a fram.d box con

taining only a pando
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Simpson concludes his description by asserting that the color of
the picrure in the box would be hitherto immune to light, sun rays, damp
ness, or other damaging external influences. l ' indeed, time has shown that
the Turner painting is in excellent condition to this day; until the present.
the box has not been opened. Although hardly subject to vacuum for very
long, Simpson's box represents the first attempt to create an altered
gaseous content around the object enclosed in the microenvironmenl.

The first inert gas display case was described by Byrne (19R4). An
effigy figure from Easter Island was placed in a round Plexiglas tube acting
as a display case. The ends were sealed with Plexiglas disks fitted to the
tube. Silicone rubber st:rveu as a gaskeL The tube was 20 cm in diameter;
its walls were 6.3 mm thick. To avoid the presence of water V:lpor around
the effigy figure, the tube was charged with nitrogen gas to exclude oxy
gen and moisture. A modified aneroid barometer monitored the pressure
within the case and confirmed the presence of a stable charge of nitrogen
g:ls. Four years later the case showed a loss of pressure, so nitrogen gas

was added again. A humidity indicator strip was placed in the case. and
future recharging with nitrogen was accomplished by first bubbling the
gas through a water bath.

The use of Ageless as a means of generating luw-oxygen atmos
pheres for the treatment of insect-infested museum ohjects is discussed
by Gilberg (1990). Ageless is a type of oxygen scavenger that is described
by the manufacturer to be a mixture of finely divided moist iron, (ferrous)
oxide, and putassium chloride, a combination that rapidly absorbs atmos
pheric oxygen. The oxygen concentration in a microclimate box can be
reduced to less than 0.05% as the introduced Ageless quickly reacts with
any oxygen leaks. Ageless can also reduce the oxygen concentration in a
closed environment to less than 0.01 % and can maintain this level
indefinitely, depending on the permeability of the packing material.

A~eless is available in different package sizes that correspond to
the amount of oxygen to be scavenged (for example. Ageless Z-200 is
capable of absorbing the 200 ml of oxygen contained in 1 I of air). Ageless
Eye is an oxygen indicator in tablet form that changes color in relation to
the absence or presence of oxygen. Tests in which insect-infested objects
were kept at 30°C and 60% RH resulted in convincingly stable, low oxy
gen levels and stabfe RH.

Ageless is being used to prevent deterioration of rubber, which
hp.comes brittle as a result of ultraviolet light, ozone, and oxygen

(Shashoua and Thomson 1991). After some rubber objects in the British
Museum, London, were sealed in bags, the oxygen was reduced; an investi
gation into the deterioration rate of the objects showed positive results.

Further investigations on the uses and reactions of Agele~s wen:

undertaken at the Getty Conservation Institute to develop hermetically
sealed, inert, gas-filled display and storage cases (Lambert, Daniel, and
Preusser 1992).

No matter how well cases are designed and constructed, some
air can always enter. [f their value :IS oxygen-free chambers is to continue,

the leaking cases must be reflushed with nitrogen or some other inert gas.
After the original flush, the oxygen-free life span of the case can be greatly
extended by an oxygen scavenger placed in the case. Calculation of the
approximate lifetime of a case is obtained by dividing the oxygen-absorbing
capacity of Ageless in the case by the leak rate per day.
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Measuring Devices

The Getty Conservation Institute studies were conducted on
packets of Ageless-Z in boxes, in which RH-conditioned nitrogen was pro
duced by control of the mixing ratio of dry nitrogen obtained from the
cylinder, to humidified nitrogen-the result of dry nitrogen bubbling
through water at room temperature (Byrne 1984). The test chamber was
initially flushed with nitrogen until the ox.ygen reached the 1000-9000 ppm
range. At this point Ageless was rapidly inserred and the test chamber her
metically sealed. The RH inside the chamber was maintained at 52% with
saturated salt solutions (magnesium nitrate). This research showed that
Ageless reacts rapidly and thoroughly with oxygen in a sealed case that is
filled with an inert gas, and that has an optimal RH above about 50%.

Sealed cases filled with inert gas prevent the oxidation of the
objects placed therein. In small flexible containers with little air content,
Ageless can pertorm well in spite of slight warming. It is hazardous, how
ever, to place Ageless in a large rigid case containing air because uf the
heat produced and also because of the risk of implosi<ln when the oxygen
(20% of air) is removed. A sealed case filled with an inert gas should have
flexible bellows attached, to compensate for temperature and pressure
fluctuations in the museum atmosphere.

A slight color change in cinnabar, litharge, and sienna has been
observed on objects in nitrogen-filled sealed cases (Toshiko 1980). There
is good evidence, however, that a nitrogen atmosphere retards the fading
of watercolors.

The Cetty Conservation Institute, as well as Gilberg and Grattan,
concluded that Ageless is a rapid and efficient oxygen scavenger (Gilberg
and Grattan 1994). Its use in an inert, gas-filled, hermetically sealed display
case with a moderate leak rate should maintain the oxygen contene at a
very low level for several years. An environment with an RH or 53% or
above is recommended. Both the level of the oxygen contf'nt and the inter
val after which an Ageless-equipped case will require a replacement and
flushing can be readily predicted if the case leakage rate is known.

There are many devices for measuring RH; they range from aspiration
and sling hygrometers to thermohygrographs, dial hygrometers, cobalt
salt strips, and data loggers of various kinds. Thomson and Brown have
described the pros and cons for a number of devices, showing how unreli
able they can often be, either because of an instrument's poor accuracy or
lack of calibration or because of mistakes made by the person manipulat
ing the instrument (Thomson 1981; Brown 1994). Suggestions for the
monitoring of showcases incluue a special built-in sensor with digital read
out or a printer (Mayer 19RR). A nnmber of small measuring devices have
also been used to keep track of activity inside the microclimate boxes.

Diamond placed a small Edney dial hygrometer inside the box,
after checking it for accuracy against a sling psychrometer. Diamond's
microclimate box covered both picture and frame, so the hygrometer
could be placed flat at the bottom of the vitrine, enabling the viewer to
monitor the environment from the front of the box (Diamond 1974).

The vitrines used by Rothe and Metro of the j. Paul Getty
Museum had becn tested with small thermohygrographs frum Pasturdli
and Rapkin (Rothe and Metro 1985).H They were not as acrur:lte :IS much
larger and more sophisticated thermohygrographs but were, in this
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instance, proved to be reliable, since they provided warning about air leak
age. According Lo Roult:: and Mt::lro, the only evident disadvantage is a
necessity fOT frequent monitoring hecause no printout (that can be read
later) is produced.

Paper RH indicators with impregnated bands of cobalt salts
change from pink to blue in relation to the ambient RH. This type of indi
cator has been used by most modern authors. and a thorough investigation
into their effectiveness has indeed proved them to be reliable and long last
ing (Daniels and Wilthew 1983). A reference color against which to com
pare the RH values on the strips is recommended.>· As dial RH measuring
instruments have hair, paper, or special plastic sensing clements. they need
frequent recalibrating; strips. in contrast. are not altered over time.

Placement of the cobalt strips next to the painting within the vit
rine is necessary to obtain an accurate reading. Since this is aesthetically
not a very pleasant solution and distracting for spectators. other place
ments have been explored. The cards have often been placed on the back
of the boxes, but microclimate boxes that fit within the frame can only be
monitored when the painting is turned, a procedure that requires much
time-consuming and unnecessary handling of the object III order to track
the changes in the microclimate box.

When daily monitoring of a microclimate box and its painting is
not feasible, a continuous record of activity is possible only with sma))
data loggers. Inspired by the National Gallery in Washington, D.C., the
Mauritshuis began monitoring the RH and temperature within microcli
mate boxes using ACR data loggers (Wadum 1992).37 The small logger was
mounted behind the panel on the inside of the backing lid of the microcli
mate box, with its communication socket in the frame of the vitrine. This
method allowed for initialization of the logger inside the box without its
being opened. When the painting was traveling, the courier made backups
of the logged RH and temperature after arrival at the destination museum.38

Then, a new interval of logging (typically around three months) was set
for the loan period to follow." The courier and the registrar could then
evaluate the transit period and eventually arrange for improvements before
the return of the painting. These small loggers make it possible to keep a
complete record of a specific painting's climatological history, starting
from the moment df installation. 40

Discussing the aesthetics of microclimate boxes can initiate a heated
dialogue between most curators and conservators, as well as.among the
public. Most people would probably prefer being close to an object of
study, without having the feeling of looking into a vitrine. Paintings in
vitrines seem remote-the vitrine forms a barrier between the spectator
and the artwork.

As preViously discussed, microclimate boxes have developed from
vitdnes hanging on the wall, enclosing painting and frame inside, to small
boxes placed behind and within the frame. This evolution clearly reflects
the goal of distracting the spectator as minimally as possible. De Guichen
and Kabaoglu once made an ironic list of recommendations regarding the
optimum manufacture of a showcase (de Guichen and Kabaoglu 1985).

Almost all of their "guidelines" could also apply to the microclimate boxes
(to wit: one suggestion, to "be sure to display the locking mechanism
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prominently," reflects the assembling screws or painted backing boards
that make a disturbing impression on many a microclimate box).

During the installation of a painting in a microclimate box, dust
can become a nerve-racking nuisance (Avoid sealing the showcase too
tightly; because exhibits always look better when covered with a uniform
coat of dust," de Guichcn note~). Many microclimate boxes on display do
show small specks of dust on the inside of the glass, and cleaning them
out is impossible without dismantling the whole box, a practice usually
acceptable only when the box has returned to the controlled environment
of the lending museum.

The protective Perspex or glass is another main issue. Many micro
climate boxes recall de Guichen's "helpful" suggestion to "polish the glass of
your showcase to a mirror finish." Any glazed painting, particularly a darker
one, reflects at certain viewing positions. Perspex has the most reflective
qualities; coated and low-reflection glass cau n:Juo: the amount of reflec
tion to a minimum. In some instances. detectinn of the protective glass in
front is impossible without specific inspection (Saunders and Reeve 1993).

The small (366 x 257 mm) Franc;:ois Clouet picture that Diamond
placed in his microclimate box is aesthetically and physically delicate
(Diamond 1974). It has an extremely finely wrought rosewood frame inlaid
with silver and mother-of-pearl. "clearly not the sort of thing you just put
in a box and screw to the wall," he states. The proportions of the box, as
well as the color and texture of its lining, were thus critically considered
in the design; ultimately, the museum agreed that the picture actually
benefited from its more aesthetic installation, as well as its new. larger
presence on the gallery wall.

This particular approach for a small picture has also been used in
the display of fragments of altarpieces on gallery walls. The~e so-called
shadow boxes not only serve as buffers hut also enhance the object's physi
cal presence.

Rothe and Metro state that microclimate boxes should not be too
Visually overpowering, since their main function is to protect the painting
(Rothe and Metro 1985). Rothe and Metro's Perspex box for the Simone
Martini also covered the painting's original, inseparable frame; the box
around the Fayums-which, for obvious reasons, do not have frames
could, of course, only be of a showcase type. Here the objects became,
in a sense, archaeological fragments; without the microclimate buxe~, the
visitor would not have the opportunity to view these fragile objects.

With a microclimate box covering both the painting and the frame,
the vitrine does not have to be built to fit the panel painting exactly. Rather,
it can be maue in ~landard sizes, allowing reuse for another painting at a
later date. Disadvantages include the high reflection factor of Plexiglas and
the fact that some viewers find the box aesthetically displeasin~.

Ramer, however, suggested that to fulfill aesthetic requirements,
the mIcroclimate box around his Netherlandish painting should be fitted
into the extended rabbet of the picture frame (Ramer 1984). The box in this
case "pretends" not to be present, leaving the viewer's attention focused on
the painting. Most of the more recent constructors of microclimate boxes
(Le., Cassar, Edmunds, Bosshard, Wadum, Sozzani) included these consider
ations, preferring small, narrow boxes made to fit behind the frame.

The use of low-reflection glass of low iron coment (which takes
the green out of normal glass) has limited the amount of disturbance
to a minimum.

17
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Encapsulating panel paintings in microclimate boxes in this manner rein
forces the protection and care of our cultural heritage, benefits that pro
mote an increased willingness by museums to lend their most vulnerable
panel paintings.

It would be wrong, however, to suggest that all problems can be
overcome by filling a pam:l paiming in a micruclimalt: bux. More secure
microclimate hoxes with he:tter seals against leakage have yet to be made.

Also, the problem of adequate thermal buffers when a painting is on loan
has not, in many instances, been satisfactorily handled. The level of shock
or vibration to which a paint film and Its carrier are exposed dUring transit
still begs further definition: a better solution to this trauma must be found.
Correct acclimatization in historic buildings and museums also requires
much more research and attention, if the dimensional movement of
painted wood that is displayed or stored is to be stabilized.

The author is grateful for help and suggestions from Nicola and Nic
Costaras and from Feroza Verbeme. Special thanks are offered to
Aleth Lome and Victor Wadum for their support during the preparation
of this article.

Standards for se21ed transport cases: of wood p::lin ted with WQter·resiStQnl pilint, or lined on

the inside with a nonpermeable water·resistant membrane. are given by Stolow (1965). The

standards include precise volumes for wood and silica gel in the cases.

For max.imum therma.l insulation, 1.1 CQse should have thi"k walls, high thermtll capOlcicy.

smaUthermal conductivity, and small surface area (Stolow 1967). Stolow gives examples from

air transit, in which huUs of planes may reach tempera lUres of -40 ce, or In which hulls have

no pressure correction, and th4!:rcfore, :at low pressure, ::lir escapes the box. Upon ;l; pl:lne'~

return co earth, air again enters because of che higher pressure, and this air may be of an

undesired climatological condition. Therefore, cabin-pressure control and temp~rature control

during ::lir transit ::lre import::mt factors to [:Ike into account.

2 Buck concludes thar while good moi:;[ure barrier~ moy almo:it completely insulate Q ponel

from short·cycle humidity variations, they may nonetheless be surprisingly ineffective

against season.l cycles. For recenc studies on moisture buffers applied on panel paintings.

see Brewer 1991.

Buck suggestS thn the larger fluctuations in RH in the United Statc3 could be the reason for a

tendency to cradle panels more often in the United States than elsewhere (Buck 196Z). He fur'

ther demonstrates that a cradled test pand that was kept in a heated, dry room for several

months showed shrinkage of roughly t..-4~ in its width, with the: mcm.bcr.I of the cradic :stick

ing out at the sides. Buck invites rheologistS to communicate with restorers to learn about the

laws that govern the flow and deformation of materials.

4 The addition of hygroscopic material (having the same quick response as gelatin) at the rear of

the co.nvu and the sca.ling of the rcvcrx. by a loo:se lining would help reduce the rate of

response of the glue. Glazing with acrylic and a backboard creates further enclosure for the

original object and thus provides protection from unwanted reactions to temperalUre changes

(.ee lIackney 1990).

Investigation of thermal properties of transport c ...)e~ h illl}JUlliUll w)lt:n lfOlvdillg c.thibilil.m.s

are on the move. During travel. the cases may be exposed to unforeseen temperalUre condi·

tions, and the usc of thetmallinings can offer significant protection and permit greater RH

:>t;ibilil)' within lhe t..iCtt::li (Sluluw 1966).

It is also possible to maintain constant moisture content of soft·packed paintings by con

trolling temperature, provided that the moisture bartier used as a wrapping material (polyeth

ylene) is well scaled (Saunders. Sirwell . .lna Sllluifutth 1991).

An early example of polyethylene as a tight wrap for paintings coming from Europe to

Canada is reco~<Ird hy ThoCl,"" (1961).
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6 When woo<! and other moisture-containing materia Is are heated, 'hey give off moisture. At

the $.ame time, heated air can hold more moisture; so together the wood :and the air re~ch "

new equilibrium. In an empty case of nonabsorbent material such as glass or metal, a rise in

temperature will cause a fall of RH, and vice versa. In a case holding a quantity of wood, the

situ:l.tion is reversed: ~ rise in temperOlture will Ci1use it rise in RH. When wood gets hotter, it

will give up moiSNr" unless the surrounding RH rises. In a closed case, the RH will indeed

rise because of the moisture given offby the woo<!, and the twO tendencies will COunteract

each other. At median humidity, wood conuins about twelve timcs 3$ much moisture QS air,

volume for volume. Therefore, wood or other cellulosic materials will have the dominant

effect on the interior of a small microclimate box.

Thomson showed in prneticl1l experin1ents that a ratio of 120 g wood per 100 I "ir achicvc3

a constant RH at changing temperarures (Thomson 1964). The change of RH will not exceed

aboUl on"-third of the temperature change (oC) and will be in the same direction-provided

that there is no entry of outside a.ir of il different Rf I into the Ci1.3C. for rati03 grc:1tcr than

1 kg of woo<! to 100 I of air, the standard curves for woo<! equilibrium may b" used.

Based on the rather dramatic climatological changes occurring in Canada. Stolow demonstrates

his findings on different forms of small environments within packing cases (Stolow 1967). It is

seen that.a seated case is cap.1ble of maint~inlnga certain level of RH when it cont.ain5 wood 01

similar cellulosic materials preconditioned to the desired level. The usc of silica gel permies

exposure to even greater external temperature changes while it retains the same RH control.

8 The diffusion coefficient of wa ter vapor through air is about 0.24 cm' sec '(Padfield 1966).

This is about twice the codlkient of the other gases found in air. The coefficient for diffu5ioJ\

through wood is about 1.2 x 10 'cm'/scc for water vapor, and 0.75 x 10-' cm'/sec for car·

hon dioxide (see Stamm 1964). This means that 1 m' of wood allows as much air to diffuse as

j cm1 of holc through it. and it ICik.:s watel vapol a::s fasl ~.) III ~ CIlI' hult:.

9 Weintraub introduces a numbel of (ools fVI Jetel1uilliu~ wllic..h :>UIlJc:Ul~ wi111Jt: lIIu~l dTiLicl1l

within a specific RH range (Weintraub 1981). In the 1978 International Council of Museums

Conference on Climatology in Museums, there was a general consensus that a sorbem should be

tempel.nUIC illJC:Vel1l.JclIl .. Ill) have: .. :s l.. rgc: a ~urf.u.:e: .m::a ..~ po:s.)ible (c.g., puwtJercu ~i1ica gel).

10 As a conx:quenec: of the many different types of mit.:lodillhlllC vitliJlCS bcillg inlloduc..eJ by

various authors, Cassar proposed standardization of symbols to be used in classifying th"

more commonly used types of case construction designs (Cassar 1984).

11 Many woods (especially British and European oak) give off organic acid vapors, which can

au.. UJllul;ut: awl hanll Hlany lypc); of UbjCCLS, including lhu~e of metal, marble:. materials such

as mother-of-pearl and shell, and paper and textiles, in cases where the exchange of air

between inside and outside has been reduced to a minimum. All adhesives, adhesive tapes, and

sealants used should be t"Sted for stab11lty to ensure that none give off harmful vapors.

12 The choice of the right sorbent Is essemial and should be considered together wltn the RH

level required for th" specific objec!. Therefore, it is essential to consider the isotherms for the

different kinds of sorbents before a decision is made.

'3 The RH-control module designed to service a number of display cases is based on a me<hani·

cal system combined with a buffering agent such as sUlca gel (Lafontaine and MicnalskJ 1984).

A plastic tubing system distributes the well-conditioned air to a number of display cases, rely

ing on an air exchange in the display cases of " certain amount per day. Air in the display

cases eqUipped wltn this humidity-control module should be supplied at a rate of at least

double the natural leakage. One RH-control module can thus control many display cases. The

conditioned air enters the cases through the tubes and leaves again via natural openings that

permIt leakage. There tS no aCllve temperature control-the module passively follows the

room temperature. The system, therefore, works only if none of the cases is cooler than

the control module_

14 The salts used were hepta- and hexahydrates of zinc sulfate, which are at equilibrium in an

atmosphere of 55% RH at a temperaNre 01 15 uc (Curis,er 1936).

15 Stoiow gives as an example a case for which the woo<! and silica gel are both 1000 g and the

RH is kept suble (Stolow 1967). Even a smaller ratio of gel to wood would have a stabilizing

effect, buffering the internal RH against temperatute changes. If silica gel is used, it should be

packed in a way that gives it as larg" a surface area as possible.
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16 The change ot RH is somewhal more than a third ot th·e imposed temperature change, and in

the same direction as the change (e.g.. if the initial RH were 50%. the temperature 20 "C. and

the case exposed to 30 "C. the resulting RH would be 53.5% RH; if the case were exposed to a

temperature of 10 "C. the final RH would then go to 46.5%).

17 Stolow recommends a silica gel granola. not exceeding 3 mm. spread out thinly over as

large a surface as possible. He also advises the use of a dry weight of silica gel at least double

the weight of the matenalto be protected (Stolow 1966). In the box di.scussed. 450 g of siLica

gel was used.

18 The M value is the "specific moisture reservoir" (moisture gain in g/kg for a 1% rise in RH).

19 Theoretical and experimental research at the Canadian Conservation Institute has shown thal

jf gaps at the top and bonom ~t'ams of a C"01I!'it- art' smallf"T than n. ~ mm. the 1(~ak ..gt' rarl'" of rht"

case will be less than two air changes per day (Michalski \985).

20 Previously the panel underwent conservation treatment as follows: Thl: reve.rse was covered

with Saran F-300 (a copolymer of vinylidene and acrylonitrile. soluble in methyl ethyl ketone)

:mrl ~ l~ytr of gbss fc:.bric. in an effort to stabilize the panel. Prior to this treatment. it was

noted that there was a dark. water-soluble layer (skin·gLue sizing perhaps) between the paint

film and the wooden support. Four other Fayum portraits (two painted in encausric. two in

;I wart'r.~nll1hl,.mr-tiillm) wert" e,,~min,.ci. ~nd ir was concluded th~[ the inf('rmedi~te I..-yer

between paint and wood was indeed very hygroscopic. The Saran and glass fabric on lhe

reverse side of the Fayu m on loan may have altered the walpage pattern. as the panel devel

nprti ~ pronounctd coniCave configuration.

21 Th~ must-urn display cases used in the Sainsbury Centre and their exch:ange of w:1ter v:lpors:

are being evaluated. The hygromelric half.time is calculated, as is the half-life for water

diffusion in the cases. The berrer sealed the case. the longer rhe half-life (Brimblecombe

and Ramer 1983).

22 .At. large :::amount of nitrogen w:-s p:assed into the C2le, V12I the J:crew hol.e wh~re the Peupex

top was secured. Increasing the concentration of nitrogen acted to deplete the oxygen level

to apprOXimately half its normal value. Immediately after the introduction of the nitrogen. a

sm~ 11 volume of c..rbon dioxide w:as added, which increased the carbon dioxide level of the :air

in lhe case to about ten times its normal value. The follOWing day. small samples of gas were

extracted and injected inco a gas-liquid chromatograph in order that the oxygen and carbon

dioxide content might be determined. [n this: way the graduOJiJ loss of c::ubon dioxide and the

invasion of oxygen could be monitored. The half·Jives for the exchange of oxygen and carbon

dioxide gases with the display case were calculated to be 2.3 and 2.7 days. respectively.

23 The case was designed in collaboration with Helmuth Guenschel. Inc.. Baltimore, which actu·

ally built the case.

24 Ra.nacher's concept w:l~based on the microclimate boxes from the Philadelphia Mus.eum of

Art (Ranacher 1988).

25 This box was made by the California company of G. F. Wight Conservation. following the

principle laid out by Bosshard and Richard.

26 This result is explained by the specific characteristics of Art-Sorb, which according to Bosshard

desorbs or absorb~ different amounts of humidity depending on tempenture. However, con

tradictory reports by several authors as to the nature of the silica gel or Art-Sorb emphasize its

stability des!>ite changes in temperature (Richard 1991).

RichQrd t.cstcd two vitrincs of diffcrcnt sizc: one with an RH of 500/g-, the othcr with lln RH

of 30%. Afler three months the RH in the small vi trine had d<ereased to 1%. the large vi trine

to only 0.5%_ This result proves lhat the half-time will be around two years for the less scaled

of the two. Both teu" were made in empty vitrine 5. It is concluded that the climate would have

been even berrer with the panel inside. as the hygroscopic material would help stabilize the

microenviroOffit'nt. During transit the same benefit was recorded.: 16°C flucruations in the

vehicle but only 2 °C fluctuations in the box. RH fluctu_cltion.s of ...,.% WCIC I ccouJcd in thc

vehicle. but only 1% were recorded in the box. as it was kept in a well-insulated transpore crate.

27 The box was made as a joint project with the Museum Boymans-van Beuningen. Ronerdam,

which had the skilled technical staff required for its producti.on. Nicol. Cosraras. Luuk Struik
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Materials and Suppliers

van der Loelf, and Carol ?orrasc:h all conrribured ro crearing rbis firsr box, which was designed

by Andre van Lier (Wadum 1992).

28 The safety glass used for rhe firsr model was Novillex: ar presenr rhe rhinner and less-costly

Mirogard Prorecr Magic, Low-Iron, is used.

29 A merhod later found not advisable (Wadum 1993).

30 ACR dara loggers from ACR Sysrems, [nc., were used. They were rypically ser 3r measuring

inrervals of 30 seconds dUring rraosit and ar La minures throughour the dunrion of rhe loan.

31 See nOre 25 above.

32 The Pelrier elfecr describes the absorption. or emission of heat when an deerric current passes

;tC'ros~ rht" junction of two. c1iS$imil:u conducrors

33 The microclim~reb"xes were iniriaUy made by Smir Mobile Equipmenr E.II., Oud.Beijerl:md,

the Nerherlands; they are now produced by rhe rechnical sralf of the museum, according ro

the most recent manual.

34 The author is indebted ro Susannah Edmunds Or the Victoria and Alberr Museum for informa'

tion on this e:uly microclimate box.

3S Pastarelli and Rapkin Ltd., London, was taken over in 1983 by M and T Precision Instruments

Ltd., Enfield.

36 The Humidical Corp. type card no. 6203·BB seemed rO satiSfy most users_

37 The author is indebted to Sarah Fisher, Narional Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., for sharing

her information on measuring devices.

38 Shock monitoring may also consritute parr of rhe recording of a painring in rransit. The most

recent litcr:lrurc on this topic c:m be found in Mecklenburg 1991, in which sevenl :luthoC's de:ll

\"irh rhe subject. The author has had fruitful discussions on this topiC with David Saunders of

the National Gallery. London.

39 The logging interval dUring tramit would. often be 30 seconds; the interval during exhibition

would generally be 10 minutes.

40 With reg:1rd to the invescig:ation into the perform:ance of humidity s:enson, M. C3SS::U is con·

ducting a comparison of ten differenr sensors for stability, drift, and long-term performance.

This work in pcogress will provide valua!>le information for the assessment of measuremenrS

obt~ined by study of :lrtif:lcts on displ:lY Or in transit.

ACR data logaers, ACR Sysrems Inc., 8561 . 133rd Srreer, Surrey, Brirish Columbia,

Canada V3W 4N8.

Ageless, Ageless Z, Ageless Z-200, Ageless-Eye, Mirsubishi Gas Chemical Co., Mirsubishi

Butlding, 5·2 Marunouchl 2·chome, Chtyoda-ku, Tokyo, 110 Japan. (Different types of Ageless are

available depending upon rbe warer activiry ("\VA) of rbe packaged commodity: AgelessZ WA oS

0.85%, Ageless A·ZOO indicares rhat ZOO ml of oxygen can be absorbed. Ageless·Eye is used as a

color.changing oxygen indicator.)

Art-Sorb, Fuji Silysia Chemical Ltd., 6rh Floor, YH Hisaya Building, 13-35, I-Chome, Izumi,

Higashi·Ku. Nagoya-Shi. Aichi·Ken. 461 Japan.

Edney dial hygrometer. Edney 2 in dial hygrometer (ref. PH2P). M and T Precision Insrruments

Lrd., Queeosway, Enfield, Middlesex EN3 4SG, u.K.

Grant Squirrel Dara Loggers, Grant Insrrumcnrs Lrd., Barrington, Cambridge CB2 5QZ, V.K.

Humldical Corp. tr\>C card no. 6203-88, Humidical Corp.. 465 Mt. Vernon Avenue, P.O. &ox 464,

Colton, CA 92324.

Kalten Gel, Kalten Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd., 2-28·8 Honkomagome, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo. Japan.

Lexan, General Electric Plastics. Old Hall Road. Cheshire M33 2HG, U. K.

{Of
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Mirogard Protect Magic, LoW-Iron, Ueutsche ~pezlalglas AG, (l)E~AU/~chott), Postfach 2032,

31074 Grunenplan, Germany,

Nilla pellets. Nippon Kasseihakudo Co, Ltd. (Nippon Activated Clay Co. Ltd.). 7th Floor,

Daisan·Azuma Bldg., I, Kandahirakawacho, Chiyoda·ku, Tokyo. 110Japan.

Saran F-300, Dow Plastics. 2020 Willard Dow Center, Midland, MI 48674.

Squirrd. Eltek Ltd., 3S Barton Road. Haslingfield. Cambridge CB3 7LL, U.K..
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PEETER STAS: AN ANTWERP COPPERSMITH AND HIS MARKS (1587-1610)

J~rgen Wadum

ABSTRACT
Lack of infonnatiun UII I'aintings on copper in seventeenth-century
Antwerp inventories gives the impression that such paintings were rare.
The coppersmittls who supplied the pailllels with plates were orgllnized
within the blaek.~miths' guild. Even though legislation on the marking of
copperware was passed in 1585 and 1602, and mentions cenain guide
lines for how objects should be marked, no document refers specifically
to the marking of copper plates for paintings. However, marks of the
Antwerp coppersmith Peeter Stas have been found on a number of plates
from the early seventeenth century. A chronology of his securely dated
marks enables us to dale plates showing only his house-mark.

INTRODUCTION
The following paper concentrates on describing the chronology
of the master marks on the reverse of copper plates of the
Antwerp wppel-beater Peeter Stas (c. IS6S-llfter (616). This
research led simultaneously to more information on prices, sizes,
and the supply of copper plates to Antwerp artists, all of which
will be presented in a forthcoming exhibition catalogue [I].

Archival information
Information about paintings on r.npper is scant in notarial docu
ments; typically they only record the presence of such paintings.
for example 'three copper plates with portraits of rhe deceased
and her tlVO husbands'. In the inventory of Frans Francken 1
(1542-1616) we are informed only of a wooden cupboard in
which he kept three copper plal~s un which he had begun
painting. When Francois Mirou (c. 1587-c. 1653), a land~cape

painter of the Franckenthal School, was in tinancial difficulties
lit: pawned various items, among which were a number of copper
plates some of which were painted [2].

However. at intervals the sources mention more painlings on
copper. A 161" inventory records two (small) pajnling~ on
'plates' after Brueghel, in ebony frames, and further a FlolVu
piece on plate by Jacques de Ghein II (1565-1629) (2). The
same inventory lists hnnrlrerls nf paintings. but in total only 18
were on copper. Steven II Wils's (before 1600(28) inventory
of 104 p31nungs lists only one on copper plate. a Flighl into
Egypt [3. p. 1051. The numbers are similar in the inventory of
Abraham Matthys (1581-1649), another Antwerp painter. who
had eight paintings on coppt:r oul of 342 catalogued paintings
[41.

An exception to .he scant information regarding paintings on
copper is found in the inventory of Peter De Melgaerdt, a
merchant from Bruges. In 1632 he possessed 49 painted and
framed copper plates of the so-called'greek-size', as well as 45
so-called 'pass;e-size' plates, all in ebony frames [3]. It shoulrl he
noted that the collection also included 100 landscape paintings on
wood panel.

In the seventeenth century many Antwerp paintings were
exported to the £berian peninsula [5.6]. The number of paintings
exported is impressive. For e::tample, in 1628 a crate was shipped
fmm Antwerp via Calais to Seville containing 33 paintings,
among which were four plates with the Four Senses by Comelis
de Vas (l~8S-16S7), and 12 so-called 'devotie-plates' (a specific
size) in ebony frames, painted by PeeteI' Lisaert [6 J. In a ship
ment of I anuary 1629 we find another 14 small paintings on
copper intended for a decorated cabinet. This information may
confIrm a general assumption that paintings on copper were
made largely for export: small and easy to pack in large numbers,
and able to withstand the climatological ha7ards of long jnnmcys
by boat or wagon to faraway countries. such as Spain.

How the number of paintings on copper relate to the number of
those on wood pallel or canvas will probably never be fully
understood. It is not unreasonable to assume that large numbers
of paintings on copper were never recorded as such. Often copper
plates had a backing board of wood, making errors inevitable
during hasty recording by non-specialists. It is important to
realize. therefore, that the numbers of paintings on copper
mentioned in inventories can be taken as an absolute minimum.
On the other hand we know that several seventeenth-century
painters executed only a few paintings on copper, whereas others,
like Jan Rrueghel I and Frans Francken II. painted more than a
third of their oeuvre on this delicate support.

Antwnp r()pper.~miths

As part of the large blacksmiths' guild, the number of copper
smiths grew steadily from the fifteemh <.:enluIY. [n 1503 they
drew up their own regulations. and by 1602 there weTe 25 master
coppersmiths registered in the blacksmirhs' guild [71.

The ordinance of 1503 stated that only masters who could
prove by written recommendation that they had learned the craft
from another master would be accepted in the guild and allowed
to work within the city. In \553 a regulation stated that the
education of a coppersmith was henceforth set at two years. After
\567 a master proof was obligatory and conSisted of making a
milk jar and a warming-pan, typical everyday objects. This
remained unchanged for more than a hundred years.

MARKS ON PLATES
In 1584 the coppersmiths protested against a 5% tax put on all
goods to be exported to the northern markets in Zeeland and
Hollanrl. A numheT of coppersmi ths threatened to emigrate. and a
compromise was found. The city council stated that the tax would
be abolished for expon wares if the coppt:r:mliths would agree to
mark all export goods, as opposed to the general rule of nOI
marking Antwerp copperwares. The new, compulsory mark was
probably lh~ AlIlwerp hand, as used by many other crafts l ; a
painting on copper by Hendrik van Balen (1575-1632) has the
Antwerp brand stamped twice into the reverse of the plate [111. It
is significant that the earliest recorded personal punch-mark on
an Antwerp painting on copper was issued three years after the
1584 dispute. It lVas issued by PeeteI' Stas, the most frequently
recurring seventeenth-century producer of copper plates in
Antwerp, and his plate was daled 1587.2

Another important reason for marking rhe works was in re

action to the numerous non-organized coppersmiths who did not
belong to a guild but who produced and sold copperware, not
only outside Antwerp but also within the <.:ily walls. This vast and
profitable. but illegal. competition led to a new guild regulation
in 1602 [7].

The inconsistent application of the regulations and the ineffec
tual control by the guild and their keurmeesters (assay-masters)
make it difficult to comprehend all the aspects of this practice

l In Antwerp many other quality goods were marked wilh the Alltwerp
hand and/or castle. such as gold, silver, pewter, but also furniture, re
tables. and oak panels for painters. For the Antwerp regulation on the
branding of retables see [ll]; for infurmatiun ullthe panel-makers" regula
tions of 1617 see (9); for an overview of panel making and marking in the
northern countries see [10].

, Letter to Dr P. Baudouin. fonner rlirectnr nf the Provinciaal Museum
Stercksnof-Zilvercentrum, Antwerp (Deume).
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Fig. 2 Sttl.,· s ma.rk and th~ Anrw~rp hand (large) on Anon..
AllIlltllcialioll, 16 X 12.8cm. Photo, Christie·s. Amsterdam.

_llllllllllHlll1l1nlllnlll\l1l11Tl1
Fig. I Rubbing of Stas's mark and the Antwerp hand (small) on

Anon., Mountaillous Lalldscap<, datcd 1603. Oil on copper.
20.8 X 27.2cm. Rubbing courtesy of Sarah Lidsey.
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yeM w", h:lve :I number of dated plates including a series of four
plates by a follower of Paul Bril (Rome. Galleria Doria Pamphilj,
inv. Fe 296-299) (Fig. 4). The punches are identical on each
plate. although only one has the additional 'ANNo' above the
date. The spacing between the individual marks or ligures varies.
imJkaling Stas's use of an individual punch for each single letter.
figure and mark.

It appears that Peeter Stas was also supplying engravers with
highly tinished plates with rounded edges and eorncrs. (Copper
plates Ilsed by painters are oflen slightly thinner than those used
by engravers, whose plates will have to withstand numerous
passes through the rolling press. Also, the polished surface of a

printing plate, something certainly not useful for artists, makes a
clear distinction between the two types of plate.) On the reverse
of a plllle engrllverl hy Camelis Bol I (c 1576-1621) is St"S'5
monogram and the date '1606'. The print is one of a series dated
1610 (Detroit, private collection).

Stas's repeatedly Ilsed marks to this dare were identical. but
during 1606 he used a new punch. On a painting in the style of
Louis de Cault:ry (bt:fore 1582- 1621/22), The Shearing of che
Sheep (Musees d'Orleans, cat. 1996, no. 109), the mark is cir
cular, but with two indentations lower right, and in the middle
Stas's old monogrwn encircled with his full name 'PEETER
STAS'. At first sight there appears to be a small petal decoration
at the upper right side of the mark, just before the first'S' in Slas.

'It has unfortunately not been possible to trace the present whereabcuts
ot this painting (Archive P. Baudouin).

PEETER STAS'S MARKS
Only five coppersmiths' marks are associated with the Antwerp
production of SUppOits fOi paiulels. 'SDM', 'KW', 'OK' (ur
'CK'), Jan Michielsens (active 1660-91) '1M', and Peeter Stas
·PS'. the last's marks being the most numerous and the only ones
frequently dated by the maker himself.

The first attempt to catalogue Stas' s marks was made in 1952
by Squilbeck [II]. The earliest Stas marks on a plate that he had
fOllnd were on the AdOl'GliOlI of lire MlIgi, attributed 10 Jan
Brucghel I (1568-1625). and a Massacre of tire flll/ocellts by
Pieter Brueghel [[ (1.564-1638), dated 1602. :SqUilbeck also noted
that Stas had used two punches. the second of which was
described as having the form of afer-a-c:/lel'Cll (horseshoe). This
specific mark, along with Peeter Sms's full name, was recorded
on the back of Jan Brueghel I and Hendrik van Balen's Banquet
of the Gods dated 1606. Unfortunately the whereabouts of the
aforementioned works is not known [II].

The earliest information on Stas's mark found during the
present research is on a copper plate dated' 1587'. An additional
monogram, 'W/GB', the assay-master's mark [IJ, was also
stamped into the plate.) After this early mark there is a gap of 15
years before Stas's mark recurs on plates after 1602.

The folio wi ng year an anonymous Antwe.rp artist executed a
Mouncainous Landscape, dated 1603 (London, Phillips,
05.07.1994,lot67, as by P. Bril). The punCh-mark on the reverse
has the fOlm of an escutcheon within which Stafs mark is
apparent as a raised relief. The mark consists of a small heart in
whi",h his monogram 'PS' is placed. Above the hean is the fig~re
'4'. Below Slas's mark the Antwerp hand, similarly in an
escutcheon, has been punched separately (Fig. I). A short time
laler the punch of the Antwerp hand was substituted by a slightly
larger one (Fig. 2).

In 1604 Stas not only marked his plate with his monogram but
al~o dated the plate himself by adding 'ANNo 1604' between his
monogram and the Antwerp hand (Fig. 3). From the following

[12]. Most towns in the sixteenth and seventeenth century had
two or more assay-masters whose duty was to ensure that local as
well a~ imported goods complied with the regulations set for their
production. After a positive cheek the assay-master would
impose a mark of approval, often the city arms. This practice was
applied to a large range of craft and decorative ohject~. from
tapestries to furniture, gold- and silverware and pewter, as well as
panels for painters [9, 13-15]. Despite the guidelines in the guild
regulations, an overwhelmin~majority of copper plates do not
show any marks. Several interpretations of the control marks by
the assay-master can be posited. They could indicate a fonn of
protection for the artist or artisan against fraud, fats ification and
copying. and might be regarded as a guarantee of quality for
those who bought the product. Furthermore the marks would
indicate the origin of the product for the buyer, which was
particularly important in the export markets.

As a conse.quence of a dispute over too high a proportion of
lead in copper alloys, the coppersmiths required that the copper
smelters. also part of the blacksmiths' gUild. should mark their
products with a mark or monogram. This request wa~ made in
1602. but no document referring to the marking of the copper
smellers' products has been found. That the plea was accepted is
evident from documented marks by, for example, the smelters
Hendrik de Ridder (active 1617-37) and Guilliam Pluymakers
(activc 1620-39). The plate-maker Peeter Stas also responded to
this dispute, and from 1602 and for the following seven years his
mark recurs on copper plates.
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Fig. 3 Stas's 1604-dated monogram on Isabella Francken, Christ on
tire Road to Calvary. signed 'DEN.lON.FF. FECIT ET [NV.'.
50.3 x 66.3cm. Photo: Christie's, Amsterdam.
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This pr<X:edure reflects a special concern for precision in the
production of this rigid support, The plate, painted by Ambrosius
Bosschaert I, Chinese Vase with Flowers (Madrid, Museo
Thyssen-Bomemisza, accession no. 1958.4.) is tentatively dated
1609·10. and shows signs of having been rolled. The traditional
method of making sheets of copper was by hammering, either in
coppersmiths' workshops or by water-driven batteries or
hammers: [17]. The rolling of iron, anel [lrohahly copper. began
towards the end of the sixteenth century in an area along the river
Meuse which was the most important copper and brass centre of
the sixteenth century, with towns such as Liege, Achen and
Dinant being the most significant [181.

In 1608 tht: pUII~h-lIIaJ1<s 011 dated plates had not changed,
although it appears that Stas did not possess a punch with the
figure 'S', but used the '0' stamped twice, one above the other.
This was rccordcd on the back of II Portrait (~f a Mall (London.
Phillips, 1991) (Fig. 6). The punch-mark from 1609 is similar in
design to the former, and is recorded on the reverse of another
painting by Osias Beert I, Still Life with Oysters (London,
Sotheby's. 11.12.96, lot. 26; signed with monogram lower left:
'OBF'),

From Ih~ year 1(;10 only one dated mark has been found.
appearing on the back of Jan Brueghel I's Lcmdscape ",ith
Travellers tThe Hague. private collection). This app<::ars to b~ dl~

latest recorded mark of P.:eter Stas and, interestingly, all the
punches for monogram, figures and the Antwerp brand that
appear on this plate must have been newly acquired (Fig. 7). In
the dates recorded prior to 1610 the punches used for the zero
were always 2.5mm in diameter, while the other figures were
4mm high. On the plate from 1610 all figures have been reduced
to identical heights of2mm. The personal, circular mark has been
enlarged, from 9 to 10mm in diameter. Some effort was therefore
made by the Stempelsnider, the maker of punches. and rhe
acquisition must have been costly for Slas.

Another feature that is also different on the 1610 plate is that
the Antwerp hand is exchanged for the entire Antwerp brand: a
castle with three towers tlanked by two hands. This particular
punch-mark is positioned above Slas's mark. Wheth~r Stas's
professional career terminated in 1610, when he was about 45
years of age, is not known. Archival information about financial
transactions in 1616 informs us of Stas's continucd presence in
Antwerp,

Fig. 6 Rubbing of 1608 marks on the back of Portrait of0 Mall (style
of O. van Veen). The figure '8' has been produced by stamping
Ihe '0' twice, one over the other.

Fig. 5 Rubbing of 1607 marks on lhe back af Osias Been I, Slil/ Lifl
wit/r Fl'llit, 43.2 x 61.5cm. Newhouse Galleries, New York,
1992.

Comparing several of these marks, it becomes evident that it is
the Antwerp hand, whi~h has b~~11 illl.:lud~u withill Sta5'S
personal mark.

This is important information: it tells us that not every single
copper plate was chcckcd by an assay-master, as in theory would
be the case with the panelmakers' panels a decade later [9, 14,
l51. The concept of having only sporadic checks of the pro
duction within a guild was not unique to eoppersmith~. For
example, within the pewtermakers' craft this practice was estab·
lished during the sixteenth century, when they began to mark
their production themselves with a t]lIality mark [16]. However,
even if Stas's personal mark from now on included the Antwerp
hand, he commonly continued punching an extra Antwerp hand
next to the earl ier marie

All Stas's plates from 1602 until 1606 display the Antwerp
hand pla~ed below his pelsollalmonoglam. In IG07 this practice
changes; from then on the Antwerp hand is placed above Stas's
circular mark. A Still Life wi/h Fruit by Osias Beert I (before
1585-1624) shows this (New York, Newhouse Galleries, 1992).
The plate displays Stas's personal mark, including the Antwerp
hand. and also the separate Antwerp hand (Fig. 5). Showing the
Antwerp hand twice would certainly eliminate any doubt as to
the place of origin of the plate. Above this was stamped the
assay-master's monogram 'W/GB', first in use in 1587, which
confirms the hypothesis that the separale Antwerp hand wa" in
fact stamped into the plates by Stas himself. The monogram
'W/UH' must therefore be associated with the occasional
inspection by the assay-master.

The positioning of a mark exactly in the centre of the plate
would SC::~III elllirdy unnecessary. However. Stas sometimes
operated this way, as can be seen on a plate from 1607. The back
of the plate has been scored in order to find the accurate centre,

Fig. ~ Rubbings of two 1605-dateU plate from a series of four, Anon.
(after P. Bril). Gall..ria Dori. Pamphilj. Rome, inv. Fe 298. 29<>
NOle that '1605' was constructed by four individual punches.
und the zero is identical to '0' in 'ANNo'.

-==
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APPENDIX: PEETER STAS'S BIOGRAPHY

1608. The monogram 'W/GB' indicates a sporadic check on the
quality of the plates.

4- Denuce. J.• D~ AHtwerIJsdu.' 'Konstkamers', /JJ\'elltorissell rem
kltnstllerZ(lmdingel1 te Antl\'erpfll ill de /6e ell 17e etllll'(.'II.

's-Gravenhage (1932).

I
Maria

I
Ysaac

± 1583-

I
Hans

Peeteren Huybrecht + Maria van VIassenaer
1

I
PeeterStas

>1565-1616<

As Stas's earliest recorded plate is dated 15&7, he would have been born
c. 1565. The result of a preliminary investigation by Jan Van Damme in
the Antwerp archives resulted in a wealth of information on a Peeter Stas
and his transactions in real eslate. Peeter Stas is recorded as a guardian
(for which one had to be 25 years of age) in 1602. In 1608 Ysaac Stas,
Peeter's younier brother, is recorded as a loodgieltr (lead-smelter). The
latest information we have about Stas is from 1616.

The SI I.uk.'s Build records [19. n, pp. 269. 273] also mention" Peeter
Stas entering the guild as a plaetdrllkker (printer) in 1655. This cannot be
the same Peeter Sus, as he would then have been :!round 90 yeaTS old.
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Tile c/zrollology

As we do not have any secure records of the design of the early
mark from 1587. the present chronology runs from 1602 until

1610.

1602-/605

Mark no. I (Fig. 1). It consists of a heart crowned by the figure
'.f, within the heart the monogram ·PS'. The Antwerp hand is
iIllIJ't:s,c,1 beluw Stas's mark, and measures 3 x 2.7mm. If dated,

Ihe figures would be 4mm high, ex;cept the '0' which is only
2.5mm (Fig. 3).

1605-1609
The Antwerp hand is larger, 3.5 x 3mm (Figs. 2,4).

Fig. 7 Rubbing of Stas's mark (diameter IOmm) from 1610. Above is
the Antwerp brand (6 x 8mm overall), on Jan Ilrueghel I, Lalld·
scape wilh Tral'elltrs. Private collection, The Nelherlands.

/fJ/U and laler

Mark no. :l (Fig. 7) h"s a dr-sign identical to the former, but is

slightly larger, diameter lOmm. The Antwerp hand is substituted
by the Antwerp brand, castle and two hands. If dated.. all the

figures would now be of equal height. 2mm.

WIGB: tire assay-masler

A nllmber of Stas' s plates show not Qnly his own monogram, and
the Antwerp hand, but also the assay-master's monogram
'WfGB'. This is often placed near one edge of the plate. 'W/GB'
is recorded on only five out of the 69 marked plates by Stas: the
carliest from 1587, two from 1606, one from 16U7, and one from

1606-/609
Mnrk no. 1. is circulnr (two indentations lower right), diameter

9mm.

1607-1609 (md later

The Antwerp hand is positioned above the personal mark (Figs.
5.6).

DATING OF STAS'S PLATES
Of the several hundreds of plates examined, we have recorded in
total 40 plates fully marked Gild dated. Almost double that
number (79) are only stamped with Stns's monogram nnd the

Antwerp hand. These undated plates so far fit within the chrono
logy discussed above. This implies that when the back of a
painting on copper displays a s['P.cific ('ombinntion of features

found in Stas's marks in combination with the Antwerp hand or
brand, a reasonable date for the plate can be proposed. As with

watermarks and branded Antwerp panels, a dating of marked
paintings on copper is now possible. Of course some caution
lIIust be expresst:d. as IJai1l1t:rs may not always have executed

their works in exactly the same year as they were supplied with
the plates. The large number of unmarked copper plates, how
~ver. must remnin anonymous.
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5 :;1;: ANTWERP COPPER

PLATES

}0rgen Wadum

Suppliers of artists' materials are often forgotten when studying art works. However, evidence

of their labor and trade materialize from personal marks occasionally found on the reverse of

painting supports. Based on a registration and identification of these marks. an extra dimen

sion of the genesis of a painting emerges, placing it not only in time but also in a larger

socioleconomic context.

THE ANTWERP COPPERSMITHS

In 1602 there were twenty-five master coppersmiths in Antwerp.' Together with the more

than twenty-one panelmakers registered in 1617,2 they supplied rigid supports for paintings to

the many hundreds of painters enrolled in the St. Luke's guild between 1550 and 1650.3 Since

1324 any craftsman wishing to exercise his skill in Antwerp had to be a poolier (burger) of the

city. All crafts using hammers were organized in the blacksmiths' guild, which since 1503

included the coppersmiths. Only freemasters, who could present a written statement ofprop

er training in the profession, were allowed to practice the copperbeaters' craft. In 1561 the reg

ulations for the copperbeaters, or kettlemakers, were extended with the requirement of a test

piece, a milk jar. and a warming pan. These had to be presented to the aldermen after the

required two years of education and, after a successful examination, the new masters got the

privilege to make, sell, and deliver all sorts of hammered copper wares." However, copper

wares from unauthorized coppersmiths were also widely available on the market. 5

From the Middle Ages until the end of the eighteenth century. specific regulations were

applied to the members of the large variety of guilds, which formed the economic bases of the

towns. Standards for the quality of products were specified-for example, the composition of

alloys of copper, but also specified were the various obligatory contributions to the burial costs

of members as well as participation in guild activities such as church ceremonies (Fig. 5.1).6 The
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FIG.·:· 5.1 (above ond right)
AMBROSIUS FRANCKEN [, FLEMISH, 1556-1624, THE BLACKSMITH'S ALTAR: (A) MAIN P.• N EL

AND INTERIOR WINGS OF TRIPTYCH ABOVE. (8) EXTERIOR WINGS RIGHT I 1588,
OIL ON PANELS. MAIN PANEL 98-318 x 74 (250.0 x 188.0), WINGS 102-318 x 35 (260.0 x 89.0).
KONINKLlJK MUSEUM VOOR SCHONE KUNSTEN ANnVERPEN, PHOTOGRAPH IRPA-KIK BRUSSELS.





INVENTORIES AS A SOURCE

members met regularly in the blacksmiths' guildhouse, Den Beer, on the Grote Markt. The guild

house was rebuilt in the new Renaissance style in r566-67 and was decorated with a pointed

front and back gable in stone. 7 The craftsmen met on the first floor, where the windows were dec

orated with the shields of the city ofAntwerp and that of the Margraviate. In front of the entrance

door there was an iron rail decorated with roses and shields. 8 The coppersmiths, forming an

important division within the blacksmiths' guild, surely could associate themselves with the dis

tinguished look of their common guildhouse, especially in a period with a large demand for

copper plates for magnificent engraved book illustrations, printed in Antwerp and second to

none in Europe, and when painting on copper simultaneously was gaining in popularity.

\ ,I, \ i l~; I i ( ,1' r' l \ : \ \, l..::

In inventories, notarial documents, and correspondence from the early seventeenth century,

sporadic information on paintings on copper can be found. It appears that even in large art

collections few paintings on copper are mentioned. Illustrative of this is the r6rr inventory of

the Italian merchant Giacomo Ghisberti, among whose forty paintings on canvas or panel are

mentioned "Due pitture de Paesagij su rame con sue cornise" (two framed landscape paintings on copper)

hanging in the Camera grande toward the garden. A smaller picture on copper hung in the front

room. 9 Similarly, Filip I van Valckenisse's inventory from r6r4, listing hundreds of paintings,

sculptures, and other art objects, makes reference to only eighteen paintings on copper. IO

Among those are "Two [small] paintings on plates after Brueghel, in ebony frames, "11 and

Flowerpiece, on a plate byJacques de Gheyn II (Flemish, r565-r629).12

In Steven Wils' inventory, made inJuly r628, we discover several paintings op panneel (on

panel), op doeck (on canvas), op pampier (on paper), but only one op een copere plaetken (on a copper

plate), Flight Into Egypt, 13 of a total of r04 paintings. The existence of relatively few paintings on

copper also seems confirmed by the collection ofAbraham Matthys, an Antwerp painter, who

in r649 had 8 paintings on copper of 342 registered paintings. H

However, a few exceptions to the infrequency of paintings on copper are found, such as in

Susanna Willemsen's inventory of r657. Here Simon de Vos (Flemish, r603-1676) was rep

resented with no fewer than thirteen (1) paintings on copper; Frans Francken II (Flemish,

r58r-r642) with four; one from Peter van Avont (Flemish, r599-1652), (Maarten?) Pepyn

(Flemish, 1575-1642/43), Asphoven (?), Paul Bril (Cat. 6), van Namen (?), Andries van

Aertvelt (Flemish, 1590-r652), Hendrick van Balen (Cat. 8), and finally one after Adriaen

Brouwer (Dutch, r605/6-r638). 15 As we see, in Susanna Willemsen's inventory, artists' names

are associated with the entries, something that unfortunately is often not the case, most notably

in the following laconic entry: "Twenty-eight paintings on copper plates without frames, and

without the widowed knowing if they belong to the house of mourning or not. "16

Mter examining hundreds ofAntwerp inventories we can conclude that only a few paint

ings on copper are mentioned in the texts. However, the descriptions in the inventories of

paintings are often superficial and may very well account for errors as to the material of the sup

port of the paintings. Often copper plates were mounted with an oak panel as a backing board

making misidentification highly possible. Inventories should therefore be read with caution

and compared with other sources. We may therefore very well assume that paintings on copper

were frequently made, although not to the same extent as those on panel or canvas.

Additional information on paintings on copper is found in art dealers' correspondence.

The export of Antwerp paintings to Spain was in large part in the hands of the art dealer

Crisostomo van Immerseel. He was residing in "the New Rome," Seville, the principal port of

Spain for trade with the Americas. Also, the art dealer Forchoudt exported large numbers of
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1625-1635, 66-1!Yl6 x 51-1~ 070.0 x 130.0),
THE ROYAL DANISH COLLECTIONS, ROSEN BORG PALACE, COPENHAGEN.

THE COPPERSMITH-ART DEALER-PAINTER RELATIONSHIP

paintings, frames, and elaborate decorated

cabinets (Fig. 5.2). This can be observed from

the extensive correspondence between the

dealers on the Iberian Peninsula and Antwerp

dealers, contractors, and artists. Among several crates, which in 1628 were shipped from

Antwerp, via Calais, to Seville, was one containing no fewer than thirty-three paintings.

Among them were four copper plates showing Four Senses by Cornelis de Vos (Flemish, c.

1584-1651), and another twelve, of the "devotion sizes," in ebony frames, painted by Peeter

Lisaert. '7 In a following shipment from January 1629, we find an additional fourteen paint

ings on copper intended for a decorated cabinet, as well as many other paintings and several

empty ebony frames. 18 It is generally believed that paintings on copper were primarily made for

export, as they were easy to pack and were less prone to damage by humidity or during travel

ing by wagon over long distances.

An important result of scrutinizing archival material is that it appears that painters often did

not acquire their copper plates themselves. The plates were delivered via the art dealers or

patrons. This traffic becomes evident from a contract between van Immerseel and the painter

Frans Wouters (Flemish, 1612-1659). The latter received a salary of four Flemish pounds as well

FIG. 5.2
ANTWERP CABINET wrTH FIFTEEN OLD TESTAMENT SCENE PAINTINGS ON COPPER,

, , '2
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as five copper plates, which he was to return painted by his own hand within five months from

signing the agreement. 19 The dealer would then sell the paintings, making up for his payment

to the coppersmith and calculating his own profit.

Similarly, van Immerseel in 1631 paid for the material for one of the specialists in paint

ings on copper, Frans Francken II, 20 whom he supplied with four copper plates and four ebony

frames. The price was just over nine and a half guilders total. A few months later the final

payment for Francken's four paintings was made to the artist: Francken received nine guilders

for each painting. 21 When a painter such as Francken, who painted approximately one-quar

ter of his oeuvre on copper, received his copper plates via a dealer, it seems reasonable to con

clude that this practice would have been widely accepted. It was thus not only a procedure

between a dealer and the many lower-rank artists who painted on fixed contract. One such

artist was Adriaen van Stalbemt (Flemish, IS80-1662), the most frequently recurring painter

in van Immerseel's accounts. To facilitate the vast production of small-scale copper paintings,

plates were ordered by Philippe Malery and sent to van Stalbemt's atelier. Malery was not a cop

persmith but an engraver, 22 who earlier had delivered four thousand devotional prints to the

art merchant. 23 In another instance van Immerseel made payment directly to Antwerp

platemaker David Michielsens. For five guilders van Immerseel acquired four plates on which

Jan Brueghel II (Cat. 9) was to paint scenes from the Book ofGenesis. N A month later Brueghel

received another five plates, to be used for the Five Senses, at a total cost of eight guilders. 25 The

ebony frames cost eight shillings apiece. 26 We see that the price for Brueghel's plates was set at

just over one guilder each.

Accounts from the middle of the seventeenth century confirm that art dealers bought

plates to be delivered to painters. In 16so the dealer Forchoudt acquired a total of 121 copper

plates for 36 guilders. The payment is signed by the wife of platemaker N orbertus van den

Eynden. 27 Unfortunately we do not find any information on who was to paint the many cop

per plates. Probably the plates would be distributed to various studios, like seven copper plates

decorating an Antwerp cabinet from about I61S. All seven plates show on the back the same

monogram of the still unidentified platemaker GK. The paintings on the front, however,

were executed by various painters, among whom were Louis de Caulery (Flemish, active

c.160S-1639), Frans Francken II, and some by Francken's brothers. 28 In one instance we have

evidence that an artist gave the dealer the option of having a painting executed on either cop

per or canvas. In 16II the Augsburg patrician and art dealer Philipp Hainhofer wrote about a

commission to Paul Bril concerning a painting for Duke Phillip II von Pommern-Stettin. In

a letter Bril suggested to paint a landscape on copper for 100 golden crowns, or the same on

an equal-size canvas for only 80 golden crowns. The dealer chose both options for ISO

crowns. 29 We can conclude that dealers habitually supplied artists with copper plates. These

were supposedly delivered directly from the coppersmiths, in one case from an engraver, but

without involving financial transactions between painter and coppersmith. In addition,

although artists' accounts of debts, which describe unpaid materials received from their sup

pliers, often mention pigments, canvases, and panels, a debt to a coppersmith is not mentioned

in any case.

PRICES ON COPPER PLATES

When the inventories indicate prices on painted copper plates, they vary not only according to

size but also in relation to artist, if it was a principal work or a copy, or whether it was framed

or not. Often is it difficult to read out of the sources precisely what kind of work is being

described, making an attempt to estimate price levels difficult.



Many paintings are recorded in Nicolas Cornelis Cheeus's possession in r622, but for once

also the estimated prices. These works were made by the three painters Peter Goetkindt

(Flemish, d. r644), Hendrick van Balen, and Adriaen van Stalbemt. Among the paintings is

St. John Preaching on copper estimated at fifteen guilders, which, however, fetched only two and

a half guilders. Susanna on copper, in an ebony frame, was set to thirty-six guilders but fetched

only six. 30 The painters of the individual works are not identified; therefore we cannot judge

the quality of the works. Nevertheless, we can conclude that the prices were similar to the many

paintings executed on either panel or canvas. 31 It appears that the average price of paintings in

the estate lay between five and fifteen guilders, as withJan Brueghel 1's Landscape with Ponte Molle,

which fetched eleven guilders. 32

In another case Peeter van den Heyden in r628 delivered fourteen small paintings on

copper framed in modest ebony frames, for fifty-four guilders. 33 Thus these paintings would

cost roughly four guilders apiece, including the frames. Double that price was paid to David

Teniers II (Cat. 58), who made a contract with the art dealer van Immerseel, whom he met in

Dover, England, between r635 and r636. They agreed that Teniers would paint twelve copere

griecken (paintings on copper of a specific size), with religious scenes from the Old and New

Testaments. For this he was paid one hundred guilders, making a price ofapproximately eight

guilders apiece. Furthermore, he was to paint two copies after Brouwer, for ten guilders total.

This illustrates that the copies were only evaluated about half the price ofTeniers' own histo

ry pieces, a price relationship seen in many other seventeenth-century accounts. 34 As an

exception, a remarkably high price is found in a bill fromJan Brueghel II to van Immerseel.

The latter paid for three copper plates directly to the plaetslager (plate beater) at ten guilders

apiece. 35 These paintings probably would be on large copper sheets, some of which have been

found to measure approximately 40-9/r6 x 37 (r03 x 94).36 It appears that the ebony frame for

each plate is equal in price to the painting, and that the artist required ninety-five guilders for

each painted plate. We must imagine these paintings also to be ofvery high artistic quality. High

prices for finished paintings on copper are occasionally mentioned, such as a painted church

interior inJesuil Church by Frans Francken II and Peeter Neefs I (Flemish, c. r578-r656/6r) in

collaboration, which was set at fifty guilders, including the frame. 37

From these prices on finished paintings we unfortunately do not learn anything about the

actual price of the support. Something can be deduced, however, from the following. Very

modest prices of paintings on copper are frequent, with plates costing only one guilder and

four stuijvers apiece, as well as thirteen copper and lead plates priced at ten guilders total. 38 The

price of the support can thus hardly have had any influence on the price of the painting, some

thing also observed with a painting by Hans Siberechts (Flemish, r627-r703), Birds and Flowers,

painted on a gilded ground, in itself a very rare phenomenon. 39 This painting fetched only six

guilders, a price still very low compared to the precious metal used for the support.

It has been generally assumed that copper used by painters would have been a costly mate

rial. This would therefore imply higher prices for these paintings compared to those on panel

or canvas. This assumption, however, cannot be substantiated by existing data, including

information on the cost of copper found in documents from copper shops. One such docu

ment mentions copper wire costing nine to ten stuijvers per pound in r604. 40 At the same

time, tin was sold to the tinsmelter Daniel Door for half that price.'! Further, we learn that a

platebeater and merchant in r63r-32 made five copper plates for a cabinet, each weighing

just over six pounds for thirty-tree stuijvers per pound. Thus the price of copper plate was

related to its weight rather than to its size.

Prices of plates used by engravers, the plates usually slightly thicker and thus heavier than

those used by most painters, are in some cases known. The platemakerJan Vinck once deliv-
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BIJLOKEMUSEUM GENT, PHOTOCRAPH BY IRPA-KIK BRUSSELS.
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FIG. '< 5·3
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MARKS ON COPPER PLATES

In all towns there were two or more controllers or assaymasters. They had on the one hand the

duty to control imported copper, and on the other to check the products made within the town.

After a plate was accepted, the controllers would place a mark of approval, often the city arms,

and next to it the master craftsman placed his own mark. This practice was applied to a large

range of crafts, including tapestries, furniture, gold- and silverware, pewter (Fig. 5.3), and

panels for painters. On the back of painted copper plates one also occasionally discovers a tiny

ered two plates to be used for engravings, weighing two and a half ponds, for six shillings a

pound. 42 In the Plantin-Moretus Museum archives in Antwerp, a number of receipts signed

by the engraver P. van der Borcht in r597 mention that three pounds of beaten , uncleaned

copper cost fifteen stuijvers per pound and that cleaned copper was priced at nineteen stu

ijvers per pound. Twenty-eight years earlier, in r569, uncleaned copper cost eight stuijvers

per pound. 43

We observe not only that the price of copper varied acco'rding to whether it was cleaned or

not, but also that the price of uncleaned copper increased by 88 percent between r569 and

1597. This increase, however, follows the general inflation during the second half of the six

teenth century. H Copper prices also varied according to its availability, which could be affect

ed by weather conditions during transport as well as the danger ofarmed conflict on the route

from the mine via the smelters to the makers of the copper plates.

Applying the evidence of prices from this documentation to existing paintings allows

us to make some tentative deductions. A small painting by Jan Brueghel I and Johann

Rottenhammer (Cat. 8) Rest on the Flight to Egypt, 45 8-Il/r6 x Il-71I6 (22.0 x 29.0). weighs

520.3 g. As the weight determined the price of a copper sheet. we can make a rough esti

mate indicating that the price of this plate would have been just less than one guilder. A

slightly larger plate, 10-5/16 x 13-15/16 (26.2 x 35.4), also painted by Brueghel in col

laboration with Rottenhammer, weighs 702.8 g. and therefore would have cost the

painters approximately one and a fifth guilder to acquire. To differentiate the prices of

copper plates, a few examples of oak panel prices from the same period are useful in com

parison. For a panel and its frames (inner and outer), a panelmaker in r623 charged one

guilder and fourteen stuijvers. with another ten stuijvers per four panels. 46 A frame for a

painting of apprOXimately 21-% x 28-% (55.0 x 73.0) would cost ten stuijvers (half a

guilder) in 16r6,47

Pigment prices also depended on availability of raw materials, and in 1607 the common

ly used blue pigment smalt cost two guilders per pound, whereas the more precious natural

ultramarine blue was four times as expensive,48 The price of this latter imported pigment

could fluctuate wildly, and in r629 it fetched the exorbitant price of forty-six guilders for

only one ounce, 49 The dry pigments had to be ground with oil to produce paint. This was

done on a grinding stone, and the sale of the effects once belonging to Frans Snijders

(Flemish, 1579-1657) mentions a grinding stone of porphyry that in r615 was acquired by

another artist for seventeen guilders. 50 The same price was paid in r627 for a similar grinding

stone, which had belonged to Jan Brueghel 1. 5\

The evidence strongly suggests that the price of thin copper sheets for paintings probably

did not exceed the price of, for instance, an oak panel support. Consequently it becomes clear

that other factors determined the selection of a copper support. Quite simply, the durability

of the copper plate and its smooth surface made painting on copper attractive for delicate

renderings oflandscapes, history paintings. and flowerpieces.
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monogram impressed into the metal. These monograms may be by the platemaker himself or

by the keurmeester (assaymaster) of the guild. 52

An evaluation of the extent to which guild regulations during the first quarter of the six

teenth century should be taken literally raises many questions. Lax enforcement of the reg

ulations and ineffective control by the guild and their keurmeesters make it difficult to

comprehend the various aspects of this practice. 53 For instance, an overwhelming majority of

copper plates is not marked in any way. 54 A compilation of data on the (relatively speaking)

few marked plates may provide some insight into early seventeenth-century coppersmiths'

working practices.

The works of the copperbeaters in Antwerp were in general not marked. However, short

ly after 1584, when the coppersmiths protested against a 5 percent tax put on all goods to be

exported to their northern markets in Holland and Zeeland, a compromise was found. The tax

would be abolished when the coppersmiths would agree to mark all export goods. The mark

probably was the Antwerp hand, as used by many other guilds. 55 On a painting by Hendrick van

Balen, for example, this Antwerp mark has been recorded twice stamped into the reverse of the

copper plate. 56 Moreover, it is significant that the earliest punchmark by the most frequently

recorded seventeenth-century producer of copper plates for painters, Peeter Stas

(c.1565-after 1616),57 dates from 1587,58 three years after the conflict and the application of

the new guild regulations.

Another important reason for marking goods was a reaction to the numerous nonorganized

coppersmiths who produced and sold copperware not only outside Antwerp but also within the

city walls. This illegal competition in 1602 led to a new regulation, which, however, only stressed

the already existing ordinances. The fine for breaking the laws of unfair competition in 1527 was

confirmed as being six Carolus guilders to the Holy Roman Emperor and King of Spain, Carel

V (1500-1558), and one guilder to the inspector who caught the offender. 59 The problems

were so bad for the freemasters that they claimed their craft was being totally undermined by the

steady flow of copperware from the nonorganized coppersmiths.

For quality reasons the coppersmiths in 1602 asked the coppersmelters to mark their

products with a mark or letters from their name; this was to control those who added too

much lead to their copper alloys. No ordinances on the marking of the coppersmelters' prod

ucts have been found, 'but the marks of the smelters Hendrik de Ridder (active 1617-37) and

Guilliam Pluymakers (active 1620-39) have been found in several instances in combination

with the Antwerp hand (Fig. 5.4).60 Simultaneously, Peeter Stas frequently began marking his

plates from 1602 onward (Appendix 1).

Identifying and subsequently recording personal marks by coppersmiths provide

important evidence of the origin and dating of the objects on which they are found.

Watermarks in paper have already proved their validity for this kind of research, and the reg

istering of panelmakers' marks are currently routinely reco rded. 61 Unfortunately, person

al marks on Antwerp copper plates are not found as frequently as panelmakers' marks. Since

the majority of paintings on copper are on unmarked plates, we have no indication of whom

the supplier would have been. Jan Brueghel I, in fact, painted roughly 165 of his approxi

mately 400 paintings on copper, but so far only 12 of his plates have been found to have a

coppersmith's mark on the reverse. Frans Francken II evidently got plates by numerouS

coppersmiths, as his paintings are executed on plates by Stas (6), GK (4), and KW (5), as

well as on the abundant number of plates with no imprints. Only five coppersmiths' maFks

are with certainty associated with the Antwerp production of plates used for paintings:

SD M, KW, GK (or CK), Jan Michielsens OM), and Peeter Stas (PS), those by Stas being t;,b.e

most numerous.
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fiG. 5·4-
MARKS OF THE COPPER SMELTERS (A) HENDRIK DE RIDDER, AND (e) GUILLlAM

PLUYMAKERS,

DRAWINGS BY THE AUTHOR..

FIG. 5·5
RUBBING Of PEETER STASIS MONOGRAM ON THE BACK OF A PLATE FOR A PAINTING BY

FRANS FRANCKEN II, FLEMISH, 1581-1642, THE DEFEAT OF SANHERIBS, c. 1606,
OIL ON COPPER. 16-V4 X 23-W (41.4 x 59.7),
SAMMLUNCEN DES FURSTEN VON LIECHTENSTEIN, SCHLOSS VADUZ. COURTESY Of DANIEL

FABIAN AND isABEL HOROVITZ.

FIG. 5.6
(A) RUBBING AND (8) DRAWING OF KW's MONOGRAM ON THE BACK or A PLATE FOR A

PAINTING ATTRIOUTED TO CIRCLE OF OTTO VAN VEEN, FLEMISH. 1556-1624.
OIL ON COPPER. 26-9116 x 20-112 (67.5 x 52.0),
RUBBING COURTESY OF SARAH LIDSEY,CHRISTIE'S. NEW YORK, DRAWING BY THE AUTHOR.

,FIG. 5.7
(A) RUBBING OF OK {CK)t s MARK ON THE BACK OF A PLATE FOR A PAINTING ATTRIBUTED

TO CIRCLE OF H. DE CLERCK, FLEMISH, c. 1570-1630, DIANA AND HER NYMPHS

SURPRISED BYA SATYR, c. 1620,
OIL ON COPPER, 19-718 x 25-7/16 (50.4 x 64.6),
OOURTESY OF P. RAISON, CHRISTIES PARIS, 1994.(0) PHOTO OF GK's MARK ON THE

BACK OF A PLATE fOR A PAINTING ATTRIBUTED TO CLAUDE VIGNON I FRENCH,

jli593-1670, SAINT PAUL, c. 1640,
OIL ON COPPER, 12 x 16 (30.4 x 40.6),

"MILWAUKEE ART MUSEUM.

~G. ':' 5.8
(4) RUBBING AND (B) PHOTOGRAPH OF A MARK BY JAN MICHIELSENS ON THE BACK OF AN

OVAL COPPER PLATE FOR A PAlNTING BY AN ANONYMOUS PAINTER, ENTOMBMENT,

1660-1690,
OIVON COPPER, OVAL 8-W x 6-318 (21.5 x 16.2),
PR..IVATE COLLECTION, ENGLAND, RUBBING COURTESY OF ISABEL HOROVITZ.
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FIG. 5.9
GOLDSMITH'S TOUCHSTONE ENGRAVED WITH HIS INITIALS AND MERCHANT'S MARK,

FLEMISH OR DUTCH, SIXTEENTH CENTURY,

BRITISH MUSEUM, LONDON. COPYRlGHT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

fIG. 5.10

(A) RUBBING ..... NO (8) DRAWlNG Of PEETER STAS'S M.ARK ON THE BACK OF A PLATE FOR A

PAINTING BY AN ANONYMOUS ANTWERP ARTIST, lvloUNT.... 1NOUS LANDSCAPE. SIGNED

P. BRIL, 1603,

OIL ON COPPER, 11-5116 X 10-11ll6 (28.8 x 27.2),

RUBBING COURTESV OF SARAH LIDSEV, CHRISTIES. NEw YORK, 1994.

DRAWING BY THE AUTHOR.

fIG.. 5.11

PEETER STAS'S MARK WITH DATE ON THE BACK OF A PLATE FOR A PAINTING BY ISABELLA

FRANCKEN, CHRIST ON THE RO.<D TO CALVARV, c. 1604,

alLaN COPPER, 19-131l6 X 26-118 (50.3 x 66.3),

COURTESY OF F. WOLTER8EEK, CHRlSTIE'S AMSTERDAM.

FIG. 5.1~

RUB8ING OF PEETER STAS'S MARK WITH DATE ON THE BACK OF PLATE FOR PAINTING BY

DENllS VAN ALSLOOT, FLEMISH, c. 1573-1625126, WOODED LANDSCAPE WITH

ELEGANT COUPLE, c. 1606,

alLaN COPPER, 15 x 21-V4 (38.0 x 54.0),

COURTESY OF GALLERIE ST. HONOR.E, PARIS.
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fiG. 5. 13
PEETER STASIS MAR.K WITH DATE ON THE BACK OF AN ENGRAVING PLATE FOR AN ILLUSTRA-

TION TO VITAE D. THOMAE AQUINATIS, BY CORNELIS BOL I (CAT. 72) FLEMISH,

c. 1576-1621, AFTER A DRAWING BY OTTO VAN VEEN, 1610.

8-V4 x 5-7"g (21.0 x 15.0),
PRIVATE COLLECTION. DETR.OIT.

fIG. 5.14
PEETER STASIS MARK WITH DATE ON THE BACK OF PLATE FOR A PAINTING BY AN ANONYMOUS

ARTIST (STYLE OF LOUIS DE CAULERY), THE SHEARING OF THE SHEEP, c. 1606,
OIL ON COPPER, 8-314 X 12- V4 (22.3 x 31.0),
MusEE OES BEAux-ARTS, ORLEANS.

fIG. 5.15
PEETER. STASIS MAR.K WITH DATE CENTERED ON THE BACK OF THE PLATE BY SCOR.ED LINES

FOR PAINTING BY AMBROSIUS BOSSCHAERT THE ELDER, FLEMISH, 1573-1621,
CHINESE VASE WITH FLOWERS, 1607,

OIL ON COPPER, 27 X 20 (68.6 x 50.8),
FUNDACION COLLECION THYSSEN-BoRNEMISZA. MADRID.
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FIG. '<', 5.16
RUBBING OF PEETER. STAS'S MARK WITH DATE ON THE BACK OF PLATE FOR PAINTING BY A

FOLLOWER OF OTTO VAN VEEN. FLEMISH. 1556-1624, PORTRAIT OF A M.'N, c.

1608.
OTL ON COPPER. 18 x 13-314 (45.8 x 34.8).
COURTESY SARAH LIDSEY. CHRISTIES, NEW YORK.

FIG. 5.17
PEETER STASIS MARK WlTH DATE ON BACK OF PLATE FOR PAINTING BY OSIAS SEERT THE

ELDER. FLEMISH. c. 1580-1624, STILL LIFE OF OYSTERS, SWEETMEATS•.'ND

DRIED FRUIT. c. 1609.
alLaN COPPER. 20 x 17-314 (51.0 x 45.0).
COURTESY RICHARD CHARLTON-JONES, SOTHEBY'S LONDON,

FIG. 5.18
RUBBINC OF PEETER STAS'S MARK WITH DATE ON BACK OF PLATE FOR PAINTING BY JAN

BRUEGHEL THE ELDER, FLEMISH. 1568-1625. BROAD LANOSC."E WITH

TRAVELERS,1610.

OIL ON COPPER. 8-11/16 x 13-118 (22.2 x 33.3).
PRIVATE COLLECTION, THE NETHERLANDS, COURTESY OF NEWHOUSE GALLERIES,

NEW YORK.

FIG. 5.19
PEETER STAS'S MARK WITH THE ANTWERP HAND ON THE BACK Of A PLATE FOR. PAINTING

BY JAN BRUEGHEL THE ELDER. FLEMISH. 1568-1625, EXTENSIVE LANDSCAPE WITH

TRA VELERS ON A COUNTRY ROAD. c. 1607-9.
OIL ON COPPER. 13-112 x 18-114 (33.6 x 46.4),
THE SAINT LOUIS ~T MUSEUM. COURTESY OF P.WL F. HANER.
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PS-PEETER STAS'S PLATES

Eighty plates marked by Peeter Stas are currently known (Fig. 5.5). Among the many signifi

cant Antwerp artists who got plates from Peeter Stas are painters such as Otto van Veen (*1556;

active c. I580-I6~9),62 Jan Brueghel I (*1568; active c. I589-I6~5), Frans Francken II (*1581;

active I605-4~), Abraham Govaerts (*1589; active c. I6IO-~6), Ambrosius Bosschaert I

(*1573; active I588?-I6~I).All these painters appear to have used plates from a variety of

coppersmiths', deducible from the presence of marks by Stas, GK, and KW on the reverse of

their plates.

Examination of the eighty plates recorded thus far with Stas' s monogram, of which forty

are dated, allows us to deduce that they were made in a number of standard sizes. Stas's largest

plate measures 34-% x ~8_7/8 (87. ~ x 73·3); his smallest is only 3-% x 3-% (9·7 x 9.7). The

reason for a standard size of paintings is well documented for panels and canvases. 63 A stan

dardization of copper plates, identified by specific size names (grieck-; devotie-; passie

sizes), apparently was introduced for similar reasons as with the other supports: easy to

mass-produce and therefore to place in standard frames. Such standard-size paintings were

popular for both home and foreign markets. In a diagram (Fig. 5. ~ 0, Appendix II) showing

the sizes of the marked Antwerp plates we have indications of clusters of specific sizes within

Stas's production. Of the vertically orientated plates there are two specific sizes measuring

8-% x 7 (~~.o x 18.0) and 17-1/2 x I~_1/2 (45.0 x 3~.0), and two horizontally orientated sizes

measuring 8-1/2 x II (~~.o x ~8 .0) and 19-1/2 x ~5_1/2 (50.0 x 65.0). We also clearly observe

a correlation between height and width, a ratio of I: 1. 3, that applies to all our recorded

marked plates.

As Stas's personal mark differs over time, so we are able to construct a chronology of his

platemaking activities. The variations are often minor, but sometimes more distinct (see

Appendix I). It is interesting to note that what appears to be the assaymaster's mark, a mono

gram with the letters W/GB, occasionally has been found on Stas's plates from 1587 until

1608. In the latter year Stas's mark had changed and now included the Antwerp hand within

his punch. This would make a regular check by the assaymasters unnecessary, as the responsi

bility shifted from the governing bodies to the producers themselves, something that had

already taken place in other crafts during the sixteenth century. 6+

MARKS BY SDM, KW, GK OR CK, AND JAN MICHIELSENS

SDM

Only one copper plate has been recorded with the monogram SDM. It was on Extensive Imaginary

Landscape by Otto van Veen, dated 1586 on the painting itself. This copper plate, dated one year

earlier than Stas's earliest plate, is the oldest marked plate from Antwerp hitherto registered. 65

KW

A mark of this unidentified platemaker using a monogram with the letters KW encircled

by a ring of pearls has been recorded twelve times (Fig. 5.6). Within the ring of pearls,

above the monogram, is a little rosette consisting of seven pearls. The marks do not seem

to change format or design over the years. It is noticeable that KW's mark has never been

recorded in combination with an assaymaster's mark, nor the Antwerp hand or city arms.



GK OR CK

1M-JAN M1CH1ELSENS

.\ '. r \\ t K I' ( t. II \' I F: l'! '. i! .

Archival information on guild regulations gives us an image of seventeenth-century Antwerp,

and in this context in particular, the coppersmiths' working conditions. A picture of strug""

gle for professional rights emerges, as well as the care with which the copper plate fabrication

was carried out. The commonly expressed assumption that copper as a support for painters

CONCLUSION

On the back of an oval copper plate showing an Entombment,69 a circular mark encircled

by pearls displays a monogram 1M crowned by the number 4, two St. Andreas' crosses

below (Fig. 5.8). This mark was issued by the Antwerp copperbeater ] an Michielsens. He

is mentioned the first time in 1660 and died in 1691.70 Asecond painting, Annunciation, also

is issued with Michielsens' mark. 71 With Michielsens' mark we may have an indication of

continued marking of copper plates into the second half of the seventeenth century.

Almost identical to the above-mentioned monogram is a goldsmith's touchstone in the

British Museum. The monogram reads ID also with 4 above,and two St. Andreas' crosses

below, and is thought to be of Flemish or Dutch origin (Fig. 5.9).72 There actually was a

coppersmith called]an van (den) Dijck in Antwerp between 16n and 1618, whose initials

would match this mark, but we have no proof of any correlation between the mark and

van (den) Dijck.

Of plates with GK's monogram, also circular and framed by pearls, twenty-five have been

recorded, but none of them in conjunction with the Antwerp hand or assaymarks (Fig.

5.7). Three of GK's plates were painted by Hendrick van Steenwijk I (Flemish, 1550-1603)

and, as the artist died in 1603, we can deduce that GK began marking before this date. We

can not be sure if GK, like Stas, began to mark his plates more frequently in 1602, but it

remains a possibility. The mark of GK also was recorded on two paintings of a series of

four Scenes from the Life ofChrist attributed to Frans Francken II. 66 Would this indicate that the

two other plates were by another platemaker? Or did GK only now and again mark his

plates, as we must assume was usually the case? However, in another case he marked all seven

plates, painted by different painters, and which once ornamented an Antwerp cabinet. 67

This would presumably be a typical case where a dealer distributed acquired plates from

GK to a number of painters, from whom he ordered seven scenes from the life of Christ for

this specific contract. An identification of GK is for the present not possible; however a cer

tain Gerard van Kessel (1588-1640) from Antwerp practiced as a tinsmelter in

Rotterdam. 68 Might he have been working as a coppersmith in Antwerp before he moved to

the northern provinces?

KW's marks are found on plates painted by artists active between c. 1590 and 1642. Five of

KW's plates were painted by Frans Francken II, active between 1605 and 1642. One plate

was used by Ambrosius Bosschaert I (Flemish, 1573-1621), who entered the Antwerp guild

in about 1588 but left for Middelburg in 1593. This does not necessarily indicate that

KW's plates date from before this time, as his plates must have been brought to Middelburg

at a later date. Yet it is possible that KW already started marking his plates in the 1580s, as

did Stas.
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APPENDIX I

A Chronology ofPeeter Stas's Marks on Copper Plates73

Stas's house-mark, a heart crowned by the number 4. Below is one

Antwerp hand placed in a shield.

1°9

Dated 1605 by Stas between monogram in heart (above) and

Antwerp hand (below).

Dated by StasANNo 1604 between monogram (above) and Antwerp

hand (below).

Dated by Stas between monogram (above) and Antwerp hand

(below).

Unknown artist in the style of Louis De Caulery, The Shearing ofthe Sheep

(after a print byJan Sadeler after Bassano); 8-314 x 12-3/16 (22.3 x 31. 0)

(Fig. 5.14).80

Print plate with illustration of a scene to Vitae d. Thomae Aquinatis by

Cornelis Bol T, after Otto van Veen. The series is dated 1610 (Fig. 5.13

and Cat. 72).79

Denijs van Alsloot (Flemish. c. 1573-1625/26), Wooded Landscape with

Elegant Couple; signed. 15 x 21-1/4 (38.0 x 54.0) (Fig. 5.12).78

Isabella Francken. Christ on the Road to Calvary. Signed DEN.ION.FF.

FECIT ET INV., 19-13lr6 x 26-V8 (50.3 x 66.3) (Fig. 5.rr).77

1606

1606

1605

The earliest information we have on a marked copper plate by Stas

dates from 1587, Adoration ofthe Magi. by an unidentified Flemish artist

after Hieronymus Bosch's picture in the Museo del Prado in Madrid

(inv. 2048). The assaymaster's monogram W/GB also was recorded on

this pIa te. 74

Unknown Antwerp artist. Mountainous Landscape, signed P. Bril and

dated 1603, 8- 1
/8 x ro-rr/16 (20.8 x 27.2). The pendant, River

Landscape with Travelers, also is signed and da ted 16°3 (Fig. 5. 10).76

Pieter Brueghel II (Flemish. 1564/65-1637/38). Massacre of the Innocents.

dated 1602, and Adoration of the Magi. attributed to Jan Brueghel 1.

Whereabouts unknown. 75

would imply high costs for the finished product cannot be confirmed. On the contrary.

artists' or patrons' choices were dictated by other attractions. namely the smooth surface

ensuring a highly finished appearance of the executed painting. Another factor of impor

tance, especially for the export market. was the durability of copper. Thus economic con

siderations coincide perfectly with the refined way paintings on copper were executed.

Finally, the Antwerp practice of marking copper plates with personal marks further adds to

our possibility of placing the paintings within a context of the craftsmanship of the past. We

can therefore add often overlooked background information to the art works themselves, as

well as an approximate dating. The research has just begun, and the future registration of

marks may well increase our knowledge.
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1607

1608

16 0 9

,~ ~ ..\ I l~ I t \ '. , i ; I

Dated by Stas between monogram (above) and Antwerp hand (below).

The monogram is new and consists of a circular mark with" old"

monogram within incircled with the full name of the coppersmith:

PEETER STAS.

Small mark at top before letter S is the Antwerp hand.

Ambrosius Bosschaert I, Chinese Vase with Flowers, 27 x 20 (68.6 x 50.8)
(Fig. 5.15).81

Dated by Stas between Antwerp hand (above) and circular mono

gram (below) .

The monogram is placed on the center of the plate, which has been

scored to locate the central point. Note that from now on the

Antwerp hand is always placed above the monogram.

Follower of Otto van Veen, Portrait ofa Man, 18 x 13-nlr6 (45.8 x 34.8)

(Fig. 5.16),81

Dated by Stas between Antwerp hand (above) and circular mono

-gram (below).

Osias Beert I (Cat. 3), Still Life of Oysters, Sweetmeats, and Dried Fruit. Signed

with monogram lower left: OB F; 20 x 17-nlr6 (51.0 x 45.0) (Fig. 5.17
and Cat. 3).83

Dated by Stas between Antwerp hand (above) and circular mono

gram (below).

.; I ...

16ro Jan Brueghel I, Broad Landscape with Travelers. Signed and dated 1610; 20-112

x 28-% (52.0 x 72.0) (Fig. 5.18 and Cat. 8).84

Dated by Stas between the full Antwerp brand (sic!) (above) and the

circular monogram (below). The plate is the first to show not

one Antwerp hand but the whole Antwerp coat of arms, two

hands above a castle. The monogram is new for Stas and measures I.°
em. in diameter. In addition, the ciphers in the date have changed

and are smaller. Each numeral I is only 0.2 em, just as the °was in

the past.

Plates without the year punched into the plate can be tentative

ly dated according to the design of Stas's monogram, and the

Antwerp hand, and their relative placement. The present mark

(Fig. 5.19) on the back of a painting byJan Brueghel I, Extensive

Landscape with Travelers on a Country Road, can, based on Stas' s mark,

be dated between 1607 and 1609. In those years Stas placed the

Antwerp hand above his personal mark.
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APPENDIX II

Sizes of Marked Antwerp Copper Plates: Peeter Stas, SDM, KW, GK or CK,
andJan Michielsens
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NOTES

A. Stroobants, "Het ijzersmeedwerk toegepast in de bouwkunst te Gent, Brugge & Antwerpen. vanaf de

XI Ide tot het begin de XIXde eeuw. " Ph. D. diss., Rijksuniversiteit Gent, 1977-78, 4,89.

2 J. Van Damme, "De Anterpse tefereelmakers en hun merken. Identificatie en betekenis," jaerboek vaarhet

Koninklifk Museum voorSchone Kunsten An/weI'pen, [990, [93-236; J 0rgen Wadum, "Recent Discoveries on

Antwerp Panelmakers' Marks," TechnologiaArtis, Prague, 1993, 96-IOo:J0rgen Wadum, "The Antwerp Brand

on Paintings on Panels," in E. Hermens et. aI., eds., Looking Through Paintings: Leids Kunsthistarischjaarboek.

Baarn/London, [998, 179-[97: andJ 0rgen Wadum. "PeeteI' Stas: An Antwerp Coppersmith and H is Marks

(1587-[610)," in A. Roy and P. Smith, eds., ICC. Painting, Techniques. History, Materials and Studio

Practice. Contributions to the Dublin Congress 7-[[ September [998. London. [998. [4,0-4,+.
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Antwerp and s'Gravenhage, [864-76.

4 The blacksmiths' guild was governed by a number of elected aldermen. In about [600 the constellation of

craftsmen included one lockmaker, one blacksmith. one copperbeater: one harnessmak,,', sword- or box

maker; one farrier: and occasionally a scissor-sharpener or knifemaker; occasionally a maker of steel bows,

and since the second half of the sixteenth century. also a strap- and trunkmaker.
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schildern de Histori van het boeck Cenesis. g. 5."
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Part II

Studio practices of Rembrandt, Dou, and Vermeer
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G.Ooo, Self-portrait, ResidenZ8alerie, Salzbur8

- 6z-

J0rgen Wadum

A

Inl<'!u t>I

To ~valuate Rembrandt's t~chnical impact on artists in his immediate citcl~ as well as on
his follow~rs, a thotough study oftheir methods and materials is needed. Gerrit Dou, one of
R~mbrandt's first apprentices and founder ofthe ltidm Fijnschildm movement, is one of rhese
artists that merit attention. Th~ available technical knowledge ofRembrandt's eady painting
technique is ofgteat importance for a description ofDou's methods when considering his
oeuvre from his start in Rembrandt's studio, until he, in 1675, as a prominent elderly painter
laid down his btushes. Sluijter published an important study ofDou's position, training and
technique in 1993. 1 The 2000 Dou-exhibition catalogue is dll: most recent reference point for
rhe study o[Dou's oeuvre} Yet, apart from Boersma's thorough comparison oftechnical
aspects of tWO ofDou's later paintings (1658-1667) in this catalogue, and an interesting essay
by Christoph Scholze! about the painting rechnique ofthe leidcn Fijnschildm in Dresden,'
no other technical survey ofDou's works has been undertaken.
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II 4 IRR (detail of fig.3) of chest with thin drawn.

almost parallel lines

Dou's career in, for example, his carefully counting ofthe
hours he worked on a paiming in order to esrimate irs
costs.6 In a society regulared by artisJ.Ils· organisations
and guilds it is therefore nor surprising thar Dou was
insttumenral in establishing the painters guild ofSt. Luke
in Leiden in 1641.7

[n 1622, only 9 years old, Dou showed a clear interesr in
drawing and painting and was sent ro learn the principles
ofdraftsman ship with the engraver Barrholomeus
Dolendo. After eighteen monrhs he became an apprentice
of his fathers' colleague, Pierer Couwenhorn, who had the
largest church glass workshop in Leiden. From 1625 he was
a member of the glassmakers' guild until, in February 1628,

two months before becoming fifteen years old, he was
accepred as an apprentice in the studio ofthe rwenty-rwo
year old Rembrandt.
Obviously Dou was a youngsrer wirh exceptional skills,
comparable ro Rembrandt who. also at the age of fourteen,
chose for painting rather than for a theoretical education,
and to Jan Lievens who srarred his training as a painter at
the age ofonly eight. Dou srayed wirh Rembrandr for three
years before starring his own studio in Leiden, where he
would remain for the rest of his working life.
If we compare the contemporary and later descriptions
ofDou's arr, it becomes apparent that more attention is
devoted to his technique and the physical appearance of
his pictures than to his choice ofsubjects.- Probably, this
must be seen as a continued fascinarion wirh Dou's ability
ro depict objects as exactly and convincingly as possible. [n
1641 J.J. Orlers appropriately referred to Dou's paintings as
painted by a 'brilliant master, [skilful] primarily in small,
subtle, and curious paintings, that be persons after life,
animals, insects...' 9

'I ' G. Dou. Portrait oi an old woman
10 a fir trimmed coat idetaill.

Gemaldegalerie Alte Meister. Cassel

The currem article is not an :mempt [0 present a complete
study ofDou's technique. but focuses on some ofits
characreristics. DOli's trademark refined technique with its
meticulous rendering ofmaterials, consistent throughout
his career, has always intrigued the spectator. It seems [0

contrast strongly with Rembrandt's free manner ofpaint
handling, and presumably required a very accurate layout
ofthe design and a very systemaric build-up ofpaint layers.
Although at first sight Dou's technique seems utterly
different. Rembrandt's influence is undoubtedly present.
This will be illustrated by new information about Dou's
practice, gathered during examination ofa large number
of his paimings wirh lRR and with the naked eye."
Through this survey we hope to demonstrare how Dou
started the paiming process in a manner comparable to
that of his master. This, together with Dou's exceptional
btushwork, gives his paintings - so appropriately described
by Houbraken as 'konstjuweel" - a full-bodied, samrated
and extremely smooth character.
Based on our findings we will also review the current
dating and artribution ofsome ofDou's early works.
We hope rhat additional scientific investigation ofDou's
usc ofbinding media and pigment constellations will be
possible in the near fumre.

Gerrit Dou (fig. 1) was born in Leiden on the 7th ofApril
1613, as son of Marytje fansdr. Van Rosenburg and Douwe
JanSz., a wealthy glassmaker and glass engraver and master
ofa workshop employing several assistants. Dou thus grew
up in an environment where his father's profession was
performed on a high socio-economic level ofcraftsmanship.
The influence of this milieu seems present throughout

IRR (detaill of headgear with

thin drawn curved lines in G.Dou.
Old Woman reading a Lectionary,
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam



G. Dou, Girl C/1opping onions, 1646
(detail), Buckingham Palace, London

Illtroduction
Joachim Von Sandrart (1606-1688) gave an often-cited
description ofDou at work: 'He ground his paint only on
glass and made his brushes himsel£ Due to the troublesome
dust he kept his pallet, brushes and paint carefully covered,
and when he Sat down to paint he waited a long rime unril
the dust had completely settled, only rhen he quietly took
his pallet oue of the small box next to him, prepared painr
and brush, and started to work. After work hc again
carefully covered all his milities...."o
Sandrarr's captivating accoullC strongly influences our
current notion ofDou's technique. However, the artist's
actual practice is more complex than can be tead in
Sandrart's description. How did he select and ptepare his
paiming support? Did he make preliminary drawings or
did he sketch his composition directly on the support? Did
he use various binding media for his pigmenrs in order ro
achieve certain effects? These questions at first sighr appear
banal compared ro the perfect enamel-like finish ofDou's
works; however, during our examination ofDou's
paintings they have proven to be essential for an under
standing ofhis technique.

Umlm!r£tlvina
Presumably influenced by his Leiden master, Dou preferred
oak panels as support for his paintings throughout his
career. No preparatory drawings by Dou are known and it
seems thetefore likely that Dou's det<liled compositions
were laid down directly on the panel in a drawn or brushed
underdrawing. His drawing ofMarijtje Jansdr. Van
Rozenburg, the artist's mother, signed and dated 'GDOV.

IRR (delail) with diagonal drawn line

1638' is a splendid example ofhow derailed, yet freely Dou
operated his drawing rools." However, a srraight comparison
between the style of this drawing and that of his under
drawings cannot be made since an underdrawing serves
a di fferent function: it idenrifies rather than formulates
form and thus uses a different technical language.
The fragmented underdr<lwing detected with IRR in 1998
in old Woman Readill8 a lwionary (Amsterd<lm, Rijks
museum}n (fig. z) became the impetus to examine more
works by Dou. This has lcd co the discovety ofcompauble
underdrawings in many other works, such as the two early
oval porttaits, Portrait ofan old woman in afur trlmmed coat
and Portrair ofan old man in a plumed berer and,gor8er (c.l630
1631) in Cassel (figs. 3-4)."
We also discovercd subtle drawn lines in old Woman rcadin8
a book (Dresden)" and in rhe globe ofStill life wirh Globe,
Lute, and Books (Hornstein colL).15 Surprisingly srraight and
firm consrruction lines wcre detccted in the face and col\<lt
in the Cheltenham Self-portrait. " These lines are compar<lble
to those detected in the face of rhe Portrait ofaYoul18
Woman,l7 where a horizontal line divides the oval painting
in two halves. From this line rwo di<lgonally placed lines
melige at rhe upper right edge creating a triangle area for
the tace. The woman's fingers are also indicated with
wh<lt seem to be drawn lincs. The tiny Self-pomait (Spain,
priv<ltc coll.)'" includes an underdrawing that outlines
the chin of the head as well as the easel in the background.
The l646 Girl choppin,g oniol1s 19 also revealed drawn
lines in the (<lce of the girl that follow the diagonally
positioned curtain on rhe back wall (figs. 5-6). In the
rin pot left, in the table, and in the folds of her dress.
drawn or painted lines, sometimes different from
the final paint layers. are observed.



7 G. Dou,
The Young Mother
ldetail), Maurilshuls.
The Hague
"K IRR (detaill with,
freely brushed, lines
under the skirt

G.Oou,
Asfronomer by
candlelight (detail),
Sfedclijk Museum
De Lakenhal, Lelden

CCO image of the
same detail

The lR-reflectography ofThe YOUlIS Morher shows clearly
visible drawn lines in black, which are especially evidenr
in rhe skirr of rhe woman (figs. 7-8).~O less apparenr lines
can be derecred in the sketch ofa wooden platform,

originally planned below the chair in the lefr foreground.
These lines are quire straighr and were probably drawn

using a ruler.
In rhe somewh;;t Luer YOlln8 la4Y «r her Toilet no under
drawing could beidenrified by JRR. If the artist had used
a whire or coloured chalk, this would easily have been
absorbed or gone transparent during rhe paint application
and thus would be impossible to trace.

The Astroftomer by wndldisht (c. (660) is a late painting wirh
a distincr underdrawing.L' Minutely drawn lines can be
seen in the dog-ear of rhe book on the table (figs. 9-10).
The drawing indicates a lower position and rhus the whole
book slighrly shifted position in rhe final execution. In the
orher corner of the book, the form was indicated in sketchy
lines resembling whar was observed in the early old \Voman

rendin8 a (eaiollary, and rhe Portrait ofan old Womnn (Cassel).
In the Amollomer rhe hourglass was also carefully drawn

before the paint was applied. The celestial globe was
reserved in the background, its finely carved stand drawn,

which further confirms a careful preparation ofthe

composition. Under magnification the reflection from
the graphite used for drawing can be detected. Arather
srraight diagonal line runs through the face of the
astronomer, probably used as a compositional aid,

comparable co what was detecred in the early Self-portrait
and the Porrenit ofayouuS woman.

In rhe Mnidscrvanr scollril18 n brass pan at a wiudow (london),
1663, Dou probably used a compass to position che arch of
the window.!L The semicircular line can be seen under
infrared examination, bur was not used in rhe final execurion.

In the ¥OUl\9 woman ho/dina a lamp vertical construction
lines made with a ruler wete observed in the atchitecture."
Scholzc! documenred undcrdrawings in both dry and wec
media, indicating the posicion of the eyes, nose and the jaw

in rhe Fiddler (1665)'"

Based on our findings we can say rhat Dou commenced his

crearive process on the lighr or buff coloured ground by
drawing some overall compositional lines to indicate the
form of an object or the basic orienration of the scene.
Th is corresponds wirh what was recenrly discovered in
Rembrandt's Andromeda from C.1630, a painting ofwhich
Dou could have observed irs makingf' Dou's nexr step
would be to draw various derails (in graphite of black
chalk), some quite sketchy in execution, others more detailed.
In paintings where no underdrawing was found DOli most
likely used a similar rechnique but used a drawing material
that cannot be detected with IRR,~6 Interestingly, one of

Dou's pupils, Jacob van Toorenvlier, in the left background

ofhis small AHeao'] ofPaintil18. gives us a glimpse ofa
painting prepared with a dark brown ground upon which
the underdrawing is made in black.!'

- 66-
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Rembrandt van Rijn.
Andromeda. e.1630 (detail)

Maurilshuis. The Hague
IRR (detail) with

eilaraeleristie brush handling

Rembrandt van Rljn.
Music Allegory, 1626 (detail)

RiJksmuseum. Amsterdam
IRR (detail) with

vigorous brushwork

VisorollS Illldcrmoddlil18
Aftt=r tht= underdrawing stage Dou would .It:1£[ giving
volume and body to his figures by applying a rough undt=t
modelling. ofrt=n called 'd~d colouring'. Just like Rembrandt,
Dou would delineace che composition in blundy applied
brush strokes ofvarying chickness before spreading che
undermodelling in monochrome hues, ranging fcom dark
reddish brown to lighc ochce; che energecically skecchiness
expressing a certain auromatlSm.
Rt=mbrandc's Music Alle80~Y from 16z6 (figs. 11-1 z),
Andromeda (C.1630) (figs. 13-14), and Susanna and rhe Elders
(e. (636) all reveal in IRR a blunt and vigorous, yec searching
undermodelling. However, as Dou basically followed the
preparatory underdrawing, his undermodelling is more
rescrained as compared co Rembrandt's manner.
In Dou's paintings certain areas would be heavily roned
wich black pigments; ochers would be semi-trolnsparmt,
allowing rhe lighc ground to shine through. A monochrome
developmenc ofthe scene in light and shadow would be the
resulc. The two <=arty porcrairs ofold p<=ople in Cassel show,
using IRR, broad dark brushmokes in deep shadow areas.
Also in che Youna Violinisr relacively broad brushstrokes
wt=rt= encountered, one brushstroke basically covering the
whole area ofwhar became the lower part of the thigh of
the seated figure.
[n the Portrait ofayOLl"8 woman {Manchester) the under
moddling has been left pardy op<=n in the sleeve ofher
righc arm, bur is evident below the white veil around her

neck. This economic manner of paint application was also
found in another Portrair ofayoun8 woman (Cleveland).!!
In these paintings a chin brownish w:l.sh is applied on the
chalk ground, which gives a warm con:l.licy in rhe areas
where the paint is rhin or rransparent. The paint in che
larter smaller painting was brushed on with :I. variery of
brush rypes, from a coarse briscle co finer. more flt=xible
sable-brushes. In IRR very Iiccle contrast is recorded in
the face, however, some broad srrokes arc nociceable on rhe
chest of the siner and in the background. The burt end
of che brush WolS used to create special articularion in the
white blouse and hair of the girl.
The undermodelling plays an imporrallC parr in describing
rhe folds of che brownish curcains behind rhe Painrer wirh
Pipe and BOOK (C.1645)." Part of rhe man's right arm was
only execuced in the undt=rmoddling scage, with some
black and some more opaque brown hues co creace the
crelse at the dbow. Apart from the brown dead-colouring
Dou may have used chin or diluted paints with some
carbon black.

Ulldcrmoddli"8 inlarcr works
From the earlier paintings, wht=re a technique of under
modelling in brown or red-brown hues W:l.S used, Dou
shifted over the years cowards a cooler brown-grey, srill
using comparable shorr, broad brushstrokes for che
indication oHorm and shadow. Boersma describes :I. greyish
undermodelling in lady at her Toila)O In 'The Youna Mother

1;'1



the engraver docs with his chisel in the copper plate. The
volume ofthe hand is created by this technique, a way
that, beyond doubt, reflects Dou's training as a draftsman.

An excellent example of this technique can be found in a
hand drawn by Ter Borch in equivalent minute lines,
here in ink over a preliminary drawing in black chalk.!'

One of the early examples of hatching in the flesh areas
is noted in the old Woman fatin8)' Similarly the
Portrait ofa ¥Olll\9 Woman, t635-1640, mentioned above,
shows hatching in the face, the neck and hands; splendid
examples ofhow Dou enlivens the Oesh areas that would
otherwise become too dull ifcompletely smoothened. The
hands and faces in rhe oval pendants, Portrait ofa man and
Portrait ofa woman (Aurora Art Fund)" from [he early or
mid 1640'S, are painted using a similar hatching rechnique

(fig. 16). This technique is also found in the two late
Self-ponraits ftom respecrively 1663 (Kansas City) and c.1665

(Boston), and in the head and hands ofold Schoolmamr

sharpenill8 hi.s quiU, 1671 (Dresden).
It is rhetefore puzzling that Dou did not utilise this refined
definirion ofskin, so convincingly execttCed in the above
paintings, in the small Self-portrait (Spain, priv. coIl.) that
Bacr dates C.1645; a portrait rdating to Rembrandt's etched

and drawn Self-portrait from t63 t (London, Btitish
Museum)." If rhe current date is correct, it would confirm
Dou's cominued rdiance on Rembrandt's models well
into the mid-t640'S. It is obvious, however, comparing the

small self-portrait with the larger Cheltenham Self-portrait.
dated by BOler c.1635-1638, [hat the man in the small

portrait must be younger. Alogical consequence of this
obsetvation would be to date this small painring closer
in time ro its source, namely Rembrandt's t631 erching.

Keeping the current date would technically speaking
make the painting an ottCsider among the orher paintings
from the 16405.'9 We fed that DOll in the Cheltenham
Sdf-porrrait appears to be around thirty-seven instead of
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Hatchin8
In Dou's pictures hands and faces are rendered with minute
hatching or parallel lines suggesting wrinkles. Sluijter also
observed this technique, which contrasts with the smooth

ly blended paint application in the rendering ofmany
orher materials. ll

In the Self-pornait (t635-38, Chel ten ham) the description
offlesh with narrow parallel lines is evident (fig. t5). The
curved lines in the face render form by the same means as

(c.1660, Berlin), dark, greyish brushstrokes can be seen

through the paine layer in the neck ofthe woman, whose

back was lowered in the final version.Jl The undetmodd
ling is also apparent in the later Grocery sltop, 167Z, for
which a greyish-brown was extensively employed.3Z Here,
apart from thin lincs of underdrawing in certain areas,
broad brushstrokes reveal [he initial lay-in of the dark
shadows.
This shift towuds a cooler tomlity must be seen as a
deliberate transformation towards a less warm overall hue,
especially in the Oesh colours. The wum and mellow
wnality of the early Youna violinist with its balanced
harmony ofcolours is in great contrasr with the later
Grocery Shop, which is much more sparkling and colourful.
This change also rcquired a change in the lower layers of
the build-up in order w be effective, which illustrates how
Dou adapted to changes in style and fashion late in his
career.

It is clear though that the use of broad brushsrrokes for the
initial lay-in of the undermodelling, something the young
Dou picked up in Rembrandt's Leiden studio, stayed with
him throughour his career. In a way Dou maintained a
'Rembrandtesque' first approach when confronted with the

prepHed panel's whirish empty space.

• G. Oou,
Portrail of a man,
c.1644 (detain
Aurora Art Fund

G.Oou,
Sell·portrait,
1635-38 (detail)
Cheltenham Aft Gallery

and Museums.
Cheltenham



, I Two details from

the wings of an Antwerp
polyptich, C. 1525.
Inv.no. WRM 439/440.
Courtesy I. Schaefer,
Wallraf-Richarl.z·Museum,

Koln

G. Dou.
Old Woman with Jug
at a Window (detail)

Kunsthistorisches

Museum, Vienna

only twenty-two to twenty-five as implied in Bads
catalogue entry. Thus it should be dated around 1650,
as was earlier the case.'O

cloth~ scamps
In his use ofspecial effects DOli also looked back to his
ancestors' achievemenes and borrowed from them a special
technique co create rextures, which goes bOick ro the Middle

Ages. Sevetal authots have expressed their fascination with
the blue skirt of the Kitdlen maid at a Willdow (Karlsruhe)

and ofThe YOlll18 Morha (sec fig. 8). Minute spots ofblue
paine artanged in parallel lines give a convincing impres
sion of the rextile of the skim. It is miking how rhe par
tern continues withour raking any nQ[ice of the folds in the
skirr, something often found in the beOlutiful patterns of
brocade in 15th and 16th century paintings. We acrually
have to look at this period to find rhe origin ofDou's
method. In order co imirate the textile a piece ofcloth with
a distinct weave structure was used OlS a stamp.·' It was
ptessed on 01 rhin layer of paint on the slab or glass plate,

and by successively pressing the cloth on a specific area in
the painting, the pattern was transferred (fig. 17).

Handprints
Dou Ollso used his own hand to create some unique patterns.
The small almost square area of blue skirr seen in the old
WomanlVith ]118 at a Window (Vienna) has diagonOll, slightly
curved lines created by pressing rhe palm ofthe hand inco
01 thin blue glaze over the folds of the skirr (fig. 18). He also
used this technique co creare a convincing textile pattern

in the cloth with the scull in the Hermit PrayinB, 1670
(Minneapolis).
In the 16 and early 17th cencuries many painters used these
special effects. Apristine example can be found in Joachim
Wrewacl's Mars & Venus surprised by Vulcan (1601), where the

green-yellow chanseanc curtain above the bed obtained its

interesting texrile-like appeatance by Wtewacl pressing his
fingers into the, still wet, green glaze, which was applied
over the yellowish undermodelling of the curtain."

Almost all ofDou's paimings show some form of

change in ehe composition. This is conmey to Schiilzcl's
observations when he states thOit neither Dou nor ehe
other Fijnschildm made corrections other rhan in the
final details.' l Baer memions 1 number of these so-called
pemimenci and we will add to rhis." Pmrimenri,
demonstrOitions of the search for the final shape or

composition as well as signs of the freedom and comrol of
the artist, play an important role in Rembrandr's working
practice.+) In Dou's case it is revealing rhae even though
he may have made preparatory sketches on paper and
definitely made underdrawings, during the acmal painting
process a rearrangemem ofcertain elemencs took place,
which indicates his cominued search for rhe right form.
There are some quite significam changes. Below rhe lure

in Srilllife wiTh Blobe, lute, and books a fully painted fiddle
can be discerned. It is turned around with the bridge
holding the strings clearly visible. Also in rhe delicately
executed Man inrerrupted ill his lVritil18,·· supposedly from
C.1635, changes were made. The large book, originally
posirioned flat on the table, is placed against the globe,
which allowed Dou space to include rhe skull, lacking in
the firsr composition. Dou may have based his original
composition on Rembrandt's etching of]an Uytenbo8oerr

(1635), where several books and papers lay relatively flat
on the table. He therefore may initially have followed

Rembrandt's prototype much closer than so far suggested.
Also the smaH oval poruait ofa Youn,g Girl" shows
significant changes in her right arm from the originally
planned shape that was scratched into the wet paint of the
undermodelling - a method comparable to what was found



Houbraken claimed that Dou painted everything '...with

the grearest care looking through a frame sttung with
[horizoncal and vertical] strings...''' Such a procedure was
used to carefully reproduce and transfer the image onto a
pand where a similar grid was drawn. [n Dou's paintings

We know that Dou kept strict accountS of the number of

working hours and days on each ofhis paintings, probably
JUSt like Adtiaen van der Werffdid in his taldet a generation
laret. 51 This does not only indicare a craftSman-like atritude
towards the art of paincing but also underlines his need to

document the enormous effort pur inco his work. layer
afret layer, derail after detail was carefully rendered with
smooth and fine brushes. Agood example can be found
in The Doccor, 1653.'1 The folds of the heavy blue curtain
now bundled against the architecture to the righr were, in
an earlier stage, arranged diffetencly. This change would
not necessarily require much extra work, however, the
complete re-painting of the doctors head and his right
hand would have taken several days. The head was held
straighr in the earlier stage. The hand was originally
positioned only a few millimetres higher than now, a
change that seems of minor importance for the overall

composition compared to the labour involved (figs. ZO-Zl).

However, the alteration of the position of the hand and

the head certainly adds significancly to the intensity ofthe
doctor's gaze at the aacon with urine. With his meticulous
working practice ir must have been a major decision for
Dou to abandon what looks like a fully finished head,
several times the size ofa fingernail. Although Schalzel
calls the change of the head of the Music Teacher (Dresden)
from profile to rhree-quarrer profile a 'minor detail',S< for
Dou this must have been very laborious. [t was however
an artistic necessity.

G. Dou, The Doc/or. 1653 (detaill
Kunstlilstorisches Museum. Vienna. Courtesy E.Oberthaler
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• IRR (detail) of

G. Dou, Portrait of an old
woman in a fir trimmed
coat (Cassell with

numerous scratched lines
in the underpaint

in the headgear below the surface paint in slighcly eadier
old Woman in Cassel (fig. 19J.
As noted by Baer thete are several penrimenri in the Youn8
violinisr including rhe shape of the book on the table, the
table itself, the chait, and the position of the figure." Also
the basket on the wall next to window was shottened, but
most interestingly, seen in the light ofBaer's interptet:ltion
of the youngster as ofa higher social class, is the change in
the window. Originally the lead bars were painted a few
millimeues below their current horizontal position, and
there was an decorated glass oval painting, or glass-in-lead,
between the fourth and sixth horizontal bars. Such elegant
md coscly decoration would fit Baer's interpretation,
but does not go along with the rathet worn and modest
interior. Dou apparendy changed the window thus
adapting it to the rest of the house.
In connection to the artistic need to change and rearrange,
we recall Sandrart's recording ofDou's painting process.

He notes how it took Dou up to five days JUSt to underpainc
a hand, and he concinues by imagining how much time
would have been required to tlnish the rest of the

painting.'· SandrJrt may have been slighcly exaggerating
when he praised Dou for the extraordinary energy and
focus he had devoted to paiming a broom the size ofa
fingernail. However, Dou allegedly commenced that he
would need thtee days work to finish it.'o Therefore a
seties ofcorrections in his Self-portrait (Brunswig)SI instC:ld
offaithfully following his underdrawing must have cost
him a [Ot ofextra time. Changes were made to the hat,
hairline, collat and fingers. The standing figure in this
small image was originally depicted in profile, but is
now facing us. The head of the seated woman was slighdy

changed, as well as the position ofher right hand. An
underdrawing indicates that the cable was originally
planned to be larget than in the final depiction.

L
I



IRR (detail) wIth Indication of first hand right

of presenl position, Courlesy E Oberthaler

G. Oou, Lady at

her TOIlet. 1667
Museum Boijmans Van
Beuningen. Rotterdam

the lise of rhis technique could not be confirmed by JRR.

Sandrarc st;md that Dou '...painted all his works wearing

glasses, even when he was still young and in his early
thirties...'" This seems possible ifwe consider Dou's
refined technique. Roger Dc Piles in 1715 suggested Dou's
possible use ofa convex mirror, an assumption that cannot
be verified."
However, Dou seems to have used at least one pragmaric

and sttaightforward traditional manner in painting his
spatial interiors: the well-known method of positioning
a pin in the central vanishing poine of the composition,
probably with a string amched to it, or a ruler guided by
it. In, for example, 'The YOUl1lJ Mother rhe pinhole, now only
visible on the X-ray. is placed above the head of the girl
by the cradle. [n the Lady at her 'Toilet the pinhole is fou nd

on the shoulder of the maid.'·
Dou's contemporaries such as Gabriel Metsu, Pieter de
Hooch, Samuel van Hoogstraeten, Johannes Vermeer, and

practically all the architecture painters also practised this
method. 59

Aperspective construction is, however, not always as
straighrforwardly appreciated, as it is created. The

perspective in the Lady at her Toiler has been described as
mistaken or nor convincing.'oThe reason for this sratement
is found in the prominent wine cooler in the foreground,
which appears to be sliding off the floor. We have observed
comparable phenomena in the early paineings by Vermeer,
where the floor tiles in the Glass ofWine also show
a certain distottion.'1 However, the distorcion is only
apparent if the observer is standing too far from the
painring to be able to appreciate the construerion of the

perspective. Therefore, in order to arrive at a rrue valuation
of the spatial illusion of rhe image, ideally we should have
OUt eyes positioned exactly ar the same distance from the
painting as the distance points are from the vanishing

point.·' If we observe Dou's Lady ar hcr'Toiler with our eyes

positioned approximarely 50 cm from the painting, the
distortion disappears.
Connoisseurs in Dou's rime would undoubtedly look ar

the paintings from close by to value the refined technique.
In fact. Dou deliberately drew his admirers close to his
images by often having them ftamed behind hinged doors.
Upon opening rhe doors one would necessarily be vety

close - roughly within the 50 em mentioned above - and
subsequently be totally overwhelmed by rhe treasure
revealed. We may thus have an explanarion for why ro
present-day museum crowds who arc kepr ar a safe
distance from the paintings, some of the paintings appear
too elaborate in their spatial illusion.
There is even evidence that lady al her 'Toiler {fig. H)

originally had a painted door" depicting :lwoman
nursing her baby, when it was still in the Sylvius
collection in Leiden, 1673.6. The perspective in this

painting is therefore not at all skewed bur essential for the
full appreciation of the scene when viewed ar close [:lnge.

Dou's Lady at her Toilet is in many ways a compositional

paraphtase of his earlier DoC/ors Visit, 1663.6' Here too,
there seems to be an exaggerated perspective in the
interior. accentuated by the sreeply recessing lines in
th~ windows. However, the Doctors Visit is patLicularly
interesting as its doors are preserved. The two doors.
measuring closed 102,5 x 82 em, represent a silver jug

standing in :l dish with a cloth in a sh:lllow niche.6'
Amodified repetition of this still life is also found on

the table in the (ater lady ar 1m Toiler.'7

Twenty-two out oftwenty-seven ofDou paintings in the
De Bye's collection were mounted in 'cen kas' [in a box]
and four of these had paintings on rhe exterior. Out of
the cleven Dou paintings in the aforementioned Sylvius
collection, four had painted doors.os Apristine example



Attributed to G. Dou,
Old woman Pealing apples,
(.1629-1631 (detail)
Staalliches Museen

Preullischer Kulturbesitz,

Gemaldegalerie, Berlin

ofone ofDou's paintings owned by De Bye is the Still
life with candle and watch, now in Dresden.69 This painting
formed the door ofa box in which, originally, a dark
candlelit cellar scene could be found,'o
Possibly an additional pair ofdoors by Dou are to be
recognised in Still life with Book and Purs~ (Los Angeles,
Fischer Gallery) and Still Lif~ with HourS{ass, pcn casc, and
Prill[ (W<ldsworth Athenaeum Museum ofArt, Hartfotd,
Con.) (rom 1647.71 The objects arc depicted from a close
vanuge point and are arranged on wooden shelves.
Unfortunately we can only guess which painting would
have been hidden behind them. As closed doors, the two
panels would have measured approximately 23,5 x 36 cm,
thus the painting behind the doors would have been
slightly smaller, close (0 20 X 33 cm. In contrast with the
Louvre painting it would have a for Dou unusual horizontal
forID<lt. These me<lsurements, however. are strikingly
comparable co the (supposedly) ten yeus earlier Still Life
wirh Globe, lure, and Books (Hornstein CoIL). 7l

What we encounter in Dou's use ofperspective is an anist
very conscious of the dfects ofspace, leading the gaze of
the speccaror by drawing him close to study every subtle
detail. Dou could proudly do this, as it was precisely the
perfect rendering ofa super-natural detailed world that
became his trademark. This firmly places Dou amidsr the
fashion of m<lking crompe I'rei!, perspective boxes and other
'bedriegertjes', so eloquently described and performed by
tWO other Rembrandt apprentices, Samuel Hoogsuaten
(1627-1678) and Carel Fabririus (16zz-1654},71

There are more paintings attributed to the early period
ofDou than those who found their way to the'mosr
recent Dou exhibition. We feci that in this exhibition
weak imitations were presented as e<ldy works by Dou,
and thus an explanation for our judgement is relevant,'·
The young Rembrandt spent time copying intemation<llly

known masters like Lucas van Leiden, Titian. Rubens, Jnd
Ustman. Dou, maybe less ambitious, found his models in his
maSter's workshop. The practice ofan apprentice, grinding
paint, drawing, and copying the master's works, is suHiciently
explained elsewhere." It would seem obvious to assume
that the young Dou would have produced paintings not
only emulating the master's technique but also his compo
sitions. However, simultaneously with Dou, other pupils
may have been working in Rembrandt's studio, which
makes the identification ofDou's early oeuvre very difficult.
later on in Dou's career he, too, had students who copied
his works or other paintings wirhin his collection. One just
needs to recall the face that nine copies or variations are
known of the old woman womin8 0 pot OfJlOWcr5 (Vienn<l}.76
Possibly Dou even kept some of his own early copies for
this purpose, something th<lt theoretically could tesult in
'second-generation' copies after Rembr;lIldt.
An anempt to recreate Dou's oeuvre from when he entered
Rembrandr's studio until his earliest dated work in 1637

will therefore, as was also agreed by Baer, have to be an arc
hisrorical construceion."
We shall attempt ro define the technical criteria for this
research. Two aspeces have to be combined: Dou's tr<lining
in understanding drawing, engraving and painting on
glass, and Rembrandt's influence both as a technician and
as a history painter. The laner specialisation would seriously
require the creation ofa convincing sparial illusion. BOler
mentions that Dou never painted hisroricalscenes himselU"
Interestingly, on the easels wirhin Dou's studio-interiots,
we ofren find a hisrory painting in progress. This must be
interpreted as a clC<lr and significant signal about his euly
training.

FI~sh point as a ko/ characteristic
The particular aspeCts ofDou's technique, as described
above, will form the basis for our critical reading ofsome
ofhis paintings. By doing this it will become difficult ro

1tt dI
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understand why some of the paintings described as DOll'S
earliest work lack so many of those specific qualities. For
example, the following three paintings lack the typical
hatching in the flesh areas: old woman Pealins apples,
c.1629-1631 (fig. 23), old man Readins behind the Easd. c.1631

1632 (New York), Old man 1i.gl!rin8 his pipe, C.1635 [fig. 24).

Instead, the paint is either coo smooch or coo heavily
applied. Is it conceivable that the young Dou in his early
paintings would ;tbandon a hatching technique he must
have fully masteced as a drafrsman and engraver before
his starc in Rembrandc's studio? And, if so, whac made
him pick it up again in 1637, in the YOlll\9 Vlolinist,
several ye;trs aftet Rembrandc left for Amsterdam?
In our opinion Dou never actually abandoned this refined
technique ofgiving skin its special slightly furrowed
char;tcter. In a number ofpaintings, which mllst have
been made prior to 1637. this can be observed. It is most
obvious in the very small Portrait ojan old womall
(Rembrandt's Mother) tentatively dated c.1630,79 In the
head ofthe old woman the thin parallel curved lines are
clearly visible under slight magnification. There are also
a few smooth areas where glazes are used to erase most
traces ofthe brushwork. The painting is execured over a
greyish ground, which gives rhe portrayed the some
what p;tle and transparent aura of nearing death. Also in
the larger Ge08raphcr from the early 1630S, we find hat
ching in the flesh of the hand.·o It is therefore hard to
imagine that the artist who employed such a refined
technique in the cwo aforementioned paintings, created
with such virtuosity in paint handling, a few years latet
painted the old man li8htl"8 his pipe without employing
this special effect. Apainting relevant for a critical
comparison to Dou's old womall Pedll\9 apples, C.1629

1631, is an Old woman eatil18 next to a spinuil\9wheel. lI

In an overall subdued tonality (somewhat abraded in
the woman's skirc) the hands and the face of the eating
woman are rendered with exquisite derail in hatching.
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" Attributed to
G. Dou, Old man fighting
Ilis pipe, c.1635 (detail)
Private collection. En21and

Ascribed to
Ja n van Spreelrven,
Scholar in his Studio
P. De Boer, Amsterdam

The scene is painted over a grey-buifground, with few
pentimenti and slightly open contours berween some of
the objects.
Ifwe accept that both the Portrait ojall old woman (Berlin),
the Schwetin painting, and the tWO small, oval portraits
ofa Portrait ofall old Mall and Portrait ofan old Woman
(Cassel), both without any doubt revealing the typical
Dou paint handling, predate the YOUli8 Violinist (1637i then
thete is within Dou's oeuvre hardly room for rhe technical
ly insecure and much weaker Old woman pedil\9 apples.
This painting, and also old mall li8htil18 a pipe and old mall
readil\9 behind the easd, is typified by an anist carefully
positioning the various objecrs on the panel in some kind
ofdrawn medium before the painting process began. The
cautious planning is characrerised by the open conrours
between the objects and the lack ofoverlapping areas. It
demonstraces how the painter in the old lVomall pedinS
apples kept reserves for the chair, and for the bread on the
table. Also the technique of rendering a tablecloth with
numerous small brushstrokes, applied in an orderly, yet
'woolly' paint application, is more comparable to the
technique we find in a painting ofa Scholar in ilis Studio.
formerly attributed to Dou bm recently ascribed to Jan
van Spreeuven (fig. 25).·2

in An'old woman eatil\9 Ilext to a Spilllllll8 whed (Schwerin)
rhe space in che depicted room is convincingly packed
with objects showing the typical Dou repoussoirs left and
right. The more subdued colours arc contrary to the harsh,
purplish colours seen in a painting in Montreal that is
bel ie"ed to be irs antecedent, Interior with an old WOlllan
eatin8 porrid8e.1J And indeed, if this painting precedes
Dou's replica in Schwerin, we may have found ehe transi
tion towards An interior with YOUl\9 Violinist (1637), in both
rhe depiction ofa crammed interior and rhe moce subtle
use ofcolours.



The vitality ofthe young Rembrandt in his Lcidcn hisrory
Pim, (Leiden), the Tobias accusin8 Anna ofmalin8 dlc kid
(Amsterdam), and the Music AllfBory (Amsterdam), all ftom
1626, is striking. Rembrandt packed these paintings with

objects and applied btight colours with a heavily loaded
brush where needed, and smoothly in other areas."
Rembrandt's transirion towards a more subdued pallet

starts in 1627-t6~8, the year Dou enters his studio. It seems
rherefore conceivable that the young Dou, aftet spending
the first period copying Rembtandt's stock ofeadier works,
during his later years in Rembrandt's atelier abandoned
the harsh colouring. We arc convinced that a talented
young artist like Dou, confronted with Rembrandt's works

such as An old usurcr rxaminiltB a coi,t·' from 1627, Simeon in

che Temple,·' andJudas alld che rltirry piem ofsilVfr from t629
as welt as by Simcon's son8 of praise from 1631," would not
only obtain a good understanding ofsubdued colouring,

but also of the sparial illusion which Rembrandt achieved
in chese paintings.

History pairuin8
The young Dou was, during four years, confronted wirh
the works ofa cherished history painter. Therefore it
seems hard to imagine that Dou did not artempt this genee
himself. The detail with which the Budapest picture ofa
lriden Military officer with still life is painted does indeed
point towards Dou as rhe aurhor." The usc of the brownish
undermodellillg is visible in the warm glow ill the saddle,
which agaill reveals the skilful master in the fine, opaquely
rendcrcd details in the leathet. The head of the soldier
shows some impasto. This area probably troubled rhe
young Dou as other shapes ;ll1d positions of the head can
be discemed below the current surface.

Recendy it was convincingly suggested that the large
Prince Rupert of the Palarine, c.J631, was most probably begun
by Rembrandr but finished by Dou.·' The detail used to
rendet texriles, fur and other matetials as well as the paior
handling direct us towards Dou. The x-ray of the painting
reveals a Rembrandtesque start to this composition.90 In
the 1657 inventory ofJohannes de Renialme a collaborative
painting is mentioned."
In order to fl1reher understand rhe lack ofconvincing

earlier history paintings by Dou we probably have to look
at currently misamibuted paintings. Ir is rrue that
Rembrandt developed a delicate touch duting his late
Lciden period, something most obvious in hisJudas aml chc
rhirry picces ofsilver," and in the Abduction ofProserpina from
C.1631.9) Here, apare ftom a subtle brush and almost

Vermeeresque globules ofconfusion in the highlighrs
on rhe lion's head, small vital scratches in rhe wer paint

accentuace the arabesques in the shawl ofProsetpina.

Rembrandt
van Riin.
Anna and the
Blind Tobit,

c.1630-31
Natronal Gallery,
london

However, the qualities ofAnna and tile Blind Tobit (fig. Z6)9'

show, in our opinion, all the virtues of the upcoming
tUnschildcr. The technique ofharching in the flesh areas is
evident and the minute dots of paint in the headgear of
Anna ate more characteristic for Dou than fot Rembrandt.
Anna's spinning wheel was changed during the creation
of the composition." Other changes arc the alteration
of the outline ofAnna's left shoulder and the lower
positioning ofTobic's head and back.
With IRR faint fragments ofdrawn lines in the face of

Tobit were revealed; a feature that also links this picture
ro the creative process of the young draftsman Dou. More
information has surfaced with the IRR examination: bold
brushsrrokes, primarily in Anna's back, laid in at the firsr
stage of the painting process; in the undermodeHing or
'dead-colouring' stage (fig. 27). Above we demonstrared

how Dou utilised broad brushes and dynamic movcments
in his initial creative process. Dou's 'Rembrandtesque
hand', one could call it, howevet fine and smooth the
superimposed paint layers were to be. No paintings by
Dou's contemporary Fijnsrhilders have so far revealed this
characteristic feature."
During the confrontarion at the large Rembrandt exhibition
in t991-9~ of the weak Dou-like Old woman Pcali'!8 apples
with Anna and the Blind Tobir the latter painting again
became attributed to Rembrandt. However, comparing these
two works is almost equivalent ro comparing apples with
pears. We have to compare Anna and the Blind Tobir with

paintings ofa higher quality to arrive at the more plausible
conclusion namely that ' ... the entire picture is in fact by a
single hand and that hand is Dou's."7 The dating of the

painting, around 1632, seems convincing.'·



IRR (detail} with vigorous undermodelling,
Courlesy National Gallery. London

YOllnB portrait Of Rembrandr
During the recent exhibition Rembrandr by Hinmlf.
arguments for a de-attriburion of his early self-portrait in
the Mauritshuis were presented.99 Based on comparative
technical examination between Dou's old woman rmdina

a lectionary and the YounS pomair ofRembrandr we suggesred
Gerrit Dou as the possible candidate. Apart from rhe
comparable underdrawings in both paintings, and the
correspondences with the underdrawings observed in
the twO tronies ofold people in Cassd, demenes in the
technique ofpaint application appeared similat too. 100

An opporcunity [Ot a fitsr time confrontation between
the Old woman rmdins and the YOUIiS portrait ofRembrandt
occurred duting the Dou exhibition. With sutprise this
confrontarion turned our in fa vour of the Old woman,
which technically and as an image appeared superior to

the formerly so cherished YOUJ\9 portrait ofRembrandt. The
latter appeared less refined in the detailed brushwork,
and the strong claire-obscure seemed almost caricature-like
compared to the somewhat more balanced light effects in
the Old lYoman. We must therefore consider it to be rather
unlikely that the same hand made these tWO paintings
- at least not if the rimeframe between the creations of

the tWO paintings is as narrow as claimed in anothet recene
Rembrandt catalogue,lOl

We shall, however, end this atgument about Dou's early
oeuvte with the words ofAlan Chong who emphasised that

it may be dangerous to uphold an attribution to any artist
whose early work produced in Rembrandt's workshop can
not yet be identified with assurance. IOl This is, we must

admit, certainly the case with Dou.

It

Sluijter has observed that, just like Rembrandr who
distanced himselffrom Lastman's painting practice, Dou
also quickly departed from the technique of his master.'OI

In contrast with Rembrandt's choice ofsubjects, Dou chose

to paint non-narrative scenes where realism was more
important then depicting emotions or action. 10. However,

it should not be forgotten thar Rembrandt only stayed a
few monehs in Lastman's studio whereas Dou remained [Ot
almost four years with Rembrandt, which implies a much
stronget influence. Accually, arlers commenred on this

when he wrote that Dou during this four-year stay became
'1Il excellent mastet-painter. 105 Rembrandt's influenee is

therefore not only to be traced in Dou's early painrings but
also visible in wotks much larer in his cueer.

Although Dou was a trained draftsman. his widespread use
ofsketching his compositions directly on the suppOrt and the

face that he used the commonly employed pin-and-srring
method for his perspective, may account for the facr that
there are hardly any drawings or sketches known by rhe artist.
The use ofunderdrawings is for Dou more rule than exceprion.
Dou's smooth paint surfaces hide a much more 'Rembrand

tesque', vigorous manner ofa semi-rranslucent undetmo
dclling of the scene in btoad paint strokes, a technique that
remains characteristic throughout his career. for an artisr so
devoted to the meticulous rendering of the riniest clements
on objects, the constant change of proportion or pose of
fully ftnished elements must have been an overwhelming
inner conflicr. It is no wonder dut his works rook such a

long time to create.
Dou was definitely obsessed by inviting the spectator lip
close to cherish the objects rh;u were framed behind doors
ornamenred wirh [rornpt-l'~il, or that conrained painted
curtains folded aside in order to give us the opportunity
to peep into his miraculous world. This, however, is an

interesting contrast to Rembrandt, who is supposed to have
kept visitors in his studio ar a distance from his paintings
in otder to make them apprt:ciare his work better. 106

Dou's early paintings continue to pose a problem in
chronology; certainly the current daring is tandom and
nOtBn accordance with rhe techn ical development of rhe
young artist. Some of the paintings lack typical elemenes
ofDou's technique and must be regarded as copies by
other hands. In our opinion Dou also executed a numbet

of finely painted history pieces early in his career. His
techniques as wdl as his undersranding ofspace were
much better developed than several of the pai ntings
currently attributed to him make us believe.
One question remains. How many painters exercised their
hand in order to reproduce comparable images ro those of

Rembrandr and Dou, in only slightly different handwtitings?
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JS SChwerin, Stutsliche Mustu In,

inY.no, 116.

)6 WlIhingtonllondon/The H.gue
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37 B.er does nor mcnrion th.lt the
current signature in rht c.utouchc: is
positioned oyer Ol,n tuHer signlture

including .. unrc~d~ble date: :lfter rhe
word 'ANNO..:

3' Wzshingeonllondon/The H'gue
2000.90. fig I,

]9 1h( OIDiltet Picrurt. Durch and

Flemilh Mom" of ,he Smnte"".
C,nlury. fur. Riclurd Gr«n G,Il«ie)

(london, 1999),70-71: thc Cbd"nb.1m
Stlf-porl",ir i. dcscribcd" d1Ccd '.650'

on lhc t3blc edge! Cbri"ophet Wrighr
in Cacalo8ue ofForcisn Pd.intirl8sfrom
[ne d" Ferrieres ColI«rioti and other foureCS.
Chdwthant Art GOUtlY Gnrl MLUturttS.

(Cheltenh,m. 19M) i, th, first to
note this d~te. probably t:lken from it

repore of 1975. Despite seJcching undcr
m~gQificittion. chere seems co be nQ
"vidence of ehe due. Howevcr there is

Ol mux next co the signature. which
is dtfficult to distinguish.

",0 Paul McKee h~s informed me th:tt
ri,e Chdtcnh.m Mr G.llery & Museum
will concinue to .1Ssume the p.1,.inting
to be from c. 1650 but will drop the
J.sscnion ofJ due on thc ublc: edge u
le:l$[ unci[ ehe pilincillg is n~)(c cle.ned.

" I. SChaef". ·Gcwcbe.bdrtltke in
fJ,ebigen l:azuren spacmittcl:l.lterlischcr

TerclmJ.lcrei·, in Z(irlchrUcfiJr

Kunsttcchllo!oSic und Konj'miC'Tul\~. l}

(1999) 1.40-'9.
41 Oil on copper. 11 .It 1505 em. Royal
C~binct I1f?Jintings M;auriuhuis.

inv.no. uJ. Fot othet (,x-lmples of
fingcr-impnnu sec I. Horovitz. 'The
nuceri;(b .tlld rc(hniquC'S of Europe:tn

p=r.incings on CUppCf support', in Copper

rJ~ Can\'tU. fIll" cCrlmricj' o!M(\Hcrpiect
rtHnrin,91 011 Copper lSZ.5·l77S. (cxh. at..

The Phoenix Art Museum, Phocnix.I\Z,
Nelson Aekins Mus('Uln. K:lnsjilS City,
MO. M.urirshui., The H,guej (Oxfnrd
Universicy Pre.ss. 199.9). 5J-.91.

4l Seholzel '000. Z!.

44 Wuhingron.:tondonlTht H:lgue
zooo. no's. S. 1S, 19.21,17. )0,12. 104.

45' xc Ernst V2n de Wetering
'Rc:mbr:lnd['s weckwijzC'. rc:chnieK in
dien$[ van d" illusie·. in Rembr;tndr:
Dc M<:c.scer & zijn Werkp(uts,
Ch. BrolYl1.l. Kelch. P. v,n Thiel cd...
{<xh. cu. SMPK Gcmlldeg.l"ie, B,din,
RljksmusC'um, Amsterdam, Nlcionll

GJll<ly, London[ (Zwolle, (991), "-)9,

1000, no. 7.

17 W..hinglon/London,lThc H.gue
2000. no, 9·

" W1Shing,on/london/The H.gu,
Z-COO,I\O.14_

"' Dil on p,nd, 13. ,+,3 em. london.
Bu,kinghJm P.lJec, inv.no. lB.

10 l Struick nn der toefl"& K. Groc:n,
'The R.cscorOlcion :lnd Tcchninl

EnminJition orCerard Dou's Young
Mochc:c in rhe Mauduhui$',in ICOM

CornmmccforC\lnunrarion.. 10lh TricnnlC1!

Mcctins, Wdslli'\9con D.C.. U-1.7 Aus1m
(99) [preprinrsl.93-lo).
11 Oil on pInel u,S x 2.8,6 em
(roundcd upper corners; proh.bly rut
down?). [eid,n. Stcddijk Museum
de ukcnh.1. in•.no. NK ,613. Thc
doeulncnucion of the underdrawing
W3S done wirh the mulri-spcceul

A:R.TJST (OlRl"U Jind 3. CPS 100 tripod.
in collJbor:uion with Art InnoY:lcion

B.V.• Hengelo.
u. Oil on p.nd, l7.1 x I;,; em,
BuekinghOlm Pll;acc. inv.no, H4.
1) Oil on pando z605' ,3,6 em. Roy,1
Dbintt o(PJ.incings MOluricshuis,
iOY.no. H-

14 011 on pane!. -40 x 2.9 em. Drc:sden,
GcmOlldtg31e:l'ie Alee Meister. SU:lrlichc

Kunscsammlungcn Dresden. jnv.no,
1707. Sec Dresden ZOOI, p. 20 and figs.
zs J. WJ.dUnI, 'Rcnlbr,lndcs cuter,
'hisslicher' Ala. Andromeda (c.16Jo)
resuuneft und uncersueht', RcsnJuro

!.OO)j [forthcoming].
16 Ir. COllremporuy ..nises· studio
inrcriors one oft~n St:es p:tintings
sunding on rhe CJi.sd with J.n und~r·

duwing in whiee, ochre oc red on ehe
,tighdy hutTor brown coloured
ground. J.I1 rn~r~rials chiiIC would noc
show in IR ••

17 oil on copptr. 16 x J2S em.
Konud O. Bernhcimcc. Munich. V:ln

TOlJn:tlvlict's conrinueii ust' O[OOIl'S

prop' will be pm ofs.H. KJr3u',
forthcoming monoguph on the- ;utist.

.3 Signed 'GOov', ccncr< leC,. Oil on
p:nd, 16,1 Xt1.0 em,
Ig Signed 'GDev', cencrc below, Oil on

p.nd, 44 K 37 ent. AmsrcrdOl,m,
Rijksmuseum. inv.no. A86.
)0 Confirmed b)' CtOSS-s<:cclons,
5:e BOer5Tn.1. in Washington/london!

The H.gue '000, l8.
It Informuion (t7.09.S7} (rom
Bc:ltrill: Cuf, senior ,o:'\.s~rv:uor

'.M.P.'. G,m;ldeg,krie. Bcclin.
Jl Buckingham P~bce, inv.no. HS.

l3 Sluijrcr '991. ;8.
H A McNeill Kettering. Drawinss

.from dtt'ftr Borch Famiry Studio Eiracc,

P. Nieuwenhuizen cds" Lcidu F~n·

"hildcu: ."on Gmir D~u lI)r Frans VOII

MteriJ de )0"8' 16Jo- 1760 [exh. Clt.

Sccddijk Mweum Dc hkenh,llcid,nj
(Zwolle, 19M), lS en 17; This nocion is
strongly underlin,d by Ronni Baer. Th,

Art a"d L~' 'fGemt Do., unpublishcd
esuy. hunrutc of Fine Arts, New York

Univcrsiey. (Ad."... 199'). 50 en 6,.
9 J. J. Orlcrs.ll<schrgvi'l!le dtr Sr.d,
leJd,n, Ilciden, '641).l77-
10 'Seine F.u~n rtcbe Cl" zuteUt nur
;lufGIOl,s und nu.chee s1th die Pinsd
,db.!. Scin hler I Pinsc! und F1Cb
hide er wcgen des S,aube. I dcr ilul
ichr b6chwarce Ilufs :a((crfleissigst

\'crschlosStn lund wJ.nn c:r sich zum

Mahlen geseczt! wJ.nete cr noch bng!
bi.. d" St1uh ,ieh .-ollig gdcge I .1.
d.nn nahme ef ecst in Stille JUS dem
neben ihm stehenden K~sdcin das

Seuek Pal" hcrtilr I tcmperirrc F"b
L.Ind rinse! / und ficnge 2n zu ubciten
I \'crschlossC' ~~lch n3ch ycrrichcem
I..r. J. Von 5andnc[, Ttucsdt( Att'tdcrttit

tier (\Uw. 81lu., BIId-. ulld Ml1h1(r~ ..

K.nrte, (Nuremberg. 1675-'679) [edirion

199,1, '96.
11 Dnwing in bbck. whitC'. <lnd red
ch;dk; brown \Yuh on the o... .:tl border.

Paper, 191 x 168 mm. Louvre. inv.no.

"179·
11 EXlmined in the Rtjksml1scur'n b.v
E. 8uijsen. A. Verburg lnd (hr JUlhor
In Occober 1998 ",'ith [he RID C'qUlp

ment consisting ofJ Hilmam,HSU C

'400 ,quipped with. N'606·06 .clect
\'idicon. il Nikon Micro-Nlkkor l:z.~.IH

mm kn•. Kod," Wr1cccn 3;C filter.
with:l: lucius & B.cc \OM 1710 monitor
[62S lines). Digiti.s~d documcnn.cion
with.l Meccol RCB fnmegrJ.bbcr.
768 x p.; pixds. colour-vision t\>olk.ic
(Visu.l.Ib;nic). The digit:a) ionga w<re
.lSscmblcd on J compurer using Adobe
Phocoshop 'f.O. Th, ciocumenution in

fig. 4.12.14 .lnd 19 '0":1.5 done with the

umc Set-up by M. Wolters ;ana the
:llllhoc.
IJ PorrrCIl( ofnn old mutt in d plumed

!Jem and30's~t, "if on polnc!. 0\'.11.

Z4 x 18 em. Monogrnnmed right:
GD; Porrnllt ojan old WOlth11l1ll nJl,r

trimnleJ ClUll, oil on p.md. aVJiI.
24 x 1& em. Cusel, GC'mtldeg:llcrie
Altc Meister. iov.nos. GK 2.S7 J.nd
CK 158.

14 Vi~uileX.1min"tion during tne

De L,,:rlH Fijr25('hildtr~ uic Drudrn

e-xhibition in Lcidcn.
I" Wa.shingconllondonrrhe HOlgce

2000, no. 6.
16 W;lshingron.:londoniThe- H:ague
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7 H. Miede:m3, 'Over de wurdering
...In architect en bcddende kunsten~.r

in de zenicnde e~uw', Oud Holland, 94
(,ll)(19&o), 71-37.5<<>1.0 G. Korc.ue,
'lcidcn zu Rembr;tndts ZCLC'. tn Dcr
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46 W..bing,on;London;The H.gue

ZOOO, no. 4·
47 Dresden, Gernildeg.lcrie Alec
Meiner, SCl~dichc Kunscsammlungcn

Dresden, inv.no. G~l. Nr. 1717·
45 BJcr in entry Wil3hingcon!Londonl

The H'gue '000. nos. S. 78.
4.9 S;lndr.1rt t994. jZO, ' ...ihm mit
grolk, Gedul, fiinfT'8el.n8 nur ,ine
H.lOd III unternuhlen i geseuea i
worJUS leicht IU erJ.chccn I wu fur
cine Zett d;JS ubrige diC'5~ Wtrklein.s
erfordcrc."
SO Slndrut 19.94, ]:0, 'Als wir abcr
un,er mdern den groaen Flei~ lobecn /
welchcn en 1D cinco Bescnsde!

gc:wcndt i der cin schlt<"ntcs grtllkr lis
dn Fingers N:1gd w:uc i JI11WocteCe er

l d:1u cr noch wol in die ti(ey T:lge

d1un zu 1rbciten fube.'
51 According '0 J letter 1'8.06.198S)
frorn liildegJrd K>1I... Herzog An ,on
Ulrich-Museum, [0 luuk Van der ladY.

J.t the M1Uritshuis. Oil on OVJI pJnd.

17 x lJ em. iov.no. 30J. Four pJ.intings
b,v Dou in Brunswig :11 show penti
mend, onc In underdrawing in bbck

eh.lk. R..dl'lS Hr""i" oil on p.nd. 19 x

\5 em, ;o'l.no. jD5; c. 16J5 (Sumo\vskil.
149)••nd Thr Yourod s,hala, (by Dou?).
oil on panel. 51 x. 44 em, in\'.no. 114.

both show pentimcnt1.1'hc Mcrollomcr,

mV.no. 10., llso shows penEimenti.
S'& SeC' Adrilcn \'.0 dcr Wcrfrs ufder
in Ernst \'.111 dec Wcrcring, Rcmbrnrllk

rnt: PlltHrfr ar \Vork. (Amst~rdJm. 1997J,

66. figs. 84-S;.
H Vienn:1, KlIn.sthistorischC':s
Mu:scum; Wuhington/londoniThe
H'gu, ,aoo. no. Jl (The H'gu, on I)').

54 Scholull001, u ;md 1Z-H·

55 '71S-17ll, \'0111, J.
56 SandCilIr 1994, 1.95

S7 Roger [)( riles, ."'br~St dt In yic dn

pnnms... , 2nd ed. [Puis, 17IS)• .:;18.
Sl RocrsmJ in Wuhingron/londonl
The H;lgue 2'000,)7.

S9 On De Hooch in P. C. SUUOl1, rittrr
~I, Hooch. 16Z9-l684. [cxh.cJt., Duhvich
P.:aintings GJII~ryJWJdsworth

Atheneuml (New H.:\vcn & London,
19.98), <f0-'tz. Exec-nn,,'c .il.::counts of
Vcrmeer's

working mechods in J. Wildum
'Vermeer in P:::rspeccivc·. inJ"h~tnn(J

Vennerr. [exh. CJt. NJ.rion.11 GllIely of

.-Irt. W"hington. D.C./ Roy.l C.bincc
oiPicrures Mll!ritshuu. The H.1gu~1

(Zwolle. '995). 67-79. Sec ,Iso
r~rspt(li\'('t'I; SAnrcnnm en de nr,hlteCtlltlr·

s,htldcrs van dt 17t ~cul\'.It'xh. 'Jt.
iioymJns VJn Bcuningcn, Ro((crd:un!

(Zwolle,I99 I ).

60 5<e also Bomm. 1000, 57

is! BrrJin. SU..J[lichcs Mmer:n
rr('uaisch('r Kultucbt'si~,

Gcm3Idtg~.lcdc. inv.llo.jE1C.
61 5<e J. W,durn. "oh,nnes V"meer

[.63'-1675).nd His U,e ofPmp""ivc.
in HiJrorical PRin~jllB Ttchl1iqucs.

Mdwiab. and Studio Practice. A. Wallen.
E. Hermcns.M. PcekC'ds.,Symposium
Prcprinllteiden Univ",i,y, [M.libu,
1995). 1~-I54: sec also nore 59, ,nd
J. \V:zdum. 'Vermeer :nd the Sp1ri;1
Illusion'. in 7h, World 'ft,ornins ill
che timt OfVtrmClr, fcxh. C.ilt.. Museum
Mtermlnr.o-Westreenilnum.

The HagueJ (Zwolle, 1995!. )1-4.9.
6) BOl:rSm1 mentions Dou's intcmion:a.1
wish ofdCJwing rhe viewcr dose co

che p:linting, however, omits the
inform.1lion of the p:linting origin:llly

being behind doors_ WashingrOl'/
london,rrhe H.gue lOOO, 57.
64 E. J. Sluijtec, 'Een scuck wlerin cen
jufr. VOOI de spitgel Y~n Gerrie 0011\\",

An",k. '3 ('983). 150-.61.
65 Oil 00 p.ilnd, 56 x67.&';:m.. Mustc
au Louvte. iov.no. 1Z1 J. Signed: 't66J

GDoy OUt 65 jJer'.

66 Oil on p.lnet each 10l,5 x 4J em.
Muscc du Louvrc. inv.no. \2J4.
6'1 For the: significance of ch~ silver j;lr

sec Sluijrer 1993, 30-12.

68 Sluijter 199J. 30 Jnd noee 66.

69 Oil on p,nd.1J.5 x J5.8 em.
Drc:sdcn, Gcmlldega!crie Alte Meistci.
Su;tlidlC Kunscs1mmlungen Dresden,
illv.no. 170'8. SeC' Dresden :001, JO-p.

'10 II10sr pIlOting in Dresden with
this subject i:s thought co) h.ve been
the pa.inting be:hind the: door! (see
GU. Dresden p. 1!.6, 'S} Bier in

W:shingtcn,llondonlThc Hlgue
proposes lno(her p1inting with tnis

,heme(m.'J).
7' The slightly trimrned p.nd"
currendy with se:Cl>ndlry added sirips,
me~surcs respcccive!)' 13. I :< 16-4 Cln
,nd ZZ.9 x 17.5 em, The" ,licgedly
do~.s not appc:[ any m,ltcn;a!

mdlclcioo supporting the possibility

of the cwo pllncings forming the doors
ofa box, :U w;u firsr proposed by I.

Bcrgnrom, 1956, Jnd subscquendy
rejecced byO. NJumann in 19$7.

5<e ehe en,ry [lnd no« I, p. 147) to
C3t. 17 ~nd IS in \V~shiogtonlLondonl

Th, H.gue 1000.

7" Some ofVermeer's pJimings wc:re

prob.bly mounted in boxes eornp.able
co Dotl's, howeY,r, no ph.ysicJI evidencC'
on Vetmeer's pJincings confirms
whi,h. Sec /\, BL1nkcrr Ct ill. ~'(nTl('lr
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(.-Irnmra,m, 199.1, u8.
71 5<e ,he forthcoming exh.m. on
C"rd Fa.brieius.ISuJclichcs Museum.

Schwerin/R0Y'I C.biner of Paintings
M,uriuhuis. D,n H"g! (Zwoll, '004).7. St:e ~Jso KJSseilAmscerd1m 2001

2002.,61-63.

7S V.n de W<t<ring '997, .nd

"pcci.lly 46-S9.
76 Oil on p.nd. ,S.l x ...S <m. A

looser. monogr.ilmmcd 'iilri~nt .shol'ling
SOMe unde[(lr~wing is found in thc
ROyll CoUc:ccion. London. jny.no. 356.
17 ROlll1i B;I;cr, orJl communiGtion

9 December 1999·

71 W"hingron!london/The Hagu,

2.000,90·

79 Berlin, SUJtlich( MU$C(l1

Preuaischer Kulturbcsitz.

Gem'ldeg.l<rie. inv.no. 347.
80 SdlwiCrin,SUltIiehes Museunl.

tnY.no. ]2.9.

Sa SChwerin, St:1~c1iches MusC't1m1

tny.no. J!6.

h Oil on p.nd, 45.6 x J6.5 ern. We are
gr2c('ful co rhe AmsterdJ:m Art DeIlers
P. Dc Boer for Ieuing us luminc rheir

p.ilincing, also \'f-leh lRR.lfJ. '''In
Sprecuvcn indeed is rhe .ntist rcmJ.lns
to be (onfirmed.

83 Berlijn/Amsterd.mjlondon t991

19.92.C,1(. 57. 306.

84 Scc Jlso }(;usc!/"'mslcrtbm ZOOl·

:loOOl.t:.

as Berlin, StJJtliche Muscen
rfeu{~isL:her Kulturbesin,
Gem.lldcgalcClc,. inv.no. gzl D.

16 Hamburg. H",mbur~cr Kuns~hlHe.

illv.no. &8.

17 Thc HJguc, rtoYll C.:ablnct o(
rIincings Aoburiuhuis. inv.no. 145.

sa BudIpest, Szcpm-vC5zeti Muv:um,

inv.no.61.10.
S, Oil on (anV:1S, IOl.9 X 8!.z em.

I. hul C~[[y Museum. l\Ihlihu.

inv.no.84.PA.570.
!10 K,;t5sdjl\msterd;tm ::00111002.
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J0RGEN WADUM

Rembrandt under the Skin.
The Mauritshuis Portrait ofRembrandt with Gorget in retrospect*

In the autumn of 1998, the world learned with astonishment of the results of a
routine examination with infrared reflectography (IRR) of the Mauritshuis paint
ing that had been known until then as Rembrandt's Self-Portrait of c. 1629, which
revealed a detailed underdrawing. I This reopened the debate on the authenticity
of the painting, and a subsequent confrontation with the Nuremberg version cast
serious doubt on the authenticity of the Mauritshuis work. 2 Not only is an under
drawing alien to Rembrandt's working method but, as will be argued below, the
character of the underdrawing in this case indicates that the painting was probably
made in Rembrandt's studio with the aid of a cartoon. The surface of a finished
painting is of course crucial for its attribution, and the smooth, linear technique
in the Mauritshuis work is totally unlike any other painting by Rembrandt. Other
aspects of the painting technique too indicate that this painting cannot be by Rem
brandt. The painted undermodelling, in particular, proved to be key to distin
guishing a Rembrandt painting from a work by one of his contemporaries. It is
our understanding of the build-up of paint layers and their characteristic handling
together with the final touches that makes us fully comprehend a painting. 3 It will
become clear that it is vital to integrate information from under the skin of the paint
with the final paint layer. In most cases neither of these two elements taken alone is
sufficient to decide 'Rembrandt-Not Rembrandt'.

The underdrawing below the smooth paint surface of the Mauritshuis painting
prompted a comparison between the Mauritshuis painting and the one in Nurem
berg; they were placed side-by-side for the first time.4 Everyone present agreed that
the painting in Nuremberg exhibited all the qualities of an autograph Rembrandt,
whereas the Mauritshuis work did not. Though a yellowed varnish covers both
paintings the flesh colour appears paler and cooler in tonality in the Nuremberg
painting compared to the Mauritshuis picture, which has a more orange and hence
a warmer tone. The richness or saturation of colour in the Mauritshuis work com
pared to the Nuremberg one is characteristic of a copy. The same is seen in the
Portrait ofRembrandt in Orienta/Attire in the Rembrandthuis compared to the slight
ly more restrained palette of the original in the Petit Palais, Paris, and also in the
Portrait of Rembrandt Jvith Gorget and Beret (Mukichi Okada Association Museum in
Atami, Japan, hereafter 'Atami') where the colour scheme is warmer than its prob
able prototype in Indianapolis.5

In the Nuremberg work, the paint depicting the facial features is applied vividly
and freely, sculpting the face in light and shadow. In the Mauritshuis painting the
brushstrokes are narrower and follow the contours of the face in a somewhat res
trained manner (figs. I and 2). While there is no secondary blending of the paint
with a soft brush in the Nuremberg painting, the Mauritshuis picture reveals the
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Detail of: Anonymous after Rembrandt, Portrait of Rembrandt with Gorget,
panel, 37.9 X 28.9 ern. The Hague, Royal Cabinet of Paintings Mauritshuis.

2

Detail of: Rembrandt, Self-Portmit Ivith Gorget, panel, 38.2 X 31 ern. Nuremberg,
Germanisehes Narionalmuseum.

extensive use of a soft brush to create smooth transitions between light and shad
ow. This blending is seen on the cheek, which retains its mellow appearance when
viewed from close by. Unlike the shadows of the Nuremberg picture, those in the
Mauritshuis version are painted with an opaque cool brown that practically covers
the underlying reddish-brown undermodelling. The following elements, described
in the catalogue entry in Rembrandt 0' Himself, are noteworthy: the light brown
highlight in the right iris (grey in the original) has been positioned too low, near
the middle of the iris; furthermore, the artist made a slight error in the position of
the highlight on the lower lip, which is too low and too far to the left to be convinc
ing for a light source at upper left. Another difference between the Nuremberg and
the Mauritshuis works is that the position of the eyes are slightly closer together in
the latter, while the facial featun;s are somewhat elongated, comparable only to the
rather awkward Self-Portrait with Plumed Beret in Boston. In the Nuremberg painting
the face is rounder in form, as in accepted self-portraits from the same period. All
these points not only confirm Rembrandt as the maker of the Nuremberg painting
but emphasise that the Mauritshuis work is a copy, possessing many of the mistakes
associated with copies.6 The inevitable dismay at the loss of a genuine Rembrandt
in the Mauritshuis collection was somewhat alleviated by the fact that the Portraitof
Rembrandt with Gorget is nonetheless a work of great painterly quality.7

In r65 8 William Sanderson, an English author of painter's manuals, described the
difference between an original and a copy thus:

An Imitator, does never come neer the first Author, (unless by excellent modern
masters own working) a similitude ever more, comes short in truth, which is in
the things themselves: The Copier being forced to accommodate himself, to
another mans intent. 8
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Capturing another artist's intention always poses a particular problem when mak
ing a copy. The problems encountered by the copyist of the Mauritshuis picture
have been enumerated above. Sanderson continued,

Old Pictures in a wonderful simplicity of Colours, draw their chief Commenda
tions, from a more accurate, and gracefull designe. New Pieces, on the contrary,
being but carelessy designed, stand most of all on their garish Colours, and some
affectation of Light and shadows, strained with over-daring.

It is almost as if Sanderson was aware of our current discussion.
As the unexpected underdrawing became the small stone that overturned the

carriage, triggering a reappraisal of the attribution of the Mauritshuis painting,
the following paragraphs will explain its significance for the assignment of this
work as a copy. Though underdrawing has never been associated with Rembrandt
before, it has been suggested that cartoons were used in his studio.

It:.
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The function of underdrawing and the use of cartoons

The use of cartoons, though generally associated with the Italian Renaissance, was
common among painters in the Netherlands from the Middle Ages onwards. The . 1

practice was widespread in early seventeenth-century studios. Van Mander devotes
a full nine verses of his Schilder-boeck (1604) to this subject, recommending that art-
ists make cartoons of the model or composition to be transferred to the painting
support. In particular, young artists must not forget to include areas of shadow,
highlights, plasticity and all the other elements essential to an exact copy of the
subject.9 We find a brilliant example in a painting by Anthony Van Dyck (fig. 3),
which has clear indentations from a cartoon showing the contours of the composi-
tion in the ground. 1O The artist 'merely' had to fill in the right colour within the
areas indicated by these lines. [I It has recently been suggested that the composition
of Rembrandt's Sacrifice of Isaac of 1635 (Hermitage, St. Petersburg) was transferred
within the master's workshop to another canvas with the aid of a cartoon. The
copy (Munich, Bayerische Staatsgemaldesammlungen) is dated 1636 and is attribu-
ted to Rembrandt's pupil Govert Flinck (1615-1660).'2

At first sight the underdrawing in the Mauritshuis picture appears sketchy in
execution, drawn with a fairly free hand. The hair is merely indicated with fluid,
curly lines and the gorget is drawn with numerous parallel sketch-like lines in a
quest for the right form. '3 Yet closer inspection of the IRR image reveals that the
facial features were executed with considerable care, with double lines being used
for the upper lip and the outline of the jaw.14 These extra lines, possibly denoting
an area of shadow or the placement of a light reflection, are indicative of a careful
copy after a prototype in which these features were already known. An artist draw
ing directly after nature would instead have employed hatching or the like to
suggest varying degrees of illumination in the face.

During the recent technical examination of the portraits in the Mauritshuis col
lection, another much earlier painting revealed an astonishingly similar use of an
underdrawing. In Jacopo de' Barbari's Portrait ofHendrik, Duke ofMecklenburg, 1507,
the hair, cap, and dress were suggested in an underdrawing only in loose, free
movements. 'l The face, on the other hand, was rendered carefully, using double
lines for the upper lip where the highlight was to be placed in the final painted ver
sion (figs. 4 and 5). The care and detail with which the facial details were drawn in
both De Barbari's painting and the Portrait of Rembrandt with Gorget recalls the age
old view of drawing as 'den Vader van t'schilderen,.,6 For centuries, apprentice
painters practised drawing faces, hands and feet for years before graduating to
painting,'7 whether they were studying in Italy, Germany or the Netherlands. '8
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Anthony van Dyck, St. Mary with

Chrilt Child, pand, 64.1 X 49.\ em.
New York, Metropolitan Museum
(courtesy of W. A. Liedtke).

These drawings were probably made on erasable tavolette,19 and the vast majority
have been lost. This makes it hard to identify a budding artist through his early
development as a draughtsman. Nevertheless, we may view the differences be
tween the two 'hidden' underdrawings in the Portrait ofHendrik, Duke ofMecklenburg
and the Portrait of Rembrandt lvith Gorget as exemplifying the comparative styles of
draughtsmanship in two artistic centres, however far apart in time. Both artists
clearly saw careful preparation of the composition in drawings and/or under
drawings as essential. Van Mander stressed in his Schilder-boeck that only the most
skilled artists could apply the dead-colouring directly to the support without any
indication of a composition. The more inexperienced painter would have to invest
much time sketching the scene painstakingly in charcoal and then drawing the out
lines in meticulous detail with sdverpoint before starting to paint. 20

Ariane van Suchtelen rightly notes in her entry on De Barbari's painting that the
underdrawing appears to have been made using a cartoon from which the main
features were traced onto the white ground. a1 Then the faint chalky lines were
drawn up with a pen, carefully following essential contours, and freely indicating
features of lesser importance. In his II libra dell'Arte ([. 1400) Cennini writes that
when the artist has finished his underdrawing, he should ponder the result for a
few days before making any necessary improvements:

When it seems to you about right (and bear in mind that you may copy and exa
mine things done by other good masters; that is no shame to you), when the
figure is satisfactory, take the feather [bird's wing] and rub it over the drawing
very lightly, until the drawing is practically effaced; though not so much but that
you may still make out your strokes. And take a little dish half full of fresh water,
and a few drops of ink; reinforce your whole drawing, with a small pointed min
ever brush. Then take a little bunch of feathers, and sweep the whole drawing
free of charcoal. 22
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Detail ofIRR computet assembly of:
Jacopo de' Barbari, Portrait ofHm
drik, DllkeofMecklmhllrg, c. 1510, pan
el, 59., x >7-5 em. The Hague, Royal
Cabinet of Paintings Mauritshuis
(courtesy of J. van der Weerd,
M. Geldof and J. R. J. van Asperen
de Boer).

The technique described here doubtless corresponds to working procedures north
of the Alps. Meticulous examination of the infrared reflectograph image reveals an
interesting feature recalling Cennini's words and supporting the use of a cartoon
in the Portrait of Rembrandt Ivith Gorget. A second, fainter pair of eyes, part of a
mouth and part of the left hairline appear slightly lower and further to the right
compared to the dearly visible drawing that was used in the final picture (fig. 5).
These faint traces clearly represented an initial attempt to determine the position
of the face.

While De' Barbari did not follow all the drawn indications of dress, hair and cap
in the painting process, he did keep to it when painting the face. It seems that an
identical procedure was employed in the Mauritshuis Portrait ofRembrandt lvith Gor
get: tracing with a cartoon and erasing unwanted lines (,with a bird's feather') be
fore making the final underdrawing. Van Mander refers to a similar working pro
cedure, advocating that young artists should wipe off their carefully drawn
composition with silverpoint before starting to paint!3 In PortraitofRembrandtwith
Gorget too the final underdrawing was followed carefully in the face, but elsewhere
the sketchy lines served only to give a rough indication of form. In a recent study
Ella Hendriks has shown that the Haarlem portraitist Johannes Cornelisz. Ver
spronck (1606/09 -1662) used extensive underdrawing in his portraits. He also
supplied rough indications of elements such as hair, which he did not follow in
the final painting process. 24
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Detail of IRR computer assembly of:
Anonymous after Rembrandt, Par
trait a/Rembrandt lVith Gorget, panel,
37.9 x 28,9 em. The Hague, Royal
Cabinet of Paintings Mauritshuis
(copyright A. Verburg/Srichting
RKD).

When the almost completely erased initial outline of the face in the Mauritshuis
picture was traced onto a transparent overlay and superimposed over Rembrandt's
painted Selj-Portraitwith Gorget in Nuremberg, the position of these features proved
to coincide exactly with those of the latter painting. In both tracing and painting
the figure leans somewhat tOj"the right, as in most of Rembrandt's early self-por
traits. What is more, in the Mauritshuis work the left outline of the gorget and
the sitter's shoulder were positioned a little further to the right in the underdraw
ing than in the final painting. In contrast, the outline in the traced underdrawing
perfectly matches that of the sitter's shoulder in the Nuremberg painting.

The hypothesis that the copyist of the Portrait oj Rembrandt with Gorget in the
Mauritshuis used a cartoon is further substantiated by superimposing the two sepa
rate underdrawings of the face found in this work over one another. The lines used
for eyes, mouth and hairline are practically identical. This strongly suggests that
the painter of the Mauritshuis work used a cartoon of onlY the facial characteristics
when transferring the image. After his first attempt he probably wiped off most of
the black chalk; he then moved his cartoon upward and to the left to complete his
second tracing, producing the clearly visible underdrawing followed in the execu
ted paint layers.
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It seems safe to conclude that the copyist of the Mauritshuis picture initially inten
ded to make a 'literal' copy of the Nuremberg Seif-Portrait with an identical position
of the figure on the panel. He then altered the position of the head by drawing the
face again, a few centimetres upwards and to the left. The new position gave the
sitter a more upright posture, projecting an air of self-assurance not found in the
Nuremberg painting. This position was followed in the meticulously executed fi
nal paint layers. The transformation was so complete that Rembrandt's Nuremberg
tronie in the Hague version acquired the formality of a Portrait ofRembrandt.

The discovery of the underdrawing in the Portrait of Rembrandt with Gorget, how
ever, naturally caused some to wonder if - against all odds - examination of other
early Rembrandt paintings under the same conditions might not reveal similar un
derdrawings. Even if we established the drawing as stylistically incompatible with
Rembrandt, was it not conceivable that another 'head', tronie or history painting
might reveal faint traces of drawn lines below the paint layer? To answer this ques
tion a substantial number of early Rembrandts were subjected to systematic IRR
analysis for the first time. This project also included paintings formerly attributed
to Rembrandt and works by Jan Lievens, Gerrit Dou, and Isaac de Jouderville - 59
works in all. 2j The provisional results revealed underdrawings only in paintings by
or attributed to Gerrit Dou (see table I).

The project also proved that Rembrandt's virtuoso application and use of un
dermodelling in paint shows up in the IRR image. We had gained a completely
new source of information. IRR analysis reveals that the shaded parts of the face
in all examined Rembrandt 'heads' from 1626 to 1634 (the period of this study) have
a characteristic patchy appearance. Since this phenomenon is absent from portrait
paintings by Lievens, Dou, De Jouderville and other artists close to Rembrandt,
we may have discovered an important clue for the identification of Rembrandt's
painting technique. IRR analysis shows up his virtuoso application and integra
tion of a painted undermodelling belOlv the paint surface and enables us to distin
guish Rembrandt's technique from that of his early contemporaries. The analysis
proved that the preparatory layers, the undermodelling, in the Mauritshuis work
clearly differ from Rembrandt's technique.

The following paragraphs will show that the initial paint layers below the surface
to a large extent determine the final image, and explain how this layer can be read as
'fingerprints' that help us to determine whether or not a portrait is by Rembrandt.

Looking below the surface

In the 1930S the master forger Han van Meegeren had hoodwinked the art world
into accepting several of his works as early history paintings by Johannes Vermeer.
When the swindle was discovered, science was called upon to analyse the forgeries.
It proved a simple matter, using sophisticated new techni~ues, to distinguish ori
ginal materials from those that had been artificially aged: The connoisseur's eye
would not suffice; the assistance of new technologies and science was needed to
unmask the forgeries. One of the first studies publishing the findings of this new
interdisciplinary collaboration was Rembrandt in the Mauritshuis by De Vries et al. 27

The Rembrandt Research Project (RRP) was determined from the outset to em
ploy all available analytical methods in order to clarify Rembrandt's complex tech
nique and to resolve authenticity problems. The impact of this scientific approach
cannot be overestimated and the RRP method was probably the starting point of
what is known today as 'technical art history'. After almost forty years of Rem
brandt research, this scientific approach has produced one of the best-documented
oeuvres of any artist. Even analysis using X-radiography, infrared photography,
detailed documentation of panels using dendrochronology and of canvases using
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IRR

The use of IRR or a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD)3 1 for the study of paintings is
mainly used to find out whether an artist used a sketch, a punched cartoon, a com
bination of the two,32 or a precise underdrawing applied to the white ground prior
to the painting process. The discovery of an underdrawing has often helped con
servators and art historians to suggest an attribution of a painting otherwise diffi
cult to place. IRR has proved especially valuable in examinations of paintings from
the 15 th and 16th centuries, ad'd sporadically for the 17th century. But its potential
has yet to be fully exploited. 33 Brushstrokes- and underdrawings - containing car
bon black will show up dark, as they absorb the IR radiation. They contrast clearly
with areas in which no black has been employed, the latter showing up as a bright
colour, as they reflect the IR radiation. Red or brown paint will show up in bright
hues depending on the nature of the paint, thick application being relatively bright
er. Where uncovered or only thinly covering the white or slightly tinted ground,
the result will also appear bright on the infrared reflectograph. More tonal values
within this monochrome scale indicate the nature and number of adjacent or supe
rimposed paint layers.

These possibilities become extremely interesting when applied to study the ini
tial stages of Rembrandt's painting process, as described in detail by Ernst van de
Wetering in his recent monograph Rembrandt, The Painter at lVOrk. 34 Over the - col
oured - oil ground, Rembrandt would start by delineating the composition in
lines of varying thickness. Then he would apply the dead-colouring or undermo-

thread-count, turned up barely a single deliberate forgery. It is obvious that com
parison of two seventeenth-century paintings, one by Rembrandt and one by an
apprentice, would reveal few if any differences in the material employed: everyone
working in the master's workshop would share the same materials. In one crucial
respect, however, the two works would be very different: the characteristic manner
in which the materials were built up in order to achieve the desired effect. However
similar the pigments and mediums of the two paintings may be, in most cases the
master's work reveals itself through the efficiency with which the result has been
achieved. Characteristic of the master's work is his understanding of how to use
materials sparingly in order not to overdo the final product, relying on the trans
parency of the pigments or the medium that permits lower layers to play an active
and important role in the final work. The young Rembrandt, for instance, was al
ready adept at using locally applied brown undermodelling to suggest depth.
Transparently applied over an ochreish-white ground, the brown layer often pro
duces a warm, reddish glow simulating the reflection of light from an illuminated
area adjacent to the shadows. The illuminated sections in Rembrandt's paintings
are heavily covered with paint in differentiated brushstrokes. Final highlights ac
centuate these areas as whitish peaks.

Clearly, dendrochronology could not determine the authorship of the Maurits
huis Portrait ojRembrandt with Gorget, as both the panel from The Hague and the one
used by Rembrandt for the Nuremberg tronie were available several years before we
tentatively date the paintings!8 Nor would pigment analysis yield a conclusive
answer. Infrared photography had been employed from the start of the Research
Project, but infrared reflectography (IRR) was used in only a few cases. 29 This de
cision was probably entirely justifiable at the time, as it had been established that
Rembrandt hardly ever made even preparatory drawings for his paintings,3° let
alone underdrawings. But as the following paragraphs will show, it has now be
come apparent that IRR also teaches us about the buildup of paint layers, which
further increases this technique's importance.
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delling in monochrome hues ranging from dark reddish brown to light ochre. Cer
tain areas would be heavily toned and some even impasto; others would be semi
transparent, allowing the light ground to shine through. The Concord of the State
(C. 1640 ; Museum BoijmansVan Beuningen, Rotterdam) gives us an impression ofan
early stage in the painting process before the application of the final paint layers. 3l

The sketchiness of this initial undermodelling, energetically applied since the hand
is expressing at this stage what an artist has 'already seen painted in his mind's
eye',36 can be described as consisting of splotches of paint, somewhat recalling
the Italian art lover Baldinucci who wrote in 1686 about Rembrandt's unusually
free hand, drawing forms with 'tratti irregolari'.37 In the Anatomy Lesson of Dr.
Nicolaes Tulp cross-sectional analysis confirmed that Rembrandt applied a brown
painted undermodelling at an early stage, which - in 'tratti irregolari' - would de
fine the main form and principal shadows.38 Bomford, Brown and Roy had already
written at length on Rembrandt's use of this procedure in his Judas Repentant (1629)
and the PortraitofAechje Claesdr. Pesser (1634).39 Scientific analysis has revealed that at
this stage Rembrandt was probably working with paint bound in an aqueous me
dium.40 Besides according with sporadic references in painters' manuals, this would
also seem logical. An initial paint layer in such a medium would dry very quickly
and enable the artist to continue in oil without wasting time waiting for an initial oil
layer to dry.4 I But the use of an aqueous undermodelling has another implication,
which appears particularly significant to our interpretation of Rembrandt's works.
As soon as the aqueous layer is dry, oil paint can be applied directly without 'erasing'
the brushstrokes of patchy brownish undermodelling. Thus Rembrandt could
apply oil paint and rework the image wet-in-wet directly on the surface without
losing his 'composition' below. This is also why IRR reveals the undermodelling
so clearly. While in X-radiographs of the paintings, parts containing lead white
show up light as opposed to parts without lead white, with IRR the non radio-ab
sorbent brownish undermodelling becomes visible.

Examples of paintings recently examined with IRR

IRR comparison of the Self-Portrait with Gorget in Nuremberg with the Portrait of
Rembrandt with Gorget in the Mauritshuis revealed numerous discrepancies. In the
Nuremberg self-portrait the hair is painted in long fluid strokes, and the open
brushwork shows up in the shaded sections of the face, to the right of the sitter's
right eye, in the hair, and below the gorget and black attire, revealing a transparent
reddish-brown undermodelling that endows the painting with depth. 42 Fluid
paint has formed droplets that have started to run down the surface below the left
eye. 43 The brushstrokes in the face do not slavishly follow the form but only indi
cate it. The illuminated part of the face is modelled in a range of ochres including
admixtures of lead white and a red pigment, probably vermilion. Additions in red
lake accentuate nostrils and lips. Beneath the left eye tiny dabs of vermilion indica
te the eyelashes. The Mauritshuis painting has been made, as already noted, using a
rather different technique. The facial features are modelled in narrow brushstrokes
following the form as in an engraver's work. There are scarcely any uncovered
areas in the finely painted hair, and all the shaded parts of the face have been pro
duced by adding brown or greenish paint rather than by allowing the undermodel
ling to shimmer through.

This difference in technique is clearly visible when comparing the IRR images
of the two paintings (see figs. cand d, pp. 186-187). IRR analysis shows up the brown
undermodelling that plays such a key role in the Nuremberg painting in the form
of numerous bright areas, primarily in the shaded parts of the face and the hair. The
luminosity below the right eye is created by allowing the brown undermodelling to
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6
Rembrandt, SelfPortrait as aYo/l/(g Mall, c. 1628, panel, 22.j x 18.6 cm. Amster
dam, Rijksmuseum.

8

CCD computer assembly of: Rembrandt, SelfPortrait as a Young Mall, c. 1628,
panel, 22.5 X 18.6 cm. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum (copyright A. Verburg/
Stichting RKD).
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7
Anonymous after Rembrandt, Portrait ofRembralldt, c. ,629, panel, 23.4 X 17.2

cm. Cassel, Staatliche Museen, GemiHdegalerie Alte Meister, Schloss
Wilhelmshohe.

9
IRR computer assembly of: Anonymous after Rembrandt, Portraitof
Rembrandt, c. 1629, panel, 23.4 X 17.2 cm. Cassel, Staatlische Museen, Gemalde
galerie Alte Meister, Schloss Wilhelmshohe (copyright J. Wadum/Stichting
RKD).
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Attributed to Rembrandt, Self-Portrait ,vith Gorgetand Beret, panel, 42.8 x 33 em.
Indianapolis, Museum of Arts, The Clowes Fund Collection.

II

Anonymous after Rembrandt, PortraitofRembral1dt with Gorgeland Beret, c. [629,
panel, 39.7 x 37-3 em. Atami, Mokichi Okada Association Museum.

shimmer through the transparent paint layers, not by adding a brighter paint layer
as in the Mauritshuis picture. The IRR image of the latter painting does not exhibit
any of the characteristics of the Nuremberg image. Apart from the clearly visible
underdrawing, the hair appears to have been modelled in three wide and wavy hor
izontal sections, one above the other. The IRR image also clarifies the modelling of
the background, which is unreadable in the painting. We discover brushstrokes
following the contours behind the head, something also visible in the work in Ata
mi (see below). The shaded part of the face remains evenly grey except for a lighter
area below the eye created by a light flesh colour applied over the painted shadow.

When the IRR images of the Nuremberg and Mauritshuis paintings revealed
such differences in painting technique, the next step was to look at some other early
Rembrandt self-portraits and their copies. I should like to present the findings of
two of these comparisons.

Rembrandt's earliest painted self-portrait, executed around 1628 (fig. 6) was not
rediscovered until 1959. Until then a version in the museum of Cassel had been
regarded as the original (fig. 7). The Amsterdam version is undoubtedly the better
of the two. Its vivid brushstrokes do not follow the form of the face but rather
'sculpt' the head. Scratch marks reveal the brown undermodelling in its variety of
hues: light behind the neck, dark above the head. Rembrandt's scratches in the wet
paint allow us to glimpse the varied tonal values in his undermodelling. In com
parison, in the Cassel work the copyist has tried to imitate the master's vigorous
style of painting, but the brush handling is coarse and completely uncharacteristic
of Rembrandt. The entire work appears to have been painted in one quick session,
wet-in-wet. The background was still wet when the contour of the face was paint-
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PhOtograph from an IRR image of:
Attributed to Rembrandt, SelfPor
trait with Gorget alld Beret, panel,
42.8 x 3l em. Indianapolis, Museum
of Arts, The Clowes Fund Collection
(courtesy of R. Billinge, National
Gallery, London).

ed, and the hair too has been painted wet-in-wet into the background. The paint
application is fluid and reveals a mannered hand with a very distinct ductus appea
ring as repetitive strokes, almost like hatching. The Cassel work's status as a con
temporary copy after the Amsterdam painting is beyond doubt, although its non
chalant style of painting almost gives it the air of a caricature.

The IRR images of the two paintings are again highly revealing. The original
(fig. 8) has an uneven and blotched appearance in the shaded part of the forehead,
at the left eye, below this at the tip of the nose and on the lips. All the scratch marks
down to the buff-coloured ground in the hair have an almost even bright tonality.
The openings in the ragged brushstrokes in the background show up bright where
the ground is partly uncovered. The copy (fig. 9) has none of this blotchy quality,
and the paint layers lack transparency in the areas of shade in comparison to the
original.

A third pair of self portraits consists of the Self-Portrait with Gorget and Beret in
Indianapolis (fig. IO), attributed to Rembrandt, and the copy after this painting in
Atami (fig. II). Although Grimm suggested the hand of Gerrit Dou in the Indiana
polis portrait,44 several features'such as the divergent brushstrokes on the nose, the
modelling in the downward-curving brushstrokes of the right cheek and the char
acteristic scratch marks in the hair clearly point to Rembrandt. The shaded area on
the forehead and the left cheek is painted thinly, which is also noticeable in the
corrections made to the first version of the beret. The IRR image of this painting
(fig. 12) clearly shows the blotghy quality caused by the undermodelling, which
seems to confirm the attribution to Rembrandt. The shaded part of the face is built
up of numerous small brushstrokes, some on the surface and others below. The
transparency of the dark paint to the right of the mouth allows the ground to shim
mer through, creating a slight reflection from diffuse light from the left of the face.

In the Portrait ofRembrandt with Gorget and Beret in Atami the paint is applied in
a fluid medium in the gorget and scarf, and only along the upper shoulder is a
brown undermodelling slightly visible, which does not play any major role, how
ever, in the finished image. The face is painted in opaque colours comparable to the
Mauritshuis portrait and is executed with tiny brushstrokes following the form,
although the earlobe is not defined beyond a blob of reddish-brown paint. The
highlight on the bridge of the nose is executed in soft yellowish-pink paint. The
highlight in the eye consists of two small, thin parallel lines, and the iris overlaps
the lower eyelid and contains no diffuse light reflection. The shaded part of the face
has been achieved using opaque brown paint and a few pink strokes on the chin.
There does not appear to be any spontaneity in the application in face or gorget.
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i~mbrandt, Jelf-Portmit with Beret, Unfinished, c. 1659, panel, 30.7 x 24.; em. Aix

~n-Prov~nce, Mus~~ Gran~t.

14
R~mbrandt, JdfPortrait, c. 166o, p~n in brownish-black ink, brush and grey
and whit~ ink on brownish pap~r, 82 x 7' mm. Vienna, Graphisch~Sammlung
Alb~rtina.

Ii

The latter is carefully modelled into a convincing metallic structure. The highlight
on the gorget is applied with a fine brush and moved slightly towards the upper
left. The scarf, which consists of numerous thin brushstrokes over a thin brownish
paint, the brown semi-transparent shoulder and the beret are painted with more
forceful liquid strokes, each about I cm in width. The nostrils and mouth have
been accomplished using a brownish-red impasto. There is no addition of black
as in the Indianapolis version. The scratch marks in the hair are often at odds with
the form of the painted curls, which are themselves blurred and ill-defined. The
detail that clinches the conclusion that the portrait in Atami is a copy after the In
dianapolis painting is the highlight on the upper lip. It appears diffuse and was
painted at an early stage, before the flesh colour surrounding it. This indicates
painting from front to back, a method primarily favoured in copies. The Indiana
polis painting also has light reflections on the lower lip close to the left corner of
the mouth, whereas the same spot in the Atami portrait is done in bright pinkish
paint, contrasting with the darker red in the painted surroundings. In contrast to
the vivid brushstrokes in varying directions in the Indianapolis portrait, the Atami
painting is much smoother and restrained in execution. Although the examination
of the latter painting was not conclusive,45 it will be no surprise that the IRR image
shows no bright areas or blotchy qualities in the shaded part of the face, but is
evenly greyish as in the Mauritshuis work.

At a colloquium held jointly by the Netherlands Institute for Art History
(RKD) and the Mauritshuis in December 1999 in connection with the Rembrandt
~ Himself exhibition in The Hague there was an animated debate on whether the
Self-Portrait with Beret, Unfinished (r. 1659) from Aix-en-Provence could be accepted as
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Detail of: Rembrandt, Self-Portrait
Ivith Two Circles, c. 1665 -1669, canvas,
114.3 X 94 em. London, English
Heritage, Kenwood House, The
Iveagh Bequest.

a 'Rembrandt' or not (fig. 13). Several scholars, largely within the drawing and
prints disciplines, insisted that the unfinished portrait was comparable to some of
Rembrandt's drawings, particularly one in Rotterdam (cat. 77) and one in Vienna
(cat. 78, fig. I4). In his catalogue entry on the Aix-painting, Christopher White com
mented, 'The striking and most effective combination of precise definition and
very free brushstrokes describing the head and clothing can also be found in con
temporary drawings, particularly in the self-portrait in Vienna, which also shows
the artist in similar dress'.46 In the small unfinished panel, the ochreish-brown be
tween the dark brownish-black and greyish paint is the uncovered ground layer.
The warm colour stems not only from the buff-coloured ground but also from later
varnishing. The dappled brown and blackish brushstrokes of the undermodelling
are likewise distinguishable below the final paint layer in SelfPortrait lvith TIvo Circles
of c. I665 -1669, Kenwood House (fig. I5). In I692 Marshall Smith commented on
this kind of painting:

Rembrant had a Bold Free way, Colours layd with a great Body, and many times
in Old Mens Heads extraordinary deep Shaddows, very difficult to Copy, the
Colours being layd on Rough and in full touches, though sometimes neatly Fin-
ish'dY r

Rembrandt's search for the correct form as seen in the undermodelling in this late
self-portrait appears comparable to the patchiness visible in IRR images of paint
ings from Rembrandt's early period. His method corresponds to Van Mander's de
scription of bold and inventive painters who 'without great trouble would work
directly with brush and paint in a free approach and thus set down their paintings
deftly in the dead-colour; they sometimes "re-dead-colour" soon after, so as to
achieve a better composition. Thus those who are abundantly inventive go auda
ciously to work, thereafter making an improvement here and there'.48 What IRR
reveals is that a mottled, patchy undermodelling or dead-colour and 're-dead
colour' is to be found below the paint film of all Rembrandt's heads or portraits
examined in this survey. As we have seen, the final result derives from what is
below together with what is on the surface. In Rembrandt's case, there is also a
unique execution of specific layer(s) within the 'sandwich' that distinguishes the
master chef from his apprentices and close associates.
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Photograph from an IRR image of:
Isaac de Jouderville, 'Tranie' ofa YoIlIIg
Man (SelfPortrait?) , panel, 48 x 37
cm (oval). Dublin, National Gallery
of Art (courtesy of A. O'Connor).

De Jouderville and Lievens

Several paintings by pupils and followers were also studied using IRR. Interesting
though many of the findings were, they will not be discussed in detail here. I would
like to briefly present the conclusions reached on two paintings, however - one by
Isaac de Jouderville and one by Jan Lievens.

As Claus Grimm had tentatively attributed the Mauritshuis painting to Isaac de
Jouderville in 1991, the latter's sole signed 'Tronie'ofa YOung Man (Self-Portrait?) from
Dublin was examined using IRR.49 However, the painting displays no trace of the
delicate mastery of paint to which the face of the Mauritshuis portrait bears wit
ness. De Jouderville worked with smaller brushes and more liquid, brightly-colou
red paint than Rembrandt. Although the hair is rendered in a manner somewhat
similar to that in the Mauritshuis portrait, the scarf and dress are not. The IRR
image of this painting (fig. 16) shows no underdrawing and the shadows in the face
display no patchiness comparable to that in Rembrandt's portraits. 50 Jan Lievens's
'Tronie' ofa YOung Man with Gorget (Portrait ofRembrandt?) c. 162951 was executed using
a small brush that followed the form of the head. Unlike the Mauritshuis portrait,
the shaded part of the face is painted thinly, revealing the brownish undermodel
ling, and the light ground gives this translucent layer a certain glow. For the back
ground a larger brush was used, wielded in loose zigzag patterns. The gorget was
originally fully visible and finished but is now partly covered by the brown of the
cape. 52 The IRR and CCD analysis did not reveal any underdrawing. The imprima
tura or undermodelling was clearly visible, but there was no blotchiness in the face
(fig. 17).43
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17
CCD computer assembly of: Jan
Lievens, 'Trollie' ofa Young MalllVith
Gorget (Portrait ofRelJ/bral,dt?) , c. 1629,
panel, 57 X 44 em. Amsterdam,
Rijksmuseum (copyright A. Ver
burgfStichting RKD).

,.

Conclusion

I believe we must accept that the young Rembrandt's technique was neither so de
tailed nor so smooth as is generally believed. The master himself suggested in a
letter in 1639 that his paintings should be hung in a strong light so that they could
'voncken' [sparkle], an effect attributable to his use of impasto which reflects the
light. 54 Rembrandt became such a consummate artist because he mastered the
'rough' technique of painting in blotches and coarse brushstrokes in his early
twenties. With this technique he distinguished himself not only from the smooth
er, more colourful style ofhis master, Pieter Lastman, but also from the established
portrait style at the stadholder's court in The Hague, which favoured the smooth
French style of portraying the nobility. Painters such as Jan van Ravesteijn (C. 1570
1657) had commissions by the dozen. Still, the young Rembrandt was not with-

I
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out his admirers at court, as Constantijn Huygens noted in r629' Huygens was
probably acting on behalf of the stadholder Frederik Hendrik when he purchased
The Taking of Samson (r628; Berlin) and Simeon's Ffymn of Praise (r63r; Mauritshuis),
and commissioned the Portrait ofAmalia of Solms (r632; Paris, Musee Jacquemart
Andre) and the Passion Series (r633 - r646; Munich, Alte Pinakothek).55 Appreciation
in courtly circles never seduced Rembrandt into adopting a smooth manner, how
ever; his technique of applying and building of layers of paint on his panels or
canvases remained entirely unique.

In several of Rembrandt's early heads, IRR analysis reveals a characteristic
blotchy appearance. This helps us to distinguish the master's paintings from those
by artists in his immediate circle, all of whom appear to have applied the prelim
inary paint layers in a different, more careful manner. The small group of painstak
ingly executed tronies and self-portraits that until r986 had been grouped around
the Mauritshuis painting helped to foster the myth of Rembrandt's early 'smooth'
period. The recent de-attributions, primarily representing the conclusions of the
RRP staff themselves, have been confirmed by IRR analysis: these works do not
exhibit any patchiness or vigour in the painting of transparent and 'unfinished'
superimposed layers. A comparative analysis of the early - apprentices' - copies
made within Rembrandt's workshop after prototypes by the master, the 'satellite
pictures' as Van de Wetering calls them, would be a logical continuation of the IRR
research on Rembrandt's oeuvre. 56 In an unpublished lecture, Christopher Brown
has referred to the idea of 'largely anonymous assistants [...] painting independent
portraits in [Rembrandt's] style' as a hypothesis 'unsubstantiated by contemporary
documents and based on a circular argument'. 57 However, technical research clear
ly shows that there were several painters making Rembrandt-like pictures in and
outside the master's workshop.

Gerrit Dou has been suggested as a possible candidate for the authorship of the
Mauritshuis portrait. 58 Although Dou was still young in r63r- 1633,59 even his early
paintings display a far smoother and more detailed manner of painting than was
ever practised by Rembrandt. Trained as a draughtsman and glass engraver, Dou
was always meticulous in his handling of the brush. Eric Jan Sluijter observes that
in contrast to Rembrandt, Dou espoused the cause of painting non-narrative sce
nes, in which realism mattered more than emotions or action.6o How true. This
perspicacious remark brings out the differences in preoccupation and mood be
tween Dou and Rembrandt. It is exactly to the point in describing the differences
between the two portraits in Nuremberg and The Hague.
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NOTEN

* At the RKDJMauritshuis collo
quium on 8 December 1999 I gave a
talk entitled 'From Rembrandt to
Dou. The Mauritshuis portrait of
Rembrandt at the age of 2;', presen
ting a possible attribution of this
painting to Rembrandt's first ap
prentice, Gerrit Dou. This discus
sion is still going on (see reference
elsewhere in this text). The present
paper, however, will focus largely on
further information relevant to re
jecting the Mauritshuis painting as a
Rembrandt.
Many colleagues have helped and in
spired me along the path to clari
fying and formulating the results
and ideas presented in this paper:
Rachel Billinge, David Bomford,
Hans Brammer, Quentin Buvelot,
Edwin Buijsen, Andrew O'Connor,
Caroline van der Elst, Michiel Fran
ken, Claus Grimm, Daniel Hess,
Martina e. Homolka, Elmer Kolfin,
Cynthia Kortenhorst, Mark Leo
nard, Walter A. Liedtke, David A.
Miller, Volker Manuth, Petria Noble,
Peter van der Ploeg, Martin Royal
ton-Kisch, Marcia e. Steele, Yvonne
Szafran, Axel Ruger, Peter Schat
born, Ariane van Suchtelen, Tokugo
Uchida, Adri Verburg, Ernst van de
Weteting, Marieke de Winkel, Mar
greet Wolters, and many more col
leagues outside and within the Mau
ritshuis. I am also extremely grateful
to Beverley Jackson for her editing
of the English text.

, Examined in the Mauritshuis by
e. van der Elst and J. Wadum. Ex
amination teport in the Mauritshuis
Conservation Studio, June 1998.

, Mauritshuis press release on ;0
November 1998. See also E. Gras
man, 'The Rembrandt Research Pto
ject: reculer pour mieux sauter', Gild

Holland 113 (1999), no. 3, pp. 153-160,
pointing to the chain reaction of de
attributions of early smoothly paint
ed works from the Leiden period
triggered by the rejection of the
Mauritshuis painting from Rem
brandt's oeuvre. From a technical
viewpoint it is interesting to note
that the recent Isabel Stuart Gardner
exhibition catalogue Rembrandt crea
tes Rembrandt. ArtandAmbition in
Leiden, 1629- 16jI, presents conflict
ing, mainly subjective opinions with
regard to the authorship of the
Mauritshuis portrait of the young
Rembrandt. The general reader will
be hard pressed to assimilate the fol
lowing three arguments:
a. A. K. Wheelock Jr finds Rem
brandt's authorship of the Maurits
huis portrait of the Young Rem
brandt 'entirely possible, indeed
probable' (p. 19). His argument deri
ves largely from a lecture given by

Eric Jan Sluijter (8 December 1999).
Wheelock describes the underdraw
ing as 'schematic' and asserts that 'its
existence here is logical given that
the painting is a second [autograph]
version' (p. 23, note 24).
b. Christopher White writes, in con
trast, that Rembrandt 'did not draw
in chalk on the panel [before starting
to work], (p.jS), but that he began
directly by applying lightly brushed
in lines over which he 'painted freely
in monochrome'.
c. Finally, A. Chong writes in his en
try on the Mauritshuis painting
(cat. no. 6) that despite the opinions
of Wheelock, Schama, Sluijter and
others he has long ceased to consider
the Mauritshuis painting as an auto
graph work, concluding 'A beautiful
painting does nOt need to have been
painted by Rembrandt'. (p.97).
Chong invokes the totality of the in
formation accumulated between the
late 19th century and 1999. The Bos
ton catalogue contains no reference
to J. Wadum and e. van der Elst,
'Attribution et desattribution. Les
portraits de Nuremberg et de La
Haye', Dossierdd'Art 61 (1999),
pp. 34-43, which presents additional
information about the differing
technique between the Nuremberg
and Mauritshuis paintings.

; The catalogue raisonne Portraits in
the Mauritshuis, Zwolle (forthcom
ing) will include numerous examples
illuminating this statement.

• This took place on 7- 8 October
1998, in the conservation studio of
the Germanisches Nationalmuseum,
where both paintings underwent in
tense visual scrutiny as well as exam
ination using stereomicroscope,
IRR and side-by-side comparison of
X-radiographs. The initial examina
tion was carried out by M.e. Homol
ka, head of paintings conservation,
andJ0rgen Wadum. Both paintings
were further examined by a delega
tion from the Mauritshuis (e. White,
London; F. J. Duparc, Mauritshuis;
E. Buijsen and A. Verburg, RKD)
and studied meticulously using the
RKD's IRR and CCD cameras.
A personal evaluation of the two
paintings by E. van de Wetering
(RRP) was also taken into account.
Wadum, Buijsen and Verburg also
documented the characteristics of
technique and execution in the two
paintings.

, E. van de Wetering had already ex
pressed his personal reservations
about the Atami work in the Corpus.
See: Rembralldt by Himself, cat. no. 8,
pp. 100-101, proposing attribution of
the Indianapolis painting to Rem
brandt.

6 I shall spare the reader yet another
detailed comparison of the N urem
berg and Hague paintings and make
only a few important observations;
for the rest the reader is referred to
several accounts of the confronta
tion: e. White and Q. Buvelot (eds.),
exh. cat. Rembrandt by Himself, Lon
don (National Gallery of Art) J The
Hague (Mauritshuis) 1999-2000,
cat. nos. 14a and 14b, pp. 1U-117;
WadumJVan der Elst 1999 (note 2),
pp. 34-43; cat. nO.j1 in Portraits in The
Mauritshuis, Zwolle (forthcoming).

7 A. Chong in: Rembrandt creates
Rembrandt. ArtandAmbition in Leidm,
1629 - 16jI, pp. 91- 97 and note 4, not
only agrees that the Mauritshuis
painting is not by Rembrandt but
also asserts that for him Grimm's ar
gument (1991) was the point of no
return (already stated by Chong at a
lecture given at the Rijksmuseum on
22 May 1992).

• W. Sanderson, Grapbice, 01; tbe 1Ise of
the Pm alld Pmsill, in Designing, Dralv
ing, and Painting,· with an exact Discourse
ofeachoftbem, London, 16j8. I am
grateful to Marieke de Winkel for
drawing my attention to this source.

9 H. Miedema, Karel van Mander. Dm
grolldt der edel vry scbilder-collst, Utrecht
1973, cap. 12:1j, p. 2j7.

'0 Metropolitan Museum, New
York, accession no. jl.3p. See also:
W A. Liedtke, Flemish Pailltings in tbe
Metropolitall Musmm ofArt, New
York 1984, pp. 74-77-

.. Miedema 1973 (note 9), cap. u:8,
p. 2j4 writes that a precise underdra
wing is essential before the mixed
colours are applied exactly where
needed.

" H. von Sonnenburg in a lecture
given by E. Begemann and referred
to in: W. A. Liedtke, exh. cat. Rem
brandt- Not Rembrandt, vol. 2, New
York 199j-96, PP.19-20. I am grate
ful to Hubert von Sonnenburg for
discussing this issue with me and for
sharing his documentation.

'; Although the probability of a car
toon being used for the Mauritshuis
painting would exclude the author
ship ofa skilled young master-painter
such as Rembrandt, the researchers
did consider whether Rembrandt
could have made a comparable draw
ing. The execution of the under
drawing seems very remote from
Rembrandt's style of draughtsman
ship, whether in chalk, pen or anoth
er medium. Fluid and unrestrained
lines such as those seen in the curly
hair are very rare in Rembrandt's
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drawn oeuvre. Indeed, Rembrandt
seems always to have had a firm grip
on his drawing tools even when his
style is sketchy. The resulting abrupt,
relaatively short, energetic lines
would often produce somewhat an
gular curls in contrast to the vol
uminous form found in the under
drawing.

q A. K. Wheelock Jr in: Rembralldt
creatu Renlbralldt. ArtandAmbitioll in
Leiden, 1629-16jI, p. 23, note 24, uses
the single word 'schematic' to de
scribe the underdrawing. He thus
ignores the clear differentiation be
tween the carefully drawn facial fea
tures and the rest of the underdraw
ing, which is more 'impressionistic'.

" Cat. no. jl, Portraits in the NIalirits·
hllis, Zwolle 2001 (forthcoming).

,6 Miedema 1973 (note 9), cap. 2:1,

P·98.

'7 E. van de Wetering, Rembrandt. The
Paillterat Work, Amsterdam 1997,

pp·47-n

" See also: J. Bolten, Method & Pmc
tice. Dlltcb alld Flemish Drawing Books
[600-17}0, which discusses the prac
tice of teaching apprentices to copy
after drawing books to acquire
draughtsmanship skills. Van Mander
describes this at length in his Grondt,
chapter 2.

'9 Van de Wetering 1997 (note 17),

pp·47-n

'0 Miedema 1973 (note 9), cap. 12:7,
p.2j4·

" Cat. no. j1, Portraits ill the NIalll'its
Imis, Zwolle (forthcoming).

" Cennino Cennini (C. 1400) chapter
122 (D.V. ThompsonJr, Cmllino
d'Andrea Cmnilli. The Craftsman's
Handbook 'II Libro dell'Al'te', New
York 1960, P·7j).

" Miedema 1973 (note 9), cap. 12:7,
p.2j4·

'4 See: E. Hendriks, 'Johannes Cor
nelisz. Verspronk. The Technique of
a Seventeenth-Century Haarlem
Portraitist', in: Looking Throllgh Paillt
illgs, BaarnjLondon 1998, pp. 227
263.

" No other known apprentices such
as Govert Flink (16Ij-1660), Ferdi
nand Bol (1616-1680), and Gerbrand
van Eeckhout (1621-1674) were exam
ined, as they are nowhere mentioned
in relation to Rembrandt before 163j.
What is more, their youth was
thought to exclude them from con
sideration as possible authors of the
Mauritshuis painting.
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,6 P. B. Coremanns, vim Meegeren's
faked Vermeers and De Hooghs. A scien
tijicexamillation, Amsterdam 1949.

'7 Rembrandt in the Mallritsbllis. An in
terdisciplinary study by A. B. de
Vries, M. T6th-Ubbens and W.
Froentjes 1978.

" P. Klein reported (20 September
1995) that the Mauritshuis panel was
probably used after 1619; the Nu
remberg panel was estimated ready
for use after 1623. It should not be
forgotten that both panels were
probably trimmed by as much as 4
em. The lost piece would contain a
certain number of year rings, which
theoretically implies that the avail
ability of both panels would be clo
ser to the second half of the 1620S.

'9 Infrared photography has a sensi
tivity of up ro 1300 nm; the infrared
reflecrography used in this study was
done with a Hamamatsu vidicon
camera sensitive up to 1900 nm.

,0 Van de Wetering 1997 (note 17),
pp.7j-81.

l' The CCD camera produces an
image in the near IR spectrum,
atound 800-1000 nm. The Hama
matsu IIR vidicon is sensitive at
IjOO-19oo nm.

" L. Traversi and J. \1(Iadum, 'Un ta
bleau avec Deux enfants s'embras
sant au Mauritshuis', in: H. Veroug
straete and R. Van Schoute (eds.) La
peilltllre dans les P<rys-Bas all [6e siede.
Pratiqllu d'ntelier illfrarollgu et alltres
methodu d'investigation (Colloque XII
1997), Louvain 1999, pp. 99 -109·

II E. Buijsen and M. Wolters (RKD)
are currently working on a project of
this nature, with a degree of colla
boration with the Mauritshuis and
the 'De Mayerne-project' [MoiAn
II].

l4 Van de Wetering 1997 (note 17).

" Van de Wetering 1997 (note 17)
believes that this painting is a finis
hed model for a print.

,6 Miedema 1973 (note 9), cap. 12:4,
p. 253: ' .. .'t ghene nae behooren In
hun Ide's geschildert te vooren'.

17 E. van de Wetering, in: White and
Buvelot 1999 - 2000 (note 6), p. 34,
and note 83.

" The dead-colouring consists
mainly of Cologne earth with ad
mixtures of black andjor red pig
ments. See: Noble and Wadum in
'Rembrandt's Painting Technique in
theAnatOll!!, Lesson ofDr Nicolau Tlllp'
(pp. 66 -67), in: N. Middelkoop,

P. Noble, J. Wadum, B. Broos, Rem
bralldt IInder the scalpel. 'TheAltatomy
Lesson ofDr Nicolau Tlllp' Diuected,
The Hague 1998.

'9 D. Bomford, C. Brown and A.
Roy, Art ill tbe Making. Rembrandt,
London 1988, pp. P, 36 - 41, 48 - 50.

4° Proteinaceous materials may be
expected in these initial layers or un
dermodelling, as found in Concord of
tbe State (Rotterdam, Boijmans Van
Beuningen) and in Tronie ofan Old
Man (Rembrandt's workshop, Mau
ritshuis, inv. no. 565). Of course,
other artists too mixed mediums in
this way, e.g. the anonymous painter
of the Amsterdam Holy Family by
Night (information supplied by A.
Wallen at the Rembrandt COIIOqllilll}/ in
the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, on 7
December 1999), which was proba
bly produced in Rembrandr's studio.
The Haarlem painter Verspronk is
another case in point; see: E. Hen
driks, 'Johannes Cornelisz. Ver
spronk. The Technique of a Seven
teenth-Century Haarlem Portraitist',
in: Lookillg Thl'ollgb Paintings, Baarnj
London, pp. 227 - .63. The use of
proteinaceous binding medium has
also been detected in lower paint
layers in several paintings by Johan
nes Vermeer.

.' The use of gum water or egg in
combination with blue pigments is
well known from e.g. J. van de
Graaf, Het De iIJlayernellla111fJCript als
bron voorde schildertechniek vall de Barak,
Mijdrecht 1958, p. 178; K. Groen,
'Investigation of rhe binding medi
um used by Rembrand t', Kllnsttechno
logie //lId Konserviertmg 2 (1997),
pp. 207 - 227; C. Christensen, M. Pal
mer, and M. Swicklik, 'Van Dyck's
painting technique, his writings, and
three paintings in the National Gal
lery of Art', in: cat. Anth01lJvnn Dyc!:,
Washingron D.C. (1991), p. 50; J.-H.
De La Fontaine in his l'Acadill/ie de la
Peintllre (Paris, 1679) mentions paint
ing on canvas with glue or gum,
described by A. Massing, 'French
Painting Techniques in the Seven
teenth and Early Eighteenth Centu
ries and De La Fontaine's Academie
de la Peinture', in: Looking Tbl'ollgh
Paintings, BaarnjLondon 1998,
PP.319-390. H. von Sonnenburg in
'Rubens' Bildaufbau und Technik',
Maltechnik Restallro 2 (1979), pp. n
100, refers to analysis confirming
that the streaky undermodelling,
applied directly over the white
ground before painting began, con
tained lead white, carbon black and
chalk bound in an aqueous binding
medium (pp. 8j - 86).

4' This is particularly noticeable in
the SelfPortrait (1634) in Berlin,
Staatliche Museen, Gemaldegalerie,
Preussischer Kulturbesitz.
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., Similar liquid paint that has star
ted to drip down the painted surface
is also visible on the sitter's left tem
ple in the Metropolitan's Portrait ofa
mall, signed RHL van Ryn / 163' f
iET. 40. (inv. no. 64.Il6).

.. C. Grimm, Rembralldt Zelbst: Eine
lIe1/beivertllllg seiner Portratkllnst, Stutt
gart/Zurich '99', p.•8.

4' The circumstances under which
the painting was examined were not
ideal for a very detailed study. I am
grateful to Arie Wallert, Rijksmu
seum, for letting me borrow the
museum's Hamamatsu IRR camera
during a visit to Atami in April 2000.

4
6 White and Buvelot '999-'000

(note 6), cat. no. 75, p. ,06.

47 I am grateful to Marieke de Win
kel for stimulating discussion on the
issue of original versus copy and fOt
drawing my attention to this source:
M[arshall] S[mith], TheArtojPail/t
ing, according to the theory alldprach&< oj
the best Italian, French alld Germam mos
tm, London (The Vendue) 169',
p.89·

4
8 Miedema '973 (note 9), cap. Il:j,

p.• 53, and cap. 12:'4, p.•6I.

49 I am grateful to Andrew O'Con
nor for letting C. van der Elst and
myself study De Jouderville's paint
ing out of the frame (Il September
'998), and for providing recent pho
tographic documentation.

'0 It should be noted that the greyish
haze over the sitter's right eye is due
to wear, not to technique.

p Panel, 17 X 44 cm. Amsterdam,
Rijksmuseum.

'> It should be noted that the RRP
has described Lievens's 'trol/ie' as
sharing a number of related features
with the Boston Self-Portrait with PIII
med Beret and the Mauritshuis Portrait
ofRembrandt with Gorget. COrpllS, vol. I,

pp.638- 644·

5l I am indebted to Wouter Kloek
and Arie Wallert for permission to
study this and orher paintings in the
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.

'4 Van de Wetering '997 (note 17),
pp.2jl-'jl.

" See also P. van der Ploeg, C. Ver
meeren et al., exh. cat. Pril/ceIY PatrollS.
The Collettiol/ oj Frederile Henry of
Orange andAll/alia val/ Solms, The
Hague (Mautitshuis) '997-[998,
pp. 134- '4', and pp. '9'-'97.

,6 A preliminary estimate of the
numbet of 'satellite pictures' one
might expect to examine is about. j.

However, far more ptobably exist.

17 W. A. Liedtke, 'Reconstructing
Rembrandt and His Circle: More on
the Workshop Hypothesis', in: R. E.
Fleischer and S.c. Scott (eds.), RUII
bralldt, Rubel/s,al/d the Artojtheir Time:
Ret&1lt Perspectives. Papers in Art Histo-

ry from the Pennsylvania State Uni
versity, vol. II, University Park, Pa.

(1997), p. 39·

,8 Rembrandt's strong influence on
Dou's early technique and its devel
opment, together with conclusions
garnered from the IRR analyses,
provided circumstantial evidence
pointing to Dou as a possible artist
behind the Mauritshuis painting.
Some of this information was pre
sented at the RKDfMauritshuis col
loquium in December 1999; the rea
der is referred to my forthcoming
article, (HDou doesn't paint, oh no,
he juggles with his brush". Gerrit
Dou a Rembrandtesque FijI/schilder',
ARTMATTERs - NetherlalldsTechni
cal Stlldies in Art, no. I, 2001 (expected
spring '00').

'9 It has recently been suggested that
Rembrandt may have kept his Lei
den studio on until 1633. See A.
Blankert (ed.), exh. cat. Rembrandt. A
Genills andhis Impact, Melbourne
(National Gallery of Victoria) / Syd
ney (Art Exhibitions Australia Lim
ited) [997-1998, P"3, and note '3.

60 E. J. Sluijter, De lojderschilderleollst.
Over schilderijen vall Gm'it DOli (101}

1071) en WI troletaat vall Philips AI/gellIit
/641. Hilversum [993, pp. 39-43·
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rl:
Table I E::Early paintings by Rembrandt, De Jouderville, Lievens, and Dou examined with IRR

Title Collection Date Patchiness in IRR
Earty Rembrandtpaintings examinedwith IRR: no underdrawing fE:
History Piece Lakenhal 1626 some
Allegory of Music Rijksmuseum 1626 some Ii:
Portrait of a Man with Gorget and Cap New York, priv. colI. 1626-27 yes

[I;;Young Self-Portrait Rijksmuseum 628-29 yes
Young Self-Portrait Nuremberg 629-30 yes fit:Self-Portrait Indianapolis 62 9-30 yes
Self-Portrait Boston, I.S.G. 1629 yes r-=Self-Portrait Stockholm 1630 yes
Laughing Man Mauritshuis 1630 yes '.Old Man in Military Costume J.P. Getty Museum 1630-3 I yes
Simeon in the Temple Mauritshuis 1631 some -=Self-Portrait as a Burger Glasgow 1632 yes
Anatomy Lesson of Dr Tulp Mauritshuis 1632 some -=Portrait of Saskia v. Uylenburg Rijksmuseum 1633 yes
Portrait of Haesje v. Cleuburg Rijksmuseum 1634 yes
Portrait of a Soldier Mauritshuis 1634-35 yes
Susanna Mauritshuis 1636 yes -=
Former Earty Rembrandts: no underdrawing 11=
Laughing Man Rijksmuseum 1630? some

II:Bust of a Young Man Cleveland 1631 none
Study of an Old Woman Mauritshuis 1631? none -=Portrait of an Old Woman Windsor Castle 1631-32 none
A Rabbi in a Fur Cloak Buckingham Palace 1635 none -=Rembrandt's Father Mauritshuis 1635? some

Earty Copies after Rembrandt: onty one with underdralving -=
Young Portrait Cassel 1628? none II;:
Self-Portrait MOAMuseum 1630 none
Portrait of Rembrandt with Gorget Mauritshuis 1631-32 none -=
Isaack de Jouderville: no underdrawing -=Self-Portrait Nat. Gal. Ireland 1631-32 none

Attributed to De Jouderville: no underdrawing
A Young Man in a Turban Windsor Castle 1631 none
Laughing Man Museum Bredius 1630 none •Bust of a Young Man Cleveland 1631 none

Copies after De Jouderville: no underdrawing Ii:
A Young Man in a Turban (after Windsor Castle) Sotheby's N.Y. ? none
Laughing Man (after Museum Bredius) Sotheby's N.Y. ? none

Earty Jan Lievens: no underdralving
Portrait of Rembrandt Rijksmuseum 1629 none
Portrait of Constantijn Huygens Rijksmuseum 1629? none

Examples ofearty Gerrit Doupaintings with an underdrawing
Rembrandt's Father Cassel 1630 none
Rembrandt's Mother Cassel 1630 none
Rembrandt's Mother reading Rijksmuseum 1630-3 1 none



Technical information concerning the illustrations:
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fig. 4:
Infrared reflectography was carried out by Jaap van der Weerd,

Muriel Geldof and J. R. J van Asperen de Boer together with
J. Wadum, and are part of the MolArt program (Molecular As

pects of Ageing in Painted works of Art), funded by NWO

(Dutch scientific organisation). The infrared reflectography set

up consists of a high resolution (640 x 486 pixels) Platinum Sili
cide (PtSi) camera (I,2-2.5 micrometer) by AEG Infrarot Module

(Heilbron, Germany). The painting was illuminated by two halo

gen lamps, 60 Volts DC. The camera had a micro Nikkor photo

graphic objective and was positioned using a Linhof tripod. The

IRR computer assembly was made with Panavue Image Assem

bler.

fig. 5:
Infrared reflectography was carried out by J 0rgen Wadum, Ed
win Buijsen and Adri Verburg in the restoration workshop of

the Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg, on 7- 8 Octo

ber 1998, using the RKD's equipment consisting of a Hamamatsu
C 2400 equipped with aN 2606-06 select vidicon, a Nikon Micro

Nikkor 1:2.8/55 mm lens, Kodak Wratten 87C filter, with a Lucius
& Baer VM 1710 monitor (625 lines). Digitized documentation

with a Meteor RCB framegrabber, 768 x 574 pixels, colorvision
toolkit (Visualbasic). The digital images were assembled on a

computer using Adobe Photoshop j.o.

fig. 8:
This painting was examined by J0rgen Wadum, Edwin Buijsen

and Adri Verburg in the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, on 26 Octo

ber 1998, using the RKD's IRR-equipment and the CCD-camera

of Adri Verburg consisting of a Focal Plane Si Array, 512 x 582

pixels, Nikkor 55 mm f 3.5 lens, Schott RG 1000 3 mm Filter,
850-linesmonitor. Digitized documentation with a Meteor RCB

framegrabber, 768 x 574 pixels, colorvision toolkit (Visualbasic).
The digital images were assembled on a computer using Adobe

Photoshop 5.0.

fig. 9:
This painting was examined by J0rgen Wadum and Margreet
Wolters in the Staatliche Museum, Gemaldegalerie Alte Meister,

Schloss Wilhelmshohe, Cassel, on 22 November 1999, using the

IRR-camera of the Rubenianum, Antwerpen, consisting of a Ha

mamatsu camera C-2400 equipped with a PbO-PbS composit tar

git super infrared vidicon, with a Nikon Micro-Nikkor 1:2.8/55

mm lens with a Kodak Wratter 87C filter, with a Lucius & Baer

VM 1710 monitor (625 lines). Digitized documentation with a

Meteor RCB framegrabber, 768 x 574 pixels, colorvision toolkit

(Visualbasic). The digital images were assembled on a computer

using Adobe Photoshop 5.0.

fig. 10:

See also: A. F. janson's detailed argument in favour of an attribu

tion of this painting to Rembrandt in 'Rembrandt in the Indiana

polis Museum of Art', Perceptions I (1981), pp. 7- 2I, The panel used

for this painting has been dated to after 1598; however, as 10 em

were not measured, a later date would appear more than possible;

report of 20 April 1999 by P. Klein. This and other information

on this painting was kindly provided by David A. Miller, Senior

Conservator of Paintings, Indianapolis Museum of Art.

fig. II:

Tokugo Uchida, chief curator at the MOA Museum in Atami,

generously let me examine his painting out of its glass case, en

abling me to use the IRR vidicon camera.

fig. 12:

I am grateful to the Indianapolis Museum of Art for allowing me

to study their painting during the exhibition at the National Gal

lery, London, and for providing excellent photographs of it.

fig. 17:
This painting was examined by J0rgen Wadum, Edwin Buijsen

and Adri Verburg in the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, on 26 Octo

ber 1998, using the RKD's IRR-equipment and the CCD-camera
of Adri Verburg consisting of a Focal Plane Si Array, 512 x 582

pixels, Nikkor 55 mm f 3.5 lens, Schott RG 1000 3 mm Filter,

850-linesmonitor. Digitized documentation with a Meteor RCB

framegrabber, 768 x 574 pixels, colorvision toolkit (Visualbasic).

ThF digital images were assembled on a computer using Adobe

Photoshop 5.0.
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c
IRR computer assembly of: Rembrandt, SelfPortrait with Gorget, or: Anonymous afrer Rembrandt, Portrait of Relllbrandt with Gorget, panel, 37.9 x 28,9 em. The
Hague, Royal Cabinet of Paintings Maurirshuis (copyright A. VerburgfSrichring RKD).
Infrared reflectography was carried out byJ0rgen Wadum, Edwin Buijsen and Adri Verburg in the restoration workshop of the Germanisches Nationalmuseum,
Nuremberg, on 7- 8 October '998, using rhe RKD's equipment consisting of a Hamamatsu C 2400 equipped with aN 2606-06select vidicon, a Nikon Micro
Nikkor r:2.8!5j mm lens, Kodak Wratten 87C filter, with a Lucius & Baer VM '7'0 monitor (62j lines). Digitized documentation with a Meteor RCB frame
grabber, 768 x 574 pixels, colorvision toolkit (Visualbasic). The digital images were assembled on a computer using Adobe Photoshop j.o.
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d
IRR computer assembly of: Rembrandr, SelfPortrait with Gorget, panel, 38.2 X 31 em. Nuremberg, Germanisches Narionalmuseum (copyright A. Verburg/Stich-
tingRKD). .
Infrared reflectography was carried out byJ0rgen Wadum, Edwin Buijsen and Adri Verburg in the restoration workshop of rhe Germanisches Nationalmuseum,
Nuremberg, on 7- 8 October 1998, using the RKD's equipment consisting of a Hamamatsu C 2400 equipped with a N 2606-06select vidicon, a Nikon Micro
Nikkor I:2.8!5j mm lens, Kodak Wratten 87C filter, with a Lucius & Baer VM 1710 monitor (62j lines). Digirized documentation with a Meteor RCB frame
grabber, 768 x 574 pixels, colorvision toolkit (Visualbasic). The digital images were assembled on a compurer using Adobe Photoshop j.a.
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vermeer in Perrpective

J0'RGEN WADUM

"KNoWLEDGE BECOMES THE PAINTER," Samuel van Hoogstraeten wrote in his 1678

[1J't.ydillg tot de booge leboo', dlr lebifderkomt (Introduction to the School of Paintin g). I

Clio, muse of History, is depicted at the beginning of the chapter on the image and

poetic inventions (Poailcl,l' 11l'l'difblldm). More lhall len years earlier, Vermeer had used

Clio in his Art oJ Ptrilltil1g, in which he demonstrated not only his learning as a painter

and im'entor of allegories, but also, as we will see, his knowledge of perspectival theory.

In this large painting a heavy curtain appears to be held aside by an invisible hand;

the \'iewer is invited to enter the painter's studio. The artist is seated, with his back toward

us, :md on his e:lsd, on a grounded canvas, is an unfinished half figure of Clio, sketched in

white. The size of the canV-JS would not allow for a larger figure, nor for the trumpet of

Fame, usually held by Clio.

The artist has started to paint at the top of the canvas. He seems to have finished

the flesh colors and has begun to lay in the leaves of the laurd w.ealh. Illooks like the

painter-as pictured by Vermeer-is following tradition by finishing one area hefore St>t

ting up a new palette for the next area.1 A similar technique can be seen in Sili/lt Lllk~

P"il/rillg tbt Virgil/lllld 'Jtllli (fig. I) by ~'Jaerten van Heemskerck (1498-157+). In that work

Saint Luke, patron saint of painters, is applying the flesh color of the Child, while the

hair :lnd flesh colors of the Virgin are already finished. The rest of the composition is still

on I)' a rough sketch.

The general similarities between the two paintings by Van Heemskerck and Vermeer

seem to acknowledge sixteenth- and seventeenth-century traditions in painting methods.

Saint Luke applies the paint to a pand with a white ground, a~ was customary in the

sixteenth century. The painter in Vermeer's Art oJ Pailltlll,r. (fig. z) used a colored ground,

just as Vermeer did in the majority of his works. Examination shows, however, that Ver

meer himself worked areas up 'side-by-side' rather th,u1 'piccc-by-piece.' Instead of docu

menting his particular painting methods, Vermeer's d,·t of PlllJltillg was probably intended

to ~mphasi;zecontemporary accomplishments ;;md to pay tribute to his predecessors, and

hence to artistic tradition.

The Ull o{ Clntr,,1 Plrrpteti~e

A closed, bound book stands on end on the table in the middle ground of the drt o{

Pilintillg, and an open book in folio appears at the right edge of the table, next to the

painter's elbow. The inventory of Vermeer's estate, made in Februar)' 1676, lists a number

of books in folio in a back room, and twenty-five other books of various kinds.3 It is con

u:ivauk thaL sume uf Lhese were guides to perspective drawing, like the one by Hans

Vredeman cJe Vries (rpli!TP7-r606) or the books published by Samuel Marolois

(c. 1\72-C. 1617), Hendrick Hondius (1573-164-9), and Fran~ois Desargues (1593-1662).4

Vermeer was familiar with the principles of perspective described in these manuals, as

can be seen in his palI1tings. H.emarkably, thirteen paintings still contain physical evidence

of Vermeer's system, by which he inserted a pin, with a string attached to it, into the grounded

canvas at the vanishing point.; With this string he could reach any area or his canvas to cre

at~ correct orthogonals, the straight lines that meet in the central vanishing point (fig. 3).

The vanishing point of the central perspcctil'c in the drl oJ Painting is still visible in the

palm layer just um.ler Lhe end of Lbe luwer map-rud, beluw Clio's righr hand"

To transfer the orthogonal line descrih~d hy the string, V~rm~t"r would have applied



chalk to it. While holding it taut between the pin in the vanishing point and the fingers of
one hand, his free hand would have drawn the string up a little and let it snap back onto
the surface, le:wing:l line of chalk. This could then h:lve been traced with a pencil or brush.

Such a simple method of using a chalk line to make straight lines was probably used by
Vermeer's Delft colleagues Leonard Bramer (J596-167+) and Carel Fabritius (1611-1654)

to compose wall paintings, and is still used today by painters of trompe l'oei! interiors.'
Little or no trace of Vermeer's method - except the pinhole - remains. This is visible

to the naked eye on Vermeer's AlIegpry of Faitb (cat. 20). Since almost all of Vermeer's

grounds contain lead white, the loss of ground where the pin was inserted usually appears
on the x-radiograph as a dark spot (fig. 4).R This method of placing a pin through the
canvas was nor unique to Vermeer, but was in fact widely practiced among architecture

painters of his time. It was used not ani)' by Gerard Houckgeest (c. [600-1661) :.tnd

Emanuel de "'litre (c. 1617-1<>92), but also by Vermeer's slightly older colleague Pieter de

Hooch (1629-168.4-), a painter of interiors. Similarly, picrures by rhe genre painters Gerrit
Dou (1613-1675), Gabriel Metsu (1629-1667), and others, also have irregularities in the
paint surface where a pin was placed at the vanishing point.

Like most of his contemporary painters, Vermeer created the spatial illusion directly

on the canvas. The Haarlem painter Pieter Saenredam (1'97-166,) practiced another
method. On the basis of a preparatory sketch, observed first-hand, Sacnredam con-

68

ng. 2. JohAnnes Vermeer, Art ~f Ptfllltut!., c. 1666·1667,

l,.··.mv;ls, Kunsthiswrischcs Museum, Vienn01



VJ::RMI:.J::K IN l'J::KSPECTlVE

L&FT: fi~. ;. rbt COlm,'ttet'OIl (~( rretAllig liNtI, liOln Bosse
1684, no. ,S. Koninklijke BibliO{heek, The HJgue. .\'-7. is
the hon7,.on, C[he central \':mishing point, Note:' lhe looSt:
enos of the string used lor the construction.

!tIGHT: fig. +. X-r:ldlO8ml'h detJl1 or OJI. \. ,ho.,ng 'he
pinprick hy which \'<rm~r consUuctM thC' p..linting's
pCl'sptetin:

structcd his perspective on a sheet of paper, later, in his studio. After having reached the

final composition he would apply charcoal on the back of the paper and transfer the
drawing with a sharp tool onto the surface of a prepared panel. After this the painting
process could stan." Saenredam always used a panel support, while Vermeer apparently
preferred to worl.: on e~nvas_

l'

~rmuT'I MethodI

In the beginning of his career Vermeer had difficulty in rendering floor tiles. The distance
points, positioned at an equal distance on either side: of the vanishing point 011 the hori

zon, provided the basis lor the diagonals. These lines form the pattern of the floor tiles.

When the horizon of his painting was relatively high and the distance points were close to

the vanishing point, Vermeer apparently was vexed by the distortion of the tiles at the

fon:~ruund comers. Examples of this occur in his earlier paintings such as Tbe Glarr of

lVi'" (p~ge 36, fig 7; c. 16)8-1660) and Tb, Gi,·j witb tbe ~Vjtltglarr (c. 16)9-1660, cat. 6).

The last example in Vermeer's oeuvre that shows a certain distortion of the floor tiles

owing to the short interval between the distance points is The Millie Lmoll (c. 1662-r664,

car. 8). Here the VIew point, the center of projection,'" is situated about 77 centimeters

from the painted surlace, the so-<:allcd picture plane. Viewed from this distance, the dis

tortion is not noteworthy.

As Vermeer's career progressed, he solved this problem by moving the distance points
farther away from the scene, thereby eliminating {he distortion. This is important, par
liculally as I,,: lIlovcJ his vanishing point coward the edge of rhe painting at the same

time. In Offiar alld rAllghlllg ra,·j (c. T(1)8), the viewing angle'l is about n° (fig. )~) and in
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the ,-Irt of Pailllil1[, (c. 1666-1667) the viewing angle has come down to around 30' (fig.
)b). In The Love Luter (c. 1669-167°, cat. 18) the angle declines to about 28', and in the

last painting executed by his hand,.1 Lo~Y 5eaud (lithe Virgi'lal (c. (67), car. 22), Vermeer
reduces the viewing angle to only 22' (fig. lC). It is interesting to note that Vermeer

painted only diagonally placed Roor tiles in his interiors, while De Hooch used diagonally
placed as well as parallel tiles-sometimes even both within one painting-at random

intervals.
Although Vermeer seems to have eonsistemly used a string attached to a pin placed in

rh......ntral vanishing point, the placement of the distance points poses a problem. At first

one might expect that Vermeer determined the position of the diagonals on the edge of
his canvas with the aid of a so-called "height \v-all" (boogu lIIuHr), as some Dutch land·
scape painters dld.11 This would imply doing calculations or constructing 01 auxiliary
lines in order to make space recede toward the back wall. Since no trace of marks on the

ed!;es or elsewhere on his paintings has so iar surfaced, it seems highly unlikely that

Vermeer used such methods.
Painters would want to create pertect central perspective without having to struggle

rop: fi~ t:J.. I\-rS}l"Cli\"t: diJ.~Llm 01· \'crmCl'r's o.UlCfr dJ/d
J_IHf.brHf, Girl. "ntis i, tlll'l'arlit"t r.;linlin~ Whl'Tl" tht' \":10

ishin~ poi11l ha:-. ~t:t:n dc-tl'crc..'d in the p:tim LtYl·r.Owinj(
CO the shuCl inH.'n'JI i1ll."r\\ L't.'n thl" Cc."nlr.ll ":lI1ishin~ point

and the distilll"l" l"flim~. thl' \"i""\l iT1~ :H1J.tk· i:oo :lhuut r;l:

Cl:XT EN.: Jig. ~h. Pcrspc.'cli,'c di:1gr;JUl uf VCT1llCCr'S ,-Irln(

P,rtHli'fg. The \'jc\\'in~ Jn~lc h>ls lk~rc~SL:J to .11'pmxi
lU:ltd,' 30" ~s tht inlen':,l h:l:'i k·ll!Z.thcncu het\\'t."'C11 th~'

l.'(.'ntr:J1"~ni~hil1~ point .1Od distan<:l.' poin[s.

BOTTO.\(: fi~. 5('. f\'n;rcrtin~ Ji:.J.~r~m of . / I..t~~r .')((1/(.' ,If

,[.r fi'lill.tI. In this rainrlO~. probably rh~ I:tn 0"(" C'Xt.".

CUlcJ hy Vc.'rmccr. the \'kwin~ anJZ;lc i~ only 2~':



VERl\'lEER IN PERSPHCTIVE

Comfrtlctioll

In 1669 Pietcr Teding van Berckhout, a prominent citizen of The Hague, visited Vermeer's

studio and described the paintings that he saw as extraordinary and curious "pmpectivrs.'" 5

with complicated theories. One simple way was to use the already mentioned chalk line

to determine the orchogonals, a method that Vermeer could apply to the diagonals as well.

It can be assumed that Vermeer placed his canvas-usually small-against a board or a wall,

with a nail on either side of the painting. These nails would be placed at the same level as

the horizon in the picture. With strings attached to the nails Vermeer could again apply

the chalk line for the diagonals in his constructions. The use of this simple method can bt:

deduced from various manuals on perspective that Vermeer could have known. One such

lllanual shows strings, 1",:IJ Laul Lo un", "'ye::, alladle::u llJ a sljuaTl:: lyill~ UII lhe:: ~ruunJ (fig. 6).
Strines were also used in connection with drawing tahles. Tn contrast to whnr we t~X

pect, it appears that constructors of perspective in the seventeenth century used drawing

tables almost as sophisticated as the ones in use today (fig. 8). With strings attached to

movable devices placed at the upper corners of the drawing table, tbe draftsman could

create any desired diagonals or orthogonals on paper. The horizon could be plotted using

a sliding ruler at a fixed 90' angle to the horizontal bottom edge of the table. A horizon

would be chosen at the desired level on th is ruler, and by sl iding the ruler across the paper
a line could be drawn.1.I

Just how painters exercised rhe perspcctive can be seen in a charming sketch drawn on

tht: wall behind the painter depicted at his easel by Barent Fabritius (1624-1673) (Iig. 7).1~

In red chalk, among cartoons, the draftsman has made a spatial study with a distinct

vanishing point in the middle. The orchogonals and also some of the diagonals have been
drawn in.

fig;. 8. Hendrick Hondius, lJr.m·j"g tdM~. from ~'I:Jrolois

1628. no. ~o, K,oninklijke Bibli()tb~k. Tht' Ib~u(' Jo

fig. 7. Detail, Bare-m Fabritius, JeNH' PJillttr ill Wr Suufln.

c. ]655, oil nn c:iln\':lS, 1\1 usee du l.ouvre. Paris

h~. 6. Th~ '(f/JIt!J1 ""p ({ {If-bt. (rom Bosse 16~, nn, 1,

Kuninklijkc Uibliotht;ck, "J'he HJ.~llC
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Teuiu!$ van Berckhout might have referred to Vermeer's illlCI ior scenes, wbicb wen: veT)'

c~r('fillly constructed. This leads us to theconc1usion that Vermeer should he consic1f'rec1

first and foremost as a practical and skilled master in creating his interiors just the way he

wanted them. Numerous authors have argued that the artist reproduced the scenes he

saw in front of him, either by careful copying, using drawing frames, or by means of a

camera obseura." That Vermeer traced an image with this device is unlikely; howcyer, a

number of paintings are belieyed to have been created with the camera obscura as a com

positional aid. J7 The way Vermeer occasionally applied the final paint layer or highlights

in a pointillistic manner may have been influenced by the vision one gets by looking

through a camera obscura (but see page 25).

Vermeer was completely aware of the spatial illusion he wanted to create, which he

accomplished by combining his skill in constructing space with his talent ~or composition,

color, technique, and iconography. Without the usc of a camera obscura as a drawing aid

he created images that looked "photographic," which decei\'e the spectators into hrlItving

that the scenes ;ue real. With this illusionism Vermeer attained the highest level of artis

tic ambition to which a seventeenth-century painter could aspire. 'x
Since Vermeer created his compositions very carefully, one must ask if the figures and

the many accessories in the paintings were also constructed. Close study of the foreshort
ened furnieu re has revealed that it has been just as carefully built up as the Qvel all per

spective. Once again. the chalk lines attached to the distance points formed by the nail in

the wall next to the picture would have served as the base for the receding lines of the
chairs and tables in Vermeer's interiors (fig. 9).

The horizon in Vermeer's earlier paintings in general (cat. 2 and page 20, fig. ()) is

observed to be relatively higher than in the later ones. Although high horizons also occur

in later works, the position of the horizon in combination with the viewpoint of the spec

tator is significant. 19 ln the majority of Vermeer's works the viewpoint is indeed below the

eye level of thc depictcd figures. It has been argued that when using a camera obscura

placed on a table, the artise's vantage point would naturally be low. l
!) !lo\Vever, Vermeer

may have delibet-ately sought this effect, in order to keep the spectator at a distance. As

D.ch.!
H --IIl!:!:~~~====='

7l

:fig. 9. PC'rspc:cti,'C diagr:arn of caL 8_ The di5t:mce point"
oi the conn ruc:ti()n of the chair ~re marl:cd D.(b,l and D.l.

Both points ...rc c.:"Tefull~· pl"cro;Jt an equal disuncc to
tho loft of Ihe dinanco points (,1.1 ..d d.l) of tho 0\"..,.11
'l.:omposition.



ro,p: Ii~. 10. K.l"CUllS"truCtiOn of fig. J1

RIG II 'f: li~ II. Johannes Vermeer. GIrl Rt.1dlll~ .f Lttrtr .11

olH Oft" ,,,"jH(bJ,,,, c. 16f7. nil un (am'as, St:latlichc
Kunscsammlungcll Dresden, Gcm~ldC'galcnC' Alte ~lcistcr

r

we almost always have a frog's eye view, from below, the figures automatically increase in

starure, even in a small painting such as The Milkmaid Ccat. r).
Vermeer also deliberately places the vanishing point behind a r/polwoir or other bar

rier between the viewer and the scene. This seems to have been a hallmark throulI;hout his
oeuvre as secn in paintings from the Proctlwr (page 60, fig. 16) and Girl RMdiug a utter at

011 Upm Wi"dow (fig. u) to the Art of Pailllillg (fig. 2) and The Love utul' (cat. 18).
In the early Girl Readillg a utter "I (1/1 Open lVi"dow the horizon is placed in such a way

that it divides the painting in hal[ The vanishing point is placed between the girl's neck

and the green curtain to the right. The reason for the position of the vanishing point be
hind the reading girl seems irrational, as it does not lead the eye of the spectator into the
compo$ition. At an early stage in the development of this picture, however, a painting of

o 'pid hung just above the vanishing point on the back wall. ~1 To stress the :lmoroUS con

tent of the letter, the orthogonals to the vanishing point would lead the eye of the specta

tor via the Cupid to the girl and back, which would be logical (fig. to). But Vermeer has

obscured the meaning by overpainting the Cupid, and leaves us only with a very natural
istic and sensual reflection of the girl in the leaded glass window. De~pite the changes

that Vermeer made to the composition, he did not alter the pt:rspective design.
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Acquirillg Exptmu

'Where or with whom Vermel"r tr~in ..d in thl' IISI' of perspective is entirdy unknou·n. In

the introduction of his book on perspective, Desargues writes that a painter who wants to

know more about the .Hut-JilJl/It (art of measurement) should consult the LtlndmetUr (car

tographer) in order to make use of hIS expertIse." According to Desargues this would lead
to a bcrter understanding of Doo.-.;icbt-kumlc (perspective). He further suggests that the

painter should look around him at otheI crafts and take advantage of the knowledge of,
for instance, carpenters, bricklayers, and cabinetmakersY

A painter like Saenrc:dam acquired his first instruction in the rules of perspective from
the localltmdmmn' (cartugraplll:l) l'ietel \Viis, witell lie was alI'cady cstablislll:d as an
artist24 1n H::larlrm thi~ profession W.1~ included in the p:lintrr'~ glliln of Snint I.llk(', ann

also in Vermeer's home town of Delft one could recein: education in this mitie,: At the age
of thirty-six Anthony van Leeuwenhoek, who may have known Vermeer, obtained his
diploma In cartography in l)eJft-that is, when Vermeer had already made a number of
'perspectives.'1.; The knowledge of perspective was essential to the suceesful creation of a

correct spatial illusion, which was so popular with Delft painters after (6)0. The impor
tance of good training was stressed by Van Hoogstraeten, who explained that without this
learning, "so many ignoram painters are shipwrecked."16

It was unly afler sume ycars uf ~)Jactice that Vermeer became all expcn in lhe usc of

perspective. In his early work, such as Clodst in tbe HOllse 41/ Ma/J lI1/I1 Marthtl (cat. 2), the
interior does not have a correct and carefull)' constructed perspective. Nor do his follow
ing paintings, including A Womtll/ AIJup (page 20, fig. 6), which is an ambitious attempt
to creare a literal "Through-view" (DoO/<.icbt). Around HiS8 Vermeer's interest changed

into creating space in " c:lTefully constructed wny. This r·esulted in the Ojfiar (wd Laughing

Girl (page 35, fig. 6), the tirst painting where Vermeer employed a string attached to a pin.
Throughout the rest of his career ile continued to use th is method.

!'en"..,.', Studio

In order to visualize: Vermeer's studio wc have: to look at writte:n sources and his paintings
other than the .1rt oj Pail/til/g, from which little can be deduced. There the paimer steadies
his right hand, resting it on a maulstick held in his left hand. No othcr painting materials
or accessories other than the maulstick, and the brush are present.

In addition to the already mentioned books the im-emory of Vermeer's studio also in

cluded two Spanish chairs, a stick with an iyory knob, two easels, and three palettes.
Three bundles of various prints were found, probably on the reading desk also described

10 the inventory. In another small room Vermeer kept five or six books, and in the attic,
the im'cntory rcads, he had a stone table and a muller to grind his pigments.

Alas. no pigments, pots, or bottles of oils arc listed. Nor are water basins, in which to

keep the paint from drying out, varnish borrles, or containers for turpentine. The inven
toried wooden box with d.rawers may have contained some of his painting materials. Such
boxes not only appear in many artists' self portraits, holding small pots with various liquids,
hru~hr~, and pigments, but also in depictions of painters' srudios (fig. 12).

Classical sculpture and casts were common in studio interiors from the seventeenth
century, but none is mentioned in the inventory. However, in the Art ~/ Pi/illti}l" a cast of

7+

rig. D. Gonz~lesCoques, PJIHflT IN JIll Stu,hn. oil on

c~O\·as. Sr;1:ttliches 1\luseum Sch\\'erin



ri~ IJ. JohannC's Vt·rml"'l'r. PtJ,t"m u../1t ],i.JJO'~ 'HUII.UI.
L'. u566-1667, nil un c:.xm'..I.s. Tht" 1\h.-lrovulll~1Il :-'JuseulIl

uf ,\n. ~C\\' Yurk. Gift ur \Ir, .lmJ ~lrs. Charles
Wri~h[sm:m. in mernury uf Theodure RUU5Sl":lU, Jr,. 1979

a male face lies face-up on the table. Vermeer's maulstlck IS also mIsSing In the Inventory,

but maybe he used the stick with an ivor)' knob for this purpose.

The eighteenth-century Dutch artists' biographer Arnold Houbraken (1660-1719)

noted that the painter Acre de Gelder (164;-1727) had different jackets, curtains, and fab

rics such as silk and satin, in his studio, which he used to clothe his model from head to

fUOl ill LluO' way that SUil<::U his interesL. '7 Vermeer's inl'<::mory includes many of the items

and jac.kns dc.picrc.ci in his painTings, slIch as th .. fllr-Trimmed, yellow s:ltin jacket fonnn

in six paintings. Whether Vermeer had a lay figure we do not know. Howcvcr, looking at

the Portrait oj a TOImg If1J11za~1 (fig. (3) and the anatomy of her left hand, which does not

seem to fit with the foreshortening of her shouldet· and arm, and the drapery over her

shoulder, onc gets the impression that a lay figure may have been lIsed."S

The fact that Vermeer's inventory includes no frames for stretching canvas, common

in mJny seventeenth-century studios, is very interesting. Contemporary depictions of

artists' studios show them at work on canvases both strung in larger frames, often

idenlified as the Dutch methuu, anu lackc::u U!IlU slrainc::rs (fig. (4). The pai!ll Iayt:r uucs

not extend over the tacking roBes in :my 01 Verml".-r's paintings so f:1r l"xamin.-d,2'I indicJt

ing that Vermeer preferred his canvas stretched onto its strainer before starring painting.

This is corroborated by reading his inventory, in which are noted ten canvases as well as

six panels standing ready to be p'linred.
A fine craquclure pattern running parallel to the edges of Vermeer's paintings re\~eals

7\
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information on the size of the original strainers that he used: they were between two-and

a half and three-3nd-a-half centimeters wide. The larger strainers, such as those used for

the Vit11J or Dt/(t (cat. 7) and the Art of Paimin(, had central crossbars and corner braces
similar to those seen in an allegorical painting by Ferdinand van Kessel ([648-r696)

(figs. r5a and b).
\Vl,,::n Vennccr started to work on a painting, we can assume lhal be:: WClll up lu hi~ at

tic in order to prepare his pigments, which, as suggested by recent analysis, were mix"d
with linseed Oil;lO on the stone table. Back in his studio he would be able to work on one

of his two easels) the size and construccion of which we can surmise from his Art of
Pamting. Vermeer probably used one of the palettes mentioned in the inventory for the

lighter colors and another for the darker. 'Ve do not learn anything from the inventory

about his stock of brushes) but his brushstrokes reveal that he used a num'ger of larger
square-tipped and smaller round-tipped brushes. Many brush hairs became embedded in
the paint) particularly in scumbles: fine brown hairs in the half-tones in the face of the

Girll1'itb" P~"rll1lrriJ1g(cat. Ir) and in the gray-brown scumble rendering the reflection

of the town in the water in the VinP of Dtfjt. In this painting also thick white hairs were
found in the white underpainting of the sky.31 The latter are presumably hog's hair and
t he former could be squirrel or otter hairY

Tbt PurcbtHt of }"'.II!triO/Tn

For the purchase of his materials, such as (prepared) canvases and panels and current
kinds of paint, Vermeer could turn to an artists' supplier. One or more of these could

fi~. 14. Vincent van dcr VinnC'" Pnmlel"It fi;s SllIdio.

engraving. Rijksprmttnk:lbincc, Am!lrcrd~m



vERMEER IN PERSPECTIVE

L.~fT: lig. 15:1, Craqudurc in the: p.1int 13ycr of the 17(;;0 lJ{
Vt(ft Inl.!t<."::ues .:an anginal stulOcr as depicted In hg. lib.

IU<.iIlT: ti.g. 15b. Dcr:lil, Ferdinand ''Un Kcuel, ~·t .lton'"

P"iJlurJ'Stlldia. oil on copper, CourtC"Sr R. V:l1I51 London.
The rwo Cilm'a:-'lCS ;Ire 3fretched on strainers 3imilu to the
onc:$ urig:inal1y used for Vermeer's larger p;Jintings,

probably be found in Delft, and certainly in nearby Ronerdam.3
' In the seventeenth cen

rury, Van Hoogstraeten :lnd others :ldvised artists not to bother trying to make pigments,

which could be bought easily in various places. J3 The precious natural ultramarine that
Vermeer used even in the underpainting of a number of pictures is, however, not encoun

tered in survivi ng inventories or se,'cnteenth-century artists' suppliers. For small quanti
ties of pigments such as this, one could turn to the apothecary, the forerunner of the

artists' supplier.

The inventory of the Delft apothecary D. de Cock,30 where Vermeer had a debt for

medicines,J7 lists substances that could be used for the preparation of paint and varnish.
Pu,ssil>l y Vermeer aC<.juired these substances from De Cock, since rhe massicor or lead rin

yellow, list~cl in his invt.'ntory, was employed in m:lny paintings, mosr evidently in the rex

ture and light Of the yellow satin jackets (cat. 13). Gold leaf, obtainable in small booklers,

was only once applied by Vetmeer, to the studs of the chair in A f11lman As/up. All these
materials, as well as lead whLte, Venetian turpentine, and linseed oil, were mentioned in
De Cock's inventory.

Already in the sixteenth century Delft apothecaries appear to have acquired a measure
of renown for their skill in preparing pigments. The learned French physician M. de
l'Obel (r538-1616) first learned from the Delft apothecary M. D. Cluyt (active in the sec

ond half of Lhe sixleellL1. cemury) how unc could make a serviceable red lacquer for the

painter..l3 Not just apothecarit>s hut also spt.'cialisrs involved in the production of Delft

earthenware were adept in the manufacture of pigments.J9

Vermeer's preference for the relatively expensive blue pigments such as natural ultra

marine might be related to the fact that his market consisted of a small group of amateurs
and connoisseurs who regularly bought work without directly commissioning it. 1\ large

proportion of the surviving works points to a single purchaser (see pages 22 and n). The
rarity of Vermeer's work has been connected with his technique: up until now it was pre
sumed that he was a slow painter. However, brushstrokes applied wet-in-wet indicate that

some parts at least were rapidly execuleJ, ahlluugh iL appears lhac the artist may have

worked on a painting at intervals. He developed a composirion wry C::lrefill1y, somerimt>s
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changing or drlc:tln?; elements, such as the abol'e-mentioned painting of a Cupid in Girl

nr"dillg; {/ utlr,. ,'f .111 arm 'Vim/olP.

A true understanding of Vermeer's painting cannot be achieved withom technical data.

The most fascinating is that instead of using a camera obscura, he established perspec

til-ely correct paintings, simply with the aid of a pin and strings. As previously stated,

this methoclll'as also used in Vermeer's ,1n of Ptli'lfIlIg, in which (he pinhole has given us

:l direct connt>ction with Vermeer's own stllrlio In his p'lintings Vermeer decei"es us into

believing that tht: depicted sct:nes are real-according to \an Hoogstraeten this was the

highest level of artistic ambition the seventeenth-century painter could aim for,

a level that Vermeer surd)' achieved.'"
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Fohannes Vermeer. Lady
Writillg a Letter with Her
Maid (detail), c. ,670,
oil On canvas
N:llion<l1 Gallery of Jrel:and, Dublin

reRGEN WADUM
Royal Cabinet of Paintings MauritshlHs

Contours of Vermeer

O bserving and being able to perceive the abun
dance of visual information around us at all
times is in itself a complicated task. Compre
hending this data and visualizing it in oil paint
on a two-dimensional canvas is what makes
an artist. The artist is a perceiver who pays
special attention to the points of view from
which the world can be seen and one who
calches and .records for lhe reSl of us the mosl
revealing perspectives on things.!

Johannes Vermeer's apparent preoccupa
tion with effects of light and textures in small
interiors makes him an appealing nanator,
with a full artistic license, of seventeenth
century Holland. The specific way in which
Vermeer gives a luminous sfumato to the con
tours of the objects within his paintings fur
ther adds to his mastery of space by detaching
ubjects frum the background.

Leonardo da Vinci's Trattato della pittura,
of which a French translation was published in
r651 in Paris,l and Samuel van Hoogstraeten's
Inleyding tot de hooge schoole der schilder
konst (1678) can be seen as important sources
for understanding Vermeer's painterly effects.
Van IIoogstraeten discusses manipulation of
reality and the trend of creating illusions,
trompe l'oeil, which may have influenced Ver
meer very early in his career.

During the Vermeer exhihition in Washing
ton and The Hague (1995 - I 996), I had the op
portunity to compare the individual paintings
to each other and to examine them closely. To.
gether with the technical research on the ma-

jority of the pictures, this has led me to con
clude that the hitherto assumed chronology
of Vermeer's paintings mllst he slightly modi
fied.3 I have also come to question the attri
bution of Sai1Jt Praxedis to Vermeer on stylis
tic and technical grounds.

Observin~

It has been noted that the interiors in Ver
meer's paintings often seem to contain more
light than they receive through the windows.
Van Hoogstraeten wrote tha t IIoftengrea t ma s

tel'S violate this, letting the lesser light inside
overwhelm the stronger light from outside, II

4

and by that he seems to refer to the paint
ings of Vermeer. The artist used the various
bright surfaces and materials of the objects
iu his interiors as rdlec LOrs of lhe lighl lhal
enters through the large windows. This can
be observed in the face of The Geographer,
for Instance. Here we find more light falling
on the shadowed side of the face than we
would expect at first, were it not for the light
reflected on his face from the open map lying
on the tablc, bathed in sunlight.~This kind of
reflection is comparable to the much smaller
reflection cast from the white collar on the
chin of the Girl with a Pearl Earring." Similar
diffuse light reflections can be seen in A Lady
Seated at the Virginal, where the girl's arms
and satin dress arc mirrored in the polished
front of the musical instrument. These ob
servations are important in understanding
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l. Johannes Vermccr,
A Lady at the Virginal with
(I GenrJeman (The Music
Lesson), c. 1662- [664,
oil on canvas
Her M:tjeslY Queen Eliz.1belh II

Vermeer's close scrutiny of the nature of
light.

The reflections all may seem natural, but
in fact Vermeer is creating intriguing situa
tions, as there often seem to be more light
SOUIL:t:S thall thusl: WI: Il:c.;UgIlizl: at firl;t. Thl:

glowing highlights of the copper studs on the
blue chair in A Lady at UJe Virginal with a
Gentleman (fIg. rL for convenience usually
titled The Music Lesson, may serve as an ex
ample. The nails on the seat show strong
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highlights on the left side and a smaller re
flection next to their right sides. The nails on
the chair-back, however, have the strong high
light placed at the right side, with a smaller
one to the left. It therefore looks as if there
is a second light source which, oddly enough,
is not casting its light on other objects in the
composi tion. The studs on the lower edge of
the blue chair in A Lady Standing at the Vir
gina] show not two but three highlights: a
small reflection above left on the side of the



~. CelanI Huuckgt:e~l,

Ambulntocyof t.be Nieuwe
Kelk iII Delft., 16 T, "if on
panel
RUY'I! C.&1JlIIl::l ur P,.lllllill~:-'

MnumshUls, ThL: H:J.!,'Uc

window, a stronger one at the top right side,
and a third reflection at tbe lower edge of the
stud. This reflection comes from the Ught that
hits the white marbled floor and is echoed in
the nails. A similar secondary light can be
seen in the back of the chair which is strongly
illuminated by the reflection of the light in
the imagined white wall behind the virginaL

Observing and studying nature critically
must have been essential for Vermeer, en
abling him to play with form, texture, light,
and secondary light with virtuosity. Leonardo
also was occ'l.lpied with the nature of the opti
cal system, light, and the function of the eye.
At the beginning of the sixteenth century
he drew the conclusion that the so-called
visual rays from the same parts of an object
would reach different parts of the visual
pUWt:I, tIlt: eye, and vice versa.' By this the
geometrical simplicity of the canonical "pyra
mid of vision" was disrupted, according to
Wh1Ch near forms occluded remoter objects
in an absolutely straightforward manner, Ac
cording to Leonardo's later theories, no edge
will ever be seen absolutely and no object
ncar the cye will occlude distant objects in
a tOtally clearcut manner. This thesis also
seemed to explain why a very small object

close to the eye appears to be translucent, and
why we are able to see relatively well through
an open-weave cloth held near the eye.s

Do Leonardo's observa tions explain the ha
loing and circles of confuslOn that Vermeer
applied in many of his paintings, which by
some are thought to be achieved by looking
through a camera obscura? 9 Probably not,
but an explanation for these phenomena may
implicitly be found in a letter from Nicolas
Poussin 11 593/r 594- 1665) to Fran<;ois Sublet
de Noyers, describing twO methods of view
ine ohjPcts: "one is hy simple seeing and the
other ponders them attentively. Simple see
ing is nothing other than natural reception in
the eye of the form and resemblance of the
seen object. But to see an object with deliber
ation ... we search with a particular proce
dure for a way to understand the same object
properly. Therefore we may say that simple
'aspect' is a natural operation, while that
which I call 'prospect' is a function of reason
and depends on three thines: knowledge of the
eye, of the visual ray, and of the distance from
the eye to the object." 10

Of course Vermeer was not acquainted
with this letterj nevertheless, it explains how
an observant pai nrer such as Vermeer could
have examined the visible world and subse
quently created paintings with his painterly
skill, without any optical device other than
his eye.

When observing the light, a very substan
tial part of perceiving it is by the shadowed
areas near the lit object itself. By its sheer
presence a shadow can suggest an object or
person not present in the picture plane. In the
same way, light falling into the interior from
unset:1J wimluws, as can be seen in Gerard
Houckgeest'sAmbulatory of the Nieuwe Kerk
in Delft Ifig. 2) lIon the columns receding to
ward the left, W1U reveal part of the scene hid
den from the viewer.

Johannes Kepler (1571-r630I, who com
pared the dioptric mechanism of the eye with
the image created by a camera obscura, pub
lished important discoveries on the nature of
seeing.I2 The Keplerian notion of sight, stat
ing that vision is brought about by a picture of
the ohserved ohject heing fonned, or "painted"
as he described it, on the concave surface of the
retina,'d was shared by Rene Descartes (1596
1 650)-who lived in The Ha.gue from 1628 to
1 649-in his book La Dioptrique.I<I It appears
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to have been an important topic among the
Dutch scholars and connoisscurs of thc time.
Intellectuals all over Europe were occupied
with U11derstanding perspective, the ways of
recordi.ng space correctly and of creating the
most convincing spatial illusion.

In the late 1650S Vermeer changed his
Woman Asleep Ifig. 31 into a virtual door·
zieht, or "view," by eliminating a man and a
dog originally in the adjacent room. 15 He may
have been inspired by Van Hoogstraeten's Per·
spective of a Dutch lntel'ior Viewed from a
Doorway of 16'18 (fig. 4).16

Naturally optics, telescopes, microscopes,
magnifying glasses, spectacles, and the cam
era obscura interested not only philosophers,
theologians, and surveyors but also paint·
ers. The seventeenth-century Dutch painter
theorist Samuel van Hoogstraeten, who wrote
with fascination about the camera obscura
stated that young painters could benefit fro~
looking aL its i 1I1<1ges. 17 Furtht::r un, he stateu
that an image as created with this apparatus
could also be obtained by using a magnify
ing glass and mmors. Although these distort
the image a little, they reflect most of the col
ors and the image accurately. IS

Van Hoogstraeten's fascination with the
camera obscura has been interpreted as advice
to painters to paint in a dark room. Apart
from the fact that no painter would ever
sit with his palette full of bright colors in a
dark room painting an upside-down image,I9
the DLltch word afmalen has been misin
terpreted. What Van Hoogstraeten meant
was that he wa.nted to tell something about
the "pictorial invention [that is, the camera
obscura] by means of which one can have all
the things that are outside palmed by reflec
tion in a closed and dark room." 20 He in fact
referred to the image as painting itself as a
reflection on the wall or a paper held in front
of the lens. Therefore the interpretation of
the word afmalen as an active deed of the
painter is wrong.2 ! When Van Hoogstraeten
described the use of a camera obscura, he did
not mean a little box with a lens through
which one can trace an image on a piece of
parchment; he simply explained how one can
make the outside world visible, upside down,
in a room by letting a lens focus the outside
world on either the wall or on a piece of paper
held in front of the light cone lfig. 5).
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Contours

To some extent Leonardo thought that shad
ows were more important than outlines. This
is reflected in his sfumato, the soft, blended
transition of contours. "The outlines of
second-plane objects will never be as clear as
those of foreground objects," he wrote and
continued: "the line has in itself neither mat
ter nor substance and may rather be called an
imaginary idea than a real object."22

Caravaggio (1573-1610) often juxtaposed a
strongly lit area with a dark one. By means of
thh tunal Gumrast he enhanGed the radiance
oflight. This phenomenon, in the seventeenth
century called tenebroso or chiaroscuro, be
came a specialty of the Utrecht Caravaggisti.

In order to avoid the risk of silhouetting
objects ina stage setting, Vermeer chose his
own technique of rendering transition tones

3. Johannes Venneer,
A Woman Asleep,
1658-r659, oil on canvas
Mctrnpo.liun Museum of An.
New York, Ikoquest of Benjamin
Altman, 191J

4. Salllud vClu1"iuugstJaclcu,
Perspective of a Duten
1/1 tt::[iu~ ViC' weu !IUIIl II

Doorway, 1658, oil on
canvas
Muste du L-oU\!fC, Puis

5. }ohan van Bcvcrwyck,
Sehat del Ongesomheyt,
1667, etching
Royal library. The Hague



in cases where light values contrasted with
each other in space. The luminosity, or slight
radiation of the objects in the shift of color
between two planes was created either by us
ing overlapping paint or leaving the ground
visible. Here it is worth mentioning, noting
that Vermeer often placed his blue-skirted
women against white backgrounds, that Leo
nardo observed "objects placed against a light
b::lckgronnd ... will n:Hurally appp.ar oetacheo
from that ground,":k1 thus enhancing the spa
tial illusion.

The sfumato effect was also implemented
by seventeenth-century Dutch painters such
as Rembrandt (1606- 1669), who, with a mod
erately loaded brush of highly viscous paint,
gave contours a diffuse character. He did this
by allowing underlying paint to shimmer
through the later applied brush strokes which
had left only paint from certain brush hairs
on areas extruding as a result of impasto un
derpaint or a pronounced canvas weave.24 Ver
meer, in his individual way of rendering sfu
mato, let areas of paint slightly overlap at the
transition areas along contours in order to
create a special luminous effect arOLmu his
pictorial motifs. The result of this technique
can be seen, for example, around the skirt of
The Milkmajd (see fig. 10 in the paper by
Nicola Costaras elsewhere in this volul11e)25
and the Young Woman with a Water Pitcher,26
but also between the floor tiles in The Music
Lesson (sec fig. 14). Whereas Vermeer over
lapped the layers, his forger of the 1930S, Han
van Meegeren (r880- 1947), painted a light
blue or bright ocher line along the contours in
order to create a similar effectY

The practical way of painting the transi
tion zone between one object and another
recalls, once again, Leonardo's words: USince
the end of one color is the beginning of an
other, it must not bc called a linc, for nothing
intervenes between one color placed in front
of another except its end, which is impercep
tible even when viewed from near at hand." 28

Vermeer in several situations literally avoided
h::lving the cn]or of one form tOlld, th::lt of
another in order to make soft transitions be
tween objects. This is the case with the out
line of the neck in the Portrait of a Young
Woman 29 and with the right contour of the
Lady Seated at the Virginal, where the buff
ground is used directly as a middle tone (fig. 6).
In conclusion to the aforementioned state-
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ment Leonardo wrote: "Therefore, painter, do
not accentuate it Ithe contourJ in distant ob
jects."30 Analogous to this, Vermeer created
the diffuse borderline between the floor tiles
in The Music Lesson. I-Iere he allowed the
edges of the initially painted white tiles to be
overlapped slightly by the black underpaint of
the dark tiles. These were covered by a blue
and-black scumblc that, in its own way, over
laps the outlines of the white tiles (fig. 71. Ver
meer's use of "hemells]blauw" (sky blue) for
objects in the foreground can be seen as an
odd inversion of aerial perspective, consider
ing Van Hoogstraeten's opinion that th is color
should be reserved for objects in the back
ground.

Abraham Bosse (1611-16781, in the intro
duction to a book of 1664 by Franl10is Desar
gUt;:; (J.,)~J-l66:z.I,·11 Ullt: uf tllt: lUU:;t influ
ential French theorists on perspective in
the seventeenth century, stated that previous
wnters on perspective generally were con
cerned with three subjects: the base, the ele
vation, and the shadows. Desargues developed
,1 theory in which he used only two concepts:
de trek, or the elevation on the base, and het
sterck en flaauw, the variation of color in
tensity. Desargues argues that the strongcr or
more intense the color of an object, the more
it springs to the foregrOlmd and, vice versa,
when the color is more subdued it recedes
in space. Therefore a strong red color should
preferably be used for objects in the fore
ground, as Vermeer did with the red dress of
the woman in The Girl with the Wineglass,J2
in order to create depth for the objects or fig
ures placed behind it. Although artists had
long been aware of aerial perspective, this ob
servation is also important to Vermeer's for
mula for creating space.

Vermeer seems to have deliberately vio
lated the rules of aerial perspective in a num
ber of cases. As mentioned above, he painted
the transition zone between the tiles in the
foreground of The Music Lesson (fig_ 14) in
a bluish sfumaw. In the same painting the
woman playing the virginal is wearing a red
skirt, although she is standing in the back
ground of the composition. By giving her a red
dress Vermeer apparently wanted her to spring
forward toward the viewer, thus stressing her
as the main actress in this mise-en-scene.

Vemleer's ability to create soft contours ,IS

a result of his awareness of the nature of light
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6. Johannes Vermeer, A Lady
Seated at the Virginal
Idet.:lill, c. r675, oil on c~mV:lS

N.1tional C:allery, london

7. Johannes Vermecr.
A LadYal the Vjrginlll with
a GemlelllllJl (The MUSIC

Les on) Ideraill, c. 1662
r66~, oil on canvas
Her MajcslY Queen EIi::lhcth II

was further developed in his later paintings,
for example, in Lady Writing a Letter with
Her Maid. This painting shows Vermeer's fur
ther developed skills in depicting both the di
rect and secondary reflections of bright sur-



8. lohannes Vermecr, Lady
Writing a Leller with Her
Maid ldclOil), c. 1670, oil on
canvas
Nation:.l1 GiJllcry of Irdond, Dubhn

9. Johanncs Vcrmeel,
Tile Mil.J<maid (detailJ,
c. 1658- 1660, oil on c,mv.as
Riikslnmcum, AmslcrJJJn

10. Samuel van
Hoogstraeten,
Allegory of Time and
£temity, c. 1654, oil on
canva~

SolIe, Christie's ILondnnl. 1950

faces juxtaposed with darker areas (fig. 8).
The crisp, white right-hand sleeve of the lady
seated behind the table stands out with a
knife-edge sharp contour against the dark
background. On the other hand, her left
sleeve, painted in shadow against the brilliant
off-white wall behind her, shows the soft
contour created by a slight overlap of colors.
When observing a darker object against a
luminow:i background, sharp contours cannot
be perceived by the eye, however well defined
the object in front of the light may be.

Leonardo stated that it IS Important to have
the shadow area of the dark object-in the
case of Vermeer, often a dark blue skirt or

apron-placed against a hal'.kgmllnd that is
not equally dark, because then nothing can be
seen but the illuminated areas. Vermeer went
even further and often omitted any expected
shadow behind his figures, but in contrast
showed the white walls lit brightly. Leonardo
advised that if your figure /lis both light and
dark, put the dark side against a light back
ground and the light side against a dark back
ground,"·'·' which is exactly the contrapposto
in lit and unlit areas that Vermeer used in
many of his pictures. He created a similarphe
nomenon in A Lady Standing at the Virginal
and several of his other later paintings.

The draperies in Vermeer's late paintings
are painted with highlights that one does not
observe in his earlier works. This bears testi
mony to a further development of his aware
ness of the physical and psychological effects
of lrght and shadow and their correlation, as
well as to his ability to explore these phenom
ena on his canvases. For some the later paint-
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ings lack the much-appreciated quality of the
work of his middle period, in which the color
harmony is generally thought to be more
subtle. However, we must bear in mind that
Vt:rmt:t:r was cuntinuuusly in st:an:h uf umlt:r
standing the concept of sight and making vi
sual statements of his comprehension of how
the perceiving eye can combine the stimuli
into a finished image on the canvas.

Vermeer began with spontaneous composi
tions in his early history paintings but soon
evolved into the discovery of perspective, as
first encountered in Officer and a Latl~]1il1g

Cirp· Pointillism and impasto paint, as em
ployed in The Milkmaid (fig. 91, became his
next step. Vermeer's further vOy;lge led him
through the rendering of different surface tex
tures, .1S seen most remarkably in the View
of Delft,35 into smoothly painted interiors
where cast shadows and the differentiation of
contours became important factors for his
composed images.

In Allegory of Faith, based not only on
Cesare Ripa's leana/agia (1644) but probably
also on Van Hoogstraeten's Allegory of Time
GIld Eternity lfig. 10) of C. 1654,36 we find a
very schematic way of depicting the objects.
Vermeer suggests the items rather than care
fully rendering them. The text in the open
Bible is painted as gray pa tches; the reflections
on the chalice, as well as those on Christ on
the:: crucifix, hardly illl.!icatl:: a pattt:rJl; tht: rt:
flections in the glass orb, on close scrutiny,
can be described only as abstract blobs of
paint. However, one must imagine that the
painting is meant to be seen from some dis
tance, hanging relatively high on the wall.
Vem1ccr placcd the horizon in thc composi
tion crossing the woman's hand on her breast
and the highly symbolic transition zone be
tween the base of the ebony crucifix, the writ
ten text of the Bible, and Christ's crown of
thorns37 overlapping hoth Rihle and crucifix.
At this hei,ght we have the viewer's eye level,
which places the painting towering on the
wall. In this position the individual paint
strokes within the tapestry, the Bible, the
chalice, and so on, melt together and form rec
ugni<:ai.Jle object:>. It is fascinating tu obSl;:lvt:
how daringly free Vermeer was, in painting
this large canvas, from the ideals of the fi;n
schl1ders (the "fme palnters"l, accordmg to

which no individual paint stroke should be
tray the hand of the artist.38
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t. Johannes Vermeer,
he Milkmaid Ide. tail),
1658-1660, oil on canV3.$

jk..smuseum, .oI\mstcrdam

L Johannes Vermeer,
7dy at rhe Virginal with
Gentleman (The Music
%SOI1) Idetaill, c. J 662

\64, oil on canvas
.:r Majesty Quc.::en Eli;:''lbeth II

Il has nOl bt::t::11 Ilutt::u in earlier commen
taries that the black-and-white floor tiles in
Allegory of Faith have the same pattern as the
tiles in many other paintings by Vermeer. The
color scheme is inverted, however, so that we
see cross-patterns of the tiles made up of five
white tiles, whereas in his other paintings we
see them exclusively as black tiles. By doing
this Vermeer created more light in the lower
part of the painting, which again elongates
the imagc::.

Shadows and Reflected Light

The shadow of the nail in the wall above the
head of The Milkmaid (fig. I I Iand in the up
per left corner of the Woman Holding a Bal
ance'W were important statelnents meant to
give the eye a sense of space and to set the
backdrop.40 Yet these walls, with all their
flaking plaster and nail holes, are rarely seen
in other seventeenth-r.entIlTY paintings with
bourgeois interiors. They also form pan of the
captivating power at fooling the eye, simi
lar to the illusion created by the curtain hang
ing in front of Vermeer's early Girl Reading a
Letter at an Open Window. The art of paint
ing, wrote Van IIoogstraeten, is a science for
representing all the ideas or thoughts that
visible nature in its entirety can produce in
order to deceive the eye with outline and
r.olor41 Thp.se bedriegertjes (deceptions of the
eye) would give the painter the greatest bene
fits and raise him high in the opinion of his
clients.

Of course, Vermeer was aware that shad
ows are produced by objects that prevent light
reachi ng au area behinu tbem. As Leonardo
demonstrated, light has a tendency to bend
slightly inward in the shadow area when pass
ing along the outline of the object, thus cre
ating shadows th~t are not clearcllt but dif
fuse in outline. Van Hoogstraeten echoed this
when writing that the light from the slIn is
so strong and from such a large source that
the light embraces the object onto which it
falls. 42 This is illustrated by the lead bars in
the:: fon.:most window in The Music Lesson
which were painted in lapis lazuli, instead of
black, and stand alit against the strong day
light penetrating the window lfig. I2}. This
gives the bars a much thinner appe~rance, as
if light is being folded around the lead, there
fore diffusing the line. This phenomenon is

in accord with Leonardo's example of looking
through a coarse canvas, a!'i: mentioned e<lrlier.
The cast shadows of the lead bars in the glass
in lead windows in The Astronomer and in
the later Lady Writing a Letter with Her Maid
(fig. 81 were left unpainted. Vermeer instead
used the buff-colored ground to play the role
of shadow.

The color of the shadow is important to
the arti.st. Its tint is determined by the color
of the light source but also by the viewer's dis
tanC'.e, ~md is therefore not necessarily consis
tent with the color of the light. or have often
seen a white object with red lights and bluish
shadows,"43 wrote Leonardo, an observation
that Van Hoogstraeten~4 and Vermeer also
made. The shadows cast by the wooden rods
holding the maps ou the walls ill Wuman in
Blue Reading a Letter lfig. 131 and in Young
Woman with a Water Pitcher45 were painted
with a mixture of lead white, ocher, and nat
ural ultramarine. But, most significantly, the
shadows falling on the white-plastered walls
themselves are often also modeled in ocher,
lead whitc, and natural ultramarine, as seen
especially in The Music Lesson (fig. 141. Below
the barely visible triangular shadow, formed
bt::hillu lh~ uppt::r bar uf the:: lower window
next to the virginal, one observes a bluish
shadow falling on the wall lit by a yellow
blUIsh lIght coming through the window.
Also the wall under and behind the virginal
shows shadows, some of which could have
been recorded after reality and some notl

46

that add a bluish tint to the plastered wall. By
using these colors Vermeer wanted to indicate
tha t the color of the light falling on this lower
pan of the wall, as well as on the floor, was
detennined by the blue sky outside. As one
looks upward on the back wall we note that
the tonality changes into warmer tones, indi
c<lting a diffuse, reflected light from objects in
the street, outside our field of vision. Venneer
gave this reflected light a yellowish tint in
order to distinguish it hom direcl light.

The outside walls, below the windows .in
The Music Lesson and The Girl with the Wine
glass, the area that is shaded most and forms
:1 contrast to the strong light entering the win
dows above, were painted by Vermeer in a dark
natural ultramarine, thus indicating the very
deepest shadow. Over this first layer he then
applied varied layers of earth colors in order to
give the wall a natural appearance. The earth
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I). Johannes Vermeer,
Wonu1ll in Blue 1~(!lJdb)8 a
LeIter (detailJ, c. 1663-1664
oil on canvas
Riiksmuscum, Am~lenl;Jm

14. Johannes Venneer,
Lady at Ihe Virginal with
11 Cemlernan (The Music
LessolJ) (detaill, c. ,661
1664, oi I on canvas
Her Majesty Queen 'ELJz.01beth "



5. Daniel Vosmacr, View of
)elft with a Loggia, 1663, oil
tn canvas
tedchik MU~;(::llm "Her PrinscnhoiH

)clft (on loon rrom Ntthcrlamls
utilutc ior CllhuDI Hcmag\.4t

6. Thomas de Keyser.
;onstallt;;n Hllyge1l.l and
lis Clerk, 1627, oil on panel
f:lllonOl} Glillcry, Lomlun

colors, umber or ocher, should be seen as a re
flection of the multiple warm colors of the
strongly lit interior. Again Leonardo may help
us understand Vermeer's technique; he SLaled
that the surface of every object partakes of
the color of the adjacent object, meaning that
no object is ever seen entirely in its natural
cnlor_~7

Interiors showing black-and-white marble
tiles are found in an overwhelming number
of seventeenth-century Dutch paintings. We
find them on the floors of rich burghers'

houses as well as in the popular church inte
riors, leaVing us WIth the impression that
they were common in seventeenth-century
Dutch interiors. It has recently been noted
though that the many marbled floors found,
for instance, in Vermeer's pain tings were most
probably rare in reality.48 If thesc tiles were
not commonly found even in upper-class in
lcriu[:;, then they must have been added by
the painter for another purpose. One ohviow;
reason could have been to create a certain al
lure of nchness that would attract clients, but
certainly a.lso the effect of perspective, of cre
ating a spatial illusion, could have becn a sig
nificant reason for furnishing interiors with
these patterns. A combination of the two pos
sibilities seems most likely. The seventeenth
century artist, including Vermeer, is con
stantly playing with our senses and composes
interiors so convincing that we r.onsider them
real. This was of course more than the Delft
burghers would have said about Daniel Vos
mner's View of Delft with a Loggia (fig. IS)
of 1663.49 Nevertheless, the loggia serves ex
actly the same function, although more obvi
ously unrealistic than the lavishly re::pre:;e::ntt:d
black-and-white tiled floors in paintings by
Vermeer and his contemporaries.

In this context it is interesting to observe
that the connoi~~elJT of ;lrt, intellectual-at
large, and secretary of stadtholder Frederik
Hendrik, Constantijn Huygens, in his portrait
by Thomas de Keyser 11596/1597-1667) of
1627 Ifig. 16), is shown with many valuable
instruments and maps but with no luxuri
ously marbled flooI. Bruau, cummon wooden
planks, as one would expect the floors to be
made of in this period, fonn the base of this
excellent composition. Five years before hls
portr:li t W;lS painted, Hllygens wrote that"all
pai nting is dead by comparison [to the camera
obscural, for this is life itself, or something
more elevated, if one could articulate it.,,;n
However, in the central vanishing point of
the composition, placed on the chest of Huy
gC::Il:;, oue:: finds the pinhole in the paint, used
by De Keyser for constructing the cnrrec:t
perspective.51

.Pamtmg uit den geest, literally "tram the
mind," meaning creating a composition based
on images of things seen and mirrored in the
imagination, was regarded as the highest level
within the visual arts. Van Hoogstraeten lit
erally compares the painter's mind to a stage
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on which he should pull back the curtain and
paint the imagined scene. 52

Van Hoogstraeten's trompe I'oells may have
influenced Vermeer, and the former's Feigned
Cabinet Door, of 1655,53 with a shadow from
a nail on it similar to that on the back wall
of The Milkmaid (fig. Ill, is one of these vi
sual pleasures that would have fascinated a
seventeenth-century spectator. It is also note
worthy that Vermeer's early Girl Reading a
Letter at an Open Window, which originally
had a more straightfon'lard iconography show
ing a woman reading ~ lov~ letter under a pic
ture of Cupid,54 was turned into a trompe l'oeil
by adding a curtain hanging on a rod in front
of the scene. Vermeer even included in this
painting the imaginary shadow of an imagi
nary frame.55

III tIn: st:venteenth century a perfect paint
ing was considered to be an image that makes
things that do not exist appear to exist and
thus deceIves the viewer in a permissible,
pleasurable, and praiseworthy m:mnerS6 Vrm
Hoogstraeten regarded a work painted uit den
geest as an image representing an imitation of
natural things, but the arrangement and order
ing of those things proceeds from the memory
of the artist. He holds the parts of what he re
solves to paint in his imagination in disunlt:r
until he puts them together in such a way
that they form a whole pictureY The art of
Vermeer seems to be closely connected with
this attitude. His interiors are composed as a

mise-en-scene, with curtains, special light ef
fects, and a composition with a strong spatial
illusion. We, the spectators, are also staged by
the artist and often placed behind a repoussoir
in the foreground. This we see very clearly in
The Music Lesson, where the viewer is fur
thennore, as so often in Vennecr's p~intings,

positioned below the eye level of the depicted
persons.

The mirror above the virginal in The Music
Lesson has been described as a careful record
ing of the perspective of the floor and the
table seen in it. In fact this is IlOl the case, as
the table in the mirror is painted with a re
ceding line tOward the left, whereas the table
in reality recedes toward the nght. By making
this ehange Vermeer achieved a more homo
geneous composition in the mirror. This indi
cates that the mirror for the artist was yet
another painting carefully constructed ac
cording to his compositional needs-and not
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a reproduction from a supposed reality. This
places the mirrored image of the artist's easel
in another pcn;pectivt:, as a Jt:1iberaLe wish to
he present ill this picture.

The Girl with tIle Red Hat and Girl with a
Pearl Earring have a number of simIlarities:
the lips show identical light reflections from
moisture, and the out-of-focus manner in
wb.ich the lion finials in the first painting
have been painted is comparable to the way
the yellow jacket in the latter is executed.
Has this been done because the image was
rendered via a camera obscura that could nut
foells well, or becallse the artist wanted us to
believe that we were looking through such a
device when viewing the girls? There is still
another, more convincing explanation: Vcr
meer was so much aware of the way the eye

17./ohannes Vermeer,
The Girl Wlth the }(ed Hat,
c. 1665, oil on panel,
x-radiograph
National Gallery o( Art, Vhsbington
Andrew W. Mellon Collec[ion



8. Vermeer, The Girl
lith the Red Hal, infrared
~fJeetogram

sees that he deliberately created the two im
ages in snc:h a In.:1nner that the faces are in
focus, but the foregrounds are not. By paint
ing the yellow jacket, made of a material that
cannot be precisely determined, with blobs of
fluid, yellow paint, comparable to the diffuse
highlights on the lion finials in The Girl witb
the Red HUl, Ite fun:es us to tum our search
ing gaze back to the faces. Vermeer makes us
concentrate on these faces, thus stressing our
intimate contact with the women. He manip
ulates us into full concentration on the two
onlooking females, creating quite a different
mood than when viewing his Portrait of Q

Young Woman. 5R The dfect of the two for
mer tronies, with deliberately unfocused fore
grounds, is similar to what we experience

when we are in a conversation with someone
and are looking at the person's eyes. In this
situation the person's jacket or tie is an unfo
cused element that we record but do not con
centrate on, a phenomenon the artist wanted
to establish in a most surprising way.

Adjustments to the Chronology

Based on a thorough study of Vermeer's paint
ings, the materials and technique he used, a
revision of the chronology of his works seems
necessary. It has been stated by various writ
ers that until now the chronological order of
Vermeer's ueuvre has been largely based on
subjective considerations. With new knowl
edge of his materials and methods, I believe
that Vermeer's small production can be bene
ficially revised along the following lines.

Mistress and Maid (Frick Collection),
hitherto dated c. I667, shows similarities to
early paintings. Thc work in itsclf is difficult
to assess, as the whole background appears to
have been overpainted at a later time, but the
hantlling of the yellow fur-trimmed jacket,
with its bold brush ~troke~, is remini~c:ent of
The Procuress (Dresden), dated 1656, and A
Woman Asleep (fIg. 3), formcrly dated c. I657.
The lack of a correct perspective in the Chi
nese box on the table of Mistress and Maid,
and the very strange way the woman is writ
ing, in an odd direction, 'Q lead me to believe
that this painting must be placed early in Ver
meer's career, c. 1659-1660. The flesh colors,
built up over reddish underpaint, do not con·
tain any greenish sharlow tones, as they do in
Vermeer's works after 1660. In Mistress and
Maid the shadows are grayish in tonality, and
except for the area along the yellow coat there
is an overall sfl.lmato along the contours. In
Woman Asleep, which I date to 1658-1659,
soft modeling of the paint can only be found
in the face of the girl. The rest of the compo
sition is characterized by sharp contours and
relatively thick layers of paint.

Remarbbly, the white highlights in Mis
tress and Maid are painted wi th a highly vis
cous lead white, and the brush has left marks
of the hairs clearly visible in the paint, a
phenomenon one encounters in only one
otherpaintingby Vermeer, the Woman Asleep.
In this painting the chair in tltt: furegruuml
ladded later), which is weak in execution, as
one may observe in the studs on the chair,60 is
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rendered in a way comparable to those in Mis
tress and Maid. Furthermore, the flesh tones
of the maid have a grayish tonality, just as in
Woman Asleep. I tend to believe that all these
characteristics indicme that Mistress and
Maid was one of Vermeer's first attempts in
painting a genre piece. The format llsed at this
early stagt:, c. 16)y- 1660, appears to be some
what too large to work out in an entirely
satisfactory way.61 After this experiment, Ver
meer turned to a smaller format for his inte
rior scenes. A few years later he retuTned to
the subject with the very fine Lady Writing
(c. 1665, in Washingtonl.62

The Girl with the Red Hat (c. r6651, recog
nized as an authentic painting by Vermeer,
was done over a portrait of a man. It has often
been considered that this unfinished male por
tr::lit might have heen painted by Carel Fabri
tius (1622-1654), an artist Vermeer is sup
posed to have held in high esteem. However,
it has nlw'lys puzzled me why one decided not
to attribute this work to Venneer himself. We
know that early in hi career he painted with
:;LIUng, forceful brush strokes, laying the paint
on the support in impasto, very similar to
what is shown by an x-radiograph (fig. 17) and
an lllfrared reflectogram image (fig. rs) of the
obscure portrait underneath The Girl with
the Red Hat. Moreover, the male figure does
resemble the so-called self-portrait on the leit
in The Procuress. The two paintings by Ver
meer with male figures in the Dissius sale
(r6961-Self-Portrait and Man Washing His
Hands-furthcrmun: illllicati;: LhaL men weJC
more often present in Vcrmeer's oeuvre than
one tends to think. If my hypothesis is cor
rcct, this would mean that the underlying
portrait of the man may be an authentic early
work by Vermeer himself, painted around
r656. After having abandoned it for a consid
erable time, Vermeer could have reuscd the
small panel and painted The Girl witb the
Red Hat over it.63

~aint Praxedis, a Question of Attribution

In the past a large number ot paintings were
nttributed to Vermeer. Some of these have UTI

dergone serious questioning concerning their
authenticity, resulting in their deattribution
and purging frum dlt:: anisl's produclion. One
painting, however, has recently been added to
Vermeer's oeuvre, Saint Praxedis (fig. 19).
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This painting was attributed to Johannes
Vermeer of Delft for the firSt time in 1969'"
and was firmly inclucJecJ in Vermeer's oeuvre
in 1986.65 The painting is generally believed
to be a copy after a painting by Felice Fiche
rclli (1605 -c. 1669), now in the Collection
Fergnani, Ferrara (fig. 20).

Thc "Vermeer" Saint Praxedis (Barbara
Pia:;ecka Juhnson CollecLionl hanging next to
the fully accepted Venneer paintings provided
an excellent opportunity to compare and
study their respective characteristics in exe
cution. It must be noted that a number of the
qualities concerning Venneer's painting tech
nique, the rendering of contours, shadows,
and manipulation of light, as mentioned
above, do not apply to the Johnson Collec
tion Saint Praxedis, nor to the early history

19. Johannes Vermeer, Saint
Prnxedis, oil 00 c~nvas

BJrbarn PI:l5ecka Johnson Collcellor
Found.mon



o. Felice Ficherelli, Saini
'taXedlS, c. 1645,01] on
anvas
'ollccuon Fcrgn.ml, Fcrr.1ra

I. Detail of fig. 19

2. Detail of fig. 19
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23. Felice fieherelli, The
Sacrifice of Isaac, e. 1640,
oil on canvas
N;nional Gallery uf Ireland, Dublin

24. Felice Ficherclli, Lot and
His Doug/Hers, oil on canvas
Nalionnl Gnllery of lreland, Dublin

2.5. Felice Fieherelli, Saint
Mary Magdalen, oil on
e.::tovns
Nation:!l Gallery of trdand, Dublin

paintings, Christ in the House of Mary and
Martha and Diana and Her Companions,
allributed to Venueer. This obviuu:sly makt::s
a comparison between these and later works
by the artist very difficult.66

When comparing Saint Praxedis with the
two early history paintings bearing Vermeer's
signature it became apparent to me that the
execution of Saint Praxedis differs from that
of the others. This is especially seen in the
execution of details, as the hand that applied
the paint has its own specific calligraphy. The
fluw uf tilt: urush, shuwn by the paint left be
hind, indicates how steady the hand was that
handled the brush. In the large painting Christ
In the House of Mary and Martha one ob
serves a very secure mastery of the paint ap
plication. Broad, bold brush strokes were em
ployed when Vermeer created the blues and
reds of the clothing in the foreground, all done
in fluid, soft strokes. Rounded, curved, and
straight lines alternate with each other, and
the confidence with which these have been
put down is striking. This is also true of
the detailed brushwork in Diana and Her

Companions, which shows a very secure and
steady painter's hand.

This cannot be said of Saint Praxedis. On
several places in the red dress and on thc
white sleeve one finds brush strokes that re
veal either an unsteadiness or at le:lst :l elif
ferent way of dragging the brush over the
surface. Minute wavy strokes display a hand
that trembled when applying the p~int; this
is most clearly visible in a white brush stroke
on the sleeve (fig. 21). The waviness, which
oceUl-S on a small scale, is found everywhert:
in the red tunic of the saint (fig. 22) and shows
a pattern one does not find in any other Ver
meer paintings.

The WIlY :l h:lnd applies the paint, espe
cially when the artist is not concentrating on
a specific form, results from an automatic
movement of the hand and therefore reveals
the individual. Of course, an artist copying
another artist's painting would probably try
LO clllulatt: his :suun;e;:'s brushwurk. However,
as far as I can judge from photographic evi
dence, wavy brush-handling is not found in
the Flcherelll paintmg in ferrara (fig. 20).

Nevertheless, the three works by Ficherelli in
the National Gallery of Ireland in Dublin
The Sacrifice of Isaac (c. 16401, Lot and His
Daughters, and Saint Mary Magdalen (figs. 23,
24, 2S)67-show exactly the same waviness in
the brushwork as the so-called Venueer Saint
PIllx~c1i:). In Th~ Sacrifice of isaac (fig. 23)
these characteristic patterns are visible in the
thickly painted dress of Isaac, and in Lot and
His Daughters (fig. 241 we see the wavy han
dling of the paint below the elbow of Lot and
in the dress of the daughter at the right. The
drapery around the hips of the saint in Mary
Magdalen (fig. 25), painted in an identical
tonality as the dress of Saint Praxedis, shows
the typical calligraphy of Ficherelli's hand.
These observations therefore raise serious
Questions concerning the present :lttrihIJ
tion of the Saint Praxedis in the Johnson
Collection.

There are also other elements in this pain t
ing that cause problems in understanding its
nature as a copy. When copying another art
ist's work one would expect the painter tu
work from the front toward the back, in can·
trast with the normal way of painting. This
means that the copyist would begin by ren
dering the olltlines of the most important
elements in the composition. In the Saint
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Praxedis attributed to Vermeer this is not the
case. The ewer in which the saint collects the
blood of the beheaded m;lIl was not blocked
out in the red dl'ess before it was painted. The
red dress extends under the left quarter of the
urn,6K indicating an initial asymmetrical ob
ject, and both handles appear to hc paintcd
over the finished red dress (fig. 26). Further
more, the dark silhouette of the architecture
behind the dead body was painted before the
corpse. We C:1n 111;1kc this nnt hy th~ f;lct th,1t

a dark patch of shadow is shimmering through
the shoulder of the corpse (fig. 27). One would
not expect to find these phenomena, appear
ing like pentimenti, in an almost literal copy.

The Ficherelli painting in Ferrara (fig. 201

uut:::; ~how a J1Uluber of minor differences,
such as the outline of the drapery on the left
shoulder of the saint and the headdress against
the flmshed sky. Reflectograms of Fiche
relli's painting reveal a number of prep.aratory
drawings, especially in the drapery, arms, and
hands.69

The facial flesh tones in the Johnson Col
lection Saint Praxedis (fig. 19) have a light
base, and the shadows are made with the
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brush tip. Sueh :1 working method C;lnJlnt h~

traced in the work of Vermeer, neither in his
early nor later paintings. Usually they possess
a well-defined shadow area in the uuderpaint
which is modeled directly over the ground or
imprimatura.

26. Detail OJ fig. 19

27. Detail offig. 19

'R. Ortoil of fig. 19



Another interesting factor is that no smalt
was ever detected in this painting.70 In Christ
in the House of Mary and Martha one finds
large amounts of smalt and indigo, and the
same goes for Diana and Her Companions. In
both early paintings the smalt is detected even
in areas that are not blue, for instance in the
background or flesh colors.

A dark underpainting was found under the
blue sky in Saint Praxedis; this underpainting
consists mainly of natural ultramarine, pos
sibly with the addiLion of indigo." In DialJa
and Her Companions there is no dark under
paint in the area of the sky, as had previously
been noted as a similarity between this pamt
i ng ,mo Snint Prnxe.dis. On the contrary, the
thin, transparent reddish-brown layer, applied
over the ground in Diana and Her Compan
ions, probably does not cover the area of the
sky. However, in The Sacri{ice ofIsaac (fig. 23)
one clearly observes the dark underpaint over
which Ficht:Jo::lli UJuudeu tho:: blut: sky in nat
ural ultramarine.

A final note is that, to my knowledge, rarely
docs a copyIst sign hIS rephea tvnce. Speaking
of signatures, the directly readable signature
"Meer 1655," lower left, must be regarded as
apocryphal. Part of this signature is visible to
the naked eye despite the fact that the paint
under it is heavily abraded.7Z The knobs of the
canvas are even partly visible under the sig
uatllIe (fig. 28), indicating that the paint layer
was abraded before the signature was added.
In my opinion the signature is not inte
gral to the painting. The inscription "Meer N
R[ .. ]o[.]o," bottom right is, however, so rudi
mentary that any interpretation would be
factitious.

As has become obvious to the reader, it is
not only the iconographic but ccrtaillly alsu
the stylistic difference that makes it seriously
problematic to accept Sain t Praxedis as a
painting executed by Johannes Vermeer of
Oclft.73 Based on a comparison of techniqLte
and the manner of applying the paint with
pictures by Ficherelli, an attribution of the
Johnson Collection Saint Praxcdis to Ficher
eUi seems apparent. It still has to be deter
mined if the Ferrara Saint Praxedis is auto
graph ur a copy.

Epilogue

The awareness of correspondences in Ver
meer's paintings to particlliar passages in man
uscripts or books possibly known to the art
ist7~ places him in a contemporary context.
The romantic idea of Vermeer living in iso
lation is a tale from the past. His craftsman
ship dues not stand alone but is founded on a
large knowledge of painting techniques inher
ited from predecessors and shared by his con
temporaries. By studying Vermeer's paintings
carefully, specific phenomena become appar
ent, which in turn throw a new light on his
stylistic development and thus on the chro
nology of his paintings.

There are few disputed paintings in Ver
meer's oeuvre, aside from Saint Praxedis in
the Johnson Collection. As this painting does
not have much in common with Vermeer's
known works, but certainly has mueh in
common with those ot the Italian painter
Felice Ficherelli, its attribution to Vermeer is
questionable. 75
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NUTES

Being able to study Vermeer's oeuvre in depth has
been a privilege in itself. Many persons have, know
ingly or not, been encouraging during this work. I
wish to thank Arthur K. Wheelock Jr. for his interest
and openness for discussion, and Ernst van de Weter
ing for engaging observations on Vermeer. In pnrticu
Jar 1am indehted to Nicola Costaras and the staff of
the Royal Cabinet of Paintings Mauritshuis, among
whom Dcn Droo. and Marhes Enklaar gave valu-
able reflection s on this paper, and to Frederik van
Koetsveld for his continuous support throughout
the Vermeer proiect.
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